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PRU/WE

9hysica] ge°desy' the StUdy of the gravitational field and the figure ofthe earth' has 599" enormous progress in the years following the publica«{ion 0f the hock "Phy51ca‘ GEOdESY" by H.A. Heiskanen and the present au-thor in 1957. The new book is devoted almost exclusively to this progress,but even 5° it is far from comprehensive. First, it is limited to the matn~ematical theory, of which it attempts a systematic and didactic presenta-tl°"~ inere is hardly any mention of observational techniques and of numervical results. but the mathematical methods are developed with a view topractical application.
SECOUd1Y. even from the theory of physical geodesy, a selection had to

be made to keep the size of the book within limits. Least-squares colloca—tiOn, which is a technique for combining observational data of different
types for an optimal determination of the earth's figure and gravitationalfield, is treated rather broadly. The elementary presentation in Part B
should be sufficient for most practical applications, whereas Part C pro-
vides the advanced theory which is necessary for a deeper understanding.
Part D deals with the geodetic boundary-value problem, the problem of Molo-
densky, but limited to two main topics: series solutions as proposed by
Molodensky, Brovar, and others, which seem to be most convenient for prac-
tical use; and recent mathematical investigations regarding existence and
uniqueness of the solution, associated with the names of Hermander, Krarup,
and Sanso.

The book is restricted to what might be caiTed "ciassicai physicaT ge—
odesy“: both the figure of the earth and its gravitationai field are con-
sidered independent of time. This is true to a very high accuracy (aimost
down to 10—7 ), which is sufficient for most present applications. For
higher accuracy, geodynamicai (time—dependent) effects can be taken into
account by smali corrections.

This approach seems to be practicaiiy and didacticaily the best; it has
so far aimost exciusiveiy been pursued. Thus the present book uses it too,
rather than formuiating the observation equations and the boundary-value
problem from the very beginning in a temporaiiy variabie, "four-dimension-
31“. form.
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An adequate treatment of geodynamical effects would have required a spe_
cial Part E, if not another book. lhe handling of this topic within the
frame of a section (sec.55l is a meager substitute: only the barest out-
lines could be sketched.

The author also regrets not to have been able to include a treatment of
the differential structure of the gravity field, again for reasons of Space_
There is, however, the book by Hotine (1969), which serves as an excellent
basis for a study of the extensive subsequent literature.

The understanding of the book requires a basic knowledge of physical ge.
odesy. For the sake of uniformity, we have used the text (Heiskanen and Mo-
ritz, 1967) as a source of reference. However, an equally useful background
is provided by books such as (Groten, 1979), (Ledersteger, 1969), (Level-
lois, 1970). (Magnizki et al., 1964), (Pellinen, 1978), (Pick et al., 1973L
(Shimbirev, 1975), or (lorge, 1975).

ihe book is written for graduate students and research workers in the
field of geodesy and gravity; it is not a mathematical text. In fact, in—
tuitive intelligibility is aimed at, rather than full abstract rigor. The
author has been guided by a kind of “minimum principle”: to present the
topics with the minimum adequate mathematical apparatus, Still, some places
do require quite advanced mathematics, of which an easygoing introduction
is given in Part A. Throughout, we have provided ample, wordy, and some-
times repetitive explanations, because the mathematical and physical mean-
ing behind the formulas is as important as the formulas themselves. Also,
derivations are usually presented in a quite detailed manner.

We have tried to use a fairly uniform notation without being pedantic.
Vectors and matrices have been symbolized by underlined letters where nec-
essary to avoid confusion; otherwise ordinary letters are employed for de-
noting them. Similarly, row and column vectors are distinguished only where
matrix operations are involved.

The list of references is intended as a guide for the reader rather than
as a complete documentation, which would comprise much more than the 200

titles given. Without doubt there are important omissions due to the auv

thor‘s inadvertence or ignorance. He apologiZes to any colleague who feels
that his work has not been adequately represented.

The author's cooperation, now for almost two decades, with the Depart-
ment of Geodetic Science of The Ohio State University has been of invalu-
able influence on his research. He is particularly indebted to discussions
with Dr. Richard H. Rapp, Mr. Béla Szabo, and Dr. Urho A. Uotila, who has

also given permission for the frequent use of material from reports of this
department.
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The Editors of the Bollettino d1 Geodesia e Scienze Affini and of the
Publications of the German Geodetic Commission also have kindiy permitted

the use of some materiai published there.
The author expresses particu1ar thanks to Mrs. Astrid Fink-Grad1 for

the comPEtent and painstaking preparation of the typescript in a form Suit-

abie for direct reproduction and for advice in iinguistic queSti°"5' to

Mr- R0bert GeratSCther for properiy constructing the diagrams, and to him

and to Dr. Hans SUnk61 for he1p in proofreading.

Helmut Moritz
Graz, Austria, November 1979
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PART A

GENERAL BACKGROUND

This intPOductory part is intended mainly to provide the geodetic andmathematical background for the present book. Sections 1 to 3 review 28‘sentiai material from the theory of the earth’s gravity field, includingspherical harmonics. Basic concepts from functional analysis, such aslinear operators and functionals, will be used throughout the book. There-fore, sections 4 and 5 give a simple introduction to these topics, whichis intended for geodesists, not for mathematicians.
The following sections are more advanced. Section 6 presents a reviewof the difficult problem of convergence of the spherical harmonic expan-sion of the external gravitational potential at the earth’s surface. Afresh look on the subject from a practical angle is provided by an applica—tion of Runge’s theorem in sec. 7. This theorem is proved in sec. 8, whichis mathematically more demanding than the preceding sectionS.

The reader may start with sections 1 to 3 to refresh his knowledge of
basic facts from physical geodesy and get familiar with the terminology.If he is interested in applications rather than in the theory, he may then
pass on to Part B.

For the study 0.)“ Parts C to E, the material 0f sections 4 and 5 is in—
dispensable. Bunge's theorem (sec.8) can be studied when the need arises;
the Proof {29.70 et seq-) may be left out. Sections 6 and 7 may be read
whenever desired.

——_
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2 General Background

1. THE EARTH'S GRAVlTY FIELD

This section reviews basic properties 0f the earth‘s gravity field end

coordinate systems related to it. in general fellowing (Heiskanen and Morith

1967), especially sections 1-1 and 2—1 through 2-4.

Our fundamental earth-fixed rectangular coordinate system xyz is defined

in the usual way: the origin is at the earth's center of mass (the geocenterh

the z-axis coincides with the mean axis of rotationa the x-axis lies in the

mean Greenwich meridian plane and is normal to the z-axis; the y-axis isnor-

mal to the xz-plane and directed so that the xyz system is right-handed; the

xy-plane is thus the (mean) equatorial plane°
One uses a mean axis of rotation and a mean Greenwich meridian plane in

order to get a definitidn independent of time, in view of very small and more

or less periodic changes in the instantaneous rotation axis and of deforma-

tions of the earthis body; see sec. 55.
The gravitational potential V may be expressed by the formula

= = 9 0 1-1
V(P) V(x,y,z) a III—1L1 va, ( )

earth

where P is a point having coordimates (x,_y,2) , Q is a point, variable

within the earthis body, which forms the center of the volume element va,

P

FIGURE 1.1. Illustratfing equation (1-1).

xC)04
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1. The Earth's Gravity Field 3

1 is the distance between P and o . and 9(0) 15 the mass density at Q;
G is the Newtonian gravitational constant

a - 6.672 1410"“ flying“! . (1‘2)

The integral is to be extended over the whole earth's bedyv Which inaludes
the solid and liquid parts. The (very small) effect of the atmosphere isuSU‘
ally disregarded; if necessary. it can be taken into account by corrections,
which have the relative order of 10—6. The same treatment may be apgléed to
temporal variations of V . which have the order of 10-7; see secs.49 and 53
Unless stated otherwise, we shall therefore treat the earth as a rigid body
without temeoral changes and without atmospheres

Even so, the representation (1-1) has only theoretical value because its
practical use would require the knowledge 0f the detailed density d‘SCr‘bu‘
tion within the earth, which obviously is not known.

For large distances

r=Vx2+y2+22,

(1-1) may be expressed as

_GM 1 w
V——r—+0(F2—) as r—> . (1-3)

M denoting the total mass of the body and 0(1/r2) symbolizing a term that,
for r + m , tends to zero as l/r‘2 . The physical sense of this equation is
that, at large distances and approximately, any body acts gravitationally as
a point mass.

The gravity potential w is the sum of V and the potential of the cen-
trifugal force,

. 2

VC
=%w2(xz+y ) s (1-4)

so that

w<x,y,z> = v<x,y,z> + % m2<x2+y2> ,

w being the anguiar velocity of the earth‘s rotation (whi
constant). ' . Z

The field of potentiai V is caHed the gramtamona
of potential w is the gravity field-

ch is consi

field; the

(1-5)

dered

field

—__
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4 General Background

The gravity vector 3 is the gradient of

‘IH
x

MY
N z

3- gnaw-v.

its components are the partial derivatives of
it is the resultant of the gravitational force
force.

The second-order partial derivatfives of V

H :

(1-6)

H with respect to x. y, z

grad V and the centrifuga}

form a symmetric matrix

u

9

[V V Vxx xy x2

’V V VY“ YY Y2

IV V Vzx zy zz

(1'7)

which is called the (second-order) gravfitational gradient tensor. Similarly,
the second-order derivatives of N form the gravity gradient tensor.

The trace of the matrix (1-7) is the Laplacian of V ;

AV=V +V +V .xx yy 22

Outside the attracting masses, above the earth’s surface S ,
Laplace's equation

(1-8)

V satisfies

(1‘9)AV=0§

the solutions of this equation are caHed harmonic functions. In the
earth's interiar, inside S , the potentiai V satisfies Poisson’s equation

(_1—10_)AV = '4TFGO s

AV and p referring to the same point inside S .

The corresponding relations for the gravity potentia1
(1'4):

w are, in view of

AW = 24.02 (1—11)outside S ,

Aw = —41er + 2:22 inside 5 . (1-12)

___‘



1. The Earth's Gravity Field 5

The magnitude. or norm. of the grav1ty vector 3 1s gravity 9 ;

9 - Hall; (1-13)

the direction of g , expressed by the unit vector

-111"939 (1-14)

is the direction of the vertical. or p1umb Iine; we have chosen the minus
sign so that n points upwards.

In our basic xyz system. the vector 3 has components which can be ex-
pressed in terms of two ang1es o. A as

icoso cos A

Q = ‘cososinA
sine

(1-15)

The angles defined in this way are caHed the astronomical coordinates
astronomical 1atitude o and astronomical longitude A .

Fig. 1.2 111ustrates these astronomical coordinates by means

'Y

FIGURE 1.2. Astronomical latitude <9 and langt'tude A on the unit sphere.

W

nz
plumb
line

. Z
4 a /o

Q “Loo
~\° a a”

8-3” ’6
A? Q' a8 q, *93"
eQUator A .

ux
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6 General Background

of a unit sphere centered at the observation station P . The symbois
glx, ily, |fz denote paraiieis. through P , to the coordinate axes, yhe
intersection of the sphere by the pianes (lix, lly) and (iix, H z) 13 tm
equator and the zero meridian, respectively. The iocai plumb iine intersecm
the sphere at the zenith Z ; the vector P2 is the unit vector 3 9 The cm
ordinates o and A appear as angles. as well as arts on the unit Sphere.

The surfaces w = const. are cailed the equipotential surfaces or leoez
surfaces. They are everywhere normal to the gravity vector, that is, to the
piumb 1ine. A particular one of these surfaces,

“HQ/.2) = No = const. , (1-16)

which approximateiy forms an average surface ef the oceans, is distinguished
by caiTing it the geoid.

The orthogonal trajectories of the TeveT surfaces are the Tines of force.
The tangent to a Tine of force at any of its points is the direction of the
gravity vector 3 , or the piumb Tine. Sometimes the lines of force, which
are siightiy curved, are themselves referred to as pTumb lines; a confusion
is not Tikeiy to arise.

Let P be a point of the visibie earth's surface, cailed the topographic
surface or the physical earth‘s surface. The Tine of force passing through
P intersects the geoid at a point PO . The Tength of the (siightiy curved)
pTumb Tine segment POP is the orthometric height H .

FIGURE 1.3. The orthometric height H .

ropegraphic
P surface

51

H

’3
geoid



2. Reference Ellipeoid and Anomalous Gravity Field 7

The triple (@.I\.H) is caHed the natural coordinates of P . They form

a system of curvilinear coordinates defined in terms of the gravity f1e1d.

An alternative definition of naturafi coordinates 1's by the triple (¢,A,W).

since the potential W of P can also be regarded as a physical measure of

the eIevation of P . This is particularly evident if we consider the geo-

potential number

C=WO—N,
(1—17)

which is easily related to H but is conceptually simpler.

Finally it should be noted that physical geodesy is concerned almost ex-

clusively with the gravity field at the geoid and above. Of particular inter-

est is the external gravitational field, the field outside the earth's sur-

face, for which the potential V is a harmonic function.

‘3

i

i
E

2. REFERENCE ELLIPSOID AND ANOMALOUS GRAVITY FIELD

This is again a review section, summarizing some basic materia] which is

presented in detail, for instance, in chapters 2 and 5 of (Heiskanen and Moe

ritz, 1967).
Geodetic coordinates. If we repiace the geoid by an eliipsoid, then the

nature] coordinates o, A, H are replaced by the geodetic coordinates o,
A, h . They are defined in the foiiowing way (Fig. 2.1).

FIGURE 2.1. Reference eZZipsoid and geadefztic coordinates

l—___

Z
. P

h

Q

‘ a .. A ‘ .w



8 General Background

An eliipsoid of revolution. generated by rotating an eiiipsoid of semi-

axes a and b about the minor axis, is placed with its center at the

geocenter. in such a way that the minor axis coincides with the 1'6X33. A

spatial point P is projected. by means 0f the 5””9“ H” mm“ ‘° W
ellipsoid, onto the eHipsoid‘, this gives the point 0 . The straight se9~

ment 0? is the geodetic height h , and the usual e11i9501d53 geographi°

cai coordinates of the foot point 0 are the geodetic latitude o and

geodetic longitude x of P . More precisely. @ 15 the angle between the

eliipsoidai normai and the equatoriai p1ane, which is the xy‘Dlane, and A

is the angie between the meridian piane of P (the Plane through P and

the z-axis) and the zero meridian piane, which is the xz-piane.
The system (¢,x.h) is related to the system (x,y.2) by CiOSEd formu‘

las:

x = (v + h) cosmosk ,
.y = (v + h) cowsjm ,

b2
2 = (—iv + h)sin¢ ,

a

(2‘1)

where

V=——C__.‘
Vl+e‘2cosfi¢

-623'75"
(2'2)

(2'3)

e.2 2 a2 - b2
b2 ; (2-4)

v is the transversal radius of curvature of the ellipsoid, c is the polar
radius of curvature, and e' is called the second (numerical) excentricity.

The deviation between the plumb line and the ellipsoidal normal is char-
acterized by two small angles a, n, the components of the deflection of thevertical. This is illustrated by Fig. 2.2. The (astronomical) zenith Z l5
the spherical image of the plumb line and has the spherical coordinates 0
and A , as in Fig. 1.2. lhe "geodetical zenith" Z' is the image of theellipsoidal normal and has the coordinates a and A . From Fig, 2.2 itfollows immediately that

€=0-¢,
“'(A-x)cos¢. (2-5)
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{

FIGURE 2.2. The deflection of the vertical on the unit sphere

Sfimflar‘ly, Fig. 2.3 shows that to a sufficient approximation,

the geoidal height, we have

N=h-H.

N being

(2-6)

P

eil'ipsoid

FIGURE 2.3. The geoidal height-

p0 ‘0‘

j g‘ E g

V d? ‘ i ‘

1‘ K 'V , '‘b ‘.

,V >' ‘ r

l y .
I.

topographic
H surface

h





2. Reference Ellipaoid and Anomalous Gravity Field 11

The function U defined ln this way 15 expressed by a closed formula
which, however. involves some new notations and wéll not be used in this
book. He shall. therefore, not give this formula here and limlt ourselves
to stating some auxiliary relations. referring the reader for details,
9 g_, to (Heiskanen and Moritz, 1967. secs. 2—7 to 2-9).

lhe mass of the ellipsoid is expressed by

.. E 1GM " arctan e'wo ' 3‘5232) 9 (2-13)

where

E ¢T- 32 (2-14)

is the Hnear excentricity and

E‘-—e'b
is the second (numerical) excentri‘city of the eH
have met at (2—4).

Normal gravity y on the eHipsoidal surface
of Somigliana

(2-15)

insoid, which we already

is given by the formula

aYaCOSZq': +bybsin2¢
-Y = —/=z_—-——‘___——2_——.=‘"—‘_.___ ,

vazcosz¢ +b Sinzé)
(2-16)

where ¢

ya , and

with

is the geodetic 1atitude
at the poies, Yb , are gi

I

-6M _
Ya m 9

me! 1

Yb : +-———E‘—O') 3

a 3‘30

and
ven

where
by

normal gravi ty at the equator,

(2-17)

m : wzazb
GM'

_ 1 3 |-_i_
qo - 2.(1 +fi)arctan e 26; a

(2-18)

(2-19)

——_.
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12 General Background

q; -_. 3(1+E—}T)(1-Elrarctane“) —1 . (2-20)

For later use we shaH need the quantity

C-AJ =.____
2 Ma2 ’ (2-21)

where A and C are the principal moments of inertia of our eHipsoid of
revo1ut1‘on: A is the moment about the x (or y ) axis, and C is the
moment abeut the z-axis. This quantfity J2 , caHed the dynamic form fac-
tor. is, for the Eevel elh‘psoid, expressed by

-12 _2me‘ (2-22)

(Zoc.cit. . p.73) . where

e=—E.
a (2-23)

is the first (numerica1) excentricity.
The reader shou1d note that all these quantities are, in fact, express-

ed in terms of the four constants (2‘12).
The anomalous gravity field. The normal gravity potentiai U is a good

first approximation for the actuafi gravity potentia] W outside the geoid.
The difference

T=w—u, (2-24)

caHed the anomalous potential, or disturbing potential, is small. The
function T is harmonic outside the earth, satisfying Lap1ace’s equation

AT=0; (2-25)

this f0110ws by forming the difference between (1-11) and the correspon-
ding equatian for U . under the assumption that w is the same in both
cases.

Writing

H=U+T, (2-25)

ri
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we see that the 9F5V1ty field (potential w ) is split up inta a normal
field (potentiai U ) and an anomaious fieid (potential T ). Ehis decom-
position is very DVECC1C31= the prin€1pai part, expressed by U , is given
by closed (eilipsoidal) formulas; the remainder, expressed by T , is ir-
reguiar but very smail, so that linear approximations are sufficient in
practice.

These principies, decomposition and linear formuias, wiii now be demon-
strated for quantities referring to geoid and reference ellipsoid, respec«
tively (Fig. 2.4).

geoid
W: W9

ellipsoid
U.-.'W°

FIQURE 2,4. Geoid and reference ellipsoid

Let us associate to each geoidefl point P an e11ipsoida1 point 0 by

projecting p onto the eHipsoid by means of the eHipsoida] normai. The

distance m is the geoidal height N aheady introduced above. The nor—

ma] gravity vector 1 at Q s

l '-' ’
(2-27)

atEector'ty vravxthe gt ofrpar1“ counte"normathebed toidereis cons
P I

plumb eiiipsoidal
(me normal

5

Ir

P

N
9

a _

.1!



14 General Background

g a (grad W)? . (2-28)

Ehe difference between the norms g and y of" these vectors is the gray-
ity anomaly

(2-29)A9=9-Y;
note that gravity 9 refers to P whereas normal gravity refers to Q ,
0n the other hand, in (2-24) both w and U refer to the same point;
both to P or both to Q .

The equations (2-5). (2-6), (2—24), and (2—29) all have the same struc-
ture: quantities of the anomalous gravity field (T, N, Ag. 5, n) are ex-
pressed in terms of differences between actual field quantities (w, H, g,
o, A) and their normal or ellipsoidal counterparts (U, h, v, o, A) .

Basic is the fact, already mentioned, that all relations between quan-
tities of the anomalous gravity field are linear, obtained by Taylor ex—

pansions truncated after the linear term. We mention the most important
relationships. They have a particularly simple form if the normal poten-
tial UO at the ellipsoid is taken to be equal to the actual potential
we at the geoid; this will be assumed.

The components 5, n of the deflection of the vertical are connected
with the geoidal height N by

--_3_fl5‘ a“: n = ‘31?-
av (2-30)

where the system uv is a Toca1 cartesian coordinate system in the tan—
gent plane to the geoid at P , with origin at P , the u—axis pointing
north and the v—axis painting east (cf. Heiskanen and Moritz, 1967 p 1&2).
The geoida1 height N is related to the anoma1ous potentia1 T b; Beuns'
formula

N=1,
Y

(2—31)

where T = wQ—UQ (or. to the same accuracy, = vaUP ), and T and Ag

are related by

3T 13y _m'gifiTMQ‘o' (2-32)

where alah denotes differentiation along the ellipsoidal normal (ibid..pp.85*86).A
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The last formula is caiied the fundamental equation of physical geodesy.it is a bOundary condition at the eiiipsoid. By soiving Lapiace's equation
(2-25) Subject to the boundary condition (2-32), supposing Ag to be givan
one obtains T outside and at the ellipsoid. Then aruns' formuia (2-31)
yields the geoidai height.

The validity of AT = 0 outside the eiiipsoid presupposes the unreai-
istic situation that there are no masses outside the ellipsoid. Therefore,
these masses must be removed computationally, by a so-caiied gravity re-
duction. {A iogicaiiy more satisfactory approach, due to Moiodenskyo "‘13
be considered in Part D.)

An expiicit soiution for T in terms of the boundary vaiues 59 is
found in the foiiowing way. Since the quantities i and Ag entering in
(2-32) are very smaii, the flattening f may be negiected in this equa-
tion (this introduces an error in T of fT é 0.003 T). Then this bound—
ary condition takes the form

3T 2 _W+ET+Ag—o , (2—33)

where

R = 6371 km (2-34)

is a mean radius of the earth. Thus the reference ellipsoid is formally
replaced by a sphere of raéius R , and a/ar is the radial derivative at
this sphere.

The meaning of this spherical approximation should be properly under-
stood. It does not mean that the reference ellipsoid is replaced by a

sphere in a geometrical sense, so that now a sphere, instead of an ellip-
501d, wouid be used as a reference surface for the geoid. it only means
that the flattening is neglected in the coefficients of ellipsoidal formu-
las such as (2-32), so that formally a spherical relation (2-33) is ob-
tained. As a matter of fact, normal gravity y in Ag = g °y must be com-
putEd by the exact ellipsoidal formula (2-16).

The soiution of Laplace's equation AT = 0 subject to the boundary con—
dition (2n33) leads to Stokes formula

_ R
T? - I; UAQQSWNO . (2-35)

"here P is the point at which T is computed and 0 1‘5 the variabEe
5)mm to which Ag refers. The notations are iilustrated by means of

)uxw
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FIGURE 2.5. Reference ellipsoid and unit sphere

Fig. 2.5. The symbol 6 denotes a unit sphere whose center may be taken
to coincide with the center of the ellipsoid. The points P and Q are
mapped into the points F and E on the sphere a in such a way that the
radii at p and 6 are parallel to the ellipsoidal normals at P and G;
that is, the spherical coordinates (latitude and longitude) of F and 5
are identified with the geodetic coordinates o, A of P and ¢', A' Of
Q , respectively. The surface element do of the unit Sphere is, therefore.
given by

do = cos¢'d¢'dA' ,
(2-36)

and w , the spherica'l distance between F and U f
51“; spherical triangIe of Fig. 2.6: ’ Snows from the ba-

cow = sin¢sin¢' + cos¢cos¢‘cos(x'- A).

The function S(w) -has the form

(2-37)

«q
~ h _.,~...j S‘W. _ ..., r”

P

F < a
, 1' r

‘ w 0

unit
~ sphere
' a
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90°—«v’

90°49

600'}?

I)
FIGURE 2.6. The basic spherical triangle.

. s -1 . r .

SW) = [51%] ~6s1n%+1- 5cosw - 3cos¢1n[sin%+sin2%]. (2-38)

The geoidal height now requts from (2—31):

_ R 1 .
NP - m IUIAQQS\¢)dG r

Y may be repiaced by a giebai mean value such as 980 gal (1 gal

A differentiation of this formuia according to (2—30) ieads

.Meinesz' farmula:

do,

Stokes' function (2—38) and

c05ul
sinaJ

#8 of

I
45?
n1>

'\

where dS/dw
tained from

1 . d5
= W {#9933

is the derivati

t _ cos¢'sin§A'—A2
am ' css¢s1n¢ —s1n¢cos¢ cos x -A ’

f0110wing from the spherica} triangle of Fig. 2.6.
Both Stokes' formula and Vening Meinesz' formula presuppose

an°ma1y Ag to be given at every point of the ellipsoid.

(2-39)

=10'2m 5—2 ).
to Vening

(2-40)

a $5 ob—

(2-41)

the gravity

h—

North Polo‘
‘ 90

’-¢

.5. .,,
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3. SPHERICAL HARMONICS

In this section we sha11 recall some weIl-known formulas for spherical
harmonics for Eater reference; the notations foilow (Heiskanen and Moritz,
1967). sections 1-8 through 1-15. 2-5, and 2-9.
Spherical coordinates r (radius vector), a (polar distance), and x

(longitude) are re1ated to rectanguEar coordinates x. y. 2 by

x=rsinec05A ,
y=rsinesim ,
z = rcose;

(3-1)

see Fig. 3.1.

If we express LapIace's equatian AV = 0 in spherical coordinates and
try to soflve it by a product of three functions, each of which depends en
onEy one spherica? coordinate:

V = f(|‘)9(9)h(k) . (3-2)

then the squtions are found to be

Z

P
‘J

r z=r coso

'3 .

9| ib .| '
Y

x .

,- 5'
y

_x FIGURE 3.1. Spherical and rectangular coordinates.
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= n - 1Hr) r or f(r) _.r_n_+T , (3-3)

9(a) = an<cose) . (3-4)

(3'5)hm) = cosmx or MA) = sinmx .

where

n = 0,1,2,3,...
m = O.1,...,n .

n is ca11ed the degree and m , the order of the
ation.

Thus, the dependence on r and on A is simp]
or negative power of r , and h(x) is a sine or

The functions an(cose) are 1ess elementary.
functions and defined by (we put cose = t )2

_ 1 2 gdmnm 2 n
p (t)—————{1-t)—m(t-1) .“m 2%! dt

functiens under consider—

2: Hr) 1's a positive
cosine of mu1tip1es of x.
They are called Legendre

(3-5)

An epocit expression 1's

P = —n _ 2%” k ’2- ' -mm 2 (1
t)k§o(‘1>VrrrTlfi%-L&2thm’2k = (3-7)

where v 1's the greatest integer §(n-m)/2 - The Legendre functions are

thus p01ynomia15 in t = cose , muhiplied by powers of VII-t2 = sine ‘

For m = 0 we have the Legendre Polynomazs

_ _ 1 .1: 2- n.W - he“) an“ 1) ’ (3-8)

they are po1ynom1‘als in t of degree n . For m a! 0 , the pm”)
CaHed the associated Legendre functions.

The product of functions (3—4) and (3-5),

are

= e cosmAan(e,x) an(cos ) a

_ ' A ,Snm(e,;\) —
an(cose)s1nm

(3-9)

—_—
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are ngcnjrc surface harmonics. and the products of (3'3), (3-4), and (3.5

nr RMHA) .

-(n+1)r RMWJ) .

I“r Snm(9p)\) I

-(n+1)
7' Snm(es") I

(3-10,

are the corresponding solid sphericai harmonics (“=03 “"31; “no: ‘9"
serai, m=n: sectorial). The functions (3-10). as we” as their (finite
or convergent infinite) linear combinations, are harmonic.

In particular, the series

V(r,e,x) = E g
n=0 m=0

A an(8,}«) + B Snm(59)‘)’
mu n+1 nm n+1 ’r I" J

(3-11)

or, equivalently,

(D 1 n .
V(r,e,x) = E 7;: Z an(cose)(AnmcosmA+Bnms1nmA) ,

n=0 l" m=O
(3-12)

may be used for representing the earth‘s external gravitational potential,
which is a harmonic function.

Since the first term, for n = 0 , is represented by GM/r , the series
(3-11) or (3—12) may also be given the form, frequently used in sateIIite
appflications:

V:_G_M
r 1 - a; m§O{%]“an(cose)<anmcos mx + Knmsin ml) (3—13)

in which a is the semimajor axis of the earth (that is, of a best—fitting
earth eliipsoid) and the coefficients Jnm and Knm are, in a simple way,
related to the coefficients Anm and Bnm in (3—12). The advantage of the

form (3-13) is that the coefficients are smaii dimensioniess numbers. There

is no term with n = 1 if the origin is at the geocenter.
As an example we mention the case of the equipotential ellipsoid. In

View of the rotationai symmetry we have Knm = 0 always and Jnm = 0 if
m f 0 . 0n putting Jn0 = Jn and noting (3-8), the expansion (3—13) thus
reduces to

V=G_M
I”

°° I n
1 » i2nzzdntr] Pn{cosa)

(3—14)J
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and the coefficients are given by

.1 = (-13V‘1._.3L2_v__.{1 - v 5 C-A
2V (2v+1)(2v+3) “ “fig-2‘) '

J2v+1 z 0 '
(3-15)

using the notations of the preceding section and v - 1.2.3.... (Hefiskanen
and Moritz, 1967, p.73).

Orthogonality relations. The integraI over the un1t sphere of the pro-
duct of any two different functions Rmn or Snm is zero:

RIo]. nm(eg)\)Rsr(e’A)do = 0 \

S
’\ ‘if

Ia]. nm(e,)\)ssr(e’)‘)da = o
Sin OY‘ rim of- both. (3—16)

TR 9

f6; nm(
.l)Ssr(e,A)dc = 0 in any case.

For the product of two equal functions we have

J- [R 2 _ 41:
cf n0(e’)‘)] dc — 2n+I = Kr10 ’
, 2 _ . 2 _jqflan(e,x)J dz: - fgflsnmiefifl dc —

_ Zn €n+mgl _
— 2n+I nom . — Knm

(3-17)

if malt).

The integral over the unit sphere is expressed by

21! 17UP)“ = I I(-)s1‘nededx ,
c A=O 6:0 (3-18)

Let us now put r = 1 in (3—11) and write

V(l,9,x) = New . (3-19)

50 that

w n
f =(8.x) “:0 mZO[Aman(e,A) + Bnmsnm(8,>\)]i . (3-20)

____-
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we muItipIy f(e,x) by an(e,x) or Snm(6,A) and integrate over the

unit sphere. taking into account (3—16) and (3-17). This determénes the

coefficients as

a 1
Am - E... Hf(e,x)an(e.A)do .

nm 0 (3-21)

- 1 A d .
Bnm ‘ K—m;

IOIf(e’A)Snm(6’ ) c

Finally we introduce the Laplace surface harmonics fn(e.A) of f(9,*) 9

defined by

fn(e,x) = iOEAnman(e,A) + Bnmsnm{e,A)J , (3-22)

(3-23)

and write

f(e,A) = 21:46.1) -
n=0 '

Then the Lap1ace harmonic of degree n is given by the expression

2n+1 2n n

flaw,“ = j;— kio
SACHS,A)Pn(cos¢)51ne'de'dl (3—24)

which obvious1y is closely related to (3—21), w being the spherica] dis—

tance between the points (e,A) and (e',A') :

cosw = cosecose' + sinesine‘ccs(A'-A) . (3-25)

Fully normalized harmonics. The "quy normah’zed" Legendre harmonics

i (e,A)=/—4“—R (ea) .
nm Knm nm (3-25)

_ /41rEma,” ~ K Snm(e,x) ,
nm

with Knm defined by (3-17). are not only orthogona] according to (3-16)-
but a1so normalized by

(3-27)1fiiflim“ = fiffgimd" ‘1 §

0‘ 0'J
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they form an orthonormal system of functions.
If the expansiOn (3-20) is written in terms of khese functions:

- on “f - - 1HGJ) - n20 mzoi'finmfinmm,” + Bnmsnmw,”J (3-28)9

then the coefficients are given by

Km = fif'ff(e,k)finm(e,x)dc ,
U

'3’ - 1mn - RI fraj (e,x)§nm(e,x)do .

A150 the so-caHed decomposimlon formula, 0!“
spherica] harmonics takes a particularly simpie
normaiized harmonics:

addition theorem,
form if expressed

(3-29)

for
‘in NEW

n _ a _ __
Pn(cosw) = film— Zo[finm(e,x)an(e',x ) + Snm(8,x)3nm(8

m:

where Pn(cosw) is the usual Legendre po1ynom1a1 (3-8) for
(3—25)!

We fina11y mention the spherical-harmonic deve1opment of
distance. Consider two points P and P‘ in space, having
ordinates

st')} a

the argument

the reciprocal
spherica] co-

P{r,e,x) and P‘(r’,e‘,x') .

By appiying the cosine theorem to the plane triangle OPP' , 0 being the
origin r = O , we find for the spatiai distance 1 = PP' ;

1 = ‘/r2+r'2—2rr“cosw , (3—31)

' = d r' = OP‘ ,dius vectors r 0P an1e between the ra 'Where w , the :ng(3 25)
The reciprocal distance may now be expanded intois again given y ‘ -

the series

1= 2"
r'n P

T n:0rn+1
n(cosW) ’

which converges (uniformy in q; ) for r‘ < r since

(3_32)

r-Mka
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ipnuoswl $1 ; (3-33)

it diverges for r' > r .

a. A FIRST LOOK AT HILBERE SPACE

The purpose of this and the following section is to provide an intuitive
understanding of concepts such as operators and functionals which will be

used throughout the present book. The treatment will be leisurely and

Slmple. emphasizing analogies with vector and matrix calculus and not hav—

ing too much concern about mathematical rigor. In fact, a certain familiar~
ity with the basic terminology is, apart from a few exceptions. all that is
needed for reading the book. If the reader wants to start research of his
own, then he will wish to go further into the subject. A possible way to do

so is first to read the lecture by Meissl (1975), then the one by Tscher-
ning (1978a), and then to refer to one of the many good books, such as

(Kantorovich and Akilov, 1964), (Kolmogorov and Fomin, 1970), or (Taylor,
1958i.

The case of Rn . Consider first vectors and matrices in n-dimensional
Euclidean space R" . A vector x is an n-tuple of numbers

x = [x1,x2,...,xn]; (4-1)

these vectors may also be interpreted-as points of Rn . In this section,
we shaii write vectors as row vectors rather than coiumn vectors, which is
not quite consistent with standard matrix notation but convenient for gen-
eralization; furthermore, vectors and matrices will be symbolized by ordi-
nary ietters, without underlining.

The "size", or iength or magnitude, of x is characterized by the norm

1

2 2 22‘“X” = (x1+x2+...+xn) . (4-2)

A transformation between a vector x = [xi] (this is an abbreviation for
(4-1)) and another vector y = pi} is given by

y=AX. (4-3)

where A is an nxn matrix with elementsa”:J
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A. [an] . (4‘4)

More explicitly, (4-3) may be written

Ey = a x
1 3:1 ij j

(4-5)(i'192y u--o n) '

Hilbert spaces. How can we generaHze these relatfions? Let first nan ,
that is, the vector x is now an infinite sequence

X =\X1,X2,X3, ...} (4-6)

for which the series

2:”2|1X\l kélxk
(4'7)

converges; the norm itxlI defined in this way is a natural generalization
of (4-2).

The set of a1] sequences (4—6) with finite norm forms a “space”, which

is an obvious generalization of n—dimensionai Euc1idian space formed by

vectors (4-1). The Space of such sequences is, of course, infinitely-di-
mensionai; it is caiied the Hilbert space of sequences and denoted by 12 .

A linear transformation in this Hiibert space is given by an analogue

to (4‘5):

y W

i - a..x
3:1 133‘

= 1: 29 3: ---) a (4—8)

prgvided the sum, which here is an infinite series, converges. The matrix
A = [3‘ is now an infinite matrix. It is aiso cai‘ied a linear aperaccr
transfgiming the vector x into a vector y in a linear manner.

AnOther generaiization is the Hilbert space of square-integrable func-
tions L2 . An intuitive approach is the fniiowing. The eiements, or
90int5, of Rn are vectors xi as given by (4-1); the eiements (or
“90ints“) of the present function space are functions, say fit), defined

h.
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on the interva‘ a s t a b .2 An analogy to (4-5) would then be

b

gm = IA(t.u)f<u)du; (4-9;

there corresponds

function f(u) to vector xj .

(4-10)argument u

‘2integral j du
u=a

t0

to

index i
:1

sum 2
j=1

I

o

An expression of form (4-9) is caiied a linear integral operator; it trans-
forms a functiOn f into another function g . The function A(t,u) is
tailed the kernel of the operator.

Another exampie of a function space is provided by functions f(8,A)
or f(¢,k) defined on the unit sphere and satisfying certain conditions
(such as continuity or square integrability). Linear integral operators arm
for instance, Stokes' operator (2-39) and Vening Meinesz' operator (2-40);
they transform the function Ag into the functions N, a, n, respectiveir

However, not a1] iinear operators are integrai operators. The indefinite
integral of a function f(t) ,

t
F(t) = If(u)du.i (4-11)

may be expressed by an integra] operator of form (4-9):

b
F(t) = IA(t,u)f(u)du (4-12)

.Ujihe elements of L are functions square integrable in the sense of Lebesgue._Tlle
Lebesgue integral is azrather advanced mathematical concept, which will not 6XPIICItIZ
be used in this book. Therefore, the reader not interested in precise mathemaflcai de
tails may visualize our elements fit) simply as continuous functions for unich the
integrals which will occur in the sequel, especially the norm (k-3ola are fin‘t?° In _
faCt. some of the operators to follow are defined only for continuous or even differen
tiable functions.
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with kernei

‘1Hu.tA(t.u)'{LOifu>t
The {war-Se operator. however. which is dsfferenHann

(4.13)

Ht) ' F'U) . (4-H)

9*”. (4-15)

f= L’lg, (4-16)

L denoting a iinear operator and L'1 the inverse operator (if it exists).
can aways be used; in our example. L would be integration and L’1 ,
differentiation.

The unit operator. Thus, what is the operator corresponding to the unit
matrix? Acting on a function. it must leave the function unchanged:

(4-17)If=f,
this can be considered as the definition of the identity operasar, or unit:
opepazor, I . Can I be considered as an integral operator? Let us pro-
ceed by analogy to the case of Rn . There the equation

(4-18)Ixsx.
3 being the unit matrix, can be written in the form (4-5):

if 6 x I
j-a 13 3 xi .

(3-19)

“h”? the Kronecker dalta

'IHJ-M
(a I],‘3 ;01r3¢1.

(4-20)

h..._

Ell-"'—
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{

FIGURE 2.2. The deflection of the vertical on the unit sphere

Sfimflar‘ly, Fig. 2.3 shows that to a sufficient approximation,

the geoidal height, we have

N=h-H.

N being

(2-6)

P

eil'ipsoid

FIGURE 2.3. The geoidal height-

p0 ‘0‘

j g‘ E g

V d? ‘ i ‘

1‘ K 'V , '‘b ‘.
,V >' ‘ r

l y .
I.

topographic
H surface

h
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Unfortunately. there is no ordinary functiOn for which (4‘23) and (4‘24)
hold. The symbol 5(x) denotes a "generalized function" or, in modern ter-
minology. a distribution (cf. Kolmogorov and Fomin. 1970. Pv124lv 5t‘11' ‘t
has long been. and continues to be. customary to call 6(X) the Di'“o 431‘
ca function. or briefly. the delta function.

In this sense. the deita function may be considered as the kernel of the
unit operator 1 although, strictly speaking, I is not an integral oper‘
star with an ordinary function as a kernel.

The delta function may be regarded. in a certain sense, as a limit of
ordinary functions 6n(x) . We may, for instance. take

6n(x) =
n g

‘ylg S X S
‘21—'1- .

0 eisewhere .
(4-25)

FIGURE 4.1. The delta function
as a limit of ordinary functions.

X

‘99 F‘S- 4.1. This leads to an interpretation in terms of mean va1ues; in
fact, (4.21), with 6 repfiaced by 6n . gives the average value of the
functfion f in the interval (t-l/Zn. t+1/2n) . For n + 0 , the length
1/" Of this interval tends to zero. and the mean value tends to the point
va]”e fit) . as it should be according to (4-21).

The functions (4~25) are discontinuous. but there are also continuous
“Wroximations to 6(x) . e.g.

——_

l 5(x)

r 53(x)

520:)

F

. C

g i

Q Ib
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n _n2 2
5 (X) = “7-9 x on ‘11

The inner product. In Rn , the inner product of two vectors x = ,
x2,....xn1 and y = [y1,y2,...,ynl is defined by ‘

n(x,y) = x1y1+ x2y2 + + xnyn = iElxiyi . (4-26‘

In vector calcuius, the inner product is usuaiiy denoted by x-y ; in ma-
trix notation, by xTy ; the notation (x,y) is customary in functional
analysis.

The generaiization to the Hiibert Space 12 is straightforward:

(Xay) : Z Xiyi -
i=1 (4-27)

In L7 , the inner product between two functions f and g is naturally
defined by

b
(fig) = If(t)g(t)dt,

t=a (4-28)

using the correspondence (4—10).
The inner product of a vector (or a function) with itseif is nothing

e1se than the square of the norm:

H H! 2 = (w) . (4—29)

which is in agreement with (4-2) and (4—7) ; for L
2

H fl! 2 = bgmtnzdt

this means

(4—30)

.Orthonormal systems. In R’1 i a vector x may be represented 1n the f0

= + +x X191 X29; + xnen , (4-31)

‘ n v fWhere e1’ e2” "" en are "‘Utuany orthogonal un1t vectors. They sat15 y

a

,, 1 'l"
‘ . II EJams' " u m.m1..u'.um.mm.‘z.s:\i:|....n;mm w, . v'
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the ortkomrmality relations

(ei'ej) ‘ 51; ' (4-32)

which moons that the norm of each vector ei (the inner product of ei
with itse1f) is 1 (norma1ization), and that the inner product of two
dtfferent vectOrs ei and ej is 0 (orthogonality). The vectors ei
form an orthonormal base. The component xi is then simpiy the toner prov
duct of the vector x with the base vector ei :

xi = (xvei) . (4-33)

This is immediately generalized to HiIbert space L2 . Assume that there
are base functions ¢i satisfying

Minn.) = 5i], (4—34)

for 1',j = 1, Z, 3, ..., and that a given function f can be expanded
into a series of such base functions

f= if.¢.;i=1ll (4-35)

if such an expansion is pessible, then the orthonorma] system @i is ca11-
ed complete. For functiOns defined on the interval [a,b] , these reWatéons
mean

b
f¢i(t)¢j(t)dt = aii ,

f(t) = Z fi¢i(t) .
i=1

(4-36)

(4-37)

The Coefficients fi are then found by forming the inner product of f ,
as given by (4-28), with the base functions ¢i :

fi = (fun) . (4-38)

1" “Ct. denote the summation index by k and write (4-35) in the form

fbi_ _ ..
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f- Xfé;jg-1kk

it is Near that summation indices and integration variables can be demo.
ted by arbitrary letters. Then

on b on

(min(31mph)=Jk§1fk¢k(t)¢i(t>dt .

Interchanging the order of integration and summation (this would have tobe justified if we wished to proceed in a rigorous way) and using (4-34)we get

(ffl¢)=zf(¢.¢)=2f6.lni k=1kki kzlel
In this infinite sum, aH terms vanish except the one with k = 1' , because6n = 0 for k a! i . For k =1 we have ski = 1 , so that there remains

(fa¢i) = fi g

' 4-38 .

Hm::o:::;::sr: betzieen L2 and 12 . Function Space L2 and

seque:::ce

Space 12 are isomorphic; that is, there ‘flS a one-to-one corr‘espm:l er),
between eiements and reiations in these two spaces. The prinCIpie 15 V

simple: the expansion (4-3?), for a given system of base functiOns Q“) ’
furnishes a correspondence between a function f(t) and the infinite “.95”

tor [f1.f2.f3.....] formed by the coefficients of the expansion 0f “1‘5 ‘
function. It is less eiementary to Show that this

correspondence 175 on?”
one: that to each function from L2 there corresponds a sequence (3" in-
finite vector) from 12 and vice versa.what is more. even the norms of two

corresponding eiements are equa“
ffmtnzm - Eff ,

(4-39)
‘ 1

and so are inner
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b -thtm 4:191 .I l
(4-40)

He gfive a heuristic derivation of th1s relation. using (6-34) and (“35)1

b a. .-
If(t>g(t)dt - (f. - t .‘ g) (12‘ 101 £19303)

- f , - f - f 9
£131 ‘gjui oj) xzijgl 19,6” 1;: 1 i

(of course. the Mterchange of sums and integrals wouid have to be just!
fled).

To each operator A in L2 there corresponds an infinite matrix in

3:1 a12 a13 ' ' ‘

I 2 2

321 322 a23 . . .
(4-41)[an] ' E

831 632 333 . . .

I I I q I I I
II-

the elements of which are defined by

aij z (A¢ji¢i) *

Example 1. Let the Hilbert space L2 be the set of
grable on the unit circle 0 s t < 211 ; that is, the
with period 27: . The inner product is defined as

2n '
(fig) - If(t)g(t)dt.

0

functions
functions

(4-:2)

square-inte-
are periodic

(4-43)

A System of orthonormaI base functions is
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1“(H ' 75-; o

1t ' f—COSt ,¢2( ) V,“

mm = %c052t ,

_ 1¢6(t) - fficos3t ,

1¢3(t) = fisint ,

1 .
¢5(t) - wstt ,

1 .
¢7(t) = 7:51n3t .

(4-44)

It is verified by direct fintegration that the orthonormality relations
(4-34) are satisfied.

An expansion (4-35),

f
__ 1 1fit) - Tn(7§+f2cos t +f4c052t +f6cos3t+...

+f3s1n t +f55'in2t +f7sin3t+...)
(4-45)

is nothing eise than the usual Fourier series (apart from constant factors
ensuring that the system of base functions is not oniy orthogonai but aiso
normalized).

Which infinite matrix [dij] corresponds in this case to the differen-
tiation operator D ? By definition,

Df(t) = f'(t) = g-‘ti. (4—46)

We write

f'(t) = 9”) = 29.45.“) = i(g—i+g cost+g cosZt+11 1 my /2 2 4 "'
+g3sin t+ gssin2t+ ...)

(4-47)

and compare this to the series obtained by termwise differentiatiOn of
(4-45):

rm - TIL-(Jasmt-ZfdsinZt-
u L

+f3cos t+ 2f5c052t + ...) .
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He find

91“)! g2"f3‘ g3=’f2'
94 = ’ a ‘

(4-43)
=-f96 = 3f? ' 97 3 6 '

This can be written as a matrix muItiplication:

[91

|92

193g

:94
|

.gSI

i iI.

{

i

= I

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

-1

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

-2

0

0

0

2

0

f1

f2

f3:
f l

4

f5

11
(4-49)

the square matrix being
This may also be veri

d54 . we have

_ 1M — fiCOSZt

D¢4 = ¢;{t) =

1 .

¢5 fist‘t

the matrix
fied using

9

2 .Rs1n2t

(4-42)
corresponding

. For instance,
to the operator
take the element

and hence, by (4-42)-

I—_
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FIGURE 2.5. Reference ellipsoid and unit sphere

Fig. 2.5. The symbol 6 denotes a unit sphere whose center may be taken
to coincide with the center of the ellipsoid. The points P and Q are
mapped into the points F and E on the sphere a in such a way that the
radii at p and 6 are parallel to the ellipsoidal normals at P and G;
that is, the spherical coordinates (latitude and longitude) of F and 5
are identified with the geodetic coordinates o, A of P and ¢', A' Of
Q , respectively. The surface element do of the unit Sphere is, therefore.
given by

do = cos¢'d¢'dA' ,
(2-36)

and w , the spherica'l distance between F and U f
51“; spherical triangIe of Fig. 2.6: ’ Snows from the ba-

cow = sin¢sin¢' + cos¢cos¢‘cos(x'- A).

The function S(w) -has the form

(2-37)

«q
~ h _.,~...j S‘W. _ ..., r”

P

F < a
, 1' r

‘ w 0

unit
~ sphere

' a
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1- (has) (4—53)

This representation as an inner product a150 hoids for a1] functionaIS
in a Hilbert Space. For 32 we have

m

1= Eaixi ,
1-1

(4-54)

and for L2 .

b
1 = Jh(t)f(t)dt , (4-55)

with a function Mu) characteristic for the “near functional. Generafly
we shaN denote a linear functional of f by LU) and write

(4-56)L(f)=] .

An example for a iinear functionai is the expression (4—38) for the co-
efficient fi , which is a reai number associated to the function f ; the
base function ai takes the place of the characteristic function h in
(4—55). In the space of functions defined on the sphere, Stokes“ and Vening
Meinesz' integrais (2—39) and (2-40) are exampies of iinear functionais if
we consider N, a, n at one point only {for fixed o, A }; then Stokes‘
integral (2-39) associates the value of N at this point to the function
Ag . (If we regard the point (¢,A) as variable and consider the function
N(¢,A) , then Stokes' integrai defines an operator, as we have seen above.)

A simple but important 1inear functional is the evaluation functional,
or delta functional, associating to a function fit) its vaiue at a given
paint t = to :

at f = f(to).
O

(4-57)

The name, evaluation functionai, expresses the fact that the function is
evaluated at the pofint to , and the name. deita functiona1, arises from
the Possibility of writing (4-57) in the form

b

5t f - f(t0) - f 5(t-to)f(t)dt . (4—58}

——_
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in view of (4«21). using the delta function (4—22).3
The fundamental geodetic importance of linear functionals 1; Que ta t“

fact that all geodetic measurements depending on the gravity field may,af~ter linearization, be considered as linear functionals of the anomalOUSPotential l , as we shall see in Part B.
Norms of functionals and operators. The norm of a linear functional 1”Hilbert Spaces “LN. is simply the norm of the vector (or function} h ,

ill-ll = llhli . (4-59)

the norm “n” being given by (4-7) for T2 and by (4'30) for a-2 - Ifthe norm HLH is finite, we speak of a bounded 1inear functional.The norm of a linear operator L for which

g=Lf
(4-50)

according to (4—15), is the smaHest number C (if it exists) for which
H9“ ‘ CHfH (4-61)

for a]! elements f from the Hilbert space under consideration. We denctethis norm by :

“L” = C -
(4-52)

If HLH 1's finite, then the operator L is caHed bounded; otherwise Lis caHed unbcmnded.2
Examples. These important concepts wiH be illustrated by some exampNS-

‘rhe evaluation functional (ii-57) in L2 is unbounded; otherwise a
represen?a"°?n°§

form (&~58), but with an ordinary function instead of a delta funetion, would e§lst;
func_

Hilbert spaces with a kernel function, the evaluation functional IS a bounded linea
tional; see sec. 2“-

2Frequently the name, linear operator, is reserved for bounded linear Operators' amd
similarly for functionals;
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For the operator in R3 . represented by the matr1x

[ 1

L= 0

E0

0 0

2 O

0 3

39

the length of the vector Lx is at most three times the Vength 0f the
vector x . For instance, if

— 1 0,0].. then Lx — [ ,x= [1. 0.0]

but if

x = [0, 0,1] , then Lx = [0, 0, 3]

(strictiy speaking, we shou1d write co1umn vectors). Thus

HLII = 3 s

GeneraHy, in Rn , the norm HLH is the maximum amount by
x is stretched through the Hnear transformation Lx . For
ces, IELH is the greatest eigenvaiue.
In 12 matters are simi1ar. The infinite diagonal matri

'1000.‘
{OI/200.
O

0

01/30
0 O 1/4

which a vector
symmetric matri

X

has norm 1 ; its inverse

1

o

o

' o

0 0

2 O

0 3

O 0

0 I

0 .

0 .

T11
is unbounded.
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The differential operator (4—46) is unbounded,
the matrix in (4—49). (The norm of an operator in
norm of the associated infinite matrix.)

The unit operator I has norm 1 since If s

for sim11ar
L2 is the

f for a”

.‘fi
reasons; see

f a

S. NORMED SPACES

in a Hflbert Space, the norm of an e1ement is defined in terms of the
inner product of this element with itself:

I‘IfH2 = (M) . (5‘1)

It is possible, however, to introduce a meaningfui definition of the norm
which does net depend on an inner product.

The space C of continuous functions. Consider the set of continuous
functions f(t) defined, e.g., on the interval a s t s b , and introduce
a norm by

ilfll = max ! 1c(t)! . (5'2)

which is the greatest vaiue which the absolute amount of f(t) attainsin the interval [a,b] ; see Fig. 5.1. The set of continuous functionswith the norm (5-2) forms the space C .

FIGURE 5.1. The norm in the space C .

:1 ff!)

‘ rm

bé
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they form an orthonormal eyatem of functions.
If the expansion (3-20) is written in terms of these functions

f(e,x) : E E [Knminm(a,x) + Enm§nm(e,x)}
n=0 m=Q

(3-28)

then the coefficients are given by

Rm = 1%J‘off(e.x)finm<e.x)do .

E = 1
m fifo§f(6.k)§m(e,x)do ,

(3-29)

Also the so-caHed decomposition formula, or addition theorem, for
spherical harmonics takes a particular1y simp1e form if expressed in fully
normaiized harmonics:

Pn(COSK£I) = Til- mEOfLI—inm(-6,A)Tinm(e',p) + Enm(6,k)§nm(e',)\u)} , (3—30)

where Pn(cos¢) is the u5ua1 Legendre po1ynomia1 (3—8) for the argument
(3—25).

Ne fina11y mention the spherical-harmonic deve1opment of the reciprocal
distance. Consider two points P and P' in space, having sphericaI co-
ordinates

P(r,e,A) and P‘(r‘,e',)\‘).
By apgflying the cosine theorem to the p1ane triang‘ie OPP‘ , 0 being the
origin r = 0 , we find for the spatia] distance 1 = PP' :

1:Wm“: , (3-31)

where w , the angIe between the radius vectors r = 0? and r“ = Qpl ,
is again given by (3-25). The reciprocal distance may now be exganded into
the series

an in
%= i fix ans‘“ 'n=OY‘

"hiCh converges (uniform)! in w ) for r“ < 3“ since

(3-32)

—-__
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every Cauchy sequence in the Space C converges to an etement f of C

which precisely is meant by saying that the space C is complete. ’
In an incompIete space, not every Cauchy sequence of e1ements has Eli.

mit whfich is an element of the space.
Completeness in R . The simpiest fillustration for completeness andi”_

compIeteness is furnished by the real number 1ine R : —w < x < a . F0?
each reai number there exists a Cauchy sequence of rational numbers. Take.
for instance, the irrattbnai number Vi'; then the sequence

x1=1.4,
x2 =1.41,
x3 =1.414,
x4 =1.4142,
x5 = 1.41421,

(5-5)

obtained by truncating the infinite decimal fraction for ¢§- after the
n-th decimal, forms a Cauchy sequence for V? .

Consider now the set Q formed only of the rational numbers on R (the
irrationai numbers are removed). Then the €auchy sequence xn consists of
eiements of Q , but this sequence does not converge to an eiement of 0

since V? is not a rational number.
It is cflear that R £5 a normed space with norm

HXH = M ,

which is the absolute amount of the number x . But the set Q , with the
same norm, also satisfies the conditions {5-9) of a normed space to be
given below: Q is an incomplete normed space. 0n the other hand, R is
complete since every Cauchy sequence of real (rational and irrational)
numbers converges to a real number (in our example, V7 ).
Denseness. We have just seen that real numbers (such as J? ) can be aP'

proximated arbitrarily well by rational numbers: for any given real number
x there is a rational number xn such that

{x-x I < am
(5-6)

for any (arbitrarily smaH) positive number a . We say that the ration?!1
numbers are dense in the real numbers, or that Q is a dense subset of

R'J
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A-§a\.113 (4-4)

More exp1icit1y. (4-3) may be written

‘2‘Y ' 81.x
1 r1131 (5-5)’(1-1. 2. .... n) .

Hilbert spaces. How can we generalize these reIations? Let first n om ,
that is. the vector x is now an infinite sequence

r

x =1x1,x2.x3, (4-5)

for which the series

H xi” 2 mi = 2
X2

k=1k (4‘7)

converges; the norm |ix1i defined in this way is a naturai generalization
of (4—2).

The set of a11 sequences (4—6) with finite norm forms a “space”, which
is an obvious generalization of n—dimensionai Euciidian space formed by
vectors (4-1). The space of such sequences is, of course, infiniteiy—di-
mensionai; it is caiied the Hilbert space of sequences and denoted by 12 .

A iinear transformation in this Hiibert space is given by an anaiogue
to (4-5):

yi =
Ea..xj=113j = 1: 2) 3: ‘--) a (4-8)

provided the sum, which here is an infinite series. converges. The matrix
A = [a,‘] is now an infinite matrix. It is also cailed a linear Operator
transfoihing the vector x into a vector y in a linear manner.
Another generaiization is the Hilbert space of square-integrable func-

tions L2 . An intuitive approach is the foiiowing. ihe eiements, or
DOints, of Rn are vectors xi as given by (4—1); the eiements (or
"Points") of the present function space are functions. say f(t),
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“sz 0 (positivity),
llufll - lol 'Hfll (homogene1ty) ,

“Mill 5 "HI + llgll (triang1e inequality).
IIfH = 0 if and only if f = O .

(5-9)

These conditions are easily seen to be satisfied by the usual vector norm(4-2), but they can also be verified by Hilbert space norms Such as (4_3%
and by the norm (5-2) in the space C .

An inner-product space is a linear space if an inner product is defined
which possesses the following properties

(f,g) is a real number,
(fig) = (g,f) (symmetry),
(f1+f2:9) = (f1,9) + (f2,g) (distributivity),
(af,9) = 04159) (homogeneity),
(f.f) ; O and zero if and only if f = o _

(5-10)

An inner-product space is always a normed space if the norm is defined by
(5-1) but the opposite does not hold: the space C is a normed space but
an inner product related to the norm is not defined on it.
There are complete and incomplete normed spaces, as we have seen above.

A complete normed space is called a Banach space, a complete inner—product
space is a Euclidean space if its dimension is finite and a Hilbert spaceif its dimension is infinite. Finite dimension means that all elements of
the space can be represented as linear combinations of n "base elementsh
for instance, of the elements ei in (4-31); for Hilbert space the number
of base elements is infinite; cf. (4-35).1

The reader who meets these concepts and definitions for the first time
may ask for what use they serve. The definitions are introduced in such a
way as to extend simple and well-known properties (of numbers, vectors,etc.) to more general cases (such as functions), for instance, the Proper-
ty of completeness. It also turns out that simple relations holding in or'
dinary three-dimensional space can be generalized in a natural way to ab‘stract spaces. for instance to function spaces. This helps to give an ln'

'The terminology Is not uniform: sometimes all complete Inner—product Spaces arecalled Hilbert spaces, sometimes all are called Euclidean spaces. Incomplete Inner-product spaces are also given the name of pre-Hilbert spaces.

—1—._~
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tuitive "geometric" fiavor to abstract sItuatfions and provides a convenient
vocabulary. Ihe ethbiiion of a common structure in unparently quite dif-
ferent contexts (9.9.. the orthogonality of vectors and the orthogonality
of functions) greatly contrfibutes to our understanding by unifying, order-
ing, and simplifying 1t.
Linear functionala in a normed space. A linear functfona] L(f) asso~

ciates to an efiement f a rea1 number 1 :

(5-11)Hf)“ .

and the Hnearity condition holds:

(5~12)L(u1f+uzg) = a1L(f) + 02L(g) .

A linear functional is bounded provided there exists a constant C such

that

|L(f)| SC llfH (5-13)

for all elements of the space. The smallest number C for whlch (5—13)

holds is called the norm of the functional L and denoted by HLH .

The definition of the norm of a functional by (5—13) corresponds to the
norm definition for a linear operator by (4-61). For an inner—product space,
the functionaI

L(f) = (hif) (5-14)

according ta (4-53) satisfies the defining condition (5&2), and the norm

definition (4-59) can be shown to follow from (5—13).

Functionale on the space C . Any bounded linear functiona‘l in the space

of functions continuous on the intervai [a.b} has the form

b
L(f) = If(t)dv(t) (5-15)

0r briefly,

b
Hf) - If dv (5—16)

h...
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which is a StieHjes integrafi, Mt) being a so—caHed function of ham“:

ed variation. This is the Rieaz' representation theorem; cf. (Kolmogorov ~

and Fomin, 1970, § 36.6).
We shal‘n need the analogue of this theorem for functions fix) COMM.

uous on g compact (i.e., dosed and bounded) set K3 in three-dimensional

space R , x = [x1,x2,x3] denoting a point in R ;tne nerm Hf“ is

the maximum of Ifi on K . We have

L(f) = Hff(x)dv(x);
K

(5-17)

cf. (Kantorovich and Akiiov, 1964, ch. VI, § 4).
Without going into mathematicai detaiis, we give a physical interpreta~

tion, which is readiiy understood and important in potentia‘l theory. Con-

sider first a functional

(5-18)Um = gmxmm

in which du(x) represents a mass element in the physicai sense, which H

always positive. The masses can be distributed continuousiy over K or

over part of K , but they can aiso be concentrated at points, on curves,
and on surfaces, as iiiustrated in Fig. 5.2. For exampie, the mass element

do = du(x) symbolicaiiy represented in this figure contains the point
mass m2 situated at the point x , as weii as part of a continuous dis-
tribution and of a surface iayer on S . If P denotes a point outside K

and 1 is the distance of P from do , then

duV(P) =
91.1131—

(5-19)

is nothing else than the gravitationa] potentia] generated at P by the
masses situated within K . It ’is c’deariy a linear functiona] of type
(5-18), with

M) =%.

G being the gravitational”; constant. t,ons. . - ' 1Let du1(x) and du2(x) denote two of such posmwe mass d15tr1bu
within K . Their
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P

FIGURE 5.2. A mass distribution in the compact set K , consisting of
masses continuously distributed in the two shaded regions,
as well as concentrated at the points m1, m2, m3, on the
line 5 and on the closed surface S .

dv(x) = du1(x) - du2(x) (5—20)

may be positive or negative. It has the physicai character of a charge (in
the sense of an electric charge}; in mathematica] terms, v{x) is a

(signed) measure. It may be shown that dv(x) in (5-17) always has the
form (5-20): any bounded linear functional L(f) on the space C can be
represented as an integral of f with respect to a certain charge distri-
buted in K .

Similarly, (5-15) may be interpreted as an integrai of f with respect
to charges distributed 0n the segment [a,b1 .

Nonlinear operators. A fundamentai notion in modern mathematics is the
Cflntept of a mapping. Think of a geographicai map. To each point of a cer-
tain Part of the earth's surface it associates a point in the piene. But
also a continuous function f(t) defined on the interval [a,b] may be

Q‘a "ea‘va‘6'
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considered as such a mapping: to each 90101: to 1" the 1nterva] [a‘b]

it associates a real number f(t0) . which is a pofint of the Space R of

real numbers a ‘ -na < a < a ; fit ‘55 8 mapping 0f the intern: into R

We may express this by writing

f: [aib] +R ' (5-21)

Let us iHustrate this concept by Other examples' Take the gravnamom

potential

V = V(x19x29x3) ’
(5-22)

which is (1’1) with xi=x, x2=y, x3=z. It is defined in the whole Space

R3 . To each point [x1,x2,x3] there corresponds a reai number, which is

the value of the function V at this point, this reai number is an eie-

ment of R . We may thus consider the potential V a mapping of R3 into

R , symbolicaliy

V:R3+R. (5-23)

The gravitational vector grad V is a mapp1ng

grad V: R3 + R3 , (5-24)

because it associates to each Spatial1 Point [X1.X2,X3] the three compo-

nents of ggad y , say [a1,az,a3] , which may a]so be considered as a

point in R .
A spatia} curve r connecting two points A and B in space may be

regarded as a mapping

r: [21.2)] + R3. (5—25)

In fact, take the parameter representation

xx - x1(t) , x2 = x2(t) . x3 = x3(t) ,

and Iet to points A and 8 correspond the parameter values t " a and

t - b . respectively. Then to each parameter vaiue fin the intervafi [a'b]
there corresponds a point [x1,x2.x3] of the curve. which is precisely
the meaning of (5-25).

#flgfifl
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similarly with surfaces. For instance. the unit sphere a H a mapping
of “‘9 "Ctang‘e i055 5*. 08A ‘2»! ( e and A are hen consfidered as
rectangular coordinates) mm a3 . 91",, by

xI :- sinecosx , x2 . “"951,” . x3 . co” ‘

Consider now an arbitrary set X of elements x ; we write

xEX (5-25)

to denote that x is an element of X . For instance.

[x1.x o m) e c

Consider another set Y of efiements y , such that y E Y - LEt there
be given a ruEe which associates to each x E X one efiement y E Y .
symbo1ica1ly

.Y=F(x) or y=Fx. (5-27)

Such a rule is caHed a mapping of the set X into the set Y ; one writes

F:X+Y. (5-23)

Such a mapping F is also called an operator or a function (in a general-
ized sense).

The set X , on which F is defined,is called the domain of F ; the
set of all those elements of Y which are images Fx , is the range of F

lhe domain of F . by definition, is the whole set X , but the range is,
in general, only a subset of Y (the curve r in (5-25) does not fill
the whole space R3 E).

This toncept is very general and useful. Clearly, (5-21). (5-23), and
(5‘25) are Special cases of Such a mapping, but also the preceding and the
present sectiOn abound in examples. The linear transformation (4-3) is a

“099lng R“ + R“ , the linear integral operator (4-9) is a mapping

A: L2+L2,

"34447) is a mapping 12 + L2 (to an1nfinéte vector [fx.f2....] E
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there is associcud a functfion fa L1 )0 In" l HM” luncunml gmh
(d—SS) or (5-15) H a «139qu ‘ N

L: Lz‘R or CvoR.

Generally, a functional {5 a mapping

XoR.
since it associates to an element x e X a real number I R . A !unctmn.
may be considered as a special case of an operator. for the cote that
Y - R .

it may be pointed out that X need not be a whole normad space. For
instance. in (5-25). X is the interval (a.b! . wh1ch Is a subset o! a

Another example £5 the differentiatflon operator 0 - d/dt in the space c

The domafin of D is not the whole space C . but only a subset C0n$11£§oq
of the differentiabie functions E C .

An operator (mapping. function) of type (5-28) is Binoar 5f

F(alx‘+u2x2) - n1F(xl) + a2F(x2) (5—29;

for all elements x1 6 X and at E R .
Important operators are nonlinear. For instance. the norm lS a nanlinoar

functional: (5-2) is a nonlinear function C + R . and similarly for (S-IL
Curves and surfaces are. in general. nonlinear mappings.

Hith nonlinear functiOns defined in normed spaces (i.a.. nonlinear 09.
erators). a differential and integral calculus can be davalooed which I!
an elegant generalization of differentiation and integration in R“ ; ch
(Dieudonné. 1960) and (Loomis and Sternoerg. 1968),

Inc concepts of linear and nonlinear operators and functionals will on

frequently used in the sequel.

6. CONVERGENCE OF SPHERICAL HARMONICS l

Th¢ C°"V"9°"€c problem for spherical harmonlcs ls already an advoflc‘d
109lc- I! ls far from elementary and. to the author‘s knowledge. has “0‘
Y" be?" 70“! solved from s theoretlcal polnt of vlew. A solutlon reli’
Vant for Drlctlcll purposes is given by an appllcaslon of Runge’! t"'°"'
to be discussed in sec.7. lhe present development closely follows (flor‘tx'1978e).A
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A suffictent candits 0" for conver-
(n the form

genc' ‘5 Qaiily found. He ur‘te ()~l)

v . up) . “Hi? . (6'1)

where

dM - adv

is the mass element and the integral is extended over the earth's body 1 ~

Using the notations of Fig. 6.1 and formula (3‘32), we obtafin on substi-
tutien 1Entn the integrai above and termwise integration:

v I Efnw,”
n_o rn+1 (5-2)

°r

FIGURE 6.1. Convergence outside the sphere a1 .

h—
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where

¢n<e.x> - GIIIr'”Pn(‘°’*’d”
f

(6-3)

is readily seen to be identical to (3‘22l‘ Thuso (5‘2) ls the SPhEVical-

harmonic series for the external gravitational potential in the mosg co“.

densed notation.
This termwise integration (interchange of summation and integration)€s

permissible as long as the series (6-2) converges uniformly (Kellogg, 1929’

p.143). lhis is the case if r' < r . lhus the convergence can be assured

wherever r > rl . where r1 is the maximum value which r' can attain’

that is. for all points outside the sphere 01 of radius r1 . In other

words, the spherical-harmonic series for the external potential CGnverges

at all points outside a sphere 01 which. somewhat loosely speaking,15

the smallest sphere (around the point taken as origin r = 0 ) that con-

tains the body 1 completely in its interior.
So far. all is standard. For the convergence of the spherical-harmonic

series it is thus sufficient that the point P , at which V is considerem

lies outside the sphere 01 . Is this condition also necessary? In other

words, do we have divergence at all points inside and on o1 ? If P lies

inside o1 . then the series (3—32) partly (for points with r' > r ) di-

verges. and it would be tempting to conclude from this that (6-2) diverges

inside 01 . However, such a conclusion is not correct because it is known

that formal operations with divergent series may very well lead to conver'

gent results; this was already remarked by Helmert (1884, p.70).
A convergent series. In fact, there are simple examples of spherical-

harmonic series for which the region of convergence extends well within

the sphere c1 . Such series were given by Helmert (1884, p.125), LevallO”

(1973), and others. We shall show that also the spherical—harmonic expan‘

sion for the external potential of the level ellipsoid converges at the

surface of the ellipsoid and even well below.

This series is given by (3-14) and (3-15); we write it in the form

m 2 n P (c056)
—E C-A 2n

V ‘ 3G“ 5 ITLDTE'TY (1‘”*5”“‘) ‘—-‘""
n-O n+ n+ MEZ r‘2n~r1

(6—4)

E being again the linear excentricity (Fig. 6.2).

#4!
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FIGURE 6.2. Convergence for the ellipsoid

A majorant of the series (6-4), disregarding the factor 3GM/r . 1's

on

Y 1 + G.” X“
L ZZn+1$ZZn+35 ’n=O

(6-5)

where we have put

C—Aa = 5 ~—— ‘ 1

l W )

(6'6)

and

-EZ.x-—2,r
(6'7)

h...V
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again we have used (3-33). The quotient criterium shows at once that U
series (6-5), and a forteriori the series (6-4). is convergent for x< :
that is, for r > E . Hence the series (6-4) converges down to the spheu'
co which contains the two focal points (Fig. 6.2). if the sphere so
lies inside the ellipsoid, which is certainly the case if the Qillpsojd“
flattening is as small as the flattening of the earth, then the seriescom
verges at the entire Surface SE of the ellipsoid.

It even converges in the interior of the ellipsoid in the regiontmtwfln
the surfaces SE and 00 (shaded in Fig. 6.2). It would, however,be
wrong to assume that it represents the interior gravitational potentialin
this region. This is impossible because a spherical harmonic series always
represents a harmonic function, that is, a solution of Laplace's equation
AV = 0 , whereas the interior potential satisfies Poisson's equation (1-m).
If the ellipsoid has a continuous distribution of density 9 that is par
itive in the whole interior of SE , then Laplace's equation is incompath
ble with Poisson‘s equation, so that the series (6—4) represents a functh
V different from the interior potential V . The harmonic function repro
sented by (6-4) in the interior of SE is the so-called analytical contfir
nation of the external potential into the interior of the body.

A closed expression corresponding to the series (6—4) is provided by

eq.(2—59) of (Heiskanen and Moritz, 1967, p.66), which expresses the exte-
rior potential together with its analytical continuation into the intefior
of the ellipsoid. It is easily seen that the function given by this formfla

is singular at the focal points F1 and F2 and on the whole "focal dfic"
represented in Fig. 6.2 by the segment joining F1 and F2 ; everywhere
else it is regular. The sphere oo is the smallest sphere that contains
all singularities in its interior or on its surface, or the smallest Sphe”
outside of which the harmonic function is everywhere regular.

Analytical continuation and convergence. In this example, the conver-
gence behavior is determined by the behavior of the analytical continuafiafl

V of the external potential, in particular with respect to the singular?
ties of Q . It is readily seen that this fact is not restricted to the

ellipsoid but is completely general.
In fact, consider (Fig. 6.3) the largest sphere 02 around the orlgl"

G that lies completely within the earth's surface 5 (more precisely:
that does not include points of the space outside 5 ). Assume that the

external potential V can be regularly continued down to the surface 02’
so that V together with g constitutes a harmonic function regular ev;

erywhere outside and on 02 . Then, it follows from a standard theorem are
potential theory (solution of the exterior Dirichlet problem for the Sphe

a

Wm77i7Mif777777 7777 77 ‘
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in terms of sphericaI harmoMCS. cf. Smirnow. 1964b. 5 135) that this my.
manic “mum” can be expand“ “H30 a spherical-harmoMc sertes that con-
verges everywhere outside and on 02 .

S

FIGURE 6.3. Analytical continuation and convergence.

Thus, in order to investigate the convergence of the spherical—harmonic
series for the external gravitational potential at the earth‘s surface, we

must analytically continue it downward to the sphere 02 . If this analyt—
ical continuation is regular everywhere outside and on 02 , then the se-
Hes converges everywhere outside and on 02 . A forteriori, it then con-
verges everywhere outside and on the earth‘s surface S and represents
there the external gravitational potential.

IS there a sphere of convergence? This reasoning can be extended even
further. Denote by so the smallest sphere about 0 outside of which the
external potential together with its analytical continuation is regular
(Fig. 6.4). The existence of such a sphere is clear; it will be called Zim-
it sphere. If the external potential cannot be analytically continued into
FhEinterior of the earth. then no coincides with oi ; otherwise it lies
inside 01 . An example for a limit sphere go is the sphere containing
the focal Points in the case of the level ellipsoid (Fig. 6.2)e

h...
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FIGURE 6.4. The limit sphere U0

The spherical-harmonic expansion for the potential will converge at anpoints outside 00 . To see this, take a concentric sphere o slightlylarger than do and apply the reasoning of the preceding section to 0instead of 02 : the spherical-harmonic series will converge everywhereoutside and on o . Since a can be arbitrarily close to co , our aSSEPtion follows.
In terms of the limit sphere 00 we may obviously state that the 5959?ical—harmonic series for the potential will converge on the earth's surfa“S if 00 is inside 02 . _It is also clear that the limit sphere so may be defined as the Smarest Sphere about 0 that contains all singularities of the analytical CO”tinuation of the potential in its interior or on its surface (this is onlyanother formulation of the definition of 50 given above). This Preseflts

a
striking analogy to the circle of convergence in the theory 0f analyt-ical functions of a complex variable; in fact, real and imaginary Parts ofsuch functions form harmonic functions in the plane. Such a circle of Con'vergence Separates the r9§ions of convergence and of divergence of Complexpower series (Wh1Ch are anaWSJues of spatial spherical-harmonic seriesw

_ 'W—fithfi.“‘_‘____

(\
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there is convergence everywhere insfide th1s c1rc1e and divergence cverY‘
where outside. or vice versa.

It $5 thus tempténg to assume that a simifiar s§tuatian heads 10 the
three-dimensional case: the limit sphere do is a BPh‘r‘ of convergence’
separating the regions of convergence (outside co ) and of divergence (1n‘
side 00 ). This was tacitIy aSSumed as a matter of fact in (Moritz, 196E).

Unfortunately. this is not true. at least not completely. a3 5” 91ega”t
counterexample given by Krarup (1969, p.47-49) Shows- in f‘Ct’ there are’
in three dimensions. other "surfaces of convergence" besides spheres. For
instance, consider, in three dimensians, a harmonic function of two vari-
abies x,y onW:

(6—8)V = f(x,y) .

As a harmonic function in two variables, it can be expanded into a Fourier
series (cf. Ke11ogg, 1929, p.353)

f(><.¥) = {enuncos nA + bnsinnx)
n=O

(p = Vx2+y2 , A = arctan=§) ,

(6-9)

which is the plane equivaient of an expansion into spherica] harmonics.
For such an expansion, there exists a circle of convergence: convergence
inside, divergence (aimost everywhere) outside; see below. The unit of
length wiii be chosen such that the circie of convergence is the unit
circie

x2+y2=1. (6~10)

Let us now consider this function of x and y a function V in

Space; it W11] C‘Ieafly be harmonic a1so as a spatia] function. We intro-
duce spherical coordinates I”, 9, A in the USU“ way by (3‘1)- The“

n n . n n n! n
= r =0 5m 6 2 W" _ Y‘ Pnn(C059) 9 (6-11)

“here ?nn(cose) is the sectarian} Legendre function; in fact, from (3-7)
we get for m = n and t = cose (there is now v = 0 ):

(6-12)_ I

Pm(ccse) = 2 “sinne 1%);-
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Substituting (6-1)) into (6—9). we obtain

" . n 1 nA
V

ngor
Pnn(c050)(Ancos nA 4» ans n ) , (5~13)

where

An . 2n n!Tin") '3 an ’
n n!

an s 2 MHZ“)! bn -

The "surface of convergence" of this expansion is a

(6-10). in space. is the equation of a cy1inder.

An inversion in the unit ephere is a
transformation

x- .L'-rl 2| .Y
=91;r'2 I 2 =5;r'z, r rl =1 9

cyh‘nder,

(6-14)

because

(5-15)

where

2 2 2r2 = x2+y2+12 , r'2 = X' +Y' +23 ' (6-16)

It r ’t ansforms a functmn U(x,y,z) harmonic in a domain D into a func

tion

1 x‘ z' 2'
I a I = '—U —_ g 9 ) ’V(x ,y ,2) r. (H2 r"2 W2

(6-17)

which is harmonic in the domain 0' into which 0 is carried by the in‘
version (6-15). This transformation of harmonic functions is cailed a Xez‘

vin transformation (Kellogg, 1929, p.232).
By a Kelvin transformation, the function (6-13) is transformed into the

expreSSIon

w Pnn(cese)
V' = Z——1———(A cosm+Bsinnx)

“=0 rn‘f n n

with the same coefficients An and En . The cyh?
ed into the torus obtained by rotating the circ‘ie

(x-1)2 21g +z=z. y=0

nder (5' 10) 1's

(6-18)

transform'

(6-19)A
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around the z~axis (Fig. 6.5). (After transformation, we have again written
x, y, z in the place Of x'. y'. z' .) For the series (6-18). thts torus
$5 new the convergence surface: the series converges everywhere outside
and diverges (aimost) everywhere inside this tows.

FIGURE 6.5. The torus as a convergence surface.

Thus the pureiy sectoria] expansions (6-13) and (6-14) have a conver—

gence cylinder and a convergence torus, respectiveiy. There are thus spe-

Cial spherical—harmonic series that have convergence surfaces other than

SQheres.
We still have to show that in two dimensions there is aiways a circle

0f convergence: convergence inside, divergence (aimost everywhere) outside

we have used this fact in operating with the convergence circle (6-10).

To the harmonic function (6-9) 1et us associate the compiex function

(6—20)
F(z) = [a 2“

n=0 n

y

/ ///,
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with

I ' a -‘ 3 COSAz xny , can an 1bn . X 0 o y ‘ asinx . (641)

Then it is easy to show (cf. Kellagg, 1929. p.353) that the functiOn
f(x.y) as defined by (6-9) is nothfing eEse than the real part of ;(z)'
It is a basic fact of complex power series that they always have a con”b
gence circie: convergence everywhere inside, divergence everywhere ems”t
Let the convergence circ1e of (6-20) be the unit circ1e (this can be

achieved by choosing the unit of iength according1y). Then

lim sup Vicnl = 1 (5-22)

(cf. Knopp, 1964, pp.155, 415).
The preof for harmonic functfions in the plane is based on the Cantor-

Lebesgue Theorem (Natanson, 1969, p.334) which, appIied to (6-9), states
that if this series is to converge on a set of nonzero measure, there mun
be

no“a->O,pb+0 as n+m.n n (6-23)

Assume that the series converges for p > 1 on a set of nonzero mea-
sure. Then there must be:

onicnl = pn/a:+b: + 0 (6-24)

by (6-23). On the other hand, from (6~22) we have if a > 1 z

/ 1Hm supnlcnl > E

or

Hm sup'Vonlcn! >1 , (6—25)

- 4‘-which means that pnfcn] > 1 infinite1y often, in centradiction to (5:1;
This contradiction shows that the Fourier series (6-9) CfinnOt convergeforside the unit cfircle except on a set of measure zero, in other words:
9 > 1 it is divergent almost everywhere.

Hé
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That the series (6-9) fis everywhere convergent inside the unit circle is
immediatefiy seen by writing H: as

NM!) ‘ ionic lcos(nx+5)
n-O n n

(6-26)

Md “0””9 that C°5(M+8n) s 1 . Therefore, this series is majorized by

E Union
n-O

(6—27)

which has the same radius of convergence as (6-20), namely 1 .
Note that, whereas in the case of power series (6—20) there is diver—

gence everywhere outside the convergence circle, in the case of Fourier
series (6-9) we can assert divergence only almost everywhere outside the
convergence circle; there may be convergence on a set of measure zero even
outside the circle of convergence. For instance, if in (6-9) all an = 0 s

then the series converges everywhere on the x—axis to the value f(x,y) = 0

because sin n1 = 0 for A = O ; this is obviously true even if p > 1 .

We thus have convergence on an infinite straight line, which constitutes a

set of measure zero in the plane (for the concept of measure, cf. (Kolmo—
gorov and Fomin, 1970, sec.25)).

Let us now return to spherical harmonics in space. We have seen that
there may be surfaces of convergence other than a sphere, such as a cylin—
der or a torus. However, it has been conjectured (Krarup, 1969, p.49) that
these cases are exceptional and that, as a rule, the surface of convergence
is a Sphere. In particular, for zonal harmonics (Legendre polynomials),
there should he a convergence sphere.

The case of a series of zonal harmonics has been investigated by Ecker
(1970a,b), who has tried to find a theorem of Cantor-Lebesgue type. He has

adduced arguments which, although not mathematically rigorous, make the
existence of a convergence sphere for zonal harmonics highly probabie.
Ecker (19705) has also studied convergence surfaces of form r = Csinla
of which Sphere ( i: o) , torus ( 1: 1) ,and cylinder ( l= -1) are
Speciai cases.

We finally give an example of a zonal harmonic series for which there
is a Sphere of convergence (Baeschlin, 1948, p.430) and which we shall need
later on. consider a mass point A situated on the z~axis at a distance
W from the origin 0 (Fig, 6,5). By (3-32) the potential due to this
point (0? mass m ) is

h—
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FIGURE 6.5. The potential of a point mass at A .

_ Gm - w rm fl

V ‘T‘ szmpnhose) .
n=0r (6-28)

which represents a sphericai harmonic expansion consisting only of zona]harmonics. Putting

L'.r - Z
(5-29)

we see that, apart from a factor, this series equa1s

2 Zn? (cose) = 1 .
“=0 n Jl-chosen2

Considering, for a moment, 2 as a comp1ex variable, the serieshas a convergence circle [2] = const. We onEy singularities oftiers of 1 represented by the right—hand side of (5—30) are the

Z +1.22=e‘ie,

(5-30)

(6~30)
the funC‘
va1ues

(6—31)
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for which the denominator is zero. Both singufiaritfies 21 and 22 119 on
the unit circle

fili'l. (6-32)

which is. therefore. the convergence circle for the campiex flower series
(6-30).

By a weli-known reiation between compiex and reai power series. 1 is
also the radius of convergence if z is real. Therefore, by (6-29), the
series (5'28) is convergent if r > r' and divergent if r < r’ , what-
ever the value of e is. Hence, the sphere r' = r through A is a true
convergence sphere separating the region of convergence and divergence.

He thus see that the problem of convergence of the sphericai-harmonic
expansion of the externa1 gravitational potentia‘i at the earth's surface
remains open. for two reasons:

1. The behavior of the anaiyticai continuation of the externai potentiai
into the earth‘s interior is not known.

2. We do not know the precise form of the convergence surface for the
sphericai-harmonic series of the earth's potentiai.

In the next section we shaii take up the convergence probiem from a com-
pietely different angie.

7. CONVERGENCE 0F SPHERICAL HARMONICS {I

In this section we shall arrive at the surprising conclusion that the
convergence problem for spherical harmonics is physically and practically
almost meaningless.

In sec. 6 we have seen that, in the case of the equipotential ellipsoid,
the corresponding spherical harmonic expansion does converge at the
ellipsoid (and still further down). Since the earth is very nearly an el-
lipsoid, it would be tempting to concluee "by analogy” that the actual
Spherical-harmgnic series also converges, at least down to the earth's sur-
face.

Such a conclusion would be completely unwarranted, however. The reason
1'5 that analytical continuation is an extremely unstable property. A small
grain of sand is sufficient to cempletely change the situation.

This can be taken literally (Fig. 7.1). Assume the earth to be an exact
1Mel ellipsoid, for which the series converges throughout its surface E .

h—
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Tl

//’+‘\\/ . \
/ I \

a - E\ U\ /\ /\\\ #// FIGURE 7.1. A grain of sand change;
convergence.

Now take a small"grain of sand” of the form of a mass point,or o: a

5:22;-
homogeneous sphere for which the external graVitational potentia is t A
ical to that of a mass point. Bury this grain, of mass m , at a poinwhich is situated at a small distance below the surface. The potential vof this grain is now given by the series (6-28), for which the Sphere 1r = r' is the convergence sphere. Since all singularities of the exterhaellipsoidal potential V and its analytical continuation lie inSide thfsphere (p.54), the sphere r = r' is also the convergence sphere for th;"perturbed" potential V + v . (The fact that the expansions refer to dl

ferent axes, V to Oz and v to 0A , is irrelevant in view of theln’variance of spherical harmonics with respect to rotation.)Since the ellipsoidal surface lies partly inside and partly outside t“sphere of convergence, there is now a part of the ellipsoid on which thespherical-harmonic expansion of the "perturbed" potential V + v divergesIt is clear that by selecting the mass m very small, the perturbath“
V

0f the potential can be made, outside and on the ellipsoid. a5 SmaIIasdesired. Thus, an arbitrarily small change of the external potential may—
change convergence into divergence. Convergence is a very unstable proper
ty indeed. _

It is now very remarkable that the instability argument can also be re
versed. This is possible through an application of Bunge’e theorem (Kraruw
1969, p.54).
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Runge's theorem wit! be discussed in the f0110wing section. AppBied to
our Drese'“ Promem. it says that the functions v , regular and harmonic
outside and on a sphere (:2 completely inside the earth, are dense within
the set of functions 6 a regular and harmonic outeide the earth's surface
S ; cf. Fig. 6.3. More precisely, every funct1on ¢ can be appr°X1mated
by a function w Such that the relation

<5 I (7-1)

for arbitrarily small positive a , holds everywhere outside and on a

ciosed surface S1 which surrounds the earth's surface S and is arbi-
trarily close to it. If S is sufficiently smooth, S1 may even be iden-
tified with S (theorem of Keldysh-Lavrentiev).

In our case, a is the earth's external gravitational potential, which
is harmonic and regular outside the earth's surface S ; inside S , it
may have singularities. Nevertheless. we can always without committing an
appreciable error (we may take a much smaller than any possible empirical
uncertainty), aoproximate the external potential a by a harmonic function
n that is regular down to some given sphere completely inside the earth.
For u , the spherical-harmonic expansion will be convergent at the earth's
surface (p.55). even if the corresponding expansion of the original poten—
tial a does not converge at this surface. Thus, by an arbitrarily small
change of the external potential it is possible to change divergence into
convergence.

Together with the fact, shown above, that convergence can be as easily
changed into divergence, this shows that convergence (or divergence) at the
earth“s surface is indeed such an instable property as to be completely
meaningless from a physical point of view.

In fact, even apart from uncertainties of empirical determination, the
physical definition of the potential can never be completely sharp, in view
0f the atomic structure of matter and the corresponding quantum—mechanical
Uncertainties.

A simple example will help to clarify the situation. Let us pose the
Question whether a certain distance defined in nature, say the distance
bEtween two trigonometric stations, represents a rational or an irrational
number. Clearly, the question is meaningless: distance is physically defin-
able only within a certain, very small, uncertainty (again because of the
aWillie structure of matter). and within this range of uncertainty there
lie infinitely many rational and infinitely many irrational numbers, all
of them perfectly respectable and equally suited candidates for the office
of “umerically representing the distance under consideration.
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Thus it is always possible to regard 3" empiric“ “MM” as a
rationnumber; even apart from the limited measuring accuracy, which furthernaka1

the choice of a rational number eXpressed by a fl"lte deClmal exoresmnes
completely natural.

The mathematical reason behind this is, of course, the fact, that eye”
irrational number can be approximated with arbitrary accuracy by a

rauofifinumber (and vice versa); the rational numbers are dense within the setofreal numbers (p.42).
lne question of convergence or divergence, at the earth's surface,of

the spherical-harmonic expansion of the external potential is cempleteiy
analogous to the question whether a certain observable quantity has a ra.
tional or irrational numerical value. In fact, let us for brevity introdmethe name "convergent potential" for an external potential whose sphericaL
harmonic expansion is convergent on and outside the earth's surface. Thenthe theorem by Runge-Krarup states that the set of "convergent potentiaiwis dense within the set of all possible external potentials, just as therationals are dense within the set of real numbers.

Thus our question of convergence or divergence is as meaningless as thequestion of rationality or irrationality of a physically defined numericflvalue.
As a practical consequence we recognize that it is always possible toconsider the earth's external potential as a "convergent potential”. inthe same way as it is always possible to consider the result of a certainmeasurement as a rational number.
Uniform approximation by spherical harmonics. Although the external 90'tential ¢ cannot, in general, by expanded into a spherical harmonic se'ries which converges at the earth's surface, it can be approximated. Unl'formly on and outside this surface, by a finite linear combination of sphe“ical harmonics on . In fact, such linear combinations are dense within t“set of "convergent potentials" o : suitable linear combinations are Sim?”yobtained by truncating the corresponding spherical-harmonic series. whichis convergent in this case. He can thus, for each o , find a in f°r whmh

_ e
W wnl<§. (7n?)

can findI ' we
Since the functions w are dense 1n the space of funct10ns ¢ .3 ¢ such that

l¢'w!<§. (7'3)

‘53!“
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Combming the two inequaHtfies we get

may“! 5 M-wl + Iw-wnl < e. (7-4)

which was to be shown.

3i RUNGE' s THEOREM

In the convergence study of sec“ 7 , in the soiution of Molodensky's

probiem (SEC-45), and, in particuiar, throughout least-squares coHocation

(cf.p.98), we wish to approximate the earth's externai gravitational po-

tentiai by a harmonic function that is regular down to sea level or even

down to a sphere that 1ies compieteiy inside the earth. The possibility of

such an approximation is guaranteed by Runge’s theorem:

Lei: K be a compact set and I‘ and :1 open sets in R3 , such that

their boundaries are homeomorpkic to a sphere and such that K C r and

I‘ C n . If the function :15 is harmonic in 1‘ and if e > 0 is arbitrar-

ily small, then there exists a function i- , harmonic in Q , such that

[(1, -w| < a
(3‘1)

uniformly on K .

The regions K, r, and o are iiiustrated by Fig. 8.1. the set K is

fompact (i.e., ciosed and bounded) and the sets F and n are Open; F

‘5 the ciosure of r : it consists of the open set P together with its

boundary."A surface is homeomorphic to a
sphere“means that it is a ciosed

surface which can be continuously deformed into a sphere {such as the e1-

h'hsoid or the earth's surface}. The condition K C P says that K is

Complet61y contained in the open set F , and simiiariy With F C 9 . These

tw° Conditions prevent the bounding Surfaces from touching or intersecting

eaCh other. Note that o is the whoie interior of the outermost surface

and that r is the who’le interior of the middle surface in Fig. 8.1.

umihéh We Say that a function is harmonic in a region F , then we mean

fimctlt
3150 is regu1ar in this region. Thus Runge‘s theorem says that a

mflariih
regu1ar and harmonic oniy in an open region r‘ (it may have sin-

NWXim
ies aiready on the boundary of F i), can be arbitrariiy well ap-

AS
eted by a function regular and harmonic in a Larger region 9 .

HHS t;t stands, and with the sets K, r, and. n
situated as in Fig. 8.1,

theoremeorem does not seem to have much geodetic relevance. However, Rungeis

hoids aiso when the regions K, r, and n
are the exterzors
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.y

FIGURE 8.1. The compact set K and the open sets I” and {2 .

FIGURE 8.2. The geodetically relevant case.

9

j ' Bjerhammar ' Q
’ sphere . j

‘ earth3

surfaceA
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their respective boundary surfaces (Fig. 8.2). In this geodeticaiiy reie-
vent case we may identify r with the exterior of the physical earth's
surface. Q with the exterior of some sphere that is completely inside
the earth (also caiied Bjerhammar sphere). and K with the exterior of
some surface. Completeiy enciosing the earth (more strictly. K is the
exterior pius the bounding surface since K is a ciosed set; it is no
longer compact since it is unbounded).

Denoting the boundaries of K, r, and a by 3K, 3F, and an , respec‘
tiveiy. then a? is the earth's surface, an is the surface of the Bier-
hammar sphere, and 3K is a surface compieteiy surrounding the earth‘s
surface and arbitrarily ciose to it.

He then have the geodetic version of Runge's theorem, which we shaii
call the Runge-Krarup-theorem (Krarup, 1969, p.54; Krarup, 1975):

Any harmonic function d _, regular outside the earth’s surface, may be
uniformly approximated by harmorzic functions 1;: regular outside an arbi~
trarily given sphere inside the earth, in the sense that for any given
a > 0 , the relation

lo-wl < e

holds everywhere outside and on any closed surface completely surrounding
the earth’s surface.

The number 5 may be arbitrariiy smaii, and the surrounding surface
3K may be arbitrarily ciose to the earth‘s surface 3? ; the two su*faces
may, egg., nowhere differ by more than 0.1 mm . This is cleariy sufficient
for any practical application, but if the earth‘s surface is sufficiently
regular (e.g.. continuousiy differentiabie), the surface 3K may even be
taken to coincide with BT . We then get the Keldysh-Lavrentiev theorem
(Bjerhammar, 1975):

Any function (9 _, harmonic outside the earth’s surface and conttnuous
outside and on 1:3, may be uniformly approximated by harmonic functions w

regular outside an arbitrarily given sphere inside the earth, in the sense
that for any given 5 > D , the relation

H-wl <e
holds everywhere outside and on the earth's surface.

Note that if the condition |¢ 4,5 < e is satisfied on the boundary,
it is automatically satisfied in the whole exterior, because a harmonic
function attains its maximum and minimum va1ues on1y at the boundary (max-
imum Princip'ie, cf. (KeHogg, 1929), p.223 .

h...
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consider a sequencetrarilYo "9 may
Since c can be Cfiose" arb‘

, 0 <3~2)

e: > :2 > :3 s- *
, In this way, we obtain a sequent!

a find a function wk for 95c” ck v 1
an ’ * w W . regular in the who e space outside
of harmonic functions 3. 2, 3o -" , f _

. to the 1ven unction
the given sphere so and converging Unlf°;m]y g i

. tively .
on and notSide 3K (or 3F ) respec _ - I

Uniform convergence on K corresponds to the “"1form nor:h(5 f)“ “e
- ' e

may thus work with the space C of functions continuous on c osed set

x ; the norm is defined by (543), the maximum being takeiovfi‘ K .1

Using this terminology. we may regard Runge's theorem in 1’65 Var‘ious

forms as a denseneso theorem. In the Keldysh-Lavrentiev verSIGn we may thug

say: The harmonic functions a admitting a regular continuation down tothe

Bjerhammar sphere, are dense in the subSpace of C formed by the functions

harmonic outside the earth's surface and continuous outside and on it; the

space C itself is formed by the functions continuous on and outside the

earth’s surface (and behaving suitably at infinity).
Proof of Runge's theorem. lhis proof is conceptually rather demanding;

it may be omitted by readers not interested in mathematical details. Our

present proof is modeled after the proof of Runge's theorem for functions
of a complex variable in (Harmander, 1966, pp.6-8) and is essentially a de-

tailed version of the proof in (Bjerhammar, 1975). We shall first prove the

“interior” version, given at the very beginning of the section, for the
situation illustrated in Fig. 8.1.

lhe basic tool is the Hahn—Banach theorem fundamental in functionai
analysis; we shall use it in the version of Theorem 4 in chapter IV, § 2

of (Kantorovich and Akilov, 1964):
f Let X be a normed space and E an arbitrary subset of X , An element

E X belon s t h ‘ ,o g o t e Ztnear closure of the set E af and only if
Ufa) = o (8-3)

for all functionale vanishing on E .
The Hnear clesure Y of E consists of ai] eiements of X which Ca”be represented as finite or infinite iinear combinations of E . Thus, Yis the “near subspace spanned by the eiements of E , that is. the “WWest linear subspace of X which contains all elements of E -Ge°metricanh this theorem can be interpreted as feilows. Eq. (8'3)’for a definite functional L , defines a piane (or hyperplane) Passmgthrough the "1.9” in the Space X . (To see this, take the specia1 Case Of
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Rn 1n which the linear functionai is given by (4-52).) Each functional
(8.3) vanishing on E defines such a plane. and the subspace Y is then
formed by the intersection of all these planes. if x0 is to belong to
the subspace Y . the" evidently (8-3) must be satisfied.

This geometrical consideration does not replace a proof, which the
reader may find in the book just quoted. but wiil provide an intuitive
understanding of this basic theorem.

In the present case. X is the space C of continuous functions on

K, the subset E is the set of functions H(n) harmonic in n (it is
subset of C because each function from H(Q) is cieariy continuous on

K. thus belongs to C ), and f" is a function harmonic in the smailer
region r . In the terminology o; the formuiation of the Runge theorem
this means that

¢=fo. ¢EH(n)=E. (8-4)

We have to prove that ¢ can be approximated arbitrariiy mail by elements
q; E Hm) , which means that ¢ = f0 beiongs to the iinear ciosure of E

(a does not belong to Hm) since it is harmonic only in I' and not,
in generai, in the whoie domain S2 !).

By (5—17), the condition (8-3) can be written

mo) =J1£I¢<x>dv<x>= o (8-5)

v(x) denoting a signed measure. GeometricaHy we may say that the measure
v(x) is orthogonal to the function ¢(x) ; this concept of orthogonality
is a generalization of orthogonaiity of two vectors in and x in Rn

%
which means that the inner product (4'53) VBV‘iShes-

‘ what we, therefore, have to prove for Runge‘s theorem is that every
\ measure u orth090na] to Hm) is aiso orthogonai to every function o

I harmonic in r . This means that from

“Ndv = O for every 1!; 6 Na)
K

it must follow that “so

(8-5)

Mam = 0.
K.

(8-7)
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Assume that (8-6) hoids and consider a point y outside a (Fig 8

Men. denoting the distance between y and a point x e K by {X -yi .1)
the function '

WU) = 17}? (8-3)

for fixed y and variab‘ie x is harmonic in $2 . i-eeo tKNOWS to H(;}_From (8-6) it fofi1ows that

W) = Jyflf— (8~9}

is zero, as a function of y . everywhere outside 5 .
The physical interpretation of the function V(y) is, of course, thatof the potential generated by the (positive or negative) masses v(x),the gravitational constant G being set equal to l . This potentiai isaharmonic function outside the generating masses which are concentrated onKthat is, it is harmonic outside K and vanishes identically outside 9.Since the region 9 -K (the part of a different from K ) is connectemthere exists a unique analytical continuation of V(y) from the outsideof

9
into n -K , which must be identicaily zero since V(y) is identicaHyzero outside 5 .

Hence

-10
v(y) s 0 outside K . (8 )

Inside K , V(Y) # 0 since V is not harmonic there. The function Y(:)
is the potential of a mass distribution generating a zero outer 90tent1a'Such distributions are well known; an example is furnished by two homoge

. 05"

neous concentric spherica] sheiis of the same totai charge, One belng p
itive and the other negative.Consider now the function o harmonic in r , for which we Wis“ to
prove (8-7). and an auxiliary function h(x) , x E R3 , such that

-111)

h(X) 5 1 on K . h(x) s 0
outside K1 , (8

. . « r50”

K1 be‘fig a compact set contained in P but containing K in its ‘nte1 .Ems mews that Y Hes neither in 9 nor at its boundary.
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in the region K1 - K the funct1on h(x) ts interpolated so smoothly that
Mx) is infinitely differentiable in the whole space R3 . Such functions
(caHed infinitely differentiab‘le functions of compact support) "‘5'; and

puy a great ro1e in modern mathematics; cf. (Madimirow. 1972: 99-5840)-
Then the product of these two functions,

um = h(x)¢(x) . (8-12)

may be extended naturally into the whole space R3 and has then the fo1-
1owing properties resulting from (8—11) and from the harmonicity of O 1

U(x)=¢(x), AU=A¢=O on K,
U(x) E 0 outside 1‘;

(8-13)

U(x) 1's infinitely differentiabie in the who1e space R3 .

According to (KeHogg, 1929, p.219), any function twice continuously
differentiable in T can be represented in the form

Mm = -IIU%Q <11“ + £{i—E%—d3 - 3—35(«1f)ds. (8-14)

Here 1 is the distance between the point x and the voiume eiement dr

or the surface element dS , respectively; a/an denotes the derivative
with reSpect to the outer norma] to the surface 3r . This boundary sur-
face must be sufficientiy regular, which can always be assumed (if neces-

sary, this condition can be fuifiiled by a slight deformation of er "in-
ward"). The physical interpretation of (8—14) is clearly a representation
0f U(x) as the sum of three potentiais: of a voiume distribution, a sur-
face layer, and a doubie layer.

In the present case (8-13), the surface layer and the doubie layer are

zero because U(x) is zero, together with aii derivatives, at the surface

3? . and there remains the voiume distribution:

ll — _ __.l a«If4-”
{8-15)

Let us now denote‘by z the 90””: at Which dr is Situamd’ so that

1" [X-zl . Then (8—15) takes the form

L.
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1 A” 2 MW)-U(x) . «fiqh—XH (8~16)

Let us now consider (8-7). Using (8-13) and (8-16) we have

‘ 1 U

Igundvm - Wuumm = - mfg Iglfiéé} dr(z)dv(x) .

. ~ 'I .

The order of the two integrations can be inverted (FUb‘m 5 theorem)=

Igmmm = - 1-1ng {Iifgrfé—ZHAUHWU) .

The integral between the SQUare brackets equais HZ) ' by (8'9)’ 50 that

me>dvm = - fiigmzwnmz)
K

imvwdr.lfijAUdr - 4w iux;= -ETT- x

The first integral is zero because AU = 0 on K , by (8-13), and the sec-

and integral is zero because V = 0 outside K by (8—10).

Thus {8—7) is, indeed, a consequence of (8-6), which completes the proof

of Runge's theorem.
The KeldysheLavrentiev theorem follows from the Runge theorem using Theo‘

rem 5.18 in (Landkof, 1972, p.341), which states that, for very general com'

pact regions K , the linear manifold 5K of functions, harmonic in some

neighborhood of K , is dense in the Space HK of functions continuous 0”

K (i.e., including the boundary) and harmonic in the interior of K 5
the

norm is always the uniform norm over K . Since Runge“s theorem says that

H(o) is dense in fix , it follows that H(o) is dense in HK . Hence,

every function E HK can be uniformly approximated by functions 5 “(a)'
which is the Keldysh-Lavrentiev theorem. \

A direct proof of the latter theorem is again found in
(Bjerhammar’1975fi

So far we have restricted ourselves to interior regions. The
correspond-

ing theorems for the geodetically relevant case of exterior regions follow

Simply by a Kelvin transformation (Kellogg, 1929, p.232).
Elementary PVOOfS 0f Runge“s theorem may be found in J.L. Walsh, B”]]'

Amer. Math. Soc.,35 (1929). pp. 499-544, and in Ph. Frank and R. von Mises’

Die Differential- and Integralgleichungen der Mechanik und Physlks V01’1’

(1930: reprint by Dover Publ., New York, 1961), p. 760.____/
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PART B

LEAST—SQUARES COLLOCATION; ELEMENTARY APPROACH

Least-squares collocation is a method for determining the anomalous

gravitational field by a combination of geodetic measurements of different
kinds. In this Part B we shall present the subject in an elementary may,
starting from least-squares prediction familiar from gravity interpolation
and emphasizing relations to least-squares adjustment. Although we shall
approach the topic from a statistical point of view, the analytical struc-
ture, which our method shares with collocation methods in approximation
theory and which is essential for physical geodesy, is also stressed
(sec.12).

Our treatment will be inductive, progressing from the simplest situation
to more complex cases by successive generalizations. After an elementary
presentation of the prediction problem we consider the "pure" case of col-
zocation without random errors and systematic effects (sec.11). Random er-
rors are introduced in sec. 14, and sec. 16 treats a general model which
is a synthesis between least-squares prediction, collocation in the sense

0f approximation theory, and least—squares adjustment. Various applications
to problems of physical geodesy are discussed.

Least-squares collocation, in the same way as certain adjustment prob—
lems, may lead to very large systems of linear equations. Therefore, step~
wiee techniques can become important; they are presented in sections 19

and 20.
A fundamental role is played by the covariance function of the anomalous

gravitationaz potential. Its definition and basic properties are given in
sec» 10; a mare detailed discussion from a mathematical and numerical point
of view will be found in sections 22 and 2:5-

The treatment in Part B is elementary in the sense that functional anal-
ysis is almost completely bypassed and only linear algebra is used; it is
“We Oriented towards application.

h—
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9. L£AST'$GUARES PREDICTION

Assmne two sets of random quantities: the set of "measurments'

.... lq forming the qmvector
7!.1 2!

T
ou. (9-K)

and the set of "signals" 51, 52, H” 5m
forming the m-vectOr

T.SI $152...5m !
(9-2)

the superscript T denotes tranSposition, as usuah so that I and 5

are column vectors. and commas between vector components are omitted.

it is assumed that each of these quantities has an expected va1ue eqm

to zero:

E{1}=0, E{s}=0: (9‘33

the expectation E{-} being the average or mean value in the sense of

probability theory; cf. (Liebelt, 1967, p.85). Quantities having mean vane

zero. such as (9-3), are called centered.

He a3so consider the covariance matrices

C11 = COV s

C51 = cov (5.1) .

c = cov (5.5) -
SS

(9-4)

(9-5}

(9-6)

C11 and Css are the autocovarfiance matrices of the vectors 1 and S ’

respective”. and €51 1'5 the cross-covariance matrix between 1 and S.

The elements of me q x q matrix 511 are the average produc“

. . ’7)
{{1113} D 1:3 =1! 29 "’9 q;

I

the elements of the m x q matrix C31 are

Efskli} , k‘1.2.nuugm; (9’8)
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ments of theand the ele m x m matr1x CMI are

Eisksfi} . klh-lg 2, ....ma (9'9)

This is true because our random quantities are centered; cf. “bid” 9'95)'
In vector notation we may thus write:

- Tcll - m1} , (9-10)

csl =
E{S1T} , (9-:1)

Css =
E{ssT} . (9-12)

It is supposed that these covariance matrices, and all other matricea occur—

ring in this book, have full rank; an m x n matrix A is said to have

fuii rank if rank (A) = m or n whichever is smaller.
The measurement vector 1 is assumed to be known, the signal vector 5

is unknown. What is the best estimate for s on the basis of the data 1 ?

The connection between 5 and 1 is given, not through a functional re-
lation, but only in terms of the covariance matrices (9—10) to (9-12).

A linear estimate for the vector 5 has the form

§=H1, (9-13)

where H is some m x q matrix; that is, each component of the vector s

is approximated by a linear combination of the data 1 .

The error vector 5 is given by

e=§-S§ (9-14)

its covariance matrix

{:86 = COV{s,e) = E{eeT} =
E{(§-S)(§-S)T}

‘5 caMed error covariance matrix. The diagonal terms

the error variances a: of the estfimated signa‘ls sk

when“ Of the vector *3 :

, 2

(I: = E{£:} = E{(Sk'$k) } '

of this
, which

(9-15)

matrix are
are the com-

(9-16)
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As the best Hnear estimate of s in terms of l we define, as Us
. . . . u

in statistica! estimation. the Eunear mmmum vamance unbiased “Him ta}
CZ

Forming the average of (9-13) we get in View of (9-3) e‘

EH} - HE{1}* 0 ' HS}; (9-17)

this is the natural candfition for unbiasedness in the present case, Thus

(9~13) can be considered as unbiased for any matrix H .

Let us now try to determine H so that the error variances (9-15) are

minimum. First we find the error covariance matrix (9-15) for an arbitrary

matrix H .

By (9-13) and (9-14) we get

“T = (H1-s)(H1-3)T = (H1-s)(1THT-5T)

= HHTHT - 51THT - H15T + ssT . (9-18)

ihe average of this expression then gives the error covariance matrix
(9-15). We obtain

EfscT} = HE{11T}HT T_ E T r{51 }H — HEflsT} + E{ssT}

or, by (9-10), (9—11), (9-12), and (9-15),

T T hr = r _ -a.“ HullH CslH HLls + CSS , (9-19)

in analogy to (9-11) putting

_'z'_ rCls-Csl—Eils}. (9—20)

Eq.(9-19) is equivalent to

_ _ '1 _ —1 _ —1 T (9—21)fies ’ css Clellcls + (H Cslcll)cll(H Cslcll) '

MM is new“)! verified by performng the mUHipHcations and rearranging’
using

~1Cucu ' I (unit matrix).

,1
7k
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-i
The inverse Cm exésts since we have supposed an covariance matrices to
have fun rank.

me matrix (9-21) is the sum of two matrices:

-1
’A I Css - cslcllcls (9-22)

and

- _ '1 _ -1T
8 ' (H Cslcll)cll(H Cslcll) ' (9-23)

The matrix A does “0'0 depend on H ; it is thus the same for ail possibie
linear estimates (9—13).

The matrix B can be made zero by putting

— —1 ¢

H ' Cslcll ’ (9-24)

if this equation is not satisfied, then the diagonal terms of B will al-
ways be positive. In fact, denote the k-th row of the matrix H - CleE:
by y , which is a row vector of m components. Then the k—th diagonal
term of the matrix (9-23) 1’15 given by

T
yClly . (9-25)

Now it is weH known that all reguiar covariance matrices are positive
definite. By definition, a r x r matrix M is positive definite if

xl‘dxT 2 O (9-26)

for an arbitrary row vector x of r components, the equality Sign ho1d-
1.ngmfly if x = O . Therefore, the quantity (9—25) must be nonnegative:

T .YClly a 0 ,

th . '‘3 equahty Sign hows on” if Y = o , that is, if (9—24) holds.
Thus: in View of

(9-27)

Cea=A+Bl

I

E

a
i

a,
1

i,
y

E

Ei\
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the diagonal terms of CH . which
form the error variances to b e .

are aways larger than the diagonal terms of A , “Mess B . 0
"Hrwm'zM

{he minimum var‘lance estimate is thus given for B s o , so t; ’

expressed by (9‘24). The substitution 1nto (9-13) gives at H is

—1
5 ' Calclll ’ (9&3)

which thus provides the best (unbiased minimum variance) Hnear estimate ,3;

the stgnal vector 5 in terms of the data vector 1 .

Eq.(9~28) wm be called the formuTa of wast-squares Prediction since

it is a precise analogue of the Ko1mogorov-W1’ener I’M-“HGHon form” "9”
known from the theory of stochastic processes, cf. (Grafarend’ 1975)-

For the optimal estimation (9—28) we have 8 = 0 , so that (9-21) Faduces

to

_ _ —1
E55 _ css CSicilcls ' (9-29)

if we write

C = Eea 55 (9-30)

to denote the error covariance matrix for the prediction of the signa'fi s

( E55 shouid not be confused with the expectation E l).
Gravity prediction. Least~squares interpolation and extrapoiation of

gravity anomaiies (Heiskanen and Moritz, 1967, sec.7-6) may be considered
as an application of the present prediction method. In fact, let

T= [A91 A92 qu]T (9’31)

be the known (errorless) gravity anomalies at q observation points Pi ’and iet

S=Agp
(9-32)

be the gravéty anomaly at an interpolation point P (there is m = 1 ).The" (9-28) becomes
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Ag? - [CH CH Cpql

Ag!

A92

qu

-l
CH (212 clq

C21 c22 c2q

qu qu qu

(9-33)

which is eq.(7'53) 0f the book just quoted. Simiiarly, eqs.(7*54) and

(7—65), loc.cit.. are special cases of (9-29).
All covariances C“ and Ch are obtained from the same covariance

function C(d) which is assumed to depeod onfiy on the horizontal distance

of the points under consideration:

CPi = C(dPi) ’ Cij = C(dij) ’ (9-34)

where SP1 is the distance between P and Pi , and sij is the distance

between Pi and Pj .

In the sequei, however, we shaii appiy the ieast-squares prediction

method not oniy to homogeneous data such as gravity anomaiies, but to the

estimation of different quantities of the anomaious gravitationai field——

such as the disturbing potential, geoidai heights, or spherical—harmonic

coefficients--from heterogeneous data--such as gravity anomaiies. defiec-

tions of the verticai, or sateiiite data--, arriving at least-squares cui-

location (sec.11).

10. THE COVARIANCE FUNCTION

AS we have just seen, the covariance function of the gravity anomalies

is essentiai for least—squares gravity predictiOn. Also in the generah‘za-

so“ to Mast—squares coHocation, to be considered in the next section,
u is nEcessary to derive aH covariances from one basic covariance function

mam ' for Which we shaH take the covariance function of the disturbing

potential T .
a Let UP) and HG) be the disturbing potential T at two Points P

M Q in Space; then K(P,Q) is defined as

who) = MiTiP)T(Q)} . “0'”
where M{.} 1.5 a suitable averaging operator. This definition is anaiogous
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to formulas such as (9~7). the mea” Mi‘} taki“9 the place 0f the expeCh
tion Eiei.

we define the mean M as an average over the whole sphere and overan
azimuths. preciseiy as in (Heiskanen and Moritz, 1967, p.258). Thus we

start with the case that both points P and Q 1ie 0n the surface ofa
Sphere r - R representing a mean terrestrial sphere which correSpondsto
the reference eiiipsoid as a spherical approximation (p.15). Since the 0V
erator M is homogeneous (average over the whole sphere) and isotrOpic
(average over all azimuths), the function K(P.Q) W511 the” be a funchon
eniy of the spherical distance o between P and Q :

K(P.Q) = KW) = M{T(P)T(Q)} =

1 27! 17 211’ '
g “I J,

IT(9»A)T(8'.J\')51n8d6dxda .
3 2 _ _

17 Aao e~Ou—O

(10-2)

This equation is identical to (7-24), Zoe. c1125., Ag being replaced by T.
Here r, 8, A are spherical coordinates (p.18), the points P(e,x) and

0(8',A') lie on the sphere r = R , and a denotes the azimuth (Fig.10.1).
The coordinates (8',A') are understood to be related to (6,20 by

COW = cosecose' + sinesfine'cos(A'-A) (10-3)

with w = const. . but to be arbitrary otherwise.

ON‘,X)

P(i?1A:

FIGURE 10.1. The basic spherical triangle.

j

North Pole-
,

' a‘
a

._w
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The integratio” over (9-H expresses homogeneity, and the integration
over the azwmuth n denotes isotropy. More about this definition of the
average M MN be found in sec.36.

In agreement with (9-3} we require

M{T}=0. (10-4)

NOW

1 2n 1T 21:

MN} = —5] I jI(e.A)sinededxda
8n A=o e=0a=o
1 2n 1: 21?

= 7} jT(e,x)sinededAf do:
8n A=o 8:0 0

1 217 1r

= m; f T(e,>\)s1‘nededx .
A=O 9=O

(10-5)

This integral is zero if T(e,x) does not contain a zero—degree harmonic,

which can be achieved by choosing the mass of the reference eiiipsoid to

be equai to the mass of the earth (Heiskanen and Moritz, 1967, p.99). Sim-

ilarly, the first degree harmonic term T1(e,x) can be made zero by an

appropriate choice of the coordinate origin (ibid., p.100).
Henceforth we shaii thus assume that T(8,l) contains no sphericai har

monics of degrees zero and one; then (10-4) wiii be satisfied. Thus the

sphericai—harmonic expansion of T has the form

Wm) = of
El [Eminm(e,x) + Em; mm]

n=2 m=0 nm

(10-6

“Sing fUHy normah’zed harmonics (p.22).

The Spherica1 harmonic—expansion of the function (10—2) can be written

K(w) = EflknPn<C°sw> ’
(10-7)

were P (C0562) are the (usua1 or ""conventional") Legendre polynomia1s.

T n _ _he kn can be expressed in terms of anm and brun by

n

kln - Z (anm+ Enm)
m=O

{10-8
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(ibid‘, p.259); note that kn refers to conventiOnai harmonjcs’ wherea
3

and 5 are coefficients of fuiiy normaiiled harmonics. 3

anhe exte::ion of the function (10*?) into the Space outside the sphe

r a R roiiows uniquely if we require that the function um) be mi"
monic Outside this sphere. both as a function of P and as 5 functions,
0 . This requirement is evident in View of the definition (10-1) of K{pf

as an average product of T(P) and T(Q) . since T is assumed to beh;fi

monic outside r s R (p.15).
Now we know (p.20) that the n-th degree spherical harmonic outsmea

sphere depends on the radius vector r through r-{n+1) . Thus x(p’o) M

outer space must have the form

3

“3 constants
K(P.Q) = Z WWW) '

n=or r

r and r' denoting the radius vectors of P and Q , regpectively. on

the sphere, for r = r“ = R , this reduces to (10-7). This determines the

constants. The resu1t 1’s

K(P.Q) = an

L2“:
k

n22 “[Y‘Y‘J
PJCOSUJ) , (10-9)

which expresses the spatial covariance function of the anomalous potential.

More about covariance functions will be found in secs. 22, 23, 24, and

34, as we11 as in (Meissl, 1971a).

ll. LEAST—SQUARES COLLOCATION

Consider now least-squares prediction, as discussed in sec.9, for the

case that the signal 5 to be estimated is the anomalous potential T(“
at some point P and that the measurements forming the vector l are a“
bitrary quantities of the anomalous gravitational field, for instanci‘hgraw

ity anomalies Ag or deflections of the vertical 5, n . This import“t

problem was first posed in full generality and solved by Krarup (1959)‘

Any one of these latter quantities may be represented as a linear fumr

tional of the potential l , for instance, in spherical approximation

Ag:-3'F r
(11—1)
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{.131 n._ 1Yrae’ WET. (11-2)

r, e, x being spherical coordinates (sec.3). Eq.(11-1) is (2-33). and eqs
(ll-2) are (2-30) in spherical coordinates. We have written r instead of
R since these equations do not necessarily refer to sea level r a R (cf
315° sec-42); a“d y is normal gravity. in keeping with (2-31).

Generally we have

11 = LiT (114)

9f

1=BT (ll—4)

where the "vector" B comprises the functiona1s l.i

L1

L2

Lq

B = (11-5)

Thus the problem is to find T if q linear functionais LiT are giv-
en by measurement: The determination of a function by fitting an anaiyticai
approximation to a certain number of given Tinear functionais is cailed
coiiocation and is frequentiy used in numericai mathematics; cf. (Coliatz,
1966, p.29). Therefore, the present method for determining the gravitational
fieid by Teast-squares prediction is called least—squares collocation.

The appiication of (9-28) to the present probiem gives at once

?(P) = [CH ch cm],

i1

12

1 q

. (11-6)

-1
c11 c12 "‘ Clq

C21 C22 "' c2q

qu qu qu

' sbe covarlance-33) but tthe interpoiation formUIa (9 ,This is ana1090us to
are
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Before computing these covariances. iet us verify that Our Quint,1
T and 11 are centered. The equivalent of the second equathn of (:m
for the present case is ‘3)

MiT}=0 , (“-7)

wh'éch is (10-4) and means that T does not contain a zero-degree gamma
harmonic. The first equation of (9-3) becomes

Mfli} = o. (m;

Using (11-3) we may write
i
I

I

M{‘Ii} = Muifl = Lin/HT} , (11-9)

which is zero by (11-7), so that (11-8) is satisfied. Here we have assumed

—-as we shaH aiways assume in the sequeiuthat the averaging operator M

and the iihear functionais Li commute, so that the order of these two
operations can be interchanged. This wiH be justified Eater (sec.35).

Covariance propagation. In (11—6) we have

cPi = cov(T(P),1i) = M{T(P)1i} ,

C13,: cov(1i,1j)=M{1ilj} .

(11-10)

(11-11)

We may write (11-3) in the form

ii = LEM) , (11—12)

indicating that the functiona] L1 is applied to T as a function 0f the
independent point variab1e Q . Then (11-10) becomes

cPi =
M{T(P)LgT(Q)}= LEMMMNQH ,

on using the commutativity of M and Li . By the definition (10.1} We

thus obtain

_ Q
cPi - L1K(P,Q) . (11-13)
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similarly we 9“

p Q ,_ P Q
CU . M{L1T(P)LjT(Q)} LiLjM{T(P)T(Q)E .

87

so that

- LPL§K(P,Q) _c,-i:3 (11-14)

Equations (11-13) and (11-14) express the required covariances in terms
of the basic covariance function K(P,Q) of T , as defined in the Dre‘
ceding section. They show how the covariances "propagate" through linear
operations Li ; they may thus be called formulas of covariance propagatio’1

In fact, these formulas are, so to speak, the continuous analogue of the
usual matrix formulas for error propagation, or covariance propagation, in
adjustment computations. Let s be a vector and let K be its covariance
matrix

K = cov{s.s) . (11—15)

Consider another vector 1 which is a Hnear function of s :

1:35, (11—16)

B being an appropriate matrix. Then, by the usual covariance prepagation,

cov(s,1) = KBT , (11-17)

cov(1,1) = BKBT . (11—18)

which corresponds to (11—13) and (11-14). Later we shaii expioit these

a“5309165 even more fully (secs.21 and 25).
Let us now return to (11—13) and (11-14). The exact meaning of these

exDressions is as foiiows. Eq.(11-13) states that the iinear functionai

Li is appiied to K(P,Q) , considered as a function of Q only, P be-

ing regarded as a constant parameter. In (11—14) we first apply Lj to

K(?.Q) , considered as a function of Q . The resuit, L?K(P,Q) , then
depends only on p , It may be regarded as a function of P , to which the
o . ‘ .parat°r '-i is finaiiy appiied; this QTVGS Cij
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Example. Let us Hlustrate this procedure by means of an example, Let

la?
‘1 ' L1T'VE(P1)'[FF§] '

P1
1 3T

12 ' LzT' W('32) ' {runs a] '
P2

(11~19)

(11-20)

the linear functiona1s Li and L2 being given by (11-2). and P1 and

P2 being fixed points. By (11-14),

— = PLQK P,Q) .C°V[Y£(P1).Yn(P2)] = cov(11,12) - an L1 2 (

Now,w1‘th P = (r, e, A) and Q= (r‘. e'. A“).

Lgupm) = - r sme 3A

for Q = P2 , and

2
c = L [- aKiPiQH = _ $1. Ea Kgp‘m

1‘2 1 3‘ 51W 3* J rr sme 898x (11—21)

for P = P1 , Q = P2 . 8y {10-9), the function K(P,Q) depends explicitly
on r and r' and implicitly on e,A and e',A' through (10-3). There-
fore, the differentiations in (11-21) can be performed without difficulty.

Estimation of functionals. Instead of the potential T(P) , let us di-
rectly estimate another signal, that is, another element 5 of the anoma-
lous gravitational field, for instance a geoidal height or a spherical—
harmonic coefficient of T . We write

s = ST = SPT(P) , (11-22)

since any eiement of the anoma1ous gravitational fie1d can be expressed as

a Iinear functiana] S of T .

The app1ication of SP to (11-6) gives4
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I
g :- {cu cs2 csqs

11

12

l q

-1
€31 c12 "' clq
C21 (:22 ”' CZQ

[qu CqZ "' qu
(11-23)

where

(11-24)- P
551 ‘ S CPi ’

the remainder C31 being unchanged. In fact, only the first row vector
P

depends on the variable P , on which the functiona] S = S acts—

Let us now estimate m signais forming the vector

SS1

52

S
m

S: (11-25)

where

- _ P

5k — SkT - SKTUD) .
(11-26)

For each signal} 5k we get an equation (11-23), which can be combined into

ane matrix equation

(11-27)-_ 3-1.
5 ' Cslcnfl ’

where

l
J

CSI=L

P P P ‘
sicP1 sicP2 ... Sich)

P P P ‘

32cP1 52CP2 --- Schq‘ .

P P p Z

smCPl SmCPZ ' H Smcpq-

(11-28)
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Any element of this matrix is given by

p . P QskcPi SkLiK(P,Q),
(11-29)

in view of (11-13), but this is precise‘iy

cov(sk.11) (11-30)

‘5 comDUted by the covariance propagation law (11-14) from (11-12) and(11'26)! ‘i’his means that we can direcfly apply the prediction formula{9‘28} to the estimation of the vector 5 , after computing the covariancematrices C51 and cm by covariance propagation from K(P,Q) . The re-Wt 15 the Same as by first computing T from (11-6) and then

5k = SkT , (11-31)
The collocation formulas (11-6) for the function T and (11-27) for di-rectly computing any functionals § of T are completely consistent.In other terms, we may apply the basic least-squares prediction formula(9—28) for the computation of any element of the anomalous gravitationalfield from data which are arbitrary other elements of this field, if wecompute all covariances by covariance propagation from the same functionK(P,Q) ; the results so obtained will be consistent. The covariances arethus seen to carry the analytical structure of the anomalous gravitationalfield: they must be rigorously derived from one covariance function KiP.Q)by formulas such as (ll-13) and (11-14).

Conversely, (11-6) may be considered as a special case of the estimationformula (11-23) for a linear functional, if we take 5 to be the nevaiua-tion functional"

ST = 7(9) ’
(11-32)

associaténg to the function T its value at the point P ,Accuracy. The accuracy of the Eeast-squares collocation formufia (11-27)is given by the error covariance matrix ESS (9-29), in which C11 andC81 are the same matrices as in (11-27) and

'1'Cl! ‘ C31 '
(11-33)

S, N

f:
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r the
trix C is computed by covariance progagagjofi {in

the

ma ‘
has

The I" x 2“
(11-22); egall-M) shows immediateiy that C"' afuncmon and k-th column the elementowh—th Y‘

91

P
(Css)hk = ShSEKU’m . h.k - 1. z, m. (11-34}

The diagonal egements figs)“ of the error covariance matrix gfive the
error variance

{ 'sk)2}(§kMM =
2 =

Gk (11-35)

0f the estimated signal § ; cf. (9—16) with E repiaced by M .
The PrECise mea"1n9 Of this average M shouié be cleariy kept in mind.

As We have seen 1” SEC-10, M is a homegenecus and isotropic average over
the sphere. and a: is a mean square estimation error in the sense of this
average. This definition appears to be the natural one for characterizing
accuracies on a giobai scaie.

12. INVARIANCE PROPERTIES: ANALYTICAL COLLOCATION

The least-squares collocation solution (11-27) possesses a series of
important structuraT properties, re1ated to the fact that a'lI estimated
quantities refer to the same gravitational field. __

Reproduction of data. If the estimate petentizfl T is to be consistent
with the data, then the function T must reproduce the given functionais
1i , that 1's, there must be

].=L,T=L.T=1..
J. ; 1 1 (12-1)

This is easily proved da‘rectly. If the vector 5 to be estimated by
(11‘27) coincides with the q-Vector 1 itse‘lf, then C51 = Cll . and
(“'27) gives

-_ *1—
1 — C11511.I '1 ’

which pmves (12-1) .

(12-2)
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Invariance with respect to linear transformations. In the preceding Sec.
téon we have aiready seen that least-squares collocation is invariant with
respect to any linear transformation of the decimated signal: one obtains
the same result by first estimating thg potentia1 T by (11-6) and then
computing a linear functional §k - 5k? . Or by d1r9Ct‘y €511mat1ng gk
by (11-27). provided the covariances are properly deriVed.

The method is also invariant with respect to linear transformations of
the data. Instead of the q data 11 forming the vector 1 , Iet ustntrm
duce other q data I; forméng the vector 1‘ . which are re1ated to 11

by the transformation

1= A‘11', (12-3)1'=A1,
A being a reguiar (invertible) q x q matrix. Then

Csl. = MM'T} = M{51TAT} = M{51T}AT ,

Or

_ T
tsl‘ ' CslA ’ (12-4)

and similarly

_ T
51.1, — ACllA . (12-5)

Applying (11-27) to 1' we have

-_ —1 .
5 ' Csl'cl'l'1 ' (12-6)

By (12—3), (12-4), and (12-5) this becomes

-_ T T—l = TT-1—1-1
s _ CslA (AtllA ) A1 CSlA (A ) CllA A1 ,

so that

(12—7)A _ ‘1 '- ’1
5 ‘ Csl'cl'l'] ' C516111 ’

which was to beshown.A
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AnaiogOUS invariance properties are well known from least-squares ad-

justment; cf. (Tienstra. 1956. p.154).
Analytical coilocation. What happens if the function K(?,Q) , from

which the covarianCes CPL and Cij in (11-6) are derived, is not the

covariance function of T . but an arbitrary analytical function of form

(10-9), with nonnegative coefficients k satisfying only the condition

that the infinite series1 converges for nr,r' 2 R ? Such a function K(P,Q)

is Symmetric in P and Q and harmonic as a function of both P and 0.
outside and on the sphere of radius R ; it is called a kernel function-

In this case. the complete analytical structure of the anomalous grav-

itational field is preserved: we get a completely consistent gravitational

field in the sense that the given data 11 are exactly reproduced. and

the various estimated quantities sk refer to the same field, in view of

the invariance with respect to linear transformations of the signal.

In other terms, the given q data li do not cogpletely determine the

potential i . There are infinitely many functions T(P) compatible with

the given data, and the use of different kernel functions K(P,Q) in

(11—6) corresponds to different possible gravitational fields, all of whi

are internally consistent‘
0n putting

Ch

_ ‘1
b — C111 :

(12-8)

so that b is a q-vector, we see that (11-6) has the form

T(p) = g biCPi .i=1
(12-9)

By (11-13),

- Q
cPi —

LiK(P.Q) . (12-10)

which are functions ¢1(P) of P . Therefore we may write (12-9) as

$(p) a E bi¢i(P) .
1-1

(12-11)

1|: must be a true Infinite series containing infinfitely many nonvanishing coefficients
kn ; otherwise the covariance man-3x cll derived from It may not be
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as a linear combination of q "base functfions" M (p) .

If the kernel function K(P,Q) has I 51mph Analytical exp”

the base functions
ss‘on’ then

3
“2-12;

“11 also be simp1e anaIytical functions, so that (12-9) may be considered

as an ana1ytica} approximation to the function UP) by means of a “near

combination of q base functions. This aspect of collocatfon as an anal“.

ical approximation method is described in detaii 1n (Moritz, 1978b)‘

AnaUtica] collocation methods. using a general kernel function, have

been considered. e.g., by Krarup (1978), Lelgemann (1978). and Tscherning

(1978b),
Of course, only if K(P,Q) is the covariance function will the estimatn

{11-6) or (11-27) have the property of minimum variance. The error variancu

and covariances, forming the error covariance matrix CEC = ESS , for the

case of a general kernel function can be obtained from (9-21). Let us de-

note the “true” covariance function by K(P,Q) , and the analytical kernd

function used in the collocation procedure by K(P,Q) . The matrices ES;

and fill are derived from E(P,Q) in the same way as CS1 and £11 are

derived from K(P,Q) . Then the analytical collocation gives

(12—13)- — —-1
S - Cslcll] )

so that, in (9-21), we must put

_-————1
H ' Cslcll ’ (12‘14)

obtaining

_ _ —1 —1 _ -1 w‘l —1\T 12-153
Ess — css Cslcllcls + (tsl-Cll Csl(:ll)(:ll(E-sl"'ll _Cslcll) ' (

For I(5’90) = KiP.Q) this coincides with the optimum estimate (9'29)' _
This anaiyticai aspect of least-squares coiiocation is of basic theoret

1C“ Md practice} significance. It shows that a general kernei fUnCtion
can be ussd to obtain a consistent gravitational fieid which is coIFlPatib1e
with the given measurements. The covariance function K(P.Q) Cannot be,
exactly determined empirically since for this purpose we need the

fuhctw‘nA
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we”) entering “1 (10'?). That is. we shou’fld know the anomainus potmt‘“
everywhere on the Sphere r - R . which obv‘fiousw is not the cum Hm am-

pifl-ca] covariance functiom used MM be an analytical expression fitted ‘0
the given data (sec.23) and will thus have the character of a genaral ker—

ne} function.

13. APPLICATION TO BJERHAMMAR’S PROBLEM

As an illustration, let us apply collocation to the following problem.

Let the graVltY anomaiies A91, Agz, ..., A9“ at n points on the earth's
surface: at Elevations h1. h2, ..., hn , be known from observation; to

determine a gravity field consistent with these observations.
This formulation of the main problem of gravimetric geodesy, due to (Bier-

hammar, 1964), is in a way more realistic than the usual formulation in

terms of a boundary-Value problem, since We observe at discrete points only.

In fact, Bjerhammar's problem has contributed, in several ways, to a clari-
fication of the conceptual foundations of physical geodesy.

In the present solution we shall use an analytical continuation of the

gravity anomaly Ag down to sea level. For the usual case, in which the

measured gravity anomalies are assumed to be known at every point of the

earth's surface, this method has been described in (Heiskanen and Moritz,

1967, section 8—10); then, however, the problem may fail to have a rigorOus

solution because of possible singularities in downward continuation (ibid.,
9.321). This difficulty does not arise in the present case of discrete ob-

servations, as we shall see.
We shall use our customary spherical approximation, which amounts to

tolerating a relative error of the order of the flattening f = 0,3 % in

Quantities of the anomalous gravity field. This permits us to formally re-
Nace the reference ellipsoid by a sphere. Then the free—air anomalies down—

ward continued to sea level, denoted by Ag* , can be considered as a func‘

h°n A9*(9,A) on the surface of a terrestrial sphere (of radius R ), o

and A being the spherical coordinates introduced in section 4.

Thus the problem is to compute this function Ag*(8,k) on the sohere

“Wm gravity anomaiies A91, Agz, ..., qu measured at the earth‘s surface,

thatis. above the sphere. If we put

*
S=AgP

(13-1)

at some point P(R,8,A) andWW
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11 “:91 (1-K) 2! 'l-l

we may appiy the basic formula (11-23); there remains the computation
the covariances. °f

Since the external potential together with*1ts analyticaI continuap
forms a single harmonic function (sec.6). Agp and Agi must be valuon

of the same spatial analytic function og(r,9,A): es

Ag; - Ag(R,6,A) ,

Agi = Ag(ri,ei,xi) with r.=R+h..
1 l

(13-3)

(13-4)

Therefore, all occurring covariances, which are covariances between Ag;

and Agi or between Agi and Agj , wiH be values of the same function

C(P,Q) . the spatia] covariance function of the gravity anomaiy.

For a point P(r,6,A) outside or on the sphere r = R we have the

spherical-harmOnic expansion

‘30 1n+1
T(P) = “22% mm) .

(13-5)

Tn(e,x) being a Laplace surface harmonic of degree n . The corresponding

expansion for the spatiaT gravity anoma1y 1‘s

°° n+1
Ag{P) = .3: §2<n-1)[§] anm) .

(13-6)

(Heiskanen and Moritz, 1967, pp.88-89). Therefore, the “near operation

transforming T into Ag consists of multiph‘cation of the n-th degree

harmonic by (n-1)/r .

The covariance function of I is

0° R2 n+1
K(P,Q) = nEan[W] Pn(cosw) ,

(13-7)

Agihe corresponding expansion for the covariance function CW,“ of
is obtained by multiplication of the n—th degree harmonic by
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2m1 n-1 n-1
‘7— '?“ ' ‘Lfig‘ 'b

'in agreement with the covariance propagation formula (11-14). Thus

N 2 R2n+2
* E ("’1) k '—‘—n;3 Pn(CGSW) '

n=2 n(rr')
(13-8)

107'

°° 2 n+2
C(P,Q) = $4???) Pn(cosw) (13-9)

where

’ n-l2
cn' kn' (13-10)

Therefore we must put in (11—23)

* OD n+2

Csi =
cowagps A91) = E Cnlr—J Pn(°°5¢pi) ’n-2 1.

ea n+2

Cij = cos/(Mi, Agj) = n§2cn[——rirj] Pn(coswij) ,

(13-11)

(13-12)

since rP = R .

Since the function K(P,Q) is assumed to be reguiar outside and on the

sphere r = R , the same hoids for C(P,Q) and, therefore. for the com-

pUtEd dOanard continuation Ag*(e,k) . Thus coliocation ensures, in fact,
a Smooth reguiar downward continuation of Ag (provided we have only a

finite number of given Agi ). As the point P can be an arbitrary point
9“ the Sphere r = R (Fig.13.1), the coiiocation soiution automaticaliy

COmbines downward contfinuation and interpolation in a natural way, so as to

Obtain a smooth soiution.
A5 We shall see, smoothness can even be defined in a precise way. in

terms Of a norm which is minimized (SEC-25)-
The fact that a smooth anaiytical downward continuation is, so to speak,

buiitin with this metnOd, is of great importance since downward continua-

ti°n is w it and unstable operation. The same principie
can, for ::si:::;f1;eaa:;::;:ufor the downward continuation of aeriai grav-
ity measurements (Moritz. 1970 ,
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earth’s
surface

rzR

FIGURE 13.1. Downward continuation of Ag .

Invariance. By computing Ag; at every point of the sphere r = R , we

get a functian Ag*(e,A) . To this functian we may then appiy the Stokes-

Pizzetti formula

T = KEY. fafag*S(r.v/)do (13-13)

to obtain T at any point on the earth‘s surface or in outer space (Heis-
kanen and Moritz, 1967, p.319).

He may, however, also compute T at a pomt P(r,e,;\) direct“, from
(11-6), with Cij as before and CM given by

En_1k n+1
= = ——- [—J , (13-14)

which follows from (13-7) by muitipiying 95C“ term by (n-l)/r‘ and thensubstituting r‘ = ri ; this is a direct conseqUence of (11-13). This iseven simpler than going through A9 aBd (13‘13)s bUt the result is ident'teal, in view of the invariance of ieast-squares collocation with respectto linear transformatiOHS; T bejflg 3 linear funCtionai 0? Ag* .
Significance of fi'unge'e theorem. The present approach presuppcses thepossibility of analytical continuation of the externai potential 7 downto sea ievel as represented by the sphere r = R . ihis is possibie to asgood an approximation as we like, in view of Runge‘s theOrem (sec,3)_ Thisjustifies the assumption that T is a reguiar harmonic function on and out_side the sphere r a R ; this assumption will be used throughout.

Agv

Pi P. A9;
I
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Ag’Pr
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1f the measurements 1i
measuring errors ni . then

1i = LiT + ni ,

14. Collocation with

ERRORS

forming the q-vector 1 are
instead of (11-3) we have

1:1! 2| u~.,q.

Random Errors 99

affected by random

writing

LiT = t; (14-2)

we get

1i=ti+ni, (14-3)

In this way we have decomposed the observation li into a "signal" ti
and the “noise” ni . The "signal part" of li represents the gravitation-
al field element Lil of which ii is the measurement, and the "noise"
is a synonym for the random measuring errors. The terminology, signal and
noise, comes from communication engineering in which statistical prediction
techniques are widely used.

In symbolic notation these equations are written:

1=BT+n, (14-4)

37:15, (14-5)

1=t+n. (14-6)

generaEfizing (11-4).
The noise n is a genuine random (stochastic) quantity. it possesses a

probabéiity distribution with a mathematical exeectation denoted by E .” Contrast to this, the statistica] treatment of s has a more forma]
character. The operator M denotes a homogeneous and isotropic average
°V9¥ the sphere' defined by (10-2), rather than an expectation in a proba-
Mlistic Sense: M describes the average global behavior of the anomafious
Gravitationa1 field.

As "9 have seen,

..2 L..—
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Nit} - 0
(14.

. 7)

for m s1gnals t . that is, ail elements of the gravitauon”

vwded the reference fiefld is chosen so that the anomalous
patemfield. pro.

does not contain a zero—degree harmonic: from (11-7) We get fa] T

Mt) = MET} = BMIT} = 0 .

Far the same reason we have. of course. 50" the Sigma” (11-22) to be estj'

mated:

M{s}=0. (14-8)

0n the other hand, the signals are not stochastic quantities in the same

sense as the noise n : repeated observations.of the same quantity give

different n but 5 remains the same. Thus, the expectation E does not

affect the signals, whence

E{s}=s, E{t}=t. (14-9;

However. for the noise we have

(14-10)[{n} = 0

since random measuring errors have zero expectation by definitian.
The operation of the spherical average M on the noise has not yet been

defined. The simpiest and most suitable definition is that M ieaves n

unchanged:

M{n}=n.

This definition is anangous to (14-9); a detai
found in sec.36.

Now we define the total average '5' as

Y=EMg

that is. we average both over the probabflistic
over the sphere. With this definition we have

Us} = EMS} = o

led justificatfion

distribution of

(14-11)

will be

(14-12)

n and

(14—13)

—“ "xv-fink“
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24. Collocaticn with
by(1.1.8). and erwise

{it} '0,
But also

“Em = EMin} . gm 2 0 ’

in View of (14-11) and (14-10). Hence

Em = Eu} + an} = 0,
by

(14-5), so that a1] our quantities are centered.Let us now Consifier the covariances corresponding toFor the signa‘a covariance matrices we have

cSS = UssT} = EmgsT} = E{M{ssT}} = M{ssT}

since E does not affect signals. Simflarfly,

." T _ I TCtt — E{tt } - Mktt}.
For the covariance matrix Crm of the noise we find

C = TE'J[nnT} = EM{nnT} = E{nnT} .rm

The mixed covariances are zero:

Random Errarn ‘91

(14-14;

(14-15}

(14-15)

the new average I

(14~17)

(14-18)

(14-19)

E

14-20
- thT} = EM{tnT} = M{t}E{nT}= o , ( )Ctn -

' ‘" uncorrelated.
the Signal and the novse are

that 1? . nder the average F , g

andI S

du t
appfly the basic prediction formuh (9 28) we need (:51

n or er 0

Cl]. ’ Now!

C11 : HUT} = ?{(t+n)(tT+nT)}

= FittT} + E{tnT} + T-ffntT} + EMT}

: c + + + ‘tt Ctn cat an“

E

S

g

5

(14-21)

‘
7 ,,, ,annm.
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By (14-20) we also have

TCat.c€n.0’
(14-22}

and hence

cm a Cu + Can .

Thus C11 is simply the sum of the covariance matrices of

This is rather remarkabée since the signal covariance matri
T . a . . .

M{tt } . and the no1se covarwance matr1x 15 an expectatlon

For the cross-covariance matrix C31 we find

(14-23)

signal and noise.
x is an average

TEinn } .

cs]L = fm‘} =
E{s(tT+nT)}

_ T — T--I{st}+E{sn}-Cst+fsn-
Since signa] and noise are uncorrelated, we have

(14-24)

(14-25)
C =09sn

iand

cst =
HstT} = EM{stT} = M{stT} .

both 5 and 1: being signafis (elements of the anomalous gravitation“
field).

Thus

(:51 g Cst (14-25)

is a pure signal covariance matrix.
In view of (14-23) and (14-26). the prediction formuTa (9-28) becomes

-1ga Cat(ctt + can) I ' (14-27)

This is the fundamentai formula for least-squares collocation with noise.F



The signal covariances are to be

“on “9.0) . Corresponding to

t1 1 LLT , 5k 3 SkT

(these are equatio ns -
wd fist :

(14 2)
and

14- Calloaation with Random Errora 103

der1ved from the bes‘c covariance func-

(14-28)

(ll~26)) we find for the elements of Cut

(Ctt)ij = LiL?K(P.Q) .

- P Q(Est)ki ' skLiK(P.Q) .

(14-29)

(14-30)

The comparison With (11-14) and (11'29) Shows that. in the absence of mea-
suring errors, we have

Ctt = C11 ’ Cst:csi H: “=0’ (14-31)

as it must be.
Let us thus compare the coHocation formulas withxandom errors, (14-27),

{and without errors, (11-27), which may be written in the present notation
{as

-_ -1
s - CstCttI . (14-32)

We see that the only difference is the presence of CM in (14-27). This
is the covariance matrix of the observationa] errors, defined by (14-19).
(AS a matter of fact, noise covariance matrices Cm are the usuai vari-
ance-covariance matrices in adjustment computations.)

Let us now apply (14-27) to the estimation of the potential T . Then

(14-33)s=T(P) ,

and

Cst = [C91 C92 "' CPq]

-27 becomeswhere the CP. are given by (11'13)- Thus (14 )
1.

(14-34)
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9

W:

12

I q

I“!
“ l

tum ~ {CH C" cm]

Can’on

C21*021

c +0
<11 <11

szwxz ctqmiq

c22””22 “' c2q’02q

+D ... C +0ch q2 qq qu

which is the generalization of (11-6) to the case Of random errors'
1y difference is the presence of noise covariances; we have PUt

can t D 2 {DUI .

The other covariances, CF)i and Cij , are the same in (14-35) and

The fact. mentioned above, that the matrix Est 1's a pure signa}
variance matrix. is of great importance. To see this, put

(14-35;

The on.

(14-36;

(11-5).
CO-

_ -1
b _ (5H + cm) 1

(14—37;

and write (14-35) in the form

T(P) = E biCPi .i=1
(14-38)

Exactly as in the errorless case (12-9), T is expressed as a Einear com—
bination of pure signal covariance functions, which are to be considered as
analytical base functions (12-12):

HP) = fw m.1:11 i (14-39)

The transition from T to other quantities sk of the anomalous gravi‘
tational field-~such as geoidai heights, deflections of the vertical, 0"gravity anomaiiesuis effected by linear functional operations (11-25).Thus (14-39) gives

‘ S
:k . SkT . 1E1b1$k¢i(P) , (14-40)

The functiona} 5k acts analytica‘iiy on the base functions :91.
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, : P95310) Skc“ 5,359.0). {ll—41,

this is nothing else than covariance propagation. which is agaie seen to

carry the precise mathematicai structure of the gravétatéofia‘ field.
ihe coefficients bk . given by the vector (14—37}, reaagn the same ,0,

:13 signals ( T or SR )3 they depend on the noise covariafice ,at,11 Cr,
and are determined in such a way that the effect a; measurifig errors " ;;
minimized.

Thus the "Oise affects on}! the determination of the coefficients be

Wt "at the base “muons “x 1 the” ‘5 "0 danger that statistics spoils
the analyticai fieéd structure,

The error covariance matrix £55 for the estimate {14-27) is obtained

from (9-29fi:

-1 ‘
Ess = Css - Cst(ctt + can) Cts. ' (14-42)

the matrix C55 is given by (11-34).
Filtering and prediction. Let us appiy (14-27) to the sfignaIs t , which

are the signal parts of the observations 1 as expressed by (14-6). With

5 = t we get

a '1
t - ctt(ctt+cnn) 1 ' (14-43)

This equation gives the optima} estimate for the signal part of the observ—

ations l themselves; the noise n has been ffltered out in the best pos.

sible way. Thus (14-43) may be said to flescribe the filtering of the ob—

servations I . Here is no prediction in this case since. besides the ob—

servation signals t . no new signals are computed.

Let us now solve (14-43) for 1 :

1 = (c + c )C'itg; nn tt
{14-44)

Md substitute into {14-27). “heme

(14-45).. ~1"
S = .Cstcttt
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This equation predicts new signais s on the basis of the fiitered obServ-

ations (14—43).
it is quite remarkable that this equation has the form (14-32) of errop‘

{can nozznnarihn. with I replaced by t . Thus we have Split up least

squares collocation with random errors into two consecutive steps:

1. Filtering of the data by (14-43)
2. Appiication of the erroriess coliocation formuia (14-45)

to the fiitered data.

Briefly we may say that we have split up collocation with noise into

filtering and pure prediction. This interpretation shows again that collo-
cation with noise has the same analytical structure (expressed by step 2)

as errorless collocation.
The decomposition of (14-27) into (14-43) and (14-45) has theoretical

rather than practicai importance since its numericai execution would in-
volve the inversion of two different covariance matrices Ctt + Can and

CM . whereas in the direct solution (14-27) the inversion of the first
matrix suffices for al] signals 5 .

15. APPLICATION TO GEQID DETERMINATION

To illustrate the general formulas, let us consider an example which,
though being somewhat simplified, shows the essential features of the meth-

od and also has practical significance.
We take the determination of the geoidal height N from gravity anoma-

lies Ag and deflections of the vertical components 5 and n . We assume

the usual simplified situation underlying Stokes‘ formula: all quantities
refer to sea level, there are no masses outside the geoid, and the reference
ellipsoid is formally treated as a sphere (spherical approximation; cf.
sec.2). The components a and n have been determined by the astrogeodetic
method and refer to a geocentric ellipsoid, so that there are no first-de-
gree spherical harmonics. Furthermore, we take f observation points and

assume that Ag, 5. n are given at each of these points, so that there are
q : 3f observations.

In the basic formula (14-27),

-1
g : cst(ctt + Cnn) 1 ’ (15-1)

we thus have
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5*NU’) - (15-2)

the geoidal height at some point P , and

1 z

191

\Agf

t:1

if
"x

“f

(15-3;

Let us assume that all Ag have been observed with the same standard
error mg , all E with the same standard error mE , and 511 n with the
same standard error nan ; all measurements Are supposed to be uncorrelated.
Then the covariance matrix (Inn of the noise is the diagonai matrix

m2
g .

m2

9

0

m2
5.

' 2

m:

C =nn (15-4)

m2
n. '2

m
n

O

The signaI covariance matrices are

_ Ng Ng NE “5 Nn Nn
Cst — [Cpl .. Cpf Cl:1 .. Cpf CP1 .. CPf] , (15-5)
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Cc:

/

90
CH ..

99
Cfi H

£9
CH ..

H59.fl ..

99Cl!

99cff

cc;le
£9

Cff

96
CH

95
Cr:

£5
CH

a:cfl

q:clf

g5
Eff

:5clf

5e:cff

9”
CK!

<17)

Cf!

En
C11

En
cfl

9ncl!
9']Cff

in
C15

5n
Cff

(15.6)

’19 '19
CH " le
n9 n9cfl ' . Cff

n5
C11 “ C2:

n5 M:C“ .. Cff

nn mm(In .. le
rm rm

Cfi " Cff

if N is to be computed at m points, then Cst consists of m rows of
form (15-5).

The quantities N, Ag, 5, n are related to the anomaious potential T

by

N=—-1-T,
YO

311-3.T,Ag=‘er r

5 _ 1 3T n __ 1 3T____ , _ _.+___ .
Yorae Yorsma ax

(15-7)

{15~8)

(15-9)

The first equation is Bruns‘ formula (2-31), with normal gravity y re-
placed by a constant mean vaiue yo ; (15-8) and (15-9) are {11.1) and

{11-2) respectiveiy. Therefore, cavariance propagation (11-14) gives

cov[N(P),Ag(Q)

cov[N(P),g(Q)]

cov[N(P),n(Q)]

c0v£A9(P).Ag(O)

__1_ -3_K.___2_
3-Yo{ 3!“ WK]
= 13K

=“ 1 3Kyozr'sine'fi ’
_ _a__2?_a§< 2}]'[ at“ F}[ W'F‘K

2
= a K + 2I 3K 4, _2_ 3K + 4‘arar‘ P 3!“ r ar' rr K .



cov1A9(P)-£(Q)}

C°V[A9(P)un(0)]

C°V[E(P).E(Q)1

cov{£(P).n(Q)]

cov{n(P).n(Q)]

15- APPHC‘GHOH to Gcoid Determination

. - 2. _ 3 1 ex i
3|“ r 38!. Y

O

. -1’.1_ 32K + 2 ax 11
i . "—h _ vgr 33‘30' rr' aeijyo

. -L-3 - 1 -35 .1.
3'" r Wsme' ax' YD

= §....__,_._2r‘sme‘ are“ rr‘sme’ 291';

= 1 32K 1

rr' aeae‘ $2“ ’
G

: - 1 32K 1

rr'sine‘ aeax' 3707 '
= 1 32K 1

rr‘sinesins' may 7?; '

1.
YO

(

1
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10)

Here

K = K(P,Q) = K(r,r',¢) (15-11)

is the covariance function for the anomaious potentia‘l T . It is a func-
tion of the coordinates (r,e,x) of P and (r',e°,x') of Q in the

following manner: it depends on the radial coordinates r and 1" direct—
iy, but the dependence on the anguiar coordinates (8.x) and (SUV) is

indirect through q; given by

505g, = cosecose’ + sinesine'cos(A'-A) , (15-12)

as the expression (10-3) shows. Therefore,

Sea-Mae» ax awax’

3K =_a_!_<_ay
ae‘r 23¢ 36' ’ 31* 3:1: M"

where the pawn] derfivatives exp/36, .., aw/ax' are obtained by differ-

entiatt’ng (15-12) according to the procedure used in deriving Vening Mei-

rie52‘ formula (cf. Heiskanen and Moritz, 1967. p.113).

NW the e1ements of the sfignal covariance matrices (15-5) and (15—6)

can be expressed in terms of the covariances (15-10):
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16. LEAST"SQUARES COLLOCATION WITH PARAMETERS

An ultimate generalization of the linear collocation modefls (114) and{14-4) 1'5 achieve“ by iNtrOducing functional (non-random) parameters form~
Mg a

p-veCtOV X (as usual. al‘. vectors are column vectors untess thecontrary is State“- “WS (144) is generalized as foHows:

1=AX+BT+n (1e-x)

where A is a 9W9” ‘1 X 9 matrix expressing the effect of the parameters
X on the ObserVations Ii; it 135 sometimes called “sensitivity matrix".
The expression AX is usually obtained by Iinearizing an origina‘fly non-
linear funCtT'Dn 0f the P Darameters. it represents the "systematic" or
"parametric" part of 1 . The q-vector

t=BT (16-2)

gives the "signal part" of 1 , where B again comprises the q function-
ais (11-5). As before, the q-vector n denotes the measuring errors (the
"noise"). We assume that q > p and that A has fuii rank.

By means of the abbreviatiori (164) we may write the observation equa-
tion (16—1) as

1=AX+t+n. (16-3)

In sec.18 we shaH see that all geodetic observations, after Hnearizatfion,

can be expressed in this farm. so that the linear representation (16—3) is,
in fact, quite genera].

As in sec.14, the quantities t and n are centered, satisfying (14-14)

and {14-15).
For A = 0 , eq,(16—3) reduces to (14-6). which is the vectorial observ-

ation equation for Mast—squares coHocation (prediction) without parameters;

for 8:0 or t=0 weget

i=AX+n, (ls-a)

which ‘75 the linear form of the observation equation in usual 1east-squares

adJustment by parameters, we may thus say that (16-1) or (16—3) represents

a mode} Whith is a synthesis between adjustment and prediction.

In contrast to Mast-squares adjustment, the model (15-3) contains a

Secfind term which is (forma1]y} treated as a random quantity , name‘Y the

an“: ’7’,W1WW-W'<’?v_- u-l 7777 6‘: ,7 ,7, ,7 7 , 7, 7 7 ,7J
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sfignal vector t as given by (16-2). Let US EStlmate another centered
signal vector 5 of m components; it has the same meaning as in the
preceding sections. Both vectors 9 and t comprise elements of the
anomalous gravitational field, whlch are linear functionals of the patem
tlal l 5 these vectors are related by thelr signal covariances forming
the matrlces

C8. - cov(s,s) = M{ssT} .

T
Cat =

cov(s.t) 2 Mist } .

_ T
(Ztt - cov(t.t) - M{tt } .

(16-5)

(16-6)

(15~7)

They must be derived rigorousiy from one basic covariance function K(P,Q;
in order to preserve the analytical fieid structure, as expiained in sec.14.

He also assume the covariance matrix of the measuring errors,

T
Cnn = E{nn } , (16-8)

to be given; for an explanation of the symbols M and E cf. sec.l4.
From ordinary ieast-squares adjustment we know that the estimates satis-

fy two different but equivalent minimum conditions, both of which have been

given already by Gauss: ieast squares and minimum variance. The minimum

variance condition has been used to derive the basic prediction formula

(9-28). Here we shaii try to use an appropriate ieast-squares condition.
The wail-known least-squares condition for the adjustment mode] (16—4)is

V
T— ..

n C 1n = m1n1mum .
rm

(16—9)

Let us find a suitab‘ie generaHzation for the present mode] (16-3).
M] quantities treated as random may be combined into the m + q veC’COr

/ v: _ T
— [s1 s2 ... sm n1 n2 ... nq} . (16-10)

This vector wi1} afiso contain the signals t if we stipulate that m 3 q

and that the first q components of the vector 5 are identicaT t0 the

components of the vector t. Thus 5 has the formA
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s I ii- “6-H;

the veczer u comprising the m—q sign“; which are to be “that”.Usuafly we have m > Q . but the foilawng algorithm works even Mr ng ,
u being absent.

The covariance matrix of the vector v has the form. in view of (1540;,
of a partitioned matréx

c _ ‘Css
vv ‘ .

10
L

0

C an

(16-12)

the off-diagonal terms are zero since signai and noise are uncorre35ted
(p.101).

The inverse of {16-12) is

C-1
55

O

c‘1 =
VV

0

C-1
rm

(16-13)n

by weH-known reiations for partitioned matrices (according to our constant
assumption, a1] matrices have qu rapkE).

An, appropriate generaiization of (16—9) is

T -1 . .v C v = m1n1mum ,
VV (16-14)

which by (16-10) and (16-13) becomes

T—x T—l ,.sCs+nCn=mmmum.
55 mm

(15-15)

This is the minimum principle for least—squares collocation which we

ShaH use for deriving Optimal estimates for X and s ; in the next sec-
tion we shaH prove that these estimates also satisfy the second Gaussian

condition. minimum variance.
The minimum probEem (16-15) is te be solved with the side condition

(1&3). which can easily be reformufiated in terms of s as

1=AX+US+n- (16-16)
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Here U is a q x m
matrix partitioned into

Unll 0),
where 1 $3 the q x q matrix and O is a q x

view of (16—11) fit is clear that

Us-t-
¥h1s minimum problem is solved using the method

which form a q-vector k . We are thus to find the

the function

(16-17)

(m-q) Zero matrix. In

(16-18)

of Lagrange multipHers,
unconditional minimum of

0(s.n.X) - }stc;:s+}znTc;:n - kT(AX+Us+n-1) . (16-19)

For this purpose we form the differentiaI

do - sTc‘1ds + nTc‘ldn - kT(AdX+Uds+dn) ,
SE nn

SS ( “n1 (15-20)

which must be zem for arbitrary ds, dn, and dX . This implies

sTc" - kTU = o ,
83

"TC-1 _ km = 0 ’
nn

kTA-~o

(16-21}

(15-22)

(16—23)

The first equation gfives

sT = kTUC
SB

0|"

s=c UTk,
85 (16-24)

' 3 I‘m" the second ' t “nthie ' equahon we ge 1same way
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n-C k.nn (16-25)

we write (16—15) in the form

Us+n=1~Ax

(16—26)

. and substitute (16-24) and (15-25),

(UCssU + Cnn)k = 1 ' AX

Now, in View of (16-11),

ctt

cut

C “Itul

c luu

)

=Ctt.

breviation

z c =
t 55

i

E

g so that by (16—17

if we UT
3. SS

Let us use the ab

obtaining

(16—27)

(16-28)

t a Cut + Cnn ;

E

this is nothing else than the total covariance matrix of
(In in (14-23); it is the sum of the covariance matrices

' and the noise n 'in (16-3).
Hence (16-26) becomes

Ekzl-Ax.

1.
of

(16-29)

denoted by
the signal t

so that

k=’1t (l-AX).
This is substituted into (16-23). Written 35

(16-30)

ATk:0
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with the result

ATc“Ax - ATE":

O 3‘

x - (ATE"A)"ATC‘11 .

Cambining (i6-24) and (16—30) we obtain

(16-31)

(16-32)= s -1
s CSSUIT (I-AX).

8y (16-17) afid (16-27) we have

I Ctt]
1=[ J=Csts

[Cut

T ’Ctt
C U =55 It“

fCw]!
c “auu VA

(16-33)

since

Cltt
CutJ

_ [MfttT}l _

LM{utT}J
_ T

Ht] J

cst—M{st}=M4 '1'
Hal‘,

(16-34)

Thus (16-32} becomes

_ —-1
s - CStC U WW)» (16-35)

Since (16-31) and (16-35) give estimates for X and s , we write these '

equations with our usual notation for estimates:

(16-36)

(15-37)

‘= T—-1 - ——x (AC A)1ATC11.

-1 “‘
~ - ‘ -Ax ,s — cstf (1 )

where 3' is the total covariance matrix (16-29).

__‘£
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prises the signal parts of the observations 1 . and u cons$sts of {h e
signals to be pred1cted, If the vector v $5 part1t1oned into

“I
l

i t

H

n

(16‘43)

combining (16-10) and (16-11). then the corresponding partitioning of V

is

(16-42)V=[I 0 I}.
by (16°17) and (16-39). Thus in (16-38) we have

(16-43)Vv=t+n;
the vector u does not enter into the observation equation. although it
occurs in the minimum principle (16.40}!

Our problem thus contains additional random variables u which are re-
lated to the observations only through the joint covariances, which is
characteristic for prediction (sec.9). Formally this makes no difference
in (16-38); it only means that the matrix V contains some all-zero col-
umns, but conceptually it is quite significant: we have a combined problem

of adjustment and prediction.
This is true at least if m > g that is, as long as we wish to predict

other signals besides the "signal parts” of the observations. As we show

see in sec.18, this is the case relevant to the determination of the grav-

ity field. in the limiting case m = q we have s = t , only the signal

parts of the observation are computed by removing systematic effects AX

and the noise n as much as possible. This is the case of "pure filterinft
this limiting case, indeed, formally reduces to an adjustment by condition

equations with parameters.
A genuine and complete reduction of the general model of least-squares

collocation to an adjustment problem is only possible in infinite-dimen‘
sional Hilbert space, as we shall see in sec.29.

Properties of the solution. The solution expressed by (16-35) and

(16-37} has the following properties:
(a) The result is independent of the number m of signal

quantities s to be estimated.

_-\,_,.«a!!!
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(b) Both observed and estimated quantities can be hetero-geneous. provided all required covariances are known-(c) The method is invar1an’c with respect to linear trans-formations of the data or of the resu¥ts.(d) The solution is optimal in the sense that it géves themost accurate resu1ts obtainable on the basfis of thegiven data.
As for (a). the Vector U 0f predicted signal may consist of one com-ponent, or it may consist of a thousand components. The resuit for the samesignal quantity wi11 aEways be the same. for the fofllowing reason. Eq.(15-35) depends on the observations only; the predicted signais u do notenter at a1]. In (16-37). the term E‘1(1-A;) likewise depends Only on theobservations; each component of the vector 5 is obtained individually

since only the k-th row of the matrfix Cst affects the k-th compenent ofs.
lhus it suffices to include, in the vector 5 and in the minimum condi-

tion (16-15), only as many signals u as we wish to compute. This proce-
dure looks somewhat arbitrary. in fact, (16—15) is only a “shortened ver—
sion” of a more complete minimum principle in Hilbert space, as we shall
see in sec.30. The present elementary treatment of collocation is intended
to use elementary matrix calculus as much as possible, avoiding Hilbert
space (which only enters indirectly through covariance propagation).

As for (b), the (physical or mathematical) nature of the quantities s
and n is irrelevant. All we have to require is that they are centered
(having average zero) and that all covariance matrices are known.

Property (b) follows from the corresponding invariance properties of
least-squares adjustment, for (16-36), and least-squares prediction, for
(16-37); cf. sec.12.

Proof that (16-15) is satisfied. We have derived the present solution
from the minimum principle (16-15) by putting the differential do , given
by (16-20), equal to zero. This, however. is only a necessary but not suf~
ficient condition for a minimum. Let us, therefore, prove that we have in-
d99d a minimum of (16-15). .

Consider the least—squares estimates X and s . as given by (16-36)
and (16-37), There 15 also a least-squares estimate h for the noise.
given by

‘11-“);fi=cnnt( (16—44)

this is a direct consequence of (16-25) and (16-30). Consider the vector
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9 .

clearIy X and V satisfy (16-38) :

(15‘45)

A;+VV:]_ (15“6;

Besides the least—squares estimates X and V consider arbitrary other
estimates Y and V which also satisfy this condition:

A7+VV=1I (16-47)

Put

X=X+X1,
V=V+ v1.

(16—48)

By subtracting (15-46) and (16-47) we see that

AX‘+Vv =0,
A 1 (15-49)

We then have, with P = c‘1 :
VV

-T-__ -T T .. _ T T... T T
v
Pv — (v +v1)P(v+v1) — v P? + lev + x7 Pv1+ vva1 .

Let us prove that

(16-50)

T _ _..Tlev—O—vai. (16-51)

In fact. the estimates (16-36) and (16-44) may be combined as

V = C VT_C_1(]- Ax) ,
VV (16-52)

since by (16-12) and (16-39).
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CC.
C vT - *

VV
[0

C It
‘cnn

c UT
IQ

C nn

UT

1

0 l

cnn]

(ts-$3)

byi15_33). By (16-52) we get

T 3 T4 TT-l ‘
vlpv vlcwv : vkvf (1 -AX).

From (16-49) there follows

(15—54)TT__TT
Viv - XIA I

whence. together with {16-36).

v'fpv =
-x'fATE‘1(1 - AX)

= -XTAT‘C”1(1 - A(ATE"A)'1ATE'11)

= -x’f<ATE‘11 - ATE'1A(ATE‘1A>"ATE'1H = 0 ’

which proves (16-51).
Hence (16-50) reduces to

—T—— -T- T
V pv = v Pv + vin1 .

(16-55)

From the positive definiteness of CW it foHows that aiso P = CI): is
Positive—definite; hence, by (9-26).

Tlev1 2 0 .

Thus

VP? 2 WP? ,

"2W1 shows that the Ieast-squares so‘lution gives indeed a minimum of
V Pv.‘
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l7. ACCURACY

In this section we shaii first derfive expressiOns for the standard errOrs
and error covariances of the quantities X and 5 obtained by an arbitrAry
iinear unbiased estimatfon. then we snaEI specfiaiize these expressions f0,
Beast-squares cellocation. and finaifly we shall show that c0310cation ggve$
indeed optimum estimates in the sense that in this case the standard errors
are the smallest that are possibie for any iinear estimation method.
Linear estimates. Consider any linear estimates for X and s , that gs.

expressions of the form

§=L1+a, (17-1)

X=Gl+b, (17-2)

where L is a m x q matrix, 6 is a P X q matrix: a l5 3 m‘VeCCOV,
and b is a p-vector. The quantities L, G, a, b are assumed to be inde—
pendent of l , so that (17-1) and (17-2) represent the estimated values of
s and X as linear functions of the measurements I . This is the meaning
of the term "linear estimate".
These estimates must reasonably satisfy the same relatiens as the origi-

nal "true" values. In the sequel we shall always denote true values by an
overbar.
Thus (16-3) may be written for true values as

1=Ax+z, (17-3)

if we put

z=t+n;
for their estimates we have the

I=AX+2,
§=t+fi.

Let us now postulate that the
That is. in terms of the average

anaiogous relations

estimates (17-1) and
F introduced in sec

(17-4)

(17-5)

(17-6)

(17-2) be unbiased.
. 14 we must have
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(17-7)

(17-3)
were x is the true value of the Mrameter vector. This latter equationis the uswal condition for unbiasedness for parameter estimation, when”:(17-?3 “WESEMS the "MUM! generalization for the estimnion of a cen-tered random quantfity. already used in sec.9.substitute (17-3) into (17-1) to obtain

§=LAX+LZ+3.

and form the average f . The result 133

11:}: LAX + L§{z} + a,
since X and a are nonrandom quantities. By (1L7), (14—14),and {14-15)
this reduces to

0=LAX+a. (17-9)

For the estimation formu1a (17-1) to be meaningfu], the vector a must be
given beforehand and cannot depend on the true value X , which is forever
unknown. Eq. (17-9) W‘MT be satisfied for arbitrary X if and only if

LA=G, a=0. (17-10)

Let us now investigate (17—2) in a similar way. Substitute (17-3) into
(17-2), obtaining

X = GAX + 62 + b ,

and form the average f , using (17—8). The resuH 1's

X=GA_X+b

0P

(I—GA)X-b=0.
' the con-e obta1n' before, wtrix Reasonxng as' ma .the un1t"here 1 denotes

ditions
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6A.]. b-O.
which are likewise necessary and suffficient.

Yne unbiased linear estimates are thus

g-Ll
{(-91

with

with

LA=09

GAxl.
(17~12;

(17-13)

Let us now put

(17-14)L=H{I’AG)J
for which the condition M = 0 is automaticafly satisfied:

LA = HU-AGM = H(A —AGA) = H(A - A) = o.

since GA = I by (17-11); it may be shown that all matrices L satisfying
LA = 0 can be represented in the form (17-14) (take, e.g., H = L ).
Then (17-12) becomes

g = L1= HM - ASH = HU - A61): H(1- m?)

by (17-13).
In this way we finally obtain the general expression for unbiased 1inear

estimates:

(17-15)i=6]:
(17-16)g=H(1-A>?),

where the m x q matrix H

fies the condition

GA=I.
Errors of estimation. The

as the difference: estimated
error of X is

zx=X-X=G]-X

is arbitrary and

individual error
value minus true

=5AX+GZ~X=

the p

of the
value.

Gz

xq matrix 6 53”“

(17-17)

estimates is defined

Thus the individual

41__‘.‘4‘”;
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by (17-3) and (1747):» Had the findividual

c‘ i 5 - S I L] - s - LAX + Ll

because of (17-10). Summarizing we have

EX=Gz.

cs=LZ-S.

error of

'S*Lz
3

"‘ S

1?.

i5
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(17-18)

(:7-19)

Let us now pass on to the corresponding standard
variances. We compute ( T denotes the transpose as

T_ TT
exex — 822 G

T- _ TT_ '1‘
£555 - (L2 5H2 L s)

T T TT=53 ~Lst-szLT+LzzL .

errors
usuaI)

and error CO‘

(17-20)

(17-21)

L91: US NOW form the average E of these two equations. The matrices

_ - fr
Exx ' E{Exgx}

T
Ess = .E—{Esas}

are the error covariance matrices of the vectors
Exx and ESS comes from Error covariance matrix
cemes from Expectationi). We further have

mgr} = css = M{ssT}

by (14-17), and

Xands
, whereas

(the
in ?{

(17»22)

(17-23)

“E” in
-} it

(17-24)

fizzT = —} Ct‘c. + Cnn = C

by {is-29). since

(17-25)

(17-26)Z=t+n=]-AX
is the "random part" of 1 . Simflarlyn
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Hts“r '} c" ' ct- <17~27)

because signal and noése are uncorreiated so th"’t cm: 2 0 ' we “5 o
as uswal.

pun

T
= .cs: Cts

(17-28)

Hith these notations, the averages I of (17-20) and (17'21) are

_ T
{xx - GEG , (17-29)

T -T
E55 - Css ' LCts ' CSCL + LCL ' (17-30)

These expressions give the error covariance matrices for any linear ufi-

biased estimation of X and s . The diagonai terms represent the error

variances (the squares of the standard errors) of the estimated quantities;
the off-diagonal terms represent the error covariances.

We may also consider the cross-covariance matrices

(17-31)T
EXS = Ehxes} .

‘ T , T
Esx _ 1("{SSEX} — EXS ' (17-32;

.By (17-18) and (17-19) we have

T T 'I's a = -st + (322 LTx s

and hence

_ _ — T = T
EXS - GCts + GCL Esx (17-33)

Least-aquares collocation. Let us now speciaEize these genera] expres-
sions to the case of least-squares COITocation. Comparing (17—15) and

(17-16) to (16—36) and (16-37) we see that here

G = (ATE-1A)-1AT-c--i ,

(17-34)A
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(17-35)

The condition (17-17) for an unbiased estimate is clearly satisfied,
33,
means of (17-34). the expression (17-29) becomes

T
Exx g a:

= (ATE-xA)-1AT‘C'1‘C'C"A(ATE-1A)-l

= (ATE-1A —1 T -) A U1A(ATU‘1A)‘1

= T_-(A c 1A)”1 (17-36)

By (17-14) with (17—34) and (17-35) we have

L = suffix - A(ATE'1A)‘1ATE'1] , (17-37)

so that

- -1 _ T——1 -1T——1LCts - egg: [1 MA c A) A c 16w,

It is readi'ly seen that

{17-38)

T —
CstL — LCtS . {17-39)

35’ (17-37) we get

T -1 T-l -1T—-1 r _—-1 T—-l -1T —1Lu =cstt [I-MAC A) Ac Kt“ c MAC A) Alf cts
_ -1 T-1—1T—12-cstt [I-MAC A) At Eats.

By direct computation one immediatew verifies that the matrix expression
batween brackets is idempotent. that 15’

[I - A(AT’C‘1A)"AT'C’1]2 = 1 - A(ATE'1A)'1AT‘C'1. (17-40)

Thus

Elli" Ian—h
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LELT - catfilz - A(ATE“A)"ATE"qu . (“uni
so that all three expressions (17-38). (“‘39) and (“'41) emering {n16
(17-30) are equal. Therefore. (17-30) reduces ‘0

Es: I can . LCC| ' (17-42)

Fina‘liy, (17-33) takes the form

E = -GC + GELT =X3 :5

( C H -)
CS

A ) L

= (ATf‘l "' -A)“AT c ts + 5-13 ts - c 1A(ATC 1A)‘1 ’1“A c

= -{ATFIM'lATf‘IMATE'iM‘1AT?1Cts

= —(ATE“A)‘1ATE"£ .ts

Thus we have

_ T—-1 -1
EXX _ (A c A; ,

—-z T--1 -1T-—-1
555 = cSS — cstc [I - MA c A) A c jg“,
__T—-l-1T-l ,

EXS- (AC A) At cts,

here we have used (17—37).
On writing (17-45) as

1C ]ts

(17-43)

(17-44)

(17-45)

(17-46)

!

— _ "1 T. T
EsS - cSS cstc cts + HAEXXA H , (17-47)

where H is given by (17-35) we see that the term HAEXXATHT represent5
the effect of inaccurate estimation of the parameters X . If there are "0
parameters, this term is
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Smflargy‘ (17-46) may be written more simply as

T'X‘
Ex: ' 'ExxA H ~

(3742,

We equations -
b . 36): (15-37). (174‘4) (17 4

the. asu: computatwnal formmas far in v - 7), and (1748) comma“!
estxmates together with their accum

st—SQuares col’éocatien, ghing me
Cy. '

Least-squares coll .

us now compare least
ccatzon as the most accurate estimaticw net}: 4

estimafion math d

Squares collocation to an arbitrary nggr or: L”o . em 1:: _

— I Let the Iatter be characterized b . "a
H

mth y the matnces E and

§A=I g17-t9)

by (17—17), whereas G and H denote the corresponding least—squares
matrices (17—34) and {17-35). In agreement with (17—14) we form the matrix

E=H(I—A§) , (17-50)

whereas L is to be given by (17—37); obviously

(17-51)EA=0.

Let us put

(17-52)§=G+g.
(17-53)f=L+£

Then

(17-54)
9A= (E—G)A=EA-GA=I-x=o,

EA = (’E-L)A =tA-LA = 0.
nce matrice

BY (17-29) and (17-30), the error covaria

estimate are given by

(17-55)

5 for the arbfitrary

M. : arse-rm =¥m"“"”r‘!_ _. «Fm-m
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in - m“? -
(mgmGWT)

. sch + gEGT + 6’59T + 959T '

1' 3c -‘L'C ~CFT*’[CET
ss 83 t“ at

T
. ass - (L+L)Cts ‘ Cst(LT+1 )

_ _ _ T T _
_ css Lets cstL + LCL

-zc -C 2T+LEzT+tCLT+
:5 St

+ (L+l

-- TiCi

)C(LT+zT)

Ol"

EXX : EXX

F = Ess 55

where E and E
XX ss

squares c011ocation.
Now, by (17-34),

+ gEG'r +

+ (-£€ts

denote

6ng + 9ng »

+ LELT) + (“Cst’LT + LElT)

the error covariance matri

-—T+1CJL

ces for 1

(17-56}

(17-57)

east-

-——1— T‘ T"1A ‘55: £9ech = (A c )

= T--1-1T(A c A) A 9T: 0 (17-58)

because

ATgT = 0

as the transpase of {17—54). Similarly

(17—59)956T = O

as the transpose of (17-58).
By (17-37) we have

szT = cstf“[1¢A(ATE'1A)‘1ATE‘1]E2T

441d
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\
\

dI:-7"T_ “‘—

since

ATzT = 0

as the transpoae of (17-55). Thus

--c 2'” + LEQT = 0.
SE (17-50)

and 23150 for its transpose,

._T-4.5” + 1CL — O .

0n taking these relations
(17-57) reduce to

_ _ -T
Exx ' Exx + gcg ’

E = E + 2,sz .SS SS

into account , the ex

(17-51)

pressions (17-56) and

(17-52)

(17-53)

To these expressions we now appiy the same reasoning as in sec.9. The
error variances (squares of standard errors) of the estimated quantities
are the diagona] terms of the matrices Exx and E35 . Let us consider the
r-th component of X ; its error variance is given by

—2 2 — T
m; — mg 4' eryr 3

(17-64)

Where y is the r-th row of the matrix 9 . Since '5 is positive de-
. . r .f‘mte. as an covariance matmces are. we have

T oerYrZO ,

thus

mr 2 mr , (17-65)
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so [not leastssquares collocation. to which mr corresponds. gives hm‘pd
the smallest possible standard error of any component of the vecggr X r
if we apply the same reasoning. word by word: to a"! dlfigonal term a,

the matrix E . we find that least-squares collocation gives also the
smallest possiale standard error of any component of the vecsor 3‘

inus we have proved that least-squares coilocation is optimal in the
sense that it gives the most accurate results that are obtainable on the
basis of the available data.

This property is well known from least-squares adjustment and least-
squares prediction (sec. 9); we could, of courSe. also have used it as a
basis for deriving the solution expressed by {16-36) and (16-37)°

i

E

18. APPLICATION To PHYSICAL GEODESY

The mathematical technique presented in sections 16 and 17. least-square;collocation with parameters. can be applied in several fields. Throughoutthe present book we shall limit ourselves to applications to physicai geod-esy; for other applications cf. (Moritz, 1973a, secs. 4 and 5) and (Mikhaih1976, chapter 14), and (Monti and Sanso, 1977).
Some particular applications to problems of physical geodesy have al-ready been given as illustrations before, especially in sections 13 and 15;

and generally, least-squares collocation, beginning with the simplest casedisregarding measuring errors and systematic effects, was introduced insec. 11 with a view to studying the gravitational field. The purpose of thepresent section is thus to supplement and generalize what has been said be-fore, and to show the relevance of the general least-squares model of sec-tion 16 for the determination of the figure of the earth and of its gravi-tational field.
Meaning of the model. The basic mathematical model (16-3).

1=AX+t+n, (18-1)

may be visualized by means of Fig. 18.1. The term AX represents a slmP‘e'regular and slowly varying curve; it is a (linear or linearized) functionof a number of parameters X , for instance a polynomial whose coefficients
form the vector X . Another function 5 , the “signal”. irregularly 05'cillating about zero, is superimposed, giving the functiOn AX + S - The
problem is to determine this curve AX + s , shown on top (full line) by
means Of discrete Observations 1 (small circles), which are further-
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HGURE 18.1. The basic model.

more affected by observation] errors n . Denoting the signal
s at the observation points by t , we arrive at the observa-
tion equation (18-1). The curve AX +5 to be interpolated thus consists
of a "systematic part" AX , representing the general trend of the pheno-
menon, and a “random part” 5 , representing continuous irregular fluctua-
tions. also of the physical phenomenon. In contrast to the signal s . the
other random quantity n , the observational error, occurs only at the Oh.
servational points and is thus discrete‘.
If we consider the determination of the parameter X as adjustment. the

removal of the noise as filtering, and the computation of s at points
other than the measuring points as prediction, we may say that the present
lode] combines adjustment, filtering and prediction.

The relevance of this model for geodetic problems is made evident by
lentioning some conceivable applications from quite different fields of
geodesy.

1- Gravity measurements. Here l is the gravileter reading. 5 repre-
5°nts the gravity anomaly Ag , n is the random measuring error. and X

In certain cases, for instance in the continuous recording of sea gravity measurr""9""! 3‘50 the measuring noise may be continuous; cf. (MoritzJSSSIa. sec.5). The treat-ment ‘5 (ii-lite analogous; here we shall limit ourselves to the DNCUCBH‘I NC“ more m‘
Dortant case of discrete observations.
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represents systematic parameters Of two d‘fferentik‘:::ta;:} 1h. paramet’fl

of the normal gravity formula and (b) inStrument‘f c “ 5”“ other

systematic effects on the measurement such 85 dr‘ t~

2. Satefilite obeorvationa. Here 1
comprises Optfica] or egect'°"3£al

measurements to artificial satelliteS. Ax represents the norm“) O'Dit

(after linearization with respect to the parameters). 5 Vepresent$ grew

itational perturbations of the orbit. and fl Camprises Other randam effecu'

in particular measuring errors.
3. Transformationa in geodeey and PhOtogrammetry' consider two Overlap-

ping local geodetic coordinate systems. If one system is transformed lnta

the other, there may remain residual discrepancies or distortions which are

irregular but strongly correlated. Thus AX represents the transformation

formula. 5 comprises the residual distortions. and n is the effect of

meaSuring errors on position. This is a combined transformation and inter-
polation problem, which is the two-dimensional analogue to the one-dimen-

sional problem shown in Fig.18.1. Transformation problems of precisely the

same nature are frequent in photogrammetry.

4. Graduation errors of theodolite circles. Here 1 is the circle read-

ing, AX represents the "regular" graduation error, 5 represents the

"irregular" graduation error, and n is the reading error.
In all these problems, the measurements that make up the vector l are

all of the same kind; we essentially have problems of interpolation. This

restriction to homogeneous measurements is not essential; the extension to

heterogeneous measurements which are linear functionals of a certain basic

signal function is straightforward and we are thus led to collocation in
the proper sense.

The case of physical geodesy. This extension, where the “measuring sig-
nal" t consists of linear functionals of the anomalous potential T ,

(18-2)t=BTg

is basic for the determination of the gravitationai fieid; cf. (14-?) 0’
(is-2}.

The essential fact in the present case is that the model (18'1} repre‘
sents the general observation equation for physical geodesy. In fact. 5“Y_
geodetic measurement, without exception, may (after linearization) be SpIIt
up into three components:

1‘ a systematic part AX comprising effects of the eilipsoidai reference
system, station coordinates and other geemetric parameters, as weii as Sys’
tematic measuring errors, drift, etc.;

v a.»
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2_ a
random signal part t expressing the effect of the anoma‘gus grav-it, field on the measured quantity; and

3. random measuring errors n ,
This corresponds to (18-1).

A general treatment 0f this probiem will be found in sec.27; here we
shall Come"t ourselves "it" Giementary considerations shewing the basic
concept- We haVe Ciaimed that every geodetic observation may be represented
in the form (18-1). and we shaii demonstrate this by analyzing variOus mea-
suraDIe quantities 1 in this WaY- It is obviousiy sufficient to effect a
decomposition

\7
w

1=Ax+t, (18-3)

disregarding the measuring error n , because n can always be added after-
wards.

Consider first the ciassicai measurements of physical geodesy: magnitude
and direction of the gravity vector, the first being gravity 9 , the sec-
ond being the direction of the plumb line as defined by astronomicai lati—
tude, e . and astronomicai longitude, A . We can write

g=y+Ag, (18-4)

where y is normal gravity and Ag is the gravity anomaIy. Norma} gravi-
ty depends on the four parameters (denoted by p1, p2, p3, p4) defining the
reference system used:

Y = Y(p1.92,p3,p4) ! (18-5)

to get a Hnear expression, introduce approximate va1ues p: , set
Pi = P: + Spi and Tineam‘ze; then X is the vector

5p4] .5p3Pp 692x = {a 1 (18-6)

(in the Geodetic Reference System 1967 (IAG, 1970) we have p1 = a ,
the semimajor axis, p2 = GM , the product of gravitationafi constant and
mass of the earth, p3 = dz , the zona] harmonic coefficient of degree 2,
and p4 = w : the rotational veIOC'ity of the earth.)

Thus in (18-4). Y represents AX , and Ag represents 5 .

I” 3 Similar way we may decompose the astronomicaI coordinates e and
A:
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0=¢+€n
(13-7)

A - A + nseco .

where o and x are the corresponding geodetic coordinates which “NM
on the reference ellipsoid. such that

O ' .(p‘992d33994) n A =
A(P§.P2cp3;p4) )

(18-8)

analogous to (XS-5). and where the deflections of the vertical express the

effect of the anomalous gravity field. That is, o and A constitute the

Systematic part AX , and 5 and nseco represent the Signal part 5 .

If we consider the parameters of the reference ellipsoid as known, the"

the vector (18-6) is zero, and we are able to regard Ag, 5. n directly

as observations; this case has been treated in sec. 15.

As we have seen in sec. 19, the signal field should not contain spheri-

cal harmonics of degrees 0 and 3 . This implies that the reference el-
lipsoid is in an absolute (i.e., geocentric) position (Heiskanen and Moritz,

1967, pp.99—100).
Astrogeodetic deflections of the vertical correspond to a non-geocentric

reference ellipsoid; they must therefore be transformed by shifting the el—

lipsoid into an absolute position (ibid., p.209), before applying them in

combination procedures such as the one described in sec.lS.
It is, however, also possible to determine the shift parameters simulta-

neously by collocation: we write the astrogeodetic deflections ea, ms in

the form (ibid., p.213):

a 1 . . .
5 = §(axos1n¢cosx + 5yos1n¢s1nx - Gzocosfl + g ,

ma = %(5xosinx — ayocesx) + n ,
(18-9)

where no, aye, 520 are the components of the shift of the reference 83‘

lipsoid and R is a mean radius of the earth.
Obviously this again fits into the model (i8-3): E and na are ob'

servations representing 1 , the first terms on the right-hand side repre'
sent AX with

(18-10)Xx [5x0 5yo MOJT,

4.4
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and the geocentric def1ections E and n form the signal 5

The presen? methcd th”5 makes it Dossibfie to obtafin at the same time-
(a) a combtned gravimetr1c-astrogeodetic geoid and '

(b) the shift of the astrogeodetic referen ‘ca 9111
position’

psoid to its absolute

It may be regardEd 65 a combination of the method described in sec.35‘-with
respect :0 ta)"afld the determinatien of the shift parameters by combining
aStrogeo etlc and grayfimetric data (Heiskanen and Moritz. 196? sec S-lO)--

' s ec t - ’ v .W1te re P 0 (b). of course. a good shift determination (b) presupposes
agaIn a reasonable g]oba\ gravity coverage

Zut 3:5: any othec observational quantities. which at first sight seem

to e D“ 6 ¥ 960m8tr‘1ct f1t into the genera} scheme (18-3). for instance.
measured az1muths, hor1zontal ang1es, and zenith distances

B e s. - - - - 'y
q. (5 10) and (5 13) 0f tbtd.. p.186 we have. after a slight change

of notat1on,

(18-11)a. = u' + ntan¢ + (gsina — nCOSa)cotc ,

where :2 denotes the measured ("astronomicai") azimuth and c' denotes
the eHipsoida] ("geodetic") azimuth; t is the zenith distance.

A measured horizonta] angie may be considered as the difference between
two azimuths:

(53:62-61

so that we have

_ I ~ _ '
w — m + g(s1nu2cotc2 s1na1cotc1) +

+ n(-c05a2cot;2+c05u1cot;1) , (18-12)

where w' is the eHipsoida} horizontal angXe, that 1's. the horizontak
angIe reduced to the reference ellipsoid, a1 and :1 are azimuth and
Zenith distance to target 1, and <12 and :2 are the same quantities for
target 2.

Sfimflafly we have for a measured zenith distance a (Heiskanen and M0—

“t2.1967,p.190):

(18—13)C = C‘ - ECOSa * nS‘inu .

Where C' is the zenith distance reduced to the enipsoid.
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5 : 6(xpaypglP3t380.90.10.n0,mO,TO;Jnm.Knm) ,

p : p(xpdp,2pmga0.eo.10.nO,mO.EO;Jnm,Knm) .

“8*16)

The Parameter veCtor. X Consists of corrections ts the station coardinates

KP, yPJP v to the t‘me t . and to the orbital eEements a e i 7 .. ' O! 09 (3 hr

m0. 79 v
the ‘nf1uence of the reference gravity field is also impliéstl;

contained and may be taken into account by suitable parameters.
The Signal parts are represented by the effect of J ané K . the

. ~ , m Hm

COeffTC‘ents 0f the expa"510n (3-13) of the gravitationgl potential into
spher1ca1 harmonics:

_ Bo: _ 30:
5a u X [3-1 oJmn + BK 6Knm] ’

13,11 nm nm

_ as as
$6 - 2 [ad “mm + Wéknm] ’

mu’x‘ mm mm

r 39 3D
so - Z [Wmm + ——BK Mm ,m,n mm mm

(13-17)

where

(18-18)SJ = J - J' , 5K = K - KI = K
mm run mm mm run run run

are the differences between the actua] coefficients Jnm and Knm and

their norma] vaiues Jr'zm and KI“m referring to the reference gravity
fieId; we have Jr'km = 0 for m at 0 and Kr'1m = 0 throughout because of
the rotational symmetry of the reference field.

0n Iinearizing (18-16) and taking (18-17) into account we obtain ex-
pressions of the form

a=a'+s .
0.

(18-19)6--5‘ +55’
D=p'+Sp.

again agreeing with our usual model. .

0095316? measurements, but a150 recent1y proposed nbservationfl schemes
Such as SateHite altimetry, sateHite-to—sateflite tracking, or gradie-
metry may be treated in precisew the same way. The same hmds. e.g. for
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the Geterménatfion of zona! harmonics from variatfoas of the orbits) p,”
uters. as we shaH see in sec.21.

Systematic errors are taken into account by including them in the Vet.tor x ; and to provide for random errors. we add a term it to array,
again at the general model (18-1).

He are thus in a position t0 apply the basic equatmns f0" wast-saw”;conccatmn. First. the parameters x are obtained from (16-36);

,2: (Art-1M-1ATE-1] ;
(18-20)

then the signal 5 wil] be given by (16-37):

- _ ~~1 _ “
5 ~ cstc g1 AX). (18-21}

Let us recall the meaning of these equations. The vector l comprisesall observations of various types as we have just considered; the matrix
E is the covariance matrix of l . The signal sP is an arbitrary quan-tity of the anomalous gravitational field, say a geoidal height at a cer-tain point, a deflection of the vertical at 10 km elevation. or the spher-ical harmonic coefficient K93 . Any field quantity may be obtained inthis way by taking the proper covariances Cst . As we have seen in sec.11.all signal covariances must be derived from onebasic covariance function byappropriate linear operations.

As impertant limiting cases we have:

-Case 1: X=o ,
Case 2: s = 0 ,

The limiting case 1. that of no systematic parameters occurring or 333such parameters being known, has been the subject of sections 9 :0 15; here(18-21) reduces to (14-27):

-.. -15-Cstt }'
(13-22)

Here 1 1'5 centered (EURO ); if X is not zero but known. we subtractAx from the original observations to get "centered" observations 1 ~ Forinstance. the centered observation corresponding to g is the gravity “"0-maly A9 = g - y.
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If the data are errorless. the“ they are exaCtfly reprOdUCEd (this is the

original mathematical idea of collocationl). and different choices of the

function K(P»Q) correspond t0 differEQt possjb1e graV1tat3°nal fiends

compatible with the given data. If the data are affected by random measur-

ing errors, than the computed field matches the data not exactly but in

such a way that the effect of these errors is kept as Small as possible.

Accuracy. The accuracy of the estimated quaNtitieS x and g is ex“

pressed by the error covariance matrices (17—44). (17'47)’ and (17‘48)- It

should be noted that these error covariance matrices are computEd only On

the basis of the given signal and noise covariances. WlthOUt neEdl"9 any

real measurements. This fact is common to least-squares adeStment and

least—squares collocation.
In adjustment this fact is used, for instance. for the Planning Of a

triangulation: several possible configurations are studied and compared

with respect to their accuracy, even before performing any aCtua] measure“

ments. In collocation we can similarly use computed error covariances, for

instance, for the planning of gravity surveys (Tscherning, 1975a) and for

feaSibility studies of methods under development, such as satellite alti-
metry (Rapp, 1978), aerial gradiometry (Schwarz, 1977), satellite gradie-

metry (Schwarz and Kryhski, 1977),and satellite-to-satellite tracking

(Krynski, 1979). Various configurations and types of data (e.g., combina-

tions of satellite and terrestrial data) can be studied in this way.

Accuracy computations presuppose good estimates of the input covariances

in particular a good knowledge of the basic covariance function K(psQ) -

This 15 much more critical here than in the estimation of the quantities
X and 5 them 1 . ' ' ’. I I se ves A similar fact is known from least—squares adjust-

ment. tne adjusted quantities are rather insensitive with respect to the

choice of a» rior' ‘ — ' '

pend on themp

How;v::ights, wh:;eas a posteriori accuracies strongly de-
. , even ‘ —

meaningfu1 comparative feaSiZE] tan
lmgerfectly known covariance function,

. T s u ‘

if the “absolute” standard errorsyar 1:5
can be performEd' In faCt’ even

e no --
accuracies obtained may well give useful

i::rreth the ralat1on batween
I ormation of the relative merits

of different measurements and configurations
Computational considerations. It i ‘ 'I I s instructive to compare the evaluation

of claSSical integral formulas such as Stokes' '

(sec 2) w.
and

Vening Meinesz' formulas
. 1th least-Squares collocation. In the inte ral f ‘

operations are performed on the data; this m g

ormu}as’ 11near

US 811 _ 1 ' I

ust be done numerically and
u y invo ves interpolation procedures I if . n collocation, linear operations

are per ormed on the kernel function whi h

r1 or f ’ s C
can be done analytically in a

9 cos ashion. Furthermore the operat- .ions in collocation are inverse t0A
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those in the integral form“1“5 and usually Simpler; for instance, we have
differentiations instead of integrations.

In the integrfii formulas. an inversion is thus. so to speak, built in
anfiiyticaEIY- 1" €011°C3tlon. this must be done numerically and implies
1nverting the matrix C in formulas such as (18-20) and (18-21). This is

the main practical problem in collocation since this matrix can be very
large-

cOllocation is designed to handle Simultaneously and combine arbitrary
geodetic data of different kind. Integral formulas can handle only data of

one type. usually graVity anomalies; for this purpose they remain appro‘
priate and usefui. More about integral formulas and coiiocation will be

found in (Neyman, 1974) and (Moritz, 1976a).
As an idealization, we might assume that all geodetic data available at

the present time are combined by (18-20) and (18-21) into a single solutiOn
for the earth's geometry and gravitational field. As a matter of fact, this
cannot be realized in practice because it would involve the inversion of an

excessively large matrix K .

In practice, the number of data to be combined is limited by the size of

matrix that can be inverted by the computer. This implies a suitable repre-
sentative selection of the data and some working "from the large to the
small“ in several steps; see the following section.

Computational problems are comparable to those occuring in the adjust-
ment of very large triangulation networks. As in usual adjustment, also in
collocation the matrix inversion can frequently be avoided. In the para-
meterless case we may replace (18-22) by

S = Cstk I
(18—27)

where the vector k is direcfiy computed by sowing the equation

(18-28)€k=1.
In the presence of parameters we may proceed similarly (Wolf, 1979, p.299).

Finally we point out that the need to invert large matrices (or solve
3“96 systems of linear equations) is not restricted to collocation. In
fact. all possible choices of base functions ¢i(P) in expressions such as
(12‘11) lead to q x q matrices which may not even be symmetrical; cf.
(Moritz and SUnkel, 1978, p.28)“

Some bibtiographicaz remarks. Least-squares collocation has started from
the SUbject of interpolation of gravity anomalies by least-squares predic-
tion” Wthh is treated, e.g., in Chapter 7 of (Heiskanen and Moritz, 1967).

‘—
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where also references to the earlier literature are found. The early review

articles by Kaula (1963. 1967) are important.

Least-squares prediction of gravity has been adapted from the prediCtg0n

theory of stochastic processes. a classical reference being (Wiener, 1949L

in: connection between stochastic processes and kernel functions has been

pointed out by Parzen (1961).
The fundamental publication on least-squares collocation as a theory a,

determining the gravitational field from heterogeneous data is (Krarup’

W39)- “ comprehensive elementary presentation, which we are partly folio...

ing in this book. is (Moritz, 1973a). A good picture of the present status

is provided by the lecture notes by various authors collected in the volume

(Moritz and Sfinkel. 1978). Review articles are (Grafarend, 1976), (Moritz,

1978a). (Nash and Jordan, 1978), and (Tscherning, 1978b).

19. STEPWI SE COLLOCATION

It is frequently convenient to split up the estimation by coiiocation
into two steps, just as in ordinary ieast-squares adjustment. This may be

done to reduce the size of matrices to be inverted; another appiication is
the use of additional observations to improve the originai estimates.

We start with the basic equations of collocation, (16-36) and (16-37):

._ T‘1\_a"X-(Af A;1ATZ§11,

-m ——1 _‘s—CstC (I AX).

(19-1)

(19—2;

Again, 1 is the vector comprising aii observations, 5 is the signal
vector to be estimated, X is the vector of parameters to be estimated,
f is the covariance matrix of the observation vector 1 , and Cst is
the covariance matrix between the vectors 1 and s . The matrix A is
the “sensitivity matrix“ characterizing the effect of the parameters X

on the observed values 1 according to (15-3),

l-AX+t+n. (19-3)

Now we split up the observations 1 into two parts. the first part
making “9 the vector 11 . and the second part forming the vector 12 ‘
Thus the observation vector 1 is partitioned as fonows;

i
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l‘l1
1:

I12
(19-4)

(not? that ‘1

Cs: are parti

'C a

Cst

and

tioned

C11

ll

I l

12 are themse]
according1y:

c12

C22

C2];

V85 vectors 2 ) . The ma tri CES f and

(19-5)

(19-6)

e.g., C12 denotes the covariance matrix between the vectors 11 and 12 .

and C1 denotes the covariance matrix between the vectors 5 and 11 . In
the same way we partition the sensitivity matrix:

[AA: 1

U2

so that the observation equations (19-3) fall} into two parts:

(19-7)

111=A1X+t1+n13

12=A2X+t2+n2-

Using this partitioning we wish to sphit up the estimation by (19-1) and

(19-2) into two steps. Let us first consider the estimation of the parame—

ters X by (19—1). For this purpose we need the partitioned inverse matrix
T1 . Writing

B 116‘1 =

[821

B12

82sz

{19-8)

we have the we11-known reiations (cf. Faddeeva, 1959, § 14);

= " ‘1 -1
822 (522 C21C11c32>’
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_‘ ‘1a” x ~c11612822 . 921’ ‘322C21C11 ’

a -3_ -1 a -1 -1 —1
311 Cu Cncnam C11+CHC12822C21C11

U51? n9 these relations we find

ATt‘lA = [AT
B 11T {

A2]
[821

BIZIIAII
BZZJIAZJ

- 'r T T 'r‘ A1811A1+ A1312A2 + A2821A1 + A2822A2

_ T -1 T_ T —1 _ -1‘ ALCIIAI + “‘2 A1C11C12)822(A2 l221611A1 ) .

With the abbreviations

_ _ -1
I2 ‘ A2 Cmar/3‘1

_ T -1
p1 ' A1(311'1‘3

(19»10)

(19-ng

this becomes

Tw-l _ T
A L A - P1 + KZBZZIZ . (19-12)

The inverse matrix is then given by

(ATE--1Afl -_ 9:1 .p'1KT
1 2(B;1+K

2
P-1— A P.1

2 l (19-13)

This is readiiy proved by multfiplyfing the right-hand sides of (19—12) and

(19—13): after some straightforward aIerra the unit matrix results as it
should be.

With the new abbreviation

- -1 — —1—T
C22 = 522 ' C21C11612 + A2532 A2 (19-14)

eq. (19—13)becomesA
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(ATt‘lArt I P;1 - p’1, 1:25-12:
22' fi. 2P1} ' (19-15)

we further have

all

321

8212

822

T T
181212 + A2

‘11

1‘2!

B2111
T

+ A282212 ’

At17.: T
1 [A

1

ml
AT
18 1111 + A

and substituting (19-9) and using (19-10) we obtain

T"1 _ T —1 T _1
A C 1- A1C1111+ Kzazzflz-cmcnni),

The substitution of (19-15) and (19-16) into {19-1} gives

i = (ATFC'lArlATE‘II =

_ -1T -1 _ -1T—--1—- -1T —1‘ P1 A1C1111 p1K2C22A2P1A1C11]; +

-1 -1-T ~1 —1—T -1
+ (P: 'P1A2t-22A-2P: “2525124216111” '

“(19-16)

(19*17)

The first term on the right-hand side is

“ _ -1T-1_ T—l -1T-—1
x1 ‘ P1 Alcllli ' (AICHAI) A1C1111 ' (19-18)

which is nothing else but the least-squares collocation estimate of the
vector X on the basis of the partfia1 observation vector 11 on1y, as
the Comparison with (19-1) shows.

The last term on the right-hand side may be transformed as follows:

~1_ —1r—-1 -1—-T _ ‘1-1‘ _T'1 —1—'r _
(P1 P1K2C22I2P1 M2322 “ P1 A2” L22K291A2)822 ‘
= p-1 T —1 _ -1-—T = -1 T—-1 -1 =

1 Kzfizzwzz 1{2P1 A2)Bz2 P1 Izczzszzgzz

—1T -1 .
a P17521.22 ' (19-19)
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here we have used (19—9).
In View of (:9‘18) and (19~19). eq. (19-17) reduces to

- * —n r —1 '1 ‘-
x . x1. p1 Iztnflz 4:21.21!!! 4(2)“).

This is the required equation for the paramfle" "cm" x ' The firsg a”
on the right-hand side represents the estimate (19-18) on the basis or 5:
first part. i: . of the observations 1 ; the SECOnd term expresses the
improvement of the estimate by using, in addition. the second part, 3

of the observations. 2 ’
Now we shall effect a simHar transformation for the signal estimate

(19-2). Putting

ll-AIX

72—A2X

(19-21)z=l-A§. {a}
2 = [221

and using (19-5). (19-6), and (19-8) we find

5: [c1
[8“

c2]!
_Bz1

I1 21 =312
‘{z2 J

BZZJL

= (C1811 + C2821”: + (c1812 +C2822);?) ’

whence. by (19-9).

- v -1- - -1 - _ —1
5 ‘ Clcilzi + (£2 C1C11C12)B22(22 C21C1121) ' (19-22)

By (19-21) we have

z:

22

71-A1X=11
-1“ -C21C1121'12

=12

=E2

- Alxl - A1(X -x§)

“ -1' Azx ' C21cm“ +

-1 ‘_' C21cm“ ' sz ’
- -1 — a -

C21C11]1 szz

-1 “CZICIIAiX

A2(X—X:)

(19-23)

(19-24)
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using
“9.10).

we note that

s -C 4 *‘ xcnua‘hxxx) (19-25)

is we estimate of the signal 5 on the basis of the partial observation
“CW a} cum. as the comparison with (19-2) shows. By means of (19-23).
(19,25), and (1945). “1- {1942) then becomes

-1 " "
s s :1“ C1C11A1(x "X1) ‘0‘

—1 —1 — ‘
* (c2 ' c1cuc12mzzflz 425111142)“;

-1 - “' (52 ‘C1C11c12)3221(2(X 41) ‘

The substitution of X -Xi by (19-20) gives. 1 denoting the unit. matrfix.

“ _ '* _ ‘1 _ '1T7r-1 _
S ‘ 51+ [(Cz C1611(:12)822(I 1{szr‘rzk‘zfl

-1 -1 T -1 -1 - ‘' C1C11A1P1K2t22h12 "C21C1111'A2XU

_ - —1 _ ~1 _- ‘' 51+ R62202 C2151111 A2Xi) ' (19-26)

where we have put

_ _ —1 _ -1T _ ~1 -1 T
R ‘ (C2 C1C11C12H322a‘r22 1“-2'31 1:2) czan1P1 E2 ‘

3y (19~9) and (19-14) we find

-1T _
822(ZE'ZZ-K2Pl I2) — I .

50 that

R = _ -1 _ -1 -1 T
C2 C1(211612 c1C11A1P17S2 '

Hence {19-26) becomes
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-1 —l ‘4 T ‘3 ., '1 A
g a g! +(C2a-CXCHC12'C3CHAIP1nzflzzuz CZXCIIII ‘K2x3) v (19‘n;

This is the required equation for stepwfse 95t§m0t‘0n Of the sggnay

gather with (19~25). It is analogous to the correSpondfng aquatic" forygm
and has the same interpretation. 1

20. ACCURACY IN STEPWISE COLLOCATION

Using the abbreviations

-1
2r2 ‘ A2 ' C21c11A£ ’

_ r -1
p1 ' A1C11A1 ’

= — _1 - ‘
T2 I2 C2161111 I2X1 ’

- _ -1 -1 T
{22 ' c22 c21‘211612 + szl 2r2 ’

_ _ -1 _ —1 -1—'I‘
t’2 ‘ c2 clcliCIZ C1611A1P1 A2

(20-1)

(20-2)

(20-3)

(20-4;

(20-5)

and the equations (19-18) and (19-25) for the first step,

‘ —1T -1
x1" P1A151111’

- _ —1 _ ‘
51' C1C11Ui Ale) ’

(20-5)

(20-7)

we may put the fina? estimates (19-20) and (19-27) into the form

* ‘ ~1—T-«1—
X —- X1+ P1A2C2212 ,

- -1
E = 51+ {2522?} .

(20—8)

(20-9)

Writing the last equation as

-1
a — 7:1 = 252332sz , (20-10)

__.11
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i e a striki
we

recogn 1 n9 simHarity to the ordin
without systematic parameters (9_28)_ ary prediction aquatic”

—1
1: x Cut“! .

(20-11)

w (20-11) holds if the expectation F , given by (14-12). of 1 is zero:

UH-O;
we thus first verify that 3150

m2} = o .

This follows from (20-3): using (20-1) and (20»6) we have

(20-12)

- _ -1 _ ‘ -1 -1T ~1 _

T2 ‘ 152 C21C111i (A2 c21c11A1)P1 A1c1111 ’ (20-13)

and since by (19-3) with (14—14) and (14-15)

{Hi} = Alx. H12} = AZX. (20-14)

IX denoting the true vaIue of the parameter vector, we find

= h ’1 _ _ ‘1 '1 T -1
[A2 CZlcllAl (A2 CZICIIA1)P1 AlcllAl

= [A -c C'iA -(A -c c‘lA)]x=o
2 21 11 1 2 21 11 1 '

which proves (20-12).
Introduce now the "true centered observations“ 2i and

1x

z2 by

50 that

21:11‘A1x,
22:12'AZXa

(20-15)

{(21} = 0. E22} = 0

in view of (20-14). Then (2043) becomes by means M (20-15)”
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_ ~11 - _ ~: 41: .‘
T2 ' ’2 ’ Azx CZICHUI‘LAIXP (A2 CHCHAI)pr1CH(zl+A x)I .

which. after obvious canceflatfons. reduces to

- -1T -1
T2 : z2 - (C21+K2P1A1)C“z‘. (20‘16)

8y means of this expression we readily find

'F T —- -x T -1 T T -1 -1~'rTZT2 = 2222 — (£23 A291 Almmzlzz - 2211C11(Ci2+A1p1A2) +

-1’1‘ -1 'r «1 -1 T
+ ((221%sz A1)C112121C11(C12+A1P1 K2) ‘

Forming the “Wage F and takfing into account that

— T -H2321}- cM , etc. (20-17)

we obtain, after some reduction.

n” T - - '3 -- -1-T_—-E{12T2}- €22 (:Mcnc12 + AZPI A2 _ C22,
in View of (20-4). Yhis shows that 522 is indeed the autocovariance matrixof T2 .

In a similar way it may be verified that 32 is the covariance matrixbetween s - 51 and T2 : we have

A -T _ _T - _1 ‘ A —T(s-SIHZ — 512 C1C11(}1A1x1)12 ,

Now,

g _ _ —1 T -1‘1 ' “1"; - (I Alp1 Alclln1
-1 _1 _ ‘1

=(I-AlplAfc11)zl+(A1-A1P11ArfcuA1)x
- _ -1T-1- (I Alpl A1C11)z1 I

h__
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“as by (20‘16)

T T T 4 ~11”(s—fifiTz s 522 - 521£11(C12+A19‘K2) _

_1 _ ‘1 T -1 T- cicnu A1P1A1cHn122 +

-1 -1T -1 'r —1 -IT+ cicuu Alp:AICH)2121CH{CS2+A‘P‘K2) .

Forming the average and noting that Egsz'f} .Cl . Hug} .cz we read”)!
find that F{(s-§1)T§} indeed reduces to (20—5), which was to be shmm.

Thus (20-10) is. in fact, of the form (20-11). What is more. even (20—8)
may be written in this form, namely

‘ “ _ ~1—T—-1
X ’ X1" P1 A2(2221-2 ’ (20-18)

h r 59-1311 re res t C ' - '
W e e 1 2 .P e“ S 51 . In our case the covamame between X - X1
3'“? _T2 ~ The S‘Qna'l s 15 now X — X1 (true value); its estimate is
X - X1 . We have

“_ -1’I‘-1 __—1T-1
x — x1- x — P1A1C11(21+A1X) — P1 Alecllz1 ,

as the other two terms cancel, which also shows that "RX-X1} is zero. We
further get

_“ —T=_-1'1‘-1 '1‘ -1T-1 T-1 -—(X Xiflz P1A1C112122 + E)1‘A1C112121C11((312M1P11Ag)

Forming the average ? we obtain after some reduction

" -T _ -1—’I‘?{(X-X1)12}— P1 A2 ,

which was to be shown. V

Interpreting both (20-8) and (20-9) as instances of the general predic-
“of? fermula {20-11) enlarges our theoretical understanding ef these for-
mal“: but it is also of considerabie practicai vaiue since it enabies us
immediately to write down the corresponding covariances.

The 9"“)? covariance matrix for the signal vector 5 estimated by
(20”11? is given by (9-29):
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-l
{as a [.3 ‘ CfilCliCl. t

Here Cs. represents the "a priori covariance matrix". or “covarianceb
fore estimation". and E58 represents the error covariance matrix, a, 9‘

"covariance matrix after estimation". {he last term in (20‘19) thug reprh
sents the gain in accuracy due to the estimation using the observations 2

The signa; vector 5 , of which css is the covariance matrix, cancgm.
tain etements of different type since. as we have repeatedly remarked»the
present theory is vaiid for heterogeneous quantities.
Let us now apply (20-19) to our present probfiem. The signals are now

X - X1 and s - §a . both of whfich have been found to be random quantifies
of expectation zero. Their "a priori" covariance matrices

‘E{(s-§1;(s-§1)T} = LESS,1 .

_ ‘ “ T _
E{(X—X1)(X-X1) } — Exx,1 ,

E{(x-x1)(s-§1)T} = 5x5,1

(20-20;

(20-21)

(20-22)

are obviousiy nothing eise than the error covariances after the first step,
using the observations 11 only. The observations for the second step be-
ing T2 , the covariance matrix {311 is now 522 , as we have already seen,
and the matrix C31 is to be taken from (20-10) and (20-18).

On performing these identifications, (20—19) gives

_ _ — —-1—T
Ess - E55,1 C262252 ’
, _ —1-T7-—1 -1

Exx ‘ Exx,1 P1 A2“22I2P1 ’

_ - -1—T —1—'r _

EXs ' EXs,1 P1 Azfzzcz ’

(20-23)

(20-24)

(20—25)

the last equation results from the fact that an expression anaiogous to I

(20-19) also holds for mixed covariances of type (20-22). The error cover!
ances after the first step are given by

~1T -1 -1 T ~1'r655,: C53 C1C11C1+ C1511A1P1A1C11C1 ’
-1EXX,1: P1 ‘

(20—25)

(20—27)
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-1’l‘ -l T
’Ex.'1 - - P1Alc‘1cx . (zo-za)

This follows directly from (17-47). (17-44). and (17-43). The notations
2 (20-1) to (20—5) have been used.

A, a matter of fact. the expressions (20-23). (20-24) and (20-25) could
i also be Obtained 2y Partitioning the original equations. in the same way as

expressions for x and § were obtained in the last section. This is
straightforward for (20-24)--this expression is a direct consequence Of

(19-15)--; it is not too difficult for (20-25); but it is rather laborlOus

for (20-23).
Equations (20-8). (20—9). (20-23). (20—24), and (20-25) are the basic

formulas for performing the collocation in two steps. Two applications im-

mediately present themselves:
1. If the size of the matrix 5 to be inverted is too large, then a

stepwise procedure might be feasable since C11 and €22 are smaller
’ matrices than C .

2. Let signals and parameters have been estimated using observations

l1. If new observations l2 are available, the original estimates can be

improved in this way.
! It is also possible to increase the number of observations by only one
i at a time, repeating this procedure in a successive manner; thus l2 con-

sists of one observation only. This may be called sequential collocation.
As a simple example, let there be 100 measurements li (i = 1, 2, ...,

100 ; here li are numbers, not vectors), and let the vector X consist
of 10 parameters. As a first step, compute X and the desired signals from
an original data set of, say, the first 15 observations (the minimum would
be 10 observations). As a second step, use the sixteenth observation con-
sidered as a one-component vector 12 , using the basic formulas for step-
wise collocation. As the next step, consider the seventeenth observations
is 12 and so on, up to the hundredth.
It is remarkable in this method that, except for the computation of a

first estimate using the original data set, no matrix inversion is needed
any more. In fact, 522 now reduces to a single element, so that its in~
verse is simply the reciprocal of that element, and P11 is computed suc—

cessively from (20-24) Since EXX is P11 for the next step.
This advantage is, however, made up by a great increase of matrix multi-

“lcations, so that the total computational effort is, in general, not re-
dUced. In fact. stepwise collocation may be compared to matrix inversion by

pfrtitl°nlng, and sequential collocation then correSP0nds to matrix l“Ver'
5”" by bordering (Faddeeva. 1959, §14 and 15).

I"_

firm...W
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Sequential adjustment (Deutsch, 1965. chlptlzisl maydobviously be to"

sldered as a special case of seque'lt‘“ “Hm” °"’ a" 911M" fllterln‘
is known to be closely related t° "Quentin “Jutmnt (“M'-

Chapter: a

The M1" differences between Kalman filtering and sequentlal
c0110c‘uon 2)_

are:
1. In sequential collocation. the system P‘ramete” x do not Change

whereas in Kalman filtering they undergo a “"9" "3""0rmtlon Mum};1
by internal noise.

2. In sequential collocation, but not in Kalman filtering. we have 35?.
Ml parameters related to the observations only through their cavarlanc”
This is characteristic of collocation; see the corresponding remarks in '
sec.16.

A general operational program for stepwise least-squares collocation
has been given by Tscherning (1974).

21. DETERMINATION OF SPHERICAL HARMONICS

Least-squares collocation may also be applied to the determination of
spherical harmonics of the anomalous gravitational field from satellite ob-
servations. This application is of particular practical importance and pro-
vides an opportunity to look at collocation from a different angle.
Consider, for example, an observed distance 0 to a satellite. Then the'third equation of (18-17) may be written in the form

.s = [BS .
D r=lrx: (21-1)

Here
5?

run
some

i1 '

.lg-

$1. $2. represent the sphericai-harmonic coeffi(it is convenient to use quy normalized harmonics)way as a linear sequence. For instance, we may take

s1 = 5320 ,

S5 = 6K22 ,

s9 ’ 6332 '
s133 6340 '

$2:

56:

$10:

514 =

6J21

GJBO

6K32

6.141

3

l

i

9

s3

s7

511

6K21

6J31

5J33

9 S4

Se

S12

6J22

(SK31

6K33

cients 53' and
run

. arranged in

’ (21-2)

M.Awmmz
7 7 777777133935, W. 133—. ‘ m: 1..,
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coefnc‘ents Br are the correspond1ng quantities 30/33“ or 30/3?“Thethe case may be. For 1nstance. according to the ordering just given. weas

i
"M

‘ 3

33 . EV:— and (3‘1 3'}: ,

EN" “served distance' but “50 any other satellite observation. gives
an equat‘” Of type (21'1)' “MC” I’epr‘esents the expansion of the menuerwarm” in” a Series 0" Spherical harmonics. Assumlng q observations.
'0 thus QEt

t1: 311S1+ 81252 + 31353 + .

t2 = 82151+ 82252 + 32353 + ,
a
OI

= +tq Bqls1 Bq2s2 + Bq3s3 + ,

(21-3)

where ti represents the "signal part" of the i-th observation.
In matrix notation we may write the linear system (21-3) in the fOrm

t=Bs, (21-4)

Iwhere t is the (co1umn) vector

Tt- [t1 t2 tq] (21-5)

and s is the vector

S: [s1 s2 s3
..]T (21-6)

Note that 5 1'5 an infinite vector, comprising infinitely many components,

corresponding to the fact that there are infiniteiy many spherical harmonics.
The Wm“ 3 denotes a " q x no

matrix":

In.
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a a

lULH Ll2 LH

L21 L22 L23 "‘
Lt“ qu qu

If the observations include also systematic Defamaters- than we may ahi36
use the observation equations (18-1) n

l-Ax+t+n (21-3)

and the solution (18-20) and (18-21)

x = T“(A c ind/WE”;

- _ —-1 __ ‘
s — CstC {I AX) .

(21-9)

(21-10)

In this way we can estimate arbitrary elements of the anomalous gravi-
tational field, that is, an arbitrary signal vector 5 . The present prob-
lem is the determination of the spherical-harmonic coefficients of the
anomalous gravitational potential; hence our signal vector 5 is the vec-
tor (21—6). It is true that in practice we do not determine the whole in-
finite vector (21-5) but only the terms up to a certain degree and order.
However, since any signal is obtained independently of the others (p 167),
there is no harm in first seeking the whole infinite vector 5 (in the
general formula this is even simpler); later on we may numerically evaluate
only those terms that interest us.

Thus our vectors 5 and t are given by (21-6) and (21-5). Let us now

compute the covariances that are required in (21-9) and (21~10). By (16~29)
we have

u = Ct: + can = Ctt + D . (21-11)

The noise covariance matrix D characterizes the statistical behavior of
the measuring errors of the observations. It is a q x q matrix and is
assumed to be given as usual. The signal covariance matrices must be com-
puted by covariance propagation as shown below.

The basic covariance matrix. Let us represent the anomalous potential
T on the sphere r = R as a series of fully normalized harmonics (10'5V‘\A
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u- n

119-") ' ngzmgolanmfinm(e'x) + Bnmgnm(egl)] y (21-12)

In the region r a R we then have

Mme“) = n§2m§o[%]n+1linmfinm(e‘n + Enmgnmw'u} ' (21-13)

since this expression represents the (unique) function harmonic outside the

sphere r = R and reducing to (21-12) at the surface of this SPMVL
The spherical—harmonic coefficients are given by (3-29):

_ 1 ..
anm : 74—1-1: ,

_ 1 _
bnm = T; IOIT(G,A)Snm(e,A)do ,

(21-14)

these expressions are 1inear functionais of the potential T .

The covariances between these coefficients are thus found by covariance

propagation; cf. p. 87. The appiication of (11-14) yields

cov(§nm,3qp) = 1—617}! £;K(P,Q)§nm(e,x) .

. ‘R‘ I I lqp(e ,A )dodo , (21-15)

where P and Q are points on the sphere r = R with coordinates (6,>\)

and (e',A') , respectively. The integrais are defined by

by

we

21r n

ffdg : I I 9

0’ A=OG=O

2-” 1T

“(10' = f I sine'de'
0' A'=06'=0

' ivenThe function K(P,Q) 1S g the(3‘30). We further replace
obtain

dx'

by (

indi
10-7
ces

),
n

in whi
and

ch

m

we

by

express
5 and

(21-16)

Pn(cosw)
r . Thus
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mm = m) =
Ezksmcosw

°' 5 k — , , -
a ngrgofimgamasrw .A ) + s“(e,,x;§sr(e.m)]

d i e r -

.

.. °° S k
cavfinmfiqp) = SEZIEOTTS—i—f '

_ 1 . 5" I l l
i fffinm(e,A)Rsr(e’A)dU o 9A )Rsr(e aA )d0’ 4'

o
__ 1 -' I I — ' ' ’ t

+ fimnmwmssrwmdv '1?ijqu ’3‘ )5er ** W]
U

Because of the orthogonality relations (3—16) aH integrals are zero EXCEpt

the first one if s = h , r = m and the second if s = q . r = p ,which

are then given by (3—27). Thus we get

cov(anm,anm) ~ m s (21-17)

cov(anm,aqp) = 0 if n f q or m # p or both.

Similarly we find

cov(bnm’bnm’ _ 27571 ’

cov(bnm,bqp) = 0 1? n a! q

cov(anm,bqp) = 0 always .

OI" mfp or both , (21-18)

If the gravitationa1 potentia1 V is represented in the form (3-13) but
with fully normalized instead of conventiona] harmonics, then

T(r’5’k} = v ‘ Vallipseid
or: n _ _ _

= - if? 22 U?) Mme,” + éKmsnmwm] - (21-19)n: m:
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53 -nm

froM(21-17) and

th (21-12)

-Rgan‘
(21-13) we
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Réfinm ' ‘ mfinm .

thus fina‘My get

(21~20)

2 k.. _ R ncov(53nm-5Unm) = COV(éKnm,6Knm) . [GM] 2“ . (21-21)

1

“her covariames “twee” Spherical-harmonic coefficients being zero.
a} u o ‘

Since the coeff‘ments 53”“ and “(mm together form the infifiitetr‘ 5 by (21-2). the signal covariance matrix K of s , defined by
vec 0

K = cov(s,s) = E{ssT} = MissT},
(21—22)

is an infinite diagonal matrix:

K:

[k1

L

1

k22

O

l

I‘33

O

k44

Furthermore, the kii for aH 2n +1 coeffi
“9 equai. as (21-21) shows. For the ordering

cients
(21-2)

of
we

the
get

same

(21-23)

degree n

2
_ _ _ _ ii .3k11'k22 ""‘k55'[GM] 5k2 ’

. R 2 1
= : ... = = ‘7 9

2
k k - .lk
13.13 = k14,14 = ‘ 21,21 GM 9 4

(21-24)
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‘3‘
3?

The reader should distinguish the it“ . the diagonal elements Mttrix (21-23). from the kn . the coefficients in the Series (loq) 2: M.
basic covariance function. °" th.

The covariance matrix K can thus be easiiy expressed in terms ofcoefficients kn of the covariance function K(P.Q) ; it win be canthe
the basic covariance matrix. M

Derived signal covariance matrices. From the basic matrix

K - C (21.25)as

we may easily derive the other signal covariance matrices CM and cu.entering into (21-9). (21-10). and (21-11). In fact. t is related to Sby (21-4):

t=Bs,
which has the form (11-16). so that (11-17) and (11—18) immediately give

_ T
Cst ~ C0v(5.t) _ KB ,

(21-26)

Ctt = cov(t,t) = BKBT . ' (21-27)

It should, however, be noted that here K and B are infinite matmtey
K

is an m x w matrix and B is a q x w matrix. With such infinite mmtrices we can operate exactly as with finite matrices, provided the sums,which are now infinite series, converge. (The mathematically-minded reader
may try himself to find a rigorous justification of this and other form“manipulationsl).

It is clear that Cst is a w x q matrix and ctt is a q x q matrix-
By (21-11) and (21-27) we have

E = BKBT + D .
(21-28)

Having thus found all covariances, we are now ready to evaluate the estlm‘
ation equations(21-9) and (21-10) and also the corresponding error covarl‘
ance matrices for the solution, as given in sec,17,

The parameterleee case. Of particular importance is the special case in
which the parameters are considered known or have been determined before'
Then the effect of the parameters is subtracted from the original observa‘
tion vector and the result is taken as our new observation vector 1 :50

“g
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that (21.8.) reduces to

1st+n=Bs+n. (21-29)

The solution (21-10) becomes with (21-26) and (21-28) and w1th A - 0 z

S — (21-30)

There is an interesting reiation to the theory of generalized matrix
inverses. If we assume erroriess observations ( n = 0 ) . the" the SYStem

of observation equations (21-29) reduces to

(21-31)Bs=1,
or exp11'c1't1y

B1151 + 81252 + 81353 +=11,
82151+ 132252 + B2353 + :12 ’

B + + + =q151 qusz Bq3s3 1g ’

(21-32)

and the prob1em is to so1ve this system for the vector 5 . Corresponding
to (21-30), with n = O , we have the solution (for § we write simpIy
S )

s = KBT(BKBT)'11 , (21-33)

Which in fact, satisfies (21—31): we have

Bs = BKBT(BKBT)-11 = 1 ; (21-34)

BKBT 15 a q x q matrix assumed to be regular.
It 15 clear that (21-33) gives a solution of the system (21-31) for

arbitrary matrices K , especially for arbitrary positive—definite matrices
K ’ pr°VldEd the occurring infinite sums converge and the matrix BKBT is
reglJlar‘. In fact, the system (21-31) is an underdetermined system of linear
eQuatiOns, which has infinitely many solution vectors S ; eaCh ChOlce 01‘

Eh
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K
gives a possible soluHon vector. all of them reproducing ex

measurements I in view of (21-34). “my the

If the solution of (21-31) is formally written as

5.3'1. (21-35)

then B- is a generalized inverse (in the 59”" 0f Ac BJEV‘hammar) of th.

rectangular matrix B . and the compar‘SO" "it" (“'33) “‘0‘” that

3’: TKB (BKBTY1 ' (21-36)

according to (Bjerhammar, 1973, p.106) the inverse B may indeed be re-

presented in this way; the fact that 8 is now an infinite matrix makes

formally no difference.
The solution (21-33) satisfies the minimum condition

-1T ..
SK 5 = m1n1mum .

(21-37)

For finite matrices K this is well-known from the theory of generalized

inverses (ibid., p.116); for the present case of an infinite matrix K we

must presuppose convergence as usual.
0n the other hand, the solution (21-30) satisfies the condition

- T - . .
5K 15 + nD 1nT= m1n1mum , (21-38)

according to (16-15). It does not satisfy (21-31) but (21-29), so that ran-

dom measuring errors are taken into account.
Accuracy. The accuracy of the signal vector s is given by (17-45).

For the parameterless case we put A = O , obtaining

g =c -c f'lc .
55 55 st ts

(21-39)

Here

c =K
SS

by (21-22); the other covariance
and c = cT .

118 st
An elegant interpretation of

son (1976, p.1514). Let us write

matrices are given by

Ess has been given by
(21-30) in the form

(21-40)

(21-26) and (2148”

Burkhard and Jack‘

I

‘— A;
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S-Ll
(21-41)

where

BK( B +o)‘11 (21-42)

we substitute this into (21-29),

1=Bs+n,
in which 5

§

so that the

'5‘

I denoting
side,

and n denote

=LBS+Ln,

"true error“ of

-s=(LB-I)s
the unit matrix

the "true" values. The result 1's

the estimate va1ue § is given by

+Ln,

as usua1. The first term on the right

(21-43)

(21-44)

hand

e1: (LB— I)s, (21-45)

denotes the resolving error, due to the deviation of LB from the unit
matrix: if the system (21-31) couid be uniqueiy soiveduif B were a reg-
uiar square matrix-—then e1 would be zero. The second term,

e2=Ln, (21-46)

expresses simpiy the effect of data errors propagating into the solution.
The covariance matrices of el and e2 are

E1: E{e1ef} =
(LB—I)K(LB-I)T,

_— T_ T
E2 — E{e2e2} — LDL .

(21-47)

(21-43)

Now

Ess = F{(§-s)(§-s)T} (21-49)

h—_
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becomes simply

Ens: Ex +E2

in View of (21-44), el and e2 being uncorrelated since is and n are

uncorrelated. It is straightforward to verlfy that (21‘50) lS identicalt0

(21-39).
Overdetermined systems. Let now 8 , instead of a q x w matrix, bed

q x N matrix, with N < q . It is thus a finite "Standing"matr1x (more

rows than columns). instead of a "lying" inflnlte matrix- The System (2L3U

is then overdetermined and has, in general, no solution. However, the syy

tem (21-29) can still be solved since the vector n takes care of the neo

essary flexibility. Now s is an N—vector and K is an N x N matrix.

The condition (21-38) gives a solution that is formally identical to

(21-30). The new feature, peculiar to the overdetermined case q > N , 15

now that the following well-known matrix identity can be applied:

K8T(BKBT + D)_1= (BTU—18 + s<‘1)’1BTD"1 . (21-51)

W

This is immediateiy verified:

(BTD‘1B+ K-i )KBT = TB 0'1 (BKBT +03,9
BTD‘IBKBT + 3T = BTU—18KBT + 5T .

Thus, for the overdetermined case, the so1ut1'on (21-30) is equivaEent to

g _- (3T ‘a 13 + K_1)_1 TB 0‘11 (21-52)

Note that this formuia requires the inversion of an N x N matrix, where-
as (21-30) invoives the inversion of a q x q matrix_

A similar reduction for the full mode]

1=AX+Bs+n,

when 8 is again a q x N matrix, has been given by Schwarz<1976a,19783)-
In the specie? case that K is a multime of the N x N unit matrix

I .

K=AK,
(21—53)A
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(21-52) becomes

g - (BTU-

"m if we let

X*“I
we get

‘B +A- ‘1
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(21-54)

(21-55)

§ = (BTD‘13)‘IBTD‘11 , (21-56)

which is the we’ll-known solution of the overdetermined system

1=Bs+n, (21-57)

by least-squares adjustment by parameters under the condition

T— ..
n D 1n = m1n1mum , (21-58)

the 5 being considered as free functional parameters.
Practical application. The mathematical model discussed in the present

section, especially in the parameterless form, has been applied frequently
for the determination of spherical harmonics (zonal and others) from sat-
Mlite observations; cf. (Moritz and Schwarz, 1973), (Schwarz, 1975,1978a),
(Batho et al., 1976), (Lerch et al., 1977), or (Kostelecky and Klokoénik,
1978).

A Property of the present solution is that any component of the infinite
vector 5 is obtained by (21—30) independently of the other: the vector
(BKBT+D)—ll is the same for all elements, the r-th element sr being
f°““d by multiplying the r-th row of KBT by this vector. Thus we may re-
stHct our computation, say, to the first 50 elements of sr or to the
fh‘t 20 zonal harmonics only.

It Often happens that the series occurring in (21-32) converge quite
raWdly. so that the terms B. S can be neglected for r > N . If the
meer of measurements q > le then we have the overdetermined case con—

::::ed above, and (21—30) can be replaced by (21-52), which involves the
51°” of a smaller matrix.

h...
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These solutions, corresponding to the minim”m Printlple (21-33;).My
the usual properties of least-squares collocation, SUCh as m1nimum vaHe

ance’ but 5150 favorable numerical properties, in particular stabinty.
comparison to solutions such as (23-33} SdtiSfylng (21'37) 0* {21-55>;a?
fying (21-58). These latter solutions may be regarded as extreme cageSO'u‘
the general solutions (21-30) 0? (21’52}- For a proper ChGlCe 0f x and

D , the general solutions satisfying (21-38) seem to strike a good nuanu
between the extremes.

It also turns out that (21-39) provides reasonable accuracy estimateS
and also a means to decide which spherical-harmonic coeffiClents can be

meaningfully determined from the data. In fact, CSS represents the‘}
priori" covariance matrix of s , corresponding to the case that we take
s = 0 in lack of better information. On the other hand, ESS is the'%
posteriori“ covariance matrix, corresponding to the case that we take 2

to be the least-squares collocation estimate. Then the term mutt—1:ts
expresses the gain in accuracy due to the observations used.

In order to compare ESS with CSS , we transform both matrices simuL
taneously to a diagonal form, in such a way that Css becomes the unit
matrix I :

E

E

uc UT=I,
SS

T _
UESSU — A .

(21—59)

This can always be achieved by a suitable choice of the matrix U (in
mathematical terms, we have a general eigenvalue problem). The matrix A

is a diagonal matrix, and we denote the diagonal elements by A1, A2, A3,
. It may be shown that Ar $1,1f

A «I,r (21—50)

then the r—th element ur of the transformed signai

u=Us, (21—61)

which is a Hnear combination of spherical harmonics, is well determined-
For more detafls see (Schwarz, 1978a).

A similar mode] (of overdetermined type) has been appHed to the COm‘

bination of sateHi’ce—determined harmonic coefficients with surface grawty
data (Rapp, 1973. 1975).
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Final” we mention geophysical inverse problems. which a.“ with M.“germination 0f “"3 “‘"e'" Structure of the earth from measurements per-formed at the earth 5 surface. These measurements can never determine the"m" structure ln a unique manner, similarly as the geodetic measurementscannot funy and uniquely determine the gravitational field. Geophysicalinverse problems can again be reduced to systems of linear equations of the
form (21-31). and SOWUOHS 0f form (21-30) have been suggested for them.Cf. (Burkhard and Jackson. 1976); a general Hilbert space approach has beengiven by Backus (1970).

22. LOCAL STRUCTURE OF COVARIANCE FUNCTIONS

The covariance fUnctlon K(P,Q) of the anomalous potential T has beenchosen as the basic covariance function, or kernel function, from which allother signal covariances are derived by covariance propagation. This choiceof K(P,Q) is justified by the fact that there are simple relations bet-
ween T and derived signal quantities, such as Ag, 5, n, etc., which en-tafl simple relations between K(P,Q) and derived signal covariances, aswelmve seen, for instance, in sec.15.

0n the other hand, from the point of view of empirical determination,
the covariance function C(P,Q) of the gravity anomaly Ag has a more
fundamental character because gravity anomalies form the main empirical
material for the practical determination of the signal covariances.

There is, however, no difficulty in working either with K(P,Q) or with
C(PsQ) , according to the purpose we have in mind. In fact, there is a
One-to-one correspondence between the two functions, as we have seen in
SEL13. Let K(P,Q) and C(P,Q) have the spherical-harmonic expansions

_ 00 R2 n+1
K(P,Q) - ngzknh—F] Pn(cosw) ’

C(P _ 0°
R2 n+2

,Q) — nzzcn[r—rr] Pn(cosw) ,

the” the coefficients are re1ated simPW by

(22-1)

(22-2)

2c=n-1“[TM. (22-3)

it;‘i\
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Planar approximatiom In this section we shall examine mOre close]the focal and the global structure of Covariance functions. First we:h%th
have a Book at the local structure of the function K(P,Q) . In a “Shhyihood of a certain point of the sphere. the spherica? surface may GDDFOHOn
te3y be replaced by its tangent plane. which is taken as the xy-pnane n»
(z r 0) of a local cartesian coordinate system.Then, in this p1ane,a
homogeneous and isotropic covariance function wiil be a function only ofthe distance

o = /<"x7¥1557747}???

between the points 3’ = (x,y,0) and Q = (x',y'.0) 3

(22-4;

K(P.Q) = K(p) . (22-5)

Homogeneity means invariance with respect to translation, and isotropy
means invariance with respect to rotation; the first property is expressed
by the fact that C depends only on coordinate differences x‘-x and
y‘-y , and the second property holds because the azimuth does not enterin(22-5).

If we now extend the function (22—5) into outer space, that is to values
2 > 0 , then the covariance function will have the form

K(P,Q) = K(p,z,z') , (22-6)

if P = (X’y’z) and Q = (Xl’y'aza) , 9 being again the horizontal dis-
tance given by (22-4).

It is not difficult to see that the dependence on 2 and 2‘ can oniy
be through the sum z+z'. In fact, K must be harmonic as a function both
of P andof Q:

32K 32K 32K _
—2 + "2‘ + —2 ' 0sax ay 32
32K + 32K + 32K _ 0

3x52 ayaé 82.2

(22-7)

In view of (22-4) it is straightforward to verify that

32K _ 82K—— _-_ Dax'2 9x2
32K _ 32K _a ' § IBY'Z ayz

(22-8)

‘49-"
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ms 1'5 do” in the same “3’ in Which eq- (22-16

fare it foMows from (22-7) that also )
b“970w is derévpd tyne- . re-

32K :13
32‘: 322

(22-9)

The general solution of this partial differential equation 1's well:-
mown to be (cf. Courant and Hilbert, 1962. p.6)

K(P50} = F(p» Z+ZI) + f<9n 2'2”) y (22-10)

with arbitrary (twice differentiable) functions F and f . The planar
approximation of (22-1) always leads to functions that depend on 2+2”

Since, putting r = R + z , r‘ = R + 2‘ ,

2 }-1 3—1 I
R - E Z_ _-'_ _E_LZ_FF— [1+le [1+ R] l R -

(22-11)

This rules out functions of type f , so that K must have the form

= F(Csz) ’ (22-12)

where

(22-13)Z=Z+Z.s

which was to be shown.
Gradient covarianceS. From the form (22'12) We may derwe ‘mportant Con'

sequences for the covariances of first Greer grad1ents Tx , Ty , Tz ,
Where, e.g.,

_8TTx—fi.
The covariances of these gradients are read“), “pressed in terms 0f “PA”
by covariance propagation (sec.11). We have

2
CW T ,T‘ = ———r3 K(x x) Bxax'
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2

cov(T Ta ' a Ky! Y) aye? .

32K
COV(TI'T;) ' azaze '

(22-14)

where

T._[_a;1
x 3XQ

(22-15)r-[fl
x 3XP.

and similarly for the other gradients.

The differentiation of (22—12) gives

3x apax 3" 9

by (22-4). and further

3:5 = 1.3.: + 11f}. fi](X-_x;2 = - _ef_!<_r

ax2 p 89 p apé‘p Sp
BXSX '

(22-16)

In the same way we find

2 29K_-_1__3_§ iiiéfi u 2-- 3K
3y: ‘ p 30 +9 ao[o 39]” y) ‘ ayay' '

(22-17)

We further have by (22—13)

32K = 82K = 32K

322 822 8232
(22-18)

Now Laplace's equation (22-7), first equation, gives immediately

92K : 92K + 32K
3282‘ Bxax' ayay‘

(22—19)

which provides an important relation between the covariance functions 0f
the first-order gradients TX, Ty, Tz I This rention 1'5 rather surprising
since a simflar‘ reiatfion between the first-order gradients themselves does.-._.A
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t exist, (Only 1’0" Second‘order‘ gradients do we have something simmer:
n0 '

T s ’(fxx + .)
“we add (22-16) and (22‘17) and substitute the sum into (22-19), obtain-

ing ii = - l 35 m7”313: o 3i: an '

In the plane 2 = 0 we have with (22-5)

32K __ 1-W--;K(p)'K”(O)- (22-20)

This relation expresses the covariance function of the vertical gradient
T in terms of horizontal derivatives of the basic covariance function

Z

Kw) -

Let us similarly compute the covariance functions of the herizontai gra-

dients Tx and Ty . We put

x'_x . 2"!
cosa =_;_ , sma = p ;

p

(22-21)

a is thus the azimuth of the fine PQ . Then (22-16) and (22-17) reduce

for z = z' = O to

_3_2_L = K (p)C052fl + K (0)5”20‘
axax‘ l t ’

(22-22)
32K .2 2way. = Kl(p)51fi a + Kt(o)605 0"

where

(22-23)
K1<0) = 'KM(9)

r .6presents the longitudinal covariance, and

(22—24)
Ktm = - g mo)

is the transversal covariance; Cf
pp.64-§5)_

. (Grafarend, 19%) and (Moritz, 1973a,

h—
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These expressions connect aiso the autocovariance functions of grawt
anomaiies and of vertical deflections, since Ag. 5. n are related to :
ix, Ty in a very simple way; cf. (15‘s) and (15'9)‘ This may be usefui y
when determining covariance functions from data of different type.

Ali these reiations haid in the planar aPPVOXimation» that is,in aIOCM
area.

Essential parameters of covariance functdons. There arises the quesmn
whether covariance functions can be satisfactoriiy characterized by meam

of only a few parameters. This is possibie as regards the iocai behavior
of the covariance function of gravity anomalies: in this case there are

three "essential" parameters, for which we may take the variance CO ,the
correiation iength g , and the curvature parameter x (or, aiternativeiy,
the gradient variance GO ). These parameters are defined as foiiows.

Consider the covariance function C(u) at sea 1eve1, which is thefuno
tion (22-2) for r = r' = R . In the pianar approximation this is a func-

tion C(p) of the distance (22—4), which is reiated to the sphericaldis-
tance m by

p=Rw- (22-25)

Cleariy C(p) is compieteiy anaiogous to K(p) as given by (22-5), the

difference being that C(p) is the covariance function for Ag and KW)

denotes the covariance function for T . Fig. 22.1 shows the graph of mmh

a function C(p) .

Now the variance CO is the vaiue of the covariance function C(o) for

p=0:

co = we). (22-26)

The correlation length (in German: Halbwertsbreite) g is the value 0f the

argument for which C(p) has decreased to half of its value at p = 0 2

c ~=l (22-27)

.r.
. , _ . the CUThe curvature parameter x 15 a dlmensaomess quant1ty refiated t0

vature K of the covariance curve at p = 0 by

x = KEZ/CO .

(22—28)/
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p

FIGURE 22.1. Local parameters of
a covariance function.

The well—known formula far the curvature of the curve up) gives

nu

(_1+C"‘)"'
(22-29)

where

C dpz:-9£C-dDQ

Far 0 = 0 we have C-(g) = 0 since the tangent to the curve is horizon-
ta] at the origin, and we get

K = -C""(0) . (22-30)

' iveThe minus sign is conventional; it corresponds to tak1ng the negat
SQuare root in (22-29). . n K p

The fUnctjon C(p,Q) is related to Ag 1n the same way as ( ,0)
r91ated to T . Therefore.

is

L.

s C {9}

c‘, >

. l
‘ 2 ’

E D

u x.’
’ FIGURE 22.1
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elm = -c"<o) . em) = - g c'm (22~32)

represent the EongitudinaI and transversa] covariance functions of horizon-

tal anomalous gravity gradients aAg/BX and aAg/ay 9 in ana]°9y to (ZZ-ZE

and (22—24), and

2
3 C __ _ .1; n I. um?” ' p C (p) C (9)

(22—32)

gives the covariance function of the vertica] anoma10us gravity gradient

aAg/az , in analogy to (22—20).
It shou1d be mentioned that, as a planar approximation, the function

C(P,Q) is harmonic together with K(P,Q) . In fact, for R + w , eq.(11-D
reduces to

6TAg="ETZ-.

Hence to this approximation,

3 _A(Ag) = A[- = ' E (AT) — 0

when AT = 0 , so that Ag is harmonic if T is (it is ciear that the
symboi A denotes the Laplace operator except in Ag ). The harmonicity
of C(P,Q) foiiows from that of Ag , and therefore the reiation (22—32)

hoids, which presupposes that C(P,Q) is harmonic.
At the origin, for p = 0 , eq. (22-31) gives

c1(0) = -c“<o> = so

which defines the gradient variance GO . By de I'Hopitafi's ru1e, 673°

C = -‘IimE—Lfl = .31ij = —C"(0) = G ,

Hence, by (22-22) ,

W] We] -e—-—-r - T'T“—r - ,BXBX 9:0 cyay 9:0 0 (22-33)A
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so that GO is the variance of any horizontal gradient. Eq. (22-32)
reduces for p = 0 to

flagc \ - 40* o - 26
3232 } ‘ ( ) _ o ’p=o

(22-34)

so that the variance of the vertical gradient is 260
The comparison between (22-30) and (22—34) gives

(22-35)K=GQ,

so that (22»28) may be written as

= 2x E GO/CO .
(22—36)

Thus the gradient variance GO and the curvature parameter x are reIated
in a simple way and are essentiaHy equiva1ent.

The definition of the gradient variance GO shouid be carequy noted.

It is either the variance of any anomalous horizonta1 gravity gradient or,
equivafient‘ly, MW of the variance of the anomaious vertical gravity gradi-
ent:

z 8A9 M9] = {149.} = M ~

Go “3% ax ’ ax _ vartax var 35’} —
p—O

_ A 3A9 Mg -1 {m .-2cov[az.azifl=O—2varltaz . (22-37)

cf. (22—33) and (22—34).
Test computations with various functions C(p) . all having the same

CO ’ E and x , show that the functional values C(p) for p s g are

practically the same for all “reasonable” analytical expressions for C(p);
differences Occur oniy for p > g (Moritz, 1976b. p.31). Now the domain

0 S a s E is the one most important for interpolation: interpolation is
accurate enough only if station distances are well below 5 . In this sense
we may say that 31] functions C(p) having the same parameters CO , g, X

are practically equivalent for many applications.
Positive definiteneae. As we have seen in sec.9, all covariance matrices

must be positive definite. A function K(P,Q) of type (10-9) is called
DDSitive definite if all coefficients kn are nonnegative (positive or

h—
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zero). It can then be shown that all regular signal covariance matrices

ctt derived from such a function by covariance propagation are positiVe
definite matrices, cf. sec. 24.

Consider the function K restricted to the sphere, as given by (10-7L
A spherical-harmonic expansion of a function defined on the Sphere isalso
called a spectral representation, thus the coefficients kn in (10-7}form
the spectrum of the covariance function K(w) .

Alternatively we may consider the covariance function C(P,Q) of the
gravity anomaly (22—2), which for r = r’ = R reduces to

C(w) = ECnPn(COS$) .
n=2

(22-38)

A11 en are nonnegative by (22—3), so that C(w) is also positive defi-
nite as it shouid be.

In the pianar approximation, where the basic sphere r = R is replaced
by the xy-piane z = 0 , the corresponding spectra] representation is given
by

cm = °f'c’(n>docno>ndn ,
O

(22-39)

where J0(x) is the Besse1 function of zero ardenand an) is the spec-
trum of the function C(p) . The inverse formula has the same structure:

E(Ti) = £C(D)Jo(flp)0dp . n a 0 . (22-40)

The formulas (22-39) and (22-40) define a Hankel transformation. It 1'5 re’
iated to the well—known Fourier transformation: the two—dimensional Fourier
transform for isotropic functions (which depend oniy on p but not on the
azimuth a ) reduces to the Hankei transform (Papouiis, 1968, p.140)«

Positive definiteness of a function C(p) is again equivalent to the
nonnegativity of the spectrum: in the present case this means that the Han-

ke] transform of C(o) is everywhere positive or zero:

t(n)zO if 7320. (22—41)

Examples of plane covariance functions. The best—known positive definite
function in the Mane is the Gaussian functionA
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_ ~A292
C103) - CQe , (22-42)

Co and A being two constants. It has the unique property that its Hanke1
transform 1's also a Gaussian function:

C 2 2.. O _n /4A
C n) = ..___ e ,
1< 2A2

(22-43)

which obviousiy is everywhere positive (Papoulis, 1968, p.145).
The basic parameters for this function Ci(p) are readily found. The

variance is the constant aiready denoted by CO in (2242). The correia-
tion length is obtained from (22—27) to be

_1/———€1-K1n2 , (22-44)

and the curvature parameter is found from (22—28) and (22—30)

x1 = 21n2 = 1.386.. ; (22-45)

the Symbol “1n” denotes the natura] flogarithm.
Unfortunately, the Gaussian functicn (22-43) does not have a simple har-

mdnic extension into outer space 2 > O , so that it cannot very well be
used as a spatia] covariance function.

Therefore we may consider other anaiytica1 modeIS, for instance

C
OC(p) = ————-——— . (22-46)

With constants co , B , and m . An example, for m = 2 , is Hirvonen's
Covariance function (Heiskanen and Moritz, 1967, p.255).
It can be shown (Moritz, 1976b, p.42) that the function (22—46) admits

a Simpie harmonic extension into the region 2 > O oniy for m = 1/2 and
m = 3/2 - We then obtain the spatiai harmonic functions

(22-47)
C b

C (me) = __.____._.__.__——O
2 ‘[92 + (z+z'+b)2]1/2

h..._
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Cob2(z+z'+b)
C P, 2 -———-——-—----—---~-—- -
3( Q) [02 + (z+z'+&>)213’f2 (22-48)

Here b is a constant, p is again given by (22-4), and P and Q have
the coordinates (x,y,z) and (x‘,y',z') , respectiver. For 2 = 29 = 0’
these functions reduce to (22-46), with B = b‘1 :

C
C (p) = “i.— ,
2 (1+B2p2)1/2 (22-49)

COC(p)=——-——~:_
3 {1+8292)3/£ (22-50)

The spectrum, or Hankel transform, of these two functions is simple(Papoulis, 1968, p.145): we have

C -n/B_ 08C2”) = ?‘T .

._ Co
=

’8—2‘
E_n/B _

(22-51)

(22-52)

These spectra are certainiy positive for n > o , so that the functions52(0) GHd C3(o) are aiso positive definite.0f the three basic parameters of these functions, the variance has 3]“ready been denoted by CO , and for the other two parameters we readilyfind

e2=¢3‘/B, X2=3
for the function C2(p) . and

(22-53)

{3 I (22/3‘1)1/2/B '

X3 t 3(22/3-1)=1.762.a (22-54)

for the function (23(9) .
We finally remark that in choosing an analytical approximation to an

empfiricaHy determined covariance function, we must be carefui to use a

positive definite function. For instance, a pofiynomial

M‘L=
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2- 4 2n
9 = a + a ‘9' a + ...D( ) o 10 20 8an (22-55)

1‘5 not positive definite and cannot be used as an approximation for (2(0)-

23. GLOBAL CGVARIANCE MODELS

Ne shaH start with the consideration of the covariance function of the
gravity anomaly as represented by (22-2):

°° R2 n+2
C P, = ——.— P 0 ' '9

c Q) r1254” } n(c 8w)
(23-1)

we have begun the sum with n= 0 . By putting

2 +4
C = E n
n Yn R

we may transform this basic expression into the form

a, R2 n+2
BC(P,Q) = ZYn[W] PHWOSW ’

n=O

(23-2)

{23-3)

where RB < R is the radius of a sphere concentric to the terrestrial
Sphere and of slightly smaller radius; the sphere of radius RE is fre_
Quently called a “Bjerhammar sphere” (see also p.69).

83/ means of the further substitution

0 =3:r3J” 9
(23-4)

the cavariance functien may SimPW be written as

C(P,Q) = n Y GMZP (cosw) .
“20 n n

(23-5)

8518750 models. we shaH now consider three simple cases fin which this
5 .eh\‘35 can be summed 1n dosed form.

h—_
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The first case is

Y'1
n (23-6)

for all n , so that

C(P,Q) = EONZPnuosw
n=O

(23-7)

This series may be summed by means of the weH-known expression for the
reciprocal distance; cf. eq. (1-80) of (Heiskanen and Moritz. 1967, p.33)

1 a n"—‘-“€ = o P t
\/1-20t+02 3129 n( ) (23-8)

With

t = cosw (23-9)

and

L=W,
eq. (23-?) thus reduces to

(23-10)

2

= 2L— . (23-11)

This function may be caIled the reciprocal distance covariance fu”¢5i3"'although L is not simpiy the spatiafl distance between the points P and
Q . .

The local behavfior of this function may be studied by considering 335planar approximation. To perform a suitabhe transition from the Sphere toits tangent piane we put

5-1-0.
A-zssng,

(23-12)

(23—13}

WW‘L
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Since

= - E 2:?— = - l 2cosw 1 25m 2 1 2A , (23-14)

eq. (23-10) is easi‘ly found to reduce to

{23—15)L2=§2+0A2;

this equation is stiII rigarous
We now put

r=R+z,
r'=R+z',
RB=R-b/2.

(23—15)

Then (23-4) gives

_ gR-b/222 _ 1 _Z.+z_':b_+
U ' (R+z)(R+z‘ ' R

(23-17)

From {23—12) we thus get

g = .2252“ + 0(a)]. (23-18)

. Similarly, (23-13)t 5 terms of order a or sma11erwhere 0(C) deno e
Gives

(23-19)x =3R[1+ 002)}.

' tance"here a is the horizonta] d1s
an ana1ogous way:

o = 1 + 0(;) .

Thus (33‘15) gives
1 ._K.A,~._“_~.——-.

L=EVQZ + (Z+Zi+b)2 s

(22—4) .A] SO (23-12) may be wri tten in

(23-20)
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disregarding relative errors 0(a) and 0(A2) . On admitting a coaStant
factor we thus see that (23-11), as a planar approximation, reduces tothe
plane covariance function (22-47).

Since the curvature parameter x expresses a strictly iocai property,
it has the same value for a sphericai covariance function and for its “6.
nar approximation. Thus. by (22-53), the curvature parameter for the recL
procal distance cavariance function is

(23-22)x=3.
Our second basic mode1 is obtained by putting

(23-23)yn = 2n+1 ,

so that (23-5) becomes

C(P,Q) = E (2n+1)cn+2Pn(cosw) .
n=O

(23-24)

By differentiating the basic identity (23—8)w1’th respect to c: , muni—
p1ying by 233 , and adding 02/3. we get

3 a 1 02 _ m n+2
2C7 + T - néo(2n+1)fl Pn(COSdJ) . (23—25)

The right-hand side is equal to (23-24), and the left—hand Side can be
computed by explicitly differentiating 1/L as a function of o , as givan
by (23-10). Thus (23-24) becomes

2 _ 2

was) = Eff—l , (23-25)

which is the desired closed expression for the series (23-24).
The function {23-26) may be caHed the pm’sson covariance function' be‘

cause essentiaHy it represents the kernei in the well-known Poisson inte'
gral (cf. Heiskanen and Moritz. 1967, p.35). It has been given by Krarup
(1969, p.43} and has aiso been used, e.g.. by Jordan (1978).

The pianar approximation to this function is readiiy seen to be (22-48%
so that the curvature parameter is given by (22—54):A
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x a 1.762. (23-27)

A5 a third basic model we consider the case

=1
Yn n

(23-28)(n21)

giving

(203,0) = 2%o“+2pn(cos¢) .
S1=l

(23—29)

To sum this series we form

1 _ °° 1 ngzcwm — “£136 Pn(cos¢)

and. differentiate with respect to G , obtaining

3 .9. = w gn-1P(COSID) .ELIZ] 1.121 n

The comparison with (23—8) gives, in View of (23—10),

3 i‘ - ELF-1}FEEGZJ _ a L j

SO that

1 dc .flame) = fat“ ' IT; + k' (23—30)

the integration constant k is to be determined from the condition a 26:
for a = 0 . which f011ows from (23-29). ‘

The second integral is, of course, —}no , but also the first Integrai
is Standard, so that it can be found in an integra1 tabie such as (Grad-
Shteyn and Ryzhik, 1965). Using no. 2.266 of this table. p.84. we thus
reads‘y Obtain

0

(23-31)wan) = (fin—E1.

in...
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where we have DUt

N=1+L-ocosw. (23-32}

The function (23-31) may be ca1led a logarithmic covariance function.

It is found that the basic constants of this function, correlation

length g and curvature parameter x , are approximately given by

€=2Rfig x____2___- _ aUnti

; being defined by (23-12) (Moritz, 1976b,

5 = R/lOO = 63.7 km we get

X = 7550 ,

which is quite fiarge as compared to (23—22)

Auxiliary formulas. For later use we sha1

first considered by Tscherning (1972):

pp.47-48). As

or (23—27).
1 sum the fo11

an

owi

(23-33)

example, for

(23-34)

ng series,

FA(c,t) = gEi—A onHPnfi) for

°° 1 1FA(°:t} = lam or1+ Pn(t) for

A>O,
ASG,

(23-35)

(23-36)

where A denotes some fixsd integer; the summations are aver n . For
A = O , Fo(o,t) as given by (23-36) differs form the logarithmic func-
tion (23—29) or (23—31) only by the factor a . A150 the other series can

be summed in c1osed form, fo110wing the same procedure as used for (23—29}

For A > O we form, using (23—35),

3—1 __ m 1 +A
a FA(o,t) . g gig on Pn(t) ,

differentiate:

a A— m "we lFA)=zo“*A‘1P<t>=L“
o n L ’

(23—37)

and integrate:A
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0 A-lA—l _ o
O " . (23-38)

The Iower iimit of the integral is zero since FA(o.t) a 0

(23—35).
For A s 0 we use (23-36), obtaining

if 030 by

a A—1 °’
80 (0 F ) = E n+A—1—‘ A 0'

1-A P“(t)
A-l ~1‘A

<5 +A—1 1
= —L— _ “Egan Pm”) _ EP-A (t) ’ (23-39)

whence

A_1 UA— 1 ‘1;A63+A
5 FA = j—L—dg - ngOWPn(t)-1no - [Am + kA; (23-40)

the integration constant kA is to be determined by the condition that

oA‘lFA(o,t) = 0 if 0 = o .

The integrals (23-38) and (23-40) can be evaluated by the hefip of the
integral table (Gradshteyn and Ryzhik, 1965).

Using no. 2.269, ibid., p.85, we get

2
Fo(c,u‘;) = CHIN ,

_ 2Edam) - 0(M + ct-hn N) ,
3 2 1 3 ~

F_2(o,w) = % o(1+3ot)M + a P2(t)1n—N. + :0 (by),

(23-41)

(23-42)

(23-43)

where

M=1'L"Uts
N=1+L'Otg

L being defined by (23-10) as usua] and t = cosw ; as a matter“
(23-41) is equiva1ent to (23-31) since (23-29) differs from F0
the factor 0 ; see 3150 (Tscherning and Rapp, 1974. W:32'35)-

other negative A will not be used.

(23»44)

(23—45)

of fact,
only by

L
“\V
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For positive A we get from no. 2.264,

29
F , = --——1(0 W) ]"[1+1—0+L] ’

F2(0.w) = o'lu - 1+ WHOM]

ibid. ’ P .83

(23‘46}

(23-47)

Functions FA for fiarger positive A can be found by a recursion formu‘ia

which is obtained in the fo’Howing way. The differentiation of {23—10)

gives

il;_c-t35- L '
(23-48)

so that

3 A_1 _ _ \ A-2 A—la't
33W L)_(A1)a L+o’ —-L s

and after some straightforward algebra,

a 1 c5A (IA-1 (IA-2
35M— L): AT - (2A-l)tT + (A-1)—-L— .

We integrate with respect to a and take (23-38) into account, obtaining

A A-l A-Zsix-IL: A0 FA+1— (2A-1)ta FA + (IX-1);: FA_1 ,

whence

_ .1. - -1 _ -1 1FA“ - A0[L+(2A 1mA [A1)o FIN! .
(23-49)

This is the desired recursion formula.
Besides the FA we sha]? also use the function

F(o.w> = Eo“*‘P (t) = %
o n '

(23'50)

which differs form the reciprocal distance covariance function (23‘11) on”
by the factor a.A
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The data. The giobai variance C0 of the gravity anomaly has been de-
termined on the basis of a large amount of gravity data distributed over

the whole earth by Tscherning and Rapp (1974); they obtain

_ 2

CO - 1795 mga] (23-51)

The other local parameters g and GO are far less reliably known. For

the correlation length a , defined by (22-27), we have estimates ranging

from about 40 km to 80 km; cf. {Schwar2, 1976b, p.14).
Especially poorly determined is the gradient variance GO . deleEd by

{22—37) as the variance of any anomalous horizontal gravity gradient or,
equivalently, as half of the variance of the anomalous vertical gradient-
The literature seems to favor values for GO on the order of 2 (mgal/kmlze

but these values are little more than rough guesses (Schwarz, 1976b, p.15;

Tscherning, 1976, p.38; Moritz, 1977a, p.2; Schwarz, 1978a, p.103).
in fact, the gravity gradients are very irregular and highly sensitive

to local perturbing masses. Every geodetic application of Ag and of its
gradients involves--explicitly or implicitly--some smoothing, depending on

how much local detail we are willing to take into consideration. For in—

stance, any use of mean values of Ag , even if the block size is as small

as 1' x 1‘ , implies such a smoothing. In view of their very irregularity,
gravity gradients are particularly strongly influenced by such a smoothing.

Therefore, a theoretically valid and practically useful determination
of GO does not only depend on the gradient data: we must also carefully
define the way in which we wish to smooth our data.

On the other hand, a precise definition of the correlation length g

depends on whether we wish to consider a local or a truly global covariance

functian; cf, the corresponding remark at the end of this section.
A comprehensive study on these questions from a practical point of View

WOUld be highly desirable.
Besides the "local" parameters C0, 5 , and G0 (50 called because they

describe the iocai behavior of C(P,Q) for small distances PQ ). we have

uglObal" parameters characterizing the function C(P,Q) as a whole, namely

the degree variances c for lower degree n (say, n s 20 ). These cn
can be Obtained from satellite observations, preferably combined with

gravimetrwN .
Generany we suggest that an exact specification of the|degree 9f smoothing would be

(is-Semi“ to any geodetic application of gravimetric methocs, fer Instance, to the prac-
‘ca‘ soiution of boundary-vaiue probiems-

k ,
M.mm
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Table 23.1 shows two sets of such cn . 3 s n s 20 ,

n

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Rapp 1973

4.8
11.7
5.5
7.3
6.5
5.7

10.7
11.0
8.9

GEM 10

3‘6
6.2
3.4
3.0
2.6
2.1
3.1
2.8
2.0

n

3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10ll

Rapp 1973

33.9
19.2
21.6
18.9
18.8
10.4
11.1
11.4
8.4

GEM 10

33.5
19.5
20.6
19.0
19.1
11.4
11.1
9.7
6.6

TABLE 23.1. Degree vamlcmces cn .

The first set is from (Rapp, 1973); it is given because the covariance
function of (Tscherning and Rapp, 1974) is based on it. The second setis
for Goddard Earth Model (GEM) 10 (Lerch et al., 1977).

Covariance model fitting. The local parameters Co, a, GO and the
global parameters c3 through c20 (say) are the basic data to which an

analytical expression for the covariance function is to be fitted.
The Poisson covariance function (23—26) appears to be excluded for

global purposes by the fact that the degree variances (which are essen—
tially yn by (23—2)) increase with n by (23-23), instead of decreasing
according to Table 23.1. Furthermore, the curvature parameter (23-27) seems
to be too small.

Tschernfing and Rapp (1974) have modeied the genera] trend of the degree
variances c3 to c20 , as weH as the variance c , by means of the ex-
pression o

C(p’Q) = a: n-l n+2 [ R2 n+2~r P(N. n(cow) . (23—52)

Here 00 15 the constant va1ue of o , as given by (234), for r- = V: R

20:52
0 R2 (23—53)
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Now the 1oca1 behavior of a function is mainly influenced by the spher-
ical harmonics of high degree n , the flower degrees corresponding to long

waves which are almost constant in smaH regions. But for iarge n we have

“'1 = 171? ;l
(_n-2Hn+l§§ nil_%; “RBI n ’

(23-54)

so that locaiiy the function {23-52) behaves practicaiiy as a logarithmic
covariance function (23-29)‘ Owing to the integer B , however, the ex-
pression (23-52) has a greater fiexibiiity for fitting.

By fitting the variance (23-51) and the degree variances shown in Tabie
23.1. first column, Tscherning and Rapp (1974, p.22) get

on = 425.28 mga‘l2 ,

B=24,

co =
0.999617 .

(23-55)

The correlation 1ength a: and the gradient variance G0 are

GO = 35.4 (mga1/km)2 . (23-56)g=42km,

By what has been said above, the vaWue for GO appears considerably too
1arge; the corresponding curvature parameter is

x=34.8 . (23-57)

This is due to the fact that the Tscherning—Rapp covariance function is
essentialty a 1ogarithmic covariance function which is characterized by

1arge x ; cf. (23—34). It is, therefore, nature] to try a linear combina~
tion of (23—52) With a function (23—11) which has a x of on1y 3 .

We are thus led to the mode]

m 1 2 R2 n+2
n— M ,CW0) = 01 Em C: [W] Um“ "

In 2 “+2n-l n+2 R
+ azéM-ZHMB,‘ (’2 [rr‘] pn(cosd’) ’ (23—58)

h__
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which contains six
and B . Here 01

R2 for RB by

2

R1
61

Elementary Approach

free parameters: “1

and G2 are rented

2

fl 02 .

, “2' 01, 02, and the integers A

to two different vaWes R1 and

(23-59)

correspond’éng to (23»53).

This is the covariance function for the gravity anomaW Ag . The cone-

spending covariance function for the anomalous potentia1 T is given by

°° R2 1 R2 n+1
— ______,1_____.. 21+

K(P.Q) - a1§(n_1)(n+A) 01 [TM
pn(cosw)

2 1w R 2 n+
2 n+1 R

+ “2;;(1’1'1 (n-Z n+8) C’2 [r741] Pn(cos¢) , (23-60)

If A # —1 , B ;£ -1 and 7‘ -2 , then a“ these series can be summed

in dosed form by a decomposition into partia] fractions, using the func-

tions FA and F
iatroduced above. We have

Jill = 1- 3—11-
n+A n+A ’

21-3. _ _1__ 1 + E
——'T'_(n_2) n+37 “ 5+2 'rT—‘Z n+8 ’

1 = 1 1 _ 1

Zn_]§(n+E; E+I m m ’
1 = 1 ’B+1 _ 8+2 1W (8+1HB+Z§[n-2 n-l + n+8 °

(23-61)

(23—62)

(23-63)

(23-64)

Let us write (23-58) and (23-60) in the form

C(P.Q) = a1C1(P,Q) + u252(P.Q) a

(23—65)

mm = «1K1(P.Q)+ a2K2(p,o) .

Then we readiiy find for positive nonzero integers A and B ‘

MM} lyd“
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610.0) - final») - o1 - oft - oiPZCt)l -
2 3

01 alt 01 1‘(A”)°1[FA‘°:'W‘T ‘ m ' 137 P2”); ' (23-56)

1
g m 02F_2(621\U) +

2
8+1 02 Ozt

+ m OziFBWM) ' ‘3‘ “ “m
R? r 3K1(P,Q) = m[F_1(ol,¢) - 01P2(t)] -

2 2_R_1 [F . _°_1-E’_1.‘i-
A+1 LAWN“) A Mi
2

R2K2(P,Q) = m {gown -
2

R2 3' B_+T rah?“ - °2P2(t)}

R: 02
+ Wang's—+25 [FB<62’¢) ‘ "B?

oi \' ET? qu’l '

3
01
A72 P2(t)1 '

+

2 3czt c: 2’ 8T1 ‘ 372 P2(t>]

{23-67)

(23-68)

.(23—69)

To repeat, the integers A and B are > 0 in these formulas. The
respective functions FA and F8 are therefore given by the recursion
formula (23-49) together with (23-46) and (23—47). The functions F_1 and

F_2 are, of course, expressed by (23-42) and (23-43), and F is (23-50).
Values of A and B s -3 are impossible because otherwise a denomina-

tor in the series (23-58) or (23-60) would be zero. The values 8 = -1
and —2 are excluded because then these series cannot be summed. This
eliminates all negative values for B ; for A , only the negative value
‘2 is possible.

The formulas (23-66) through (23-69) hold only for A and B > 0 and
Cannot be directly used if A or B is zero. It is easily seen, however,
that they remain valid even for A = O or B = 0 or both, provided the
terms cllA and 02/3 are omitted whenever A or B are zero. We can
use (23‘56) and (23-68) even for A = -2 provided we replace the second
bracket in these formulas simply by F_2(a1.¢) , omitting the following
terms (Moritz, 1977a, pp.7-8).
' We also mention that the gradient variance G0 is QlVen, to a SUffl’
eient approximation, by\A
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{I (1Go=fi+fiT27 ‘
RC1 2Rc2

(23-70)

where

£1 =1'0'13 E2 3 1"’2 (23-71)

(ibid., p.18).
Various attempts to fit the models (23—52) and (23-58) to available data

are presented in (Jekeli, 1978).
For numerical computation of covariance functions of the type considered

here, the Fortran subroutine COVAX developed by Tscherning (1976) can be
used. It gives covariance functions for T as well as for first and second
order gradients. Computer time can be reduced by using COVAX for computing
covariance function values at grid points and interpolating between them
(SUnkel, 1978b).

Since lower—degree spherical harmonics obviously are almost constantlocally, local or regional covariance functions may be obtained from global
ones by subtracting all spherical harmonics for 3 < n < N , for a suitable
N (Tscherning and Rapp, 1974, p.62). This particularly affects the varianm
CO and also the correlation length a .

;, «I :rr‘ll..m.w
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PART C

LEAST-SQUARES COLLOCATION: ADVANCED ASPECTS

A deeper theoretical understanding of the analytical structure of least-
squares collocation involves the geometrical representation in a Hilbert
space with a kernel function. The theory of such Hilbert spaces is reviewed
in sec. 24, and sec. 25 presents the Hilbert space theory of collocation:
mathematically, least-squares collocation can be regarded as a least-squares
adjustment in an infinitely-dimensional Hilbert space.

In sections 26 to 30 we present a general treatment of the operational
approach to physical geodesy. Starting with a given number of observational
data, we ask how they can be used to determine the shape of the earth and
its gravitational field. This problem, similar to inverse problems of geo-
physics, does not as such have a unique solution; it is a so-called im—

properly posed problem. Applying standard methods for such problems, we are
lead to variational principles by means of which a unique solution can be
achieved_ In this way we again arrive at least—squares collocation; some

alternatives are also pointed out.
Sections 30 to 58 contain a detailed study of statistical aspects of

collocation. As an introduction we present a simple theory of stochastic
processes on the circle. This permits a straightforward transition to the
8Phere: the anomalous gravity field may be considered a stochastic process
On the Sphere. It turns out that all relevant ergodic processes are ncn~

Gaussian. The preferred model will use the theory of stochastic processes
CRIB a8 a formal mathematical apparatus but, physically, will work strict-
ly with the one existing gravitational field only.

The last section (sec.39) presents an advanced aspect of a different
Character, the refinement of collocation because of very small ellipsoidal
effects. So far, the theory of least—squares collocation was formally re—
ferred to a sphere. This is sufficient formost present practical purposes,
but very precise computations may require ellipsoidal corrections.

Mm
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214. HILBERT SPACES WITH KERNEL FUNCTIONS

A deeper mathematical understanding of least-sQuares collocation re.
quires the theory of Hilbert spaces that possess a kernel function, Thar»
fore we shall in this section present essential definitions and theoremS
for these spaces; further information can be found in the articles {Mam}
1976), (Tscherning. 1978a). and in the book (Meschkowski, 1962).

Consider a Hiibert space H of functions f(P)3, P being a point in
a certain region B of three-dimensionai space R ; in our appiications,
B wiil be the exterior of a certain sphere of radius RB . Remember that
a Hilbert space is a complete inner product space satisfying (5-10),

Suppose now that there exists a function K(P,Q)' satisfying the two
reiations:

K(P.Q) E H for Q fixed . (24-1)

HQ) = (f(P),K(P.Q))P for 3H f E H . (24-2)

The first relation says that K(P,Q} , considered as a function of Pbelongs to the Hilbert space H . The second relation states that the innerproduct of f with K , both considered as functions of P --hence thenotation ( . )P --, reproduces f .

A
function K(P.Q) satisfying these two fundamental properties, iscalled a reproducing kernel function or, briefly, a kernel function. It canbe shown that a given Hilbert space possesses at most one kernel function,so that the two conditions (24-1) and (24-2) determine K(P,Q) uniquely.It is easily proved that the kernel function is symmetric and POSitivedefinite.

In fact. applying (24-2) to the function f(P) = K(P,R) we get
KiQ-R) =

(K(F’.R).K(P,Q))P , (24-3)
8y the Symmetr f ~ a

y o
the inner product this is equal to

K P p((uQ).K((,R))P a K(R'Q) .

which shows the symmetry

=
'

(24—4)
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The positive definit -
_ . eness 15 proved as f0” ‘

combmatmn 0W5. C0n51der a finite Iinear

E A K P,Pk=1k ( k) ’

A being arbitrary consta .k nts and P be1n N f. d , i

for an p . k 9 1xe po1nts. Obvmusly.

Os E‘ A K(P,Pk=1k k)
2

= [EAkK(P.Pk), §A1K(P,Pl)]P

= EEAkA1(K(P.Pk).K(P,Pl))P .

USing (24-3) we thus have

EZMK<P,P)20,klkl kl (24—5)

which expresses the positive definiteness of the function K(P.Q) .
The condition (24—5) says that a function K(P.Q) is positive definiteif every matrix with elements

K<Pk.Pl) , k,1 =1, 2, ..., N , (24—6)

is positive definite; cf. (9-26). Formeriy, in secs. 12 and 22, we have
used another definition: a function K(P.Q) is positive definite if it
has a positive spectrum. It may be shown that these two definitions are
eqUivaient; see the corresponding remark at the end of the present section.

By putting N = 1 , A1 = 1 , P1 = P we get from (24-5):

K(P.P) 2 o. (24-7)

The kerne] function HP’Q) may be represented1 by means of a comp1ete
orthonormafl system ¢.(P) :

1

K(P,Q) = z¢i(P)¢i(Q) -
i=1

(24—8)\r‘
Provided H is separable; cf. (Meschkowskil 1962, p.l§8).
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We couad also have defined the kernel function by (24-8), supposing that

the series converges for a11 P and Q e B . It is Straightforward to

show by direct calculation that the kernel (24-8) possesses the reproducing

Property (24-2): expand f(P) with respect to the basis oi 2

f<P> = Iglfi¢1(P> , (24-9)

and substitute (24-8) into (24-2)

(f<P>.K<P.o)>P = (HP). Z¢i<P>¢i<onP

= Z¢i<o)<f(P>.¢i(P>)P

in View of (24-9) and (4-38).
Functionale and the dual space. In sec. 5 we have met the notion of a

linear functiona] in a normed space H ,

Lf=19 (24-10)

which associates to an element f E H a rea] number 1 , and we have de-

fined its norm HLH by means of (5—13).

The ifinear functionals L with the norm HLH form themse]ve$ a normed

space, which is ca11ed the dual space of H and denoted by H‘ .

For a Hi1bert space, each bounded iinear functiona] Lf can be repre-
sented as an inner product of f with a certain e1ement h E H

Lf = (inf) (24~11)

where, as in secs. 4 and 5, we omit the argument in the inner pFOGUC€s

writing

(rm) = (h(P).f(P))P. (24-12)

The element h E H corresponding in this way to a functional L E H' ‘95

caHed the representer of L./
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By (4—59), the nerms are equal:

liLli' = thl ; (24-13)

henceforth we sna1t write HLH‘ for the norm of the functional L , rather
than HLH , to 1nd1cate that L E H‘ .

I Thegefare. (24-11) defines an “isometric isomorphism” between the spaces
H d

an . to each e1ement L E H' there corresponds an element h E H

an vwce versa (1somorph1sm). and the norms of corresponding e1ements are
equa] by (24-13) (isometry). %

We may also in a nature} way introduce an inner product fin H’ : we de-
fine it by

(L1,L2)' = (h1,h2) (24-14)

as the inner product of the representers h1 and h2 fin H . The norms
are expressed in terms of inner products

HLH‘2 = (Law ,

lihliz = (M)
(24-15)

(24-16)

as usual, and (24-13) then foHows from (24-14).
What has been said so far holds for linear functionals in any HHbert

space H . If, in addition, H has a reproducing kerne] K{P,Q) , than
the representer h of a functiona] L has a very simp1e form:

h(P) = LQK(P,Q) , (24-17)

LQ denoting the fact that the functiona1 L acts on K{P,Q) as a func-
tion of Q ; this notation has already been used in sec. 11. In fact,

(m) = (M) = <f<P).h<P)>P =

= <f(P),LQK<P,Q>) = LQ(f(P).K(P.Q))P

= LQHQ)

by (24—2), 50 that Lf = (hf) as was to be shown.

L.—
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The norm of L 1'5 9”?” by

Ill—il'z- (M) a (MP).LQK(P.Q))P =

- L°(h(P).K(P.o)>, = L°h(o> .

in view of (24-17). Thus we have

(24-18)“Ln” = Lh .

Since

Lh ‘= I P F

we finally get

(24-19)M"2 = LPLQMPM -

Similarly we find for the inner product

. _ P Q(L1,L2) — L1L2K(P,Q) E
(24-20)

The evaluation functional. The evaiuatfion functiona], or deIta func-
tional. introduced by (4—57), associates to a function ‘f its vawe at a

particular paint P :

6Pf = f(P) .
(24-21)

In a genera1 Hilbert space, the functional 5P is unbounded (cf. p.38);
Hi1bert spaces with kernel functions are characterized by the fact that

the evaluation functional is bounded. In fact, the inner product satisfies
the Schwarz inequality

(LQ) 5 “HI “9” .
(24-22)

which is a consequence of the properties (5-10); geometrically it means

that the cosine of the angie a between the vectors 1" and 9 a

gas-W"L
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f6°” ' (24-23)

is not greater than 1 ‘ Applying (24-22) to (24-2) we get

Mom s (HP).f<P>)p-<K<P.Q).K(P.o>)i, = lIfH2-K<Q»Q>

using {24-3}. so that

(24—24)“(SH 5 CllfH

with

(24-25)c = “(0,07,
which by (5-13) means that the evafluation functiona]

(24-26)5f=f ‘Q (Q;

is bounded‘
The representer of the evaluation functiona1 is, by (24-17) and (24-26),

MP) = (SQK(P,Q) = K(P,Q) . (24-27)

which is simpiy the reproducing kernel as a function of P , the "evaluation
point” Q being heid fixed.

Reproducing kernels in a Euclidean space. To make these abstract notions
more concrete, we consider the simpiest case in which the space H is not
infiniter—dimensional Hilbert space but Euciidean space Rn . The elements
0f R“ are vectors

]T
X "' X I o I h

1 2 n
(24—28)

- the' itIOn T )» a”d
d them as coiumn vectors, he"ce the trénspZS

The arguments P.Q
:we rigar h

metric positive definite matr1x -erne is t e sym, -
become new indices 1.3 -

Take first

K=I=[GH]. (24-29)

h__
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the unit matrix. The inner product is then simply given by

n(xy)=ny-' i£111 (24~30)

and the reproducing property (24-2) becomes

E1‘: f6
1 “1111’ (24‘31)

which is (4-19). Linear functionais L are linear forms

n
fl.x = Iixi ,

1=1
(24-32)

with coefficients 1, ; these coefficients form a vector which is simplyl
the representer h of L : if

_ T
h -[h1h2 hn] (24—33)

then

h.=1.;l l (24-34)

this "matter formula may be regarded as a consequence of (24-17):

Eh_= 16..=7..
1 j=1 3 l] l

So far, a]? is a1most trivia]. Let now K be an arbfitrary positive de-
finite reguiar n x n matrix:

(24-35)K = [Kij].

The inner product of x and y is then defined by

( x DY)

(24-36)M
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K" being the inverse matrix of K . with the notation

" = G =[g1j]K (24-37)

this becomes

- xTGy .(XIV) ’ (24—38)

with this definition of the inner product, the reproducing property
hoids. In.fact, (24—2) becomes

x = (K,x) = KGx = KK_1x = x (24-39)

Writing the linear form (24-32) as

Lx = lTx , (24-40)

we see that the representer h of L is net directly the vector 1 = Hi]
but is re1ated to it by

(24-41)h=K1.

In fact,

(h,x) = (x,h) = xTGh = xTK—lh = xTK_1K1 = XT1 = 1Tx ,

in agreement with (24-40).
For the reader famiifiar with tensor calcuius as used, for instance, in

(Tienstra, 1956) or in (Hotine. 1969) we note that the elements of H are
here calfled contravariant vectors and denoted by upper indices, for in-
stance, xi or yi . The eIements of the dual space H' , the 1inear
forms. are the covariant vectors, denoted by 1ower indices, for in-
stance, Ii . Then the inverse kernet (24-37) forms the covariant metric
tensor gij , and (24—38) becomes for x = y :

M2 2 (x, -x) — g; Xixj4 °

(24-42)

which is the fundamentfl metric form; summatien 1‘s conventionaHy imph‘ed

h_.
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if an index occurs once as a superschpt and once asia subscript. The keh
nei (24-35) forms the contravaréant metr1c tensor 9 3 ;

K - {9”}. (24-43)

The Hnear form (24-40) becomes

1Lx:}Lx . (24-44)

and the representer h1 = 1i (note the superscript!) 15 rEIated to ‘1
by (24-41}. which becomes

‘1: ij91 j. (24-45)

In this way we recover aH the usual manipmations of tensor algebra.
The reader not familiar wfith this subject may disregard the re1ations just
mentioned, except for one geometric fact. The usual Euclédean metric

“XI!2 = xTx . (24-46)

corresponding to K = I , ho'flds for rectanguTar coordinate axes in Rn

whose unit vectors form an orthonorma] system. The metric with a general
kerneT matrix K , given by (24-42),

Htz =
xTK—lx = xTax , (24-47)

corresponds to rectiiinear coordinate axes whose base vectors--in R3 ,
the vectors [1,0,0]T, [0,1,0]T, [0,0,1]T and similariy in R“ ——do not
constitute an orthonormai system: the coordinate axes may not form right
angles with each other, or the unit vectors may not have equal iength, or
both. If K is a diagonai matrix, then the coordinate axes are Orthogonal
but the base vectors have different iengths; if K is nondiagona], then
we have obiique (nonorthogonai) axes.

How does this generaiize to Hiibert space? The unit matrix corresponds
to the delta function (4-22). in our notation 5(P,Q) , which is not a

reproducing kernei function because 5(P.P) is not finite (the “delta
function” is not even an ordinary function). The use of a generai kerne1
function corresponds, so to speak. to coordinate axes in Hilbert space
whose base vectors do not form an orthonormal system.M
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Harmonic kernel functions. Fake now H to be the space of 3H functions
M R3 harmonic in a region B which is the outside of a sphere of radius

RB .
This sphere r - RE is assumed to have a radius nghtly smaller than

the mean radius of the earth R s 6371 km ; 1t is the "Bjerhammar sphere"
already introduced in sec. 8.

The kernel function is supposed to have the form (10-9).

an R2 n+1
K(P.Q) = Z kn F7.- Pn(cosw)

n=0
(24-48)

where P and Q have the spherica'l coordinates (r.6.>~) and U595")
and

cow = cosecose' + sinesine‘cosh‘q) (24-49)

as usual; for the sake of generality, we start the summation with n = 0 .

The coefficients kn are arbitrary but so that the series converges in
the region B and, most importanfiy, an kn z 0 .

As base functions oi we take the functions

\/T: R n+1W [F] anm’x)
MP) = r—r R

[7:] §nm(e,x)
(24-50)

arranged in some linear order, e.g.. as in (21—2) but starting with n = 0 -

th ' .- "' '— . Ie functmn; Rnm and Snm are the quy normahzed Legendre harmonics

(3'26). In agreement with (24-8) we form

hm (o w n ‘3‘“er
1‘1 i {bi ) - nEOmEOmW (finmfigm+§nm§;m) »

(24-51)

where N = g (a A) and ii = i {55w}, . In View of (3-30), this ex~
nm nm ’ nm nm‘ I

Dression is equa] to the kernel (24—48) as 1’: should be.
The inner product of two functions f and g fin H is defined 65

fol1ows, Expand the function “a,” = f(P) on the sphere r : R into
the series (3-28):

m n a
f = X Z (Anman+Bnm-§nm) '

n=0m=0

(24-52)

L...
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and similarly for g ;

m n

g R “£0,320(Enman‘ffinmgnm> (24-53)

Then we define

°° n
'(f.g)= 2%zm a +§ 5)

n=0 n m=0 nm mm mm nm
(24-54)

The norm is then

anz = $2111? 2

n=0 kn m=0(xnm+§:m) ' (24-55)

The verification that the reproducing property (24—2) is satisfied for
this inner product definition is straightforward: putting

9U”) = K(P.Q) (0 fixed)

we have for its coefficients corresponding to (24—53), by (24-51),

k_ _ n ._I
Cnm - 2n+1 an ’

k._ _ n -1
Dnm _ 2n+1 Snm '

and hence by (24—54)

(f(P):K(P,Q))P = (fag) =

on k n
~ 2n+l n — ~, —- —.
_ Z k 2n+1 Z (Anman+BnmSnm)n=0 1': m=0

= f(Q) -

It should be pointed out that, in the present case, the inner product
(f,g) is not simply defined by an integral as it was in the case of L2 5

eq. (4-28).
We note that the positivity of the "spectrum" formed by the spherical-

harmonic coefficients kn is essentiai for K(P,Q) to be an admissible
kernel function: only then is the representation (24—51) by real functions
(24-50) possible. On the other hand, kernel functions are positive definite
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according to (24-5). Thus we see that the condition (213-5) and the posiUv-
it), of the spectrum are Mosely rented.

25. COLLOCATION AND HILBERT SPACE

The formuias of ieast—squares coiiocation as introduced in Part B of the
book find a natural geometrical interpretation in Hiibert space with a ker-
nel function. In this section we shall consider the Hilbert space interpre'
tation of “pure” coiiocation without noise and systematic parameters. as

discussed in secs. 11 and 12.
The minimum norm property. The q given linear functionals (11-3),

LiT=li, i=1,2,...,q, (25-1)

define a hyperpiane D of H of codimension q .

What does this mean? Consider the case of RR . Then a linear functionai
has the form (4-52). This is the equation of a hyperplane of dimension n-l ,
for which we may aiso say, of codimension 1 . As long as q < n , q lin-
ear functionals define a subspace of dimension n—q , which is the inter-
section of q hyperpianes corresponding to the given functionais. Instead
of dimension n—q , we may aiso speak of codimension q , and this expres-
sion has the advantage that it can aiso be used in Hiibert space where n

is infinite.
In (25—1), the potential T is unknown but the numericai vaiues ii

of the q functionais LiT are given. A11 possibie functions T compat—

ibie with the observations ii must satisfy the system (25-1). In geometric
terms, considering T as a vector in Hilbert space, aii possibie soiutions
of (25-1) must lie in the hyperpiane D . Cf. Fig. 25.1, which corresponds
to the simplified situation that H if a Mane- AH possibie soiutions T
iie in D ; among them there is one, T , for which the norm (geometrically,
the "iength") is minimum:

NW 2 HM . (25-2)

d at 15 P-ec‘selane 0 s a"the hyperp . an be
seen. * -

ho ona‘ t°
ion. Th15 C

This SO]Ut‘on T 15 ?r:n :y ieast-Squares coilocatthe solution (11-5) 91V -

12—12),
. funct1ons (

as f0110ws' - 1-
ear combination of base- 1nThe solution T 15 a

LE
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i
a

FIGURE 25.1. Minimum norm as minimum distanceh

¢i<P) = LfK<P,Q) , (25-3)

so that

fl?) = .flbgim . (25-4)

These q base functions span a subspace E of dimension q , and f(P) .as a linear combination of base functions, beiongs to this subspace.Let us now show that E is orthogonai to the hyperpiane D defined by(25-1), or, which is the same, to the hyperpiane 0' through the originand paraiiei to D (Fig.25.1); D‘ is a subspace of H . The subspaceD‘ is thus defined by the formuias

(25-5)
LiT=0, i=1, 2, I‘l’q.

Let 50 be an arbitrary element of D“ , so that

I

' E
,

. yA H

D
D.
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(25~6)Lisouo .

Then 0‘ 1 E if and on1y1fif

(Sou¢i)=ol i=1» 29--9Qo (25-7)

sfince E is spanned by the elements (pi . Now

(semi) = (sow, LEK(P.0>>P

= Lf(s0(P ),K(P,Q)) P

=LQs
1 cm)-—i_ ,S10:0 §

here we have used (25-3), (24—2), and (25«6}. This proves (25-7), so that
the subspaces D“ and E are orthogonai; tegether they span the whole

space H .

Thus the estimate f wiii be orthogona] to D and so have shortest
iehgth “TH , provided it has the form (25—4) of an eiement of E . This
can also be shown directly. Write any estimate T satisfying (25-1) in the
form

T=T+TO: (25-8)

where f E E and TO 6 D' . Then

(T1?) = (fHO , ?+To)

= (?,f) + 2(f.TO) + (TosTo) *

Now ($30) = 0 because 0' i E . 50 that

m2 = m2 + my 2 HT” . (25-9)

- uares colloca—- f the least sq' ' um norm property (25 2) 0which proves the mmm
H9“ estimate.

h—
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An explicit solution. The coefficients bi are determined by substitu‘
ting (25-4) into (25-1). In geometrical terms. the least-squares estimate
f is the (unique) intersection paint of D and E (Fig.25.l).

Aigebraically we may proceed as foHIowsa Using the abbreviation (11-5)

8" I (25-10)

we may write {25-1) in the form (11-4)

(25-11)BT=1

where l 135 a q-vector and B is a linear operator comprising the func—
tionais Li according to (11—5); in the terminology of sec. 5. cf“ (5-28),
we may say that B is a mapping

B:H+Rq (25-12)

of a function T into a vector 1 consisting of q rea] numbers
1' = L,T .
1 l.

Using (25—10), we may write (ll-13),

_ Q ,
cpi —

LiK(P,Q) - ¢_i(P) , (25-13)

in the form

[¢i3 = [Cpi] = BK , (25-14)

so that (25—4) becomes

f: (310% (25-15)

The insertion into (25—11) gives

B(BK_)Tb = 1 ,

which determines the coefficients' b :

b = [3(BK)T]‘11 ,
(25—16)w
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so that (25-15) becomes finaHy

T: (BK)T[B(BK)T]“1 , (25-17)

This equatiun is precise]y 11-6 , '

can be Written ( ) in
V1ew 0f (25'14) and (11-14) Which

{c131 = B(BK)T . (25-18)

with the abbreviations

_ T
csl - (BK) _ Tell — B(BK) , (25-19)

this takes the usua1 Wiener—Ko‘imogorov form

- —1Y =
u ClellW . (25-20)

Of the wealth of geometrica] and functiona1 re1ationships of Weast-
squares coWlocation we mention sti11 one. Using (25-11), we may write
(25-17) as

T=PET, (25-21)

where

PE =
(BK)T[B(BK)T]_1B (25-22)

1's the projection operator onto the subspace E :

(25—23)PE: H+E.

It projects any element 5 E H orthogonafly 0”“ E by g = P25
(“9.252).

Relation to sec. 21. Suppose that the e1ements of the Hilbert space H

are not functions but infinite vectors

TS=si13253 1’ (25-24)

h—
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FIGURE 25.2. The projection operator PE .

Cf. (4~6). Then the kerneI K is a symmetric infinite matrix. This is
compietely analogous to the finite—dimensional case; cf. (24-28) and
(24-35).

The operator B is then a q x w matrix, and

(BK)T = KBT , (25-25)

so that (25-17) becomes

g = KBT(BKBT)'11 (25-26)

This is precisely the case discussed in sec. 21. The sphericai-narmonic
coefficients (21,2) form an infinite vecter {25-24}, and the least-squares
coiiocation formula (21-33) for errorless observations is (25-26).

In sec. 4 we have mentioned the isomorphism between function space L2

and sequence space 12 , defined by an expansion (4-35) into a series 0f

base functions. In the present case of a Hiibert space H with a kerne1

function matters are compieteiy analogous. We may expand a harmonic funC'

tion f{P) in space into a series of base functions (24-50):

A

s .

' E

‘ " 3:11.:IH
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P s f P.H) 121mm (25-27)

an the sphere r = R . this expansion reduces to (24-62), and the compari-
son with (24—50) shows that

/2n+1
[\I k Knm ’

v n

fi =

1 2n+1 E
V kn nm ’

(25-28)

arranged in the same Hnear order as the functions (24—50).
For f = T this becomes

T(P> = § si¢i(P> ,
i=1

(25-29)

so that the sequence (25—24) is the equiva1ent of T in a Hilbert space

12 of infinite vectors (25-24). Eq. (25—29) thus defines an isomorphism
between H and 12 :

H+121 T+s (25-30)

which can even be shown to be isometric:

2
“TH = “8!!2 = (5,5) = 5T5

In fact. (24-55) becomes with (25-28)

(25-31)

M12 - °°- ff? = fT
i=1 3‘ f ’

(25-32)

which is the 1 norm (4—7). Thus, the matrix K reduces to the infinite
unit matrix 1

In sec. 21 we have expanded, not with respect to the base functions
(24‘50). but with respect to the fully normalized harmonics

h.._
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B n+1“ (0.x) . [;Jn+lgnm(a,x) , (25‘33

m >

which differ from (24-50) by the factor /kn/(2n+1) - Therefore. the WM}

matrix K has not been the unit matrix but a diagomi matrix (21-23) with

elements kn/(Zml) . apart from a factor; cf. (21-24). The infinite vectm

s
has consisted of the coefficients of the base functions (25-33), and

hence the norm Us“ 1's given by

usu2 = sTK“s a

(25-34)

. —1 . -

which is cIeaMy the same as (24-55), smce K 15 a dnagonal matrix Wm:

e1ements (2n+l)/kn .

Stii] there is isometry:

mu =1|sH =
Mavis)“ : (25-35)

and hence in (21-37) we recognize our famiiiar‘ minimum norm condition

(25-2).
The minimum norm. Let us now explicitly eva1uarte the norm “T” of the

ieast-squares solution (25-17). Using (25-3), (25—4) and (24—2) we have

A .- A ,. q
[111,2 = (Tm = (HP), vglbiL§K(P,Q))P

= fbiLffim, whom
i=1

CE q Q q R= b Q...

igl = Z X b L'.- l I h1—1 123:}. J
jK(Q’R)

= b. 9 RlbjLiLjK(Q,R) .

r

!

I

By means of (11-14) this can be written as

(25-36)~2_T
HTH - b Cllb ,

which by (25—16) and (25-19) finaHy becomes

(25-37}--2 _ T -1“TH ~ 1 C111.
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this simple formu1a expresses the norm in terms of the data. It looks
similar to (2545), but note that 1 is a q-vector, whereas 5 is an
infénite vector.

covariances a3 inner Products of functionals. Let us now turn to the
other property of the 1east—squares estimate, namely minimum error vari—
ance. For this purpose we first consider the inner product of two 1inear
functionals, L1 and L2 , which are elements of the dual space H’
(sec.24). By (24-20) we have

‘ _ P Q(L1,L2) — L1L2K(P,Q) . (25-38)

0n the other hand, eqs. (11—11), (11—12), and (11-14) show that, if

(25-39)L1T=11, L2T=12 3

then

P
cox/(11,12) = M1112}: L1L§K(P,Q) . (25-40)

We thus see that

(L1,L2)‘ = cox/(11.12) = M1112}- (25-41)

This fundamenta] resuit may be expressed as f011ows. If we identify the
kernel function K(P,Q) with the covariance function, then the covariances
of the values of two linear functionals of T are the inner products of
the two functionals in the dual Space HI ‘

For =
L2 L1 we get

HLIH‘2 = var(11)= MUi} ’
(25-42)

the Variance of a functionafl is the square of the norm in H' .

In this way. statistics is related to Hilbert SPaCe 990“ny we get a

geometric“ anterpretation of variances and covariances.
The geometry of minimum error variance. Consider a sigm‘1

= Tsk 5k, (25-43)
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which is a linear functional Sk of T , and let m of these “9anform the vector s ; cf. (11-25) and (11-26). We estimate of 5 by
Mast.squares collocation is given by (21-23) or (11-27):

_ -1
g ‘ Cslcn1 ‘

(25-44}

we put

_ -1
h ‘ ClelL (25~45)

where

h =[hk11 (25-46}

'is a m x q matrix, and write (25—44) in the form

§=h1
(25—47)

0?‘

Sk = €§1hki1i ’ (25-48)

expressing estimates of the unknown quantities sk as iinear combinations
of the given quantities 1i .

In sec. 9 we have asked the question: how is the matrix h to be se-
iected in order to minimize the standard errors of a1] estimated signais
§k . The answer was that it must be the least-squares estimate (25-45).

What is the geometrical interpretation of these standard errors of esti-
mation? The individual errer of §k is, by (9-14),

ck = 5k - sk = (Sk — Sk)T . (25-49)

Hence the error variance (11-35) becomes, by (25-42).

2 ' 2 A 2 " :2
ok ==

var(ek) = Mick} = MHsk-sk) }= HSk—SKJ! .
(25-50}

‘_______M
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Thus the standard error of estimation

ck =
usk-skué (25-51)

is nothing else than the norm of the "error functional" gk-Sk in H' .

The minimization of this error norm,

(25-52)||SkakH' = minimum ,

leads again to the Mast—squares estimate (25-45). in exactly the same way

as in sec. 9, via expressions such as (9-19): in fact, the covariances

entering in these expressions may now be interpreted as inner products in

H' .

The geometrica] interpretation of this algebraic procedure is as foHows

(Krarup, 1978, pp.200—201). We assume k = 1 which is no restrtctxfion since

a1] §k are obtained independently. We write 31 = S and h11 = hi ; thus

(25—48) gives

.. q
s = z hiLi .

i=1
(25-53)

we have to determine the coefficients hi in such a way as to minimize the

error norm (25-52),

Us-sl|' = minimum . (25-54)

The problem is now formu1ated comp1ete1y in terms of the geometry of the

(dual space H' (Fig.25.3).
The given elements Li 6 H‘ form a Hoear subspace of H' of dimension

q ; we caH it H‘ . The condition (25—54) now corresponds to the ortho-

gone] projection of 5 onto the subspace HI: . In other terms, the func-

tion“ 5-5 135 orthogonal to a1] functiona1s Lj spanning HI" :

2 i=0(5 S,Lj) (25-55)

0|” ='
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If we have again m functionals 5k . than this equation must be S .at'lejedfor a1] of them;

(Sk,Lj)' = (Sk,Lj)'.

By (25-48),

(25~56)

§=§h.L.,k i=1 k1 1 (25-57)

this becomes

izlhkiflidj)‘ = (Sk,Lj)' (25-58)

In matrix notaticn and using the refiation between inner products and co-
variances, this is

hell = C51 ’ (25-59)

from which (25-45) fo‘llows.

S

FIGURE 25.3. Geometry of minimum error norm.

“’7.” , :7” LA
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The norm of T . An interesting consequence of the use of the covariance
function as the kerne1 function has been pointed out by Tschernfing (1977).
consider the norm of the anomalous potential ’F . Using the sphericaI-nar-
monic expansion (10-6) and the expression (24-55) of the norm, we have

HT“2 = m 2n+1 “ _2
nZZ—R—n- mzo[anm+5im] .

(25-60)

If we choose K(P.Q) as the covariance function, then kn is given by

(10-8) and this expression becomes

m2 = 3 (ml) .

n=2

This result means that the norm of T is not finite, so that the potential
T itseif does not belong to the Hilbert space H .

This fact, which least-squares collocation shares with the prediction
theory of stochastic processes, appears to be a mathematical subtlety rather
than a practical difficulty, It is true that when HTH is not finite, the
simple convergence proof given in (Moritz, 1976a,p.14) cannot be applied:
there it has been shown that, if HTH is finite, then the solution for
least-squares interpolation tends to the true function as the density of
data points increases indefinitely. Practically. however, the covariance
function can never be determined precisely, because this would require the
knowledge of T or Ag over the whole terrestrial sphere--in this ideal
case we should know the gravity field without needing collocationE—-, and

empirical covariance functions can always be modified without harm in such
a way that (25-60) becomes finite. For instance, if _

n
k = 2552 +152)
n run run

m=O

were exactly known, it would suffice to change kn to kn(1+e)n , a being

POSitive and as small as we like, to change the divergence of (25-60) into
ConVergence.

Concluding remarks. We have seen that both classical minimum principles
due to Gauss, least squares and minimum variance, can for least-squares col-
location be geometrically interpreted in Hilbert space. The first DrlnClple
becomes a minimum norm condition (25-2); in geometrical terms we seek the
distance of the "observation hyperplane” D from the origin (Fig.25.1).

L—
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This interpretation holds whether we identify the kernel function with the

covariance function or not.
The second Gaussian principle. minimum variance, leads to a "best" es-

timate in a statistical sense which, by identifying the kern9l function

with the covariance function, can be geometrically intePPFEted as a mini-

mum error norm approximation in H‘ according to (25-54). This geometrical

Property holds even when we work with an arbitrary kernel function ("ana-

lYtical collocation". cf. sec.12). In this case we do not, however, have a

statistical interpretation in terms of minimum variance.
By (24—55). the norm will be small if the spherical-harmonic coefficients

are small. that is, if the function is smooth. In this sense, minimum norm

means greatest smoothness, and we may say that least-squares collocation
gives the smoothest gravitational field that is compatible with the given

data. This is certainly a physically reasonable property because it avoids

spurious irregularities without empirical basis, in line with the maxim

(expressed by Sir Harold Jeffreys): "When in doubt, smooth".
An analogous geometric interpretation of stochastic processes in terms

of a Hilbert space with the covariance function as the kernel function has

been given by Parzen (1961). The geometric treatment of least-squares col-
location is due to Krarup (1969) and has been used by Tscherning (1975b)and

others. The corresponding geometric situation for least—squares adjustment

has been illustrated by means of a simple example in (Moritz, 1966). See

also (Meissl, 1976) and (Dermanis, 1977).
Equation (25-11) has the form of a system of condition equations for

least-squares adjustment in Hilbert space. This is particularly evident for
a Hilbert space of sequences, where (25—11) is given by (21-32). Physically
we have the difference that here our statistical variableS, the signals,
are quantities of the anomalous gravitational field, whereas in adjustment

the random variables are observational errors. Mathematically the structure
is the same, except that in adjustment the space is finite—dimensional,
whereas in prediction and collocation we have infinitely-dimensional Hilbert
space. The interpretation of prediction as an adjustment in Hilbert space

was pointed out by Krarup (1969, pp.39—41).
In the present section we have limited ourselves to the case of "pure

collocation”, without observational errors and without parameters. The

general case of least-squares collocation will be taken up in secs. 29 and30.A
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26. GEODE‘HC MEASUREMENTS AND THEIR REPRESENTATION

There are essentially two possible approaches to physical geodesy (as
also to other natural sciences): they might be called the model approach
and the operational approach. Essentially, the first approach starts from
a theory, the second from the observations. Obviously, the two approaches
are closely related to the deductive method and the inductive method in
the natural sciences.

In the model approach, one starts from a mathematical model or from a

theory and then tries to fit this model to reality, for instance by deter-
mining the parameters of this model from observations. The classical geo-
detic example are the centuries—old attempts to determine the parameters
of an earth ellipsoid by observation, from the old grade measurements to
modern satellite observations.

Perhaps the most elaborate form of this model approach is the boundary-
value problem of physical geodesy in the formulation of Molodensky, to be
discussed later in Part D. It has a mathematically interesting and deep
theory and is practically highly significant. Still, this approach also
has its weaknesses: the required continuous gravity coverage is practical-
ly not realizable; on the other hand, many other important data cannot be

incorporated into this theory. The model selects its data.
At present we have a great number of geodetic measurements of very

different types, from terrestrial angle and distance measurements to satel
lite data of various kinds. The question arises: how can we use and com-
bine all these data in the best possible way. This is the operational
approach.

Let us summarize. In the modei approach one asks: how can I best deter—
mine my modei by suitable observations? In the operationai approach one
asks: how can I make best use of all my observations?

As a matter of fact, the two approaches do not compete with each other;
each one incorporates important aspects, and the two approaches mutuaiiy
compiement each other.

The operationai approach to physicai geodesy has come up at a reiative~
‘Y recent date, when a huge number of measurements of new types was avail—
able and when it turned out that the ciassicai, especiaiiy the gravimetric,
approaCh failed to give a compiete answer in view of the lack of gravity
data.

In geometricai geodesy aiready 1east—squares adjustment is in ihe Sfiirit
of an Operationai approach. In physical geodesy we have ieast-squares coi-
iocation and Sim11ar methods ("integrated geodesy”, “operationai geodesy”).

h..—
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In the present section and the following ones we shall attempt a m

rigorous and general treatment of the operational approach than we djjlt‘

Part B. This treatment follows (Moritz, 1978d); we shall start fmm thpin

mathematical representation of geodetic measurements. ‘ ‘

Measurements as nonlinear functionala. Every geodetic measurement do-

pends:
l. on one or several points in space;

2. on the earth's gravitationa] fieId.
SymbolicalIy we may write:

1: F(X,V) . (26-1)

Here 1 denotes the measurement under consideration, V denotes the graw

itationa] potentia], and the vector X comprises the coordinates of the

points to which the measurement refers, and possibly other parameters. For

instance, if we have two points P and Q and if we use rectanguiar co—

ordinates xyz referred to some cartesian reference system then

T
X — [xP yP zP xQ yQ 29] s

(26-2)

T denoting the transpose (as usual, vectors will be column vectors unless
the contrary is stated).

The symbol F denotes any functional dependence on X and V . With
respect to X , it is an ordinary function; but it is not necessarily an

ordinary function of V but may involve first and higher derivatives of
V , integrals, etc. In the terminology of functional analysis, F is a

(nonlinear) functional of X and V ; cf. sec. 5.
Denote the number of components of X by p ; then X may be said to

belong to p-dimensional Euclidean space Rp . The function V may be COH-
sidered to belong to some set, or space, H of harmonic functions. Then,
in the terminology mentioned at the end of sec. 5, the functional F is a

maPPlng 0f the product space1 Rp x H into R , the real number line:

F' P.RXH->R 9 (26-3)

1 A product space is defined as follows. Let U and V be two spaces, and consider
two elements u E U and v E V . Then the ordered pair (u,v) is, by definition, an
element of the product space U x V . For instance, the lane R2 is the product Space
R x R where R denotes the real line, since (my) 6 R5 if x E R y E R . There-fore, a product space is also called a cartesian product. ,

#4., mm
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which. in Plain language. means Simply that F associateS, to each harmonic

function from the Set H and to each vector 6 RP , a real number which

represents the numerical value of the observation 1 .

More intuitively we may say that F is nothing else but a prescription

for computing a number l from a given vector X and a given function V:
if x and V are supposed to be known, then it must be possible to find,
in an unambiguous way, the value of l . In other terms, F denotes an

operation to be performed on X and v , the result of which is a real

number.
Gur functionals (26—1) will, in general, be nonlinear; in the next sec-

tion, we shall describe how they can be linearized. The physical meaning of

such functionals F will be clear from the examples given below.

Instead of the gravitational potential V , we may also use the gravity

potential w , defined in the usual way by

w = v +%w2(x2+y2)s (26-4)

o denoting the enguiar ve1ocity of the earth's rotation and the z—axis

coinciding with the earth's mean axis of rotation (sec.1).

Then, instead of (26-1), we have

1: F(X,W) .
(26-5)

As w is expressed in terms of V and X by (26—4), the reIations (26-1)

and (26-5) are eQUiva1ent; as a matter of fact, the Xetter F denotes dif-

ferent functiona1s in each of the two Cases-

Let US now “Mstrate these abstract considerations by means of concrete

. . ex—. - 1ty vector 3 1Sexamp1es. .
rvat$0n$~ Tne grav . d

. ’ etrzc obse . . and long1tu eAStronomtcal and gray?:y g and astronom1ca1
1at1t:<:e15<:~‘ rms of graV1 , -14 and ' -

pressecj m tef the re1at1‘on foMowmg from (1 )
A by means 0

g COSQCOSA
g cos¢sinA
gsirw

-3:
(26—6)

(cf. Heiskanen and Moritz, 1967. p.57). 0n the other hand. g is the gra-

dmmt 01“" the gravity potenn‘a] w :
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N
X

W
Y

N z

3:9”sz (26-7)

Nx denoting the partial derivatfive

_aw“X‘s: (2&8;

and similarfiy for w and NZ . Comparing (26-6) and (26-7) and solving
3!for o, A. and 9 we obtain

-W
‘P = tan-1——z a

vw§+w§

A z w— 9

X

(26-9)

(26-10)

g = x/w:+w:+w: (26—11)

Yhese equations have the form (26-5): they express the observab1es o, A,
g in terms of the potentia1 w , not as ordinary functions of W , but as

noanear functionafis involving the operation of differentiation. Let X

denote the coordinate vector of the observation station:

’x
.Y

Z]
X: (26~12)

Then, as wx . WY . W2 are functions of x, y, z , the expressions
(26'9) to (26'11) do, 1" “Ct: 3150 depend on X , in agreement with (2&5)-

Angle and distance measurements. The observables: azimuth a , zenith
distance r, , and distance 5 between two points P and Q , can be ex-
pressed in terms of the coordinate differences

AX = XQ ‘ XP ,
A), = yQ " )1? a

A2 5 lg ' ZP ,
(26—13)

4—4
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as
“News (Heiskanen and Moritz, 1957, p419).

tan~& - AxsinA + AzcosA
a ’ - Ax51n®cosA ‘ Aysxnos1nA + Azcos¢ ’ (25-14)

—1Axcos¢cosA + Axcos¢sinA + Azsfin¢
a = C05 r 772 ~ 7 r r 7 )

\/Ax + Ay + A22

(25-15)

s = Vgxz + Ayz + A22 . (26-16)

Again, these equations have the form {26-5); the vector X ‘65 now

T
X = [XP yP 2? XQ yQ ZQ] ’

(25-17)

camprising the coordinates of both points P and Q , and the dependence

on the potential N is implicit through o and A as expressed by

(26-9) and (26—10); hence a and t are, in fact, nonlinear functionals

of w . Note that these observabies depend on the target point Q only

because its coordinates enter into Ax, Ay, Az ; on the observation sta-

Hon P they depend in the same way, but there is an additionai dependence

on P because o and A , and hence Nx , wy , wz , refer to this point.
A measured horizontai angie w may be considered as the difference bet-

ween two azimuths:

m=u2—CL1:
(26-18)

measured at an observation station P to two targets Q1 and 02 . Both

aeimuths a1 and a2 may be expressed by (26-14); the resulting expres-

“0” for m cieariy invoives the coordinates of P , Q1 , and 02 , so

that,1n the present case, the vector X consists of 9 components, which

afe the coordinates of these three points; we again get a nonlinear func—

t1Gnai of form (26—5).

“5:: goes without saying that the functionai expression. for the soatiai

is M“?
(26-16) is eise a speciai case of (25-5), in which there swmpiy

fiXEd
astuai dependence on N : measured straight distances between two

gagints do not depend on the gravity fieid.

station ite observations. Consider a distance S measured from a ground

nen_tECh E to a
sateiiite Q by iaser or radar. (Cf. FIQ- 25-1: for a

“1331 and compact review of various techniques see (CordOVa: 1977% )

L.
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e

S

dS/dt
h

dS/dt

direction observation
distance measurement
doppZezfl observation
satellite aitimetry
satellite-to—satellite tracking {doppler)

FIGURE 26.1. Satellite techniques.

Such a distance can again be represented by (26-15) but, if we operate in
the orbita] mode, the coordinates of Q can be further expressed by the
51X Ortha] Elements pl’ pz’ "°= P6 of some reference orbit and the
Coeff1c‘ents dnm and Knm 9f the expan51on of the earth's gravitationa1
potential V in terms of spherical harmonics. Thus 5 will have the form
of some functfion

S = S(xp.yP»ZPS p1!92:v--:P6;JnmgKnm) . {26—19)

0 satellite
3 s

‘ ‘ sateilite

S ,

I
tracking (unit vector) :

station ,

P ' ‘

p I’ .,l ’ l .—- , \ gee/d W::Wc
_ (and / \\ \\\\ocean\
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“is is a
functionafl of form (26-1). The vector X is given now by

T u

x = [xP y? IP 91 p2 ‘.. 961 . (26—20)

it comprises Station coordinates and orbitai parameters. The sphericai-
harmonic coefficients Jam and Knm may be expressed in terms of V by

wen-known integral formuias (of type 9f eq. (3-21)), which expiains the

functionai dependence on V .

The change of distance S with respect to time t , that is, the range-

rate dS/dt , can be measured by doppier observations. By integrating
dS/dt with reSDect to t from t1 to t2 , one obtains distance dif-
ferences S2 - 51 . By photographing the sateiiite against the background

of stars one finds the right ascension and the deciination of the spatial
direction PQ , or in other terms, the unit vector e of this direction
(Fig. 26.1). A11 these observabies have the same mathematicai structure as

(26-19): they are again functionais of type (26—1), the vector X being

given by (26-20).
Satellite altimetry can be considered to measure the height h of a

sateilite above the geoid: the ocean surface refiects a radar signal emit—

ted by the sateiiite, and under ideaiized conditions, this surface coin-
cides with the geoid. We ciaim that h can again be expressed as a func-
tional of type (26—1), with

TX=[p1p2...p6] -
(26-21)

This is true if it is possible, given X and the potentiai function

“Mb/,2) . to compute h . In fact, assume the gravitationai potential

V(X:y,2) to be known as a function of position at aH points outside and

on the earth's surface. Then the gravity potentiai function w is also

know“ by (26—4), and consequently the geoid is an equipotentiai surface

= = t.W(x,y,z) W0 COEflS
(26—22)

NOWI the sateliite orbit can be computed from the parameters pk of the

reference orbit and the gravitationai potential V , and the position Q

of the sateiiite along the orbit is uniqueiy determined by 95V1n9 the C0?“

reSponding instant t (which we assume to be known}- Thus both the 9901d

and the sateiiite position Q are determined, and so is h , as the length
of the perpendicuiar from Q to the geoid. Therefore, by the definition
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of the functional (26-1) give" ab°V9* the 5‘te1lite altimeter measurEment

h is. in fact. such a functional.

The data of satellite-to-eatellite tracking are time changes of the

distance 5 between two satellites (Fig. 26.1). Such a range rate dsfdt

is again measured by means of the doppler principle« At present one geneHEK

ly uses one high and one low satellite, but the use of two low satelliteS

which are close to each other is also possible. Considerations analogous

to the preceding ones make it obvious that ds/dt has again the form

(26-1). the vector X comprising now the 6 + 6 elements of the two ref-

erence orbits.
Satellite gradiometry is designed to measure elements (or linear combo

nations of elements) of the second-order gradient tensor

which is
tia] V

say sz

V V Vxx xy xz
V V V
XY YY Yz

V V Vxz yz zz

a symmetric matrix formed
with respect to the coordi
, depends on position:

sz = vxz(x,y,z) .

by the
nates

(26-23)

second derivatives of the paten-
xyz . Any second—order gradient,

(25-24)

It has, therefore, the form (26-1), with

W.X- [:1 ,
(26-25)

the prescription for computing the functional F in the present case con-

sists in differentiating V with respect to x and z and taking sz
at the point with coordinates (26-25),

Very-Zong-baseline interferometry measures the delay 1‘ , with whiCh '3

radio signai emitted from an extragalactic radio source is received at two

different places P and Q (Groten,1979, p.50). By muitiplying r with
the fight “mm.” C we get the Projection (which is a scaiar product)

.g

D=PQ-e (26—26)MM
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4.

of the vector PQ connecting the two points onto the directmn {Supposed

known) to the radio source represented by the unit vector e (F19. 26.2).

from
Ugh!
source

é

FIGURE 26.2. Very-Zong-baseline interferometry.

gimme“)! to a distance measurement (25‘15)' D does net depemé on Fhe

gravity fie‘ud, and we have a specia1 case of (26—1) With X bang 91”"
by (26‘17) and with no eXpHCit dependence on V .

I

CE \\
.

. , D

P 7 ‘.
. '

'
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These examples should make it obvious that all geodetic
measwementswithout exception, can be represented as functional?» (264) or (ZG‘SL ’This simple and genera} fact will be basic for the considerations tofollow.

It is clear that we have taken into account only the geometric“ andgravitational structure of the problem. We have abstracted from “3anand systematic errors, nongravitationa] effects, etc. Random errOrs Wmbe considered later in this book , and systematic foE-‘Cts are assumed t._have been removed by appropriate corrections. If necessary, Systematicparameters can be inciuded in the vector X in (26-1) or (26-5),

27. LINEARIZATiON

Every observation 1 gives an
thus obtain a system of functional

11: F1(x,w) !

12 = F2(x,w) ,

1g = Fq(x,w) ,

equation of
equatians

type (26- 1) 0r (26-5) .Ne

(27-1)

which are to be sered for the unknown parameters X and the potentia]function w .

Since the funCtiona15 F1’ F2’ “" Fq are non-1inear, the system(27-1) is very difficu}t to handxe directfiy. The usua] procedure with dif-ficuét noniinear prcblems is to lfinearize them by Tay10r.s theorem.Lat “5 1‘ntr‘Oduce an approximate value XO for the vector X and anapproxjmation U to the graVity Potential w . The function U is caIEedthe normal patentiaz; it is genera11y taken to be the externa1 gravity po-tentia] of an equipotentia] e11ipsoid (sec.2)_
We put

X=XO+6X,
(27-2)

H=U+I,
(27-3)

Where the differences 6X = X - X0 and T = W - U are considered to besmaH; Y is calfled the anomalous potential as usua].
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Thus (26-5) becomes

1: F(XO+<SX, U +T) (27-4)

and a Iaylor expansion gives

1 = F(xo,u) + aTax + LT (27-5)

pIus higher order terms, which we negfiect. Here a 1'5 the column vector
of ordinary partiafi derivatives

__3LF_
ak ‘ sxk (XO’U) (27-6)

of F with respect to the component Xk of the parameter vector X ,
taken for the approximate vaiues X0 and U ; aT is the corresponding
row vector, so that aTdX is a scaiar product. Yhe term LT is 1ess ele-
mentary: it expresses a iinear operator L acting on the function T ;

its meaning wiii be clear from the examples to foiiow.
By means of the substitution

a1 = F(x,w) - F(XO,U) , (27-7)

the nonlinear system (27—1) thus becomes the linear system

_ T611—315X+L1T a

_ T
512 — a25X + LZT ,

a} =aT6X+LT.q q q

(27—8)

The Hnearization nrocess wiH be 1Hustrated by means of some basic
5990'“ cases. ‘ '

Astronomical and gravimetric observations. The equations to be Mnear-
ized are (26-9), (26-10), and (26-11). Here we are considerably he1ped by
the fact that these expressions are just ordinary functions of wx, NY,
Nz E X is simply the coordinate vector (26-12).

h...
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Therefore. we first Mnearize the gradient vector
notation, we write x = x1. y = x2, 2 = x3 and

w1

w2

w3

P“ 3
X

d = agra w wy

wzj

Thus

(25-7) . US1ng index

(27-9)

awwi'fi."
1

(i=1,2,3). (27-10)

The derivatives are taken at the origina] point with coordinates

X = [xk] (k=1,2,3). (27-11)

The approximation point is

_ 0 .
XO - [xkj , (27-12)

in obvious notation,

x -x0+sk k Xk' (27-13)

Then (27-10) becomes

2SW 89! a ww. = .— = .— + 6x. ’
1 BXi [exijo [axiaxj]o J

using the summation convention (summation over the repeated index
The notation ()0 indicates that the respective quantity is to be
at the approximation point (27-12); wi 15, of course, considered
originai point X .

We now introduce w = U + T and obtain

(27-14)

J‘)~
taken
at the

aw 3U aT‘ ( agu (32‘! j— : —— + —— + 5 5x4 + —_ (5X .3x1 [axiJO [axiJO [axiaxj O J [axiaxj 0 3

(27-15)4
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The last term is already of
Quantities) and will be neg]

L31] - ui.
[3x1 0

.17.] =Ti ,
axio
[ 321} __] = M .i,axiBXj O J

second
ected.

order ( I
We further

and

put
6x5 are first-order

(27-15)

{27‘17)

(27-18)

Thus (27-15) becomes finaHy

“1 = D1 + Ti + MijSXj .
(27-19)

compieting the Hnearization of the gravity vector (27-9).

The straightforward way to iinearize equations (26-9) to (26-11) is to

substitute (27-19) into these equations and to expand the functions in the

usuai way by Tayior‘s theorem, considering the fact that the second and

third term on the right—hand side of (27—19) are smaH. This is simpie but

iaborious; more efficient is an indirect procedure.

We combine (26—6) and (26—7) into the equation system

(27-20)
N1: -g cos<1>cosA .

wz =
-gcos<1>s1‘nA .

N3 = —g
sind> ;

here all quantities refer to the origina] point X .

in an analogous way we write

U1 =
-ycos¢cosk .

U2 =
-Ycos¢sinx .

' (27-21)

U3 = -YS‘i'fl¢ .

Here an quantities refer to the approximation point: Y 1‘5 norm“ graVitYs

and d? and A are norm] 1atitude and 1ong1'tude. Cf. (Heiskanen and Mo-

Mtz’ 1967: 9-315). where these normaI geogmphica] coerdinates have been

denote” by ¢* and x*.
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We put

QIQ+5®|
A3X+5A9
9=Y+69t

(27~22) '

Substitute into (27—20) and expand by Taylor. The resuIt is readily mum
to be

yé¢ 1 ’
ycos¢6AJ
59

IN
I“:
:“s

+0
[U1

= :U2
-U3

(27-23)

where the matrix

Q =

s1n¢cosx sink -cos¢cosx‘
sin¢sinx ~cosA -cos¢sinAl
-cos¢ 0 -sin¢

(27-24)

is obtained by differentiation of (27-21).
On the other hand we have (27—19), which may be written in the form

“1
W2

w3 w
U1:
U2

U3

+ gradT + M6X . (27-25)

The matrix Q is easfly seen to be orthogonai (Wm/'3); therefore its in-
verse is simply the transpose:

0‘1 = QT.
(27-26)

Therefore, the comparison of (2743) and (27-25) gives

y6d>

Ycos¢6A

59

= QTM6X + QTgrad T , (27-27)

which compfietes the linearization of astronomical! 1at1‘tude <9 and 30W"
tude A and of measured gravity 9 .

.4
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It is “idem that (27'27) is. “WEN. a linear function of the compo-
nents 5x. 5y. 51 0f the VECtOV” 6X . As regards QTgradT , it gives for
each difference 50. 5A. 69 a Mnear expression of the form

N = LT .
31’ +

0133?
BT +

9123‘;“333? (27-28)

The Operation EXPYQSSEd by the functionaT L consists in forming the par-
Hai derivatives and taking a Tinear combination of them. Since differen-
tiation is a linear operation, L is indeed a Tinear functionai.

Direction and distance measurements. The straightforward approach is to
differentiate equations (26—14), (26—15) and (26-16), as outTined in (Heis-
kanen and Moritz, 1967, pp.220-221). The resuTt wiTl be differentiai for-
muTas of form of eq. (5-83), ibid. The actual work is, however, quite cum-

bersome though not difficuTt.
Again, an indirect approach might be preferabie. We put

SSinCCOSa‘
ssincsina =

scosc f

=Y. (27-29)

Then the vector Y so defined is re1ated to the difference vector

AX=
xQ-XP

ZQ-ZP

(27—30)

by the linear- transformation

(27-31)
Y=RAX9

Where R is the orthogonal matrix

R:

This is clear
in a 1oca] sys
My Vector and
is formed by t

-sinecosA —sinesinA case l

-sinA cosA 0 t .

(27—32)

cosecosA cosesinA sin¢_

Hecause u,v,w can be interpreted as rectangular coordinates

Lem in which the w—axis has the upward direction of the grav-

the axes u and v
point north and east; the matrix R

‘e components in the xyz system, of the unit vectors
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9.. e... n corresponding to the uvw coordinate axes (Heiskanen am: M

rm, 1967. mas-219). °‘
The differentiation of (27-29) gives, 1n analogy to (27-23)

©st
5‘5:

s'sinz‘éa
55

(37-33)

where S is the orthogonaI matrix

S =

cosc'c05u‘ -sinu'
cosc'sina' c05a'
-sinc' 0

sinc'COSa'
sinc‘sina'
cosg' J

(27-34)

Here we have designed by a', g', s' the "norma?" equivaients of the ob-
servabIes a, c. s . so that

a=a‘+5a,;=c'+6z,
s=s‘+6s_

(27-35)

The quantities a',;', s‘ can be computed from (26-14), (26-15), and
(26-16) by using approximate ceordinates X0 and replacing LA by m" -

By differentiation of (27-31), on the other hand, we find

Y = R5AX + 5RAX . (27—36)

The combi’wtio" 0f (27'33) and (27'35) gives, in View of the orthogonality
of the matrix S ,

5‘5;
s'sinc’da

65

= STRMX + sTsRAX- . (27-37)

The second term on the right—hand side is easi1y found in an indirect
way. the matrix R . by (27-32), depends on ¢ and A ; therefore 5R
wiIE be a fiinear function of 6e and 6A . The term STGRAX represents.
therefore, the effect of so and 5A on 5: and 5“ (there is, 6V1-
dently, no effect on 55 because 5 is independent of the gravity f1e1d);
this is nothing eise but the we11—known effect of the deflection of the
vertical on azimuth a and zenith distance ;
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The effect on the zenith distance ; 1s

3" ‘ .c gc05a - n51na' (27-38)

dad on the azimuth a 9

at} = asina“cotc‘ + n(tan¢ -cos<x'cotc') .
(27-39)

cf_ (18—11) and (18-13); we have replaced a and g by a‘ and c‘ in.

agreement with our present notation. we have used the symbo‘ls a; and ac:

to indicate the partia1 finfluence, on c and a. , of the changes 5e and

5A , which are re1ated to the deflection components 5 and n by

E =
54> . n = 6Acos¢ .

(27-40)

The comparison of (27-24) and (27-32) Shows that’ for ¢ = ¢ and

A=XS

R=-QT§ (27-41)

the geometrical interpretation of this fact is ieft to the reader.

In View of the relations (27-38) to (27—41), eq‘. (27-37) takes the fine]

form

+ K[ M) 1icos¢6A
L J

(27-42)GXQ‘5XP
= -STQT 6y "5y

‘ Q P

[5zQ-62P

3‘5:
s‘sinc'éa

{SS

Where

; (27-43)

tions (27-8) Ca”
and Krarup. 1975)

present Hnear-
om a more generaI

’SECOSa' -s’sina'
K = [S‘sina'cosg' s'(tan¢sinc' - COSa'CDSL')]

0 0

. th .

ETZZZZ‘ES 0
and s are given by (27-24) and (27-34)

beObtainEEampFE§ wi11 iElustrate how the Iinearifed equa

and(5rafa '
5‘m11ar linearizations can be found 1n (Eeg

‘
The

reagend’,1977. 1978),

glation to er w‘11 have noticed the close refiation of the

Dmnt of
.Sec‘ 18: we are leaking at the same subject fr
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28. VARIATIONAL PRINCIPLES

Let us take up the linearized system (27-8). To simplify the notation
we replace

611 by 11 , 6X by X,

obtaining

T
11 — alx + LlT ,

_ T
12 — a2X + L2T ,

1=aTX+LT.q q q

(28-1)

where X is a p-vector (a p x1 matrix). We finaHy put

A: i

T
al1

aT
2

T
a q

1 = 3

1
1

12

1 q

(28-2)

and

L1
L2

Lq

B =
(28—3)

Here 1 is a q—VeCtor (a q x1 matrix): A is a q X p matrix, and Bis a linear operator. formed of the q Hnear functionals L . we assume
9 < q . k

with these notations, the system (28—1) becomes

InAX+BT, (28—4)
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These equations hold exactly {within the Hmits of linearization) if
were are no measuring errors. Because of these errors, the quantity‘_ AX - M will not be exactly zero; let us put

1-AX-BT=n, (28—5)

so that n is the effect of measuring errors on the observation vector 1

Writing this equation in the form

1=AX+BT+n, (28-6)

we see that we have recovered the basic observation equation (16-1) for
least-squares collocation. We have, however, derived it from a quite gener—
al point of view, and we shall also continue to treat the problem more
generally.

Improperly posed problems. A problem is called properly posed if the
solution satisfies the following three requirements:

(1) existence,
(2) uniqueness,
(3) stability.

This means that a solution must exist for arbitrary (within a certain range)
data, that there must be only one solution, and that this solution must de-
pend continuously on the data. If one or more of these requirements are
violated, then we have an improperly posed, or ill-posed, problem.

For a long time it was thought that only properly posed problems are
physically meaningful. In fact, deterministic processes, as considered in
classica] mechanics, depend uniquely and continuously on the initial data—-
this is the essence of causality——and thus correspond to properly posed

DFOblems.
Only relatively recently it was recognized that there are important prob-

1ems that are not properly posed. There is now an extensive literature on

imDroperly posed problems; we mention only two easily accessible books:

(Lavrentiev, 1967) and, especially, (Tikhonov and Arsenin, 1977), and the

reView article (Nashed, 1974). Geodetic applications are considered in

(Schwarz,1978b); for instance, the downward continuation of gravity is an

111‘9058d problem. The relation between least—squares collocation and im-

pr°Perly posed problems was pointed out by Neyman (1975, 1977).

our Present task, the determination of the earth's gravitational field
from measurements, is a typical improperly posed problem. The potential is
so irregular that it cannot be completely described by any finite set of
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parameters; on the other hand. we have only a finite number of meamem

Hence, there is no unique solution, and Condition 2 is violated. ents

we shaH try to approach the present geodetic problem from the pom of

vfiew of the theory of improperw posed problems. Let us put

(23-7)

Since X e Rp and TEH , where H 1's some space of harmonic functions,

the symbol 2 denotes an eIement of the product space RP x H ; cf. the

footnote on p.221. We further put

(28-8)G=[A B),
:so that (28-4) becomes

(28-9;62:3.

Since 1 E Rq , the 11'near operator G denotes a mapp'fing

G: RPXH+Rq. (28-10)

llne solution, if it exists, maybe written formally ln the form

2:8'1 (28-11)

but it wii] certainiy not be unique. Therefore, G- is not an inverse
operator in the usuai sense; it has the character of a generalized inverse
operator, anaiogous to generaiized matrix inverses; cf. sec. 21.

A standard method for solving impropeMy posed women‘s is Tikhonov
regularization. it consists in minimizing the nonlinear functionai

Ma[z.11=l|51’1ilz + am) . (28-12)

where a is a numerical parameter and 9(2) is a so-ca]ued stabilising
functional (Tikhonov and Arsenifl. 1977, pp,51,57), which may be taken 35
the square of some norm,

m2) - Hlez ' (28*13)
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“bid” p_72). In this way. 5 “Mime solution can usuaHy be obtained

Using (28-13) and very s‘hghtly generaHzing (28-12) by the intro-
duction of a

second numerical parameter a . we get the condiuon

m
M2 + m uez-1u2 : minimum . (28-14)

By 9

ez-1=AX+BT-1=-n (23-15)

is the (negative) error of -satwsf i _

wrfitten y “9
(28 4). so that (28-14) may a150 be

on 11:112 + a HmHz = minimum .
(28—16)

This condition means minimizing a weighted square average of the "function

norm“ “2” and the “error norm“ Hnn . The desired result wiii be a soiu-

tion of (28-6) subject to the condition (28-16).

Choice of the norms. The choice of the error norm Mn“ is straight-

forward, since n E Rq . Any reguiar quadratic norm in q-dimensionai Eucii-

dean space Rq can be written

M2 = nTQn
{28-17)

with a positive definite regutar symmetric q x q “weight matrix“ Q .

Denoting its inverse by D , we may also write

HnH2 = nTD'ln -
(28—18)

If the elements of the vector n are random quantities in a statistical

Sense. then D may be regarded as the covariance matrix of the noise n ;

otherwise (28-17) is just a metric in a pureiy geometrical sense.

A quadratic norm HXH for the parameter vector X is similariy

M52 = prx
(28-19)

D

With a regu‘ar positive definite symmetric weight matrix P~
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Finalfiy. the norm for T will be SEESCtEd “5 a "0"" in a M“hem

with a kernel function K(P.Q) o W1C“ ‘5 the equivalent of q“3”!”thspace

such as (28-17) and (28-19) in an 1nfllnitelwd’i"ifi‘mi‘mw'1 “Maw” Spacnoms

(sec.24); hence e

MW = (m) .
(28-20)

If we éssume X and T independent 0f each Other’ then the mm M

um
is simply

(28-21)2 2 2Ile =||XH +IITII s

and the Tikhonov condfition (28—16) becomes

(28-22)
mmxll2 + “THE; + a Hniiz = minimum

OY‘

a(T,T) + aXTPX + BnTQn = minimum . (28—23)

The matrix P imposes a restriction on the variabiiity of the vector
X . In a statistical interpretation, P-1 is an a priori variance matrix

for X . If the variance of a random quantity is small, then this quantity

can vary only within narrow limits. The iarger the variance, the iarger

variations are possible; and if the variance goes to infinity, the varia'

tion of our quantity becomes compieteiy free.
If the parameter vector is allowed to vary freeiy without restrictiGB’

then, in statisticai terminology, each component of x shouid have in-

finite variance or zero weight, which means P = o , In this way
parameters

are usuaiiy treated in ieaSt-squares adjustment, and we have also treated

'them so in Part 8, sections 16 et seq. Then lixlj = o and (28—23) reduces

to

0(T.T) + BnTD'ln = mfinimum.A
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In the
foliowing section we shaH use the minmum conditiOn (28—24}. the

genera} conditiorf (28-23) W‘Hl be briefly considered in sec. 30. v v

Maximum and mmfimum problems WVOWMQ unknown functions are caiied vari«
won“ promems. Therefore. (28*23) and (28-24) may be considered geodetéc
variational principlea.

29. SOLUTIGN OF A VARIATKONAL PROBLEM

1n the preceding section we have seen that the determination of the
parameter p-vector X and of the potential E from the q-vector‘ 1 of
observations ( p < q ) can be reduced to the solution of the linear system

AX+BT+n=1 (29-1)

subject to the variational principie (28-24),

a(T,T) + BnTD'ln = minimum . (29-2)

Pure collocation. As a preparation, Iet us assume erroriess observations.

Yhen n = 0 and (29-2) reduces to

(RT) = minimum (29-3)

(we “We Put a = 1 without 1055 of generality). Ne furthermore assume

X: 0 (no systematic effects). Then (29-1) becomes

BT=1 (29-4)

where 1 is given, The desired T is that function T , satisfying

(29‘4).wh1‘ch minimizes (29-3). _ ‘

We so1ve the prob1em by means of a Lagrange mu1tiplier. Insteacf c.)f mm-
mfzing (29’3) under the side condition (29-4). we form the unconmhonal

mmimum 0f the function

® =%(T,T) - (rm-1) »

(29-5)

. .

Ae the q“lector k serves as a Lagrange multxpher.
he ' ' ' ' ' f the differential

0f 4,
.Cessary Corndition for a

m1n1mum1s the vamshang
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d® = (T.dT) - kTBdT = o . (29-6)

Note that we have formed this differential as if l were a vector. Let

us point out. however, that dT is not an ordinary differential of T ,
but what is called, in the calculus of variations, a first variation, that

is. a change in the function T . In fact, (29—6) is the Euler equation
corresponding to the variational problem (29-3). It may be found as f°]1°W&
In (29-5) we replace T by T + E? , where e is a small parameter:

®s=%(T+£r,T+er} -kT{BT+eBr-1) =

= é—(TJ) - kT(BT ~1)+%e{T,T)+—%€{T,T) -
1- EkTBT + 5:2(Tm) .

By symmetry, (r,T) = (Br) . We then subtract (29-5) and divide by a

0n Ietting e + 0 , we thus get

Hm 331’ = (7,1) - kTB-r = o,
Ig+o E

{29-7)

which is (29-6). with d? = m_
we funCtfio" dT in (29'6) ‘35 ComWEteU arbitrary; it need not even be

SmaH since a numerical factor does not matter; of course a” must belcng

to the Hilbert space under consideration,
By the reproducing property (24-2) there is

dT(Q) = (GIMP). K(P.Q)) (29—8)

or briefly.

(29v?)dT = (dT.K) = (KAT) .

Hence:

(29-10)BdT - (awn .

and (29-6) becomes

(F,d7) - (kTBK.dT) -eA
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or

(r - kTBK. dT) . o a

(29-1x)
5”“ d1 is arbitrary. there must be

T - kTBK a o

or

T = kTBK .
(29-12)

This is an important resu1t What -- does 11; 7 ,
~35 nothing e159 than mean' I” “9" 0f (28-3) this

HQ} = 3:59.:me ;
i=1 (29-13)

L: means the operator Li apph’ed to the variable P . Now, (29-13) is
ident‘icai to (25-3) and (25-4), with F and Q interchanged and bi = 3:1 .
Thus, the best approximation for HQ) is. in fact, a linear combination
of the base functions (25-3)!

The rest is straightforward. Considering T a scalar, we may transpose
(29-12):

T = (BK)Tk , (29-14)

and substitute into (29-4):

(29-15)B(BK)Tk = 1 .

The q X Q matrix

(29-15)
C = B(BK)T

has. by (25-18) and (11-14), the elements

(29-17)‘PQ ICij — L1L3K(P.o)
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Now (2945) may be soiveé for k :

(29-13)
k =

C—1] 9

so that (29-14) becomes

(29-19)
1 = (3K)Tc‘11 .

which is identical to (25-17).
We thus have obtained (25-17) as a consequence of the minimum norm pmh-

cipie (29-3). This is neither the shortest nor the most complete proof

since the condition (29-6) is oniy necessary but not sufficient; the ad-

vantage of the present derivation is the treatment as a
straightforward

solution of a variationai principie by standard techniques (Euier equation}

Furthermore, it wiii essentiaiiy simplify the treatment of the genera] caifi

The case a = 8 = 1 . As a second step, iet us consider the general

equation (29-1). but put, in the Tikhonov condition (29—2), a =8 =1 : 50

that

(LT; + nTD'ln = minimum ,
(29-20)

to be sofived under the side condition (29-1). We thus have to form the Un'

conditionfl minimum of the function

4, = £413) + é—nTD—ln - kT(AX + 81' + n - l) (29-21)

The differentia] is

dc, : (nan + nTD‘ldn - kT(AdX + BdT + dn) ,

where dx and dn are ordinary vector differentiaES. 0n

get, using (29’10)’

do = U ' kTBK: 4T) + (nTD'1 — kT)dn ~ kTAdX =

Since 611,“, and dX are arbitrary. d¢=o can on1y

T-kTBKIO.

(29—22)

rearranging we

0 ‘

hold if

(29—24}

1/"
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“TD—l _ kTao ‘ (29-25)

kTA=0. (29-25)

The first equation gives

T = RTBK . (29-27)

identical to (29-12) or (2943). Again, the solution is a linear combination

of base functions (25-3)!
The transposition of (29-27) gives

3
s

i

I

E

T = (BMTK , (29-28)

so that

BT = B{8K)Tk = Ck , (29-29)

using the abbreviation (29—16). Eq. (29—25) gives

(29-30)nT = kTD or n = Dk

EQ~ (29-1) may be written

(29-31)1-AX=BT+n,
i

and substituting (29—29) and (29-30) we get

50 that

1-AX=(C+D)k. (29-32)

(29-33)k = (c + D)_1(1- AX)-

He substitute this into (29—26), transposed as

AT
k 0

obtaining

> »a\V'W‘
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AT(C + o)“1 — ATzc + 0>“AX * 0 '

so that

--1
x - [We + D)'1A] AT(C + DY” : (29-34;

which determines the parameter vector X . The substitution of (29-33) in”
(29-28) then gives the potentiai:

T = (BK)T(C + Dr‘u - AX) . (29-35)

The general case. Take finaHy the genera] Tikhonov condition (29-2)

u(T.T) + enTD'ln = minimum

for so1v1'ng the equation (29—1)

AX+BT+n=1.
The condition (29-36) is, for a. a! i) , equivalent to

T -1{Tan + n (%D) n = minimum ,

so that we only have to rep1ace, in (29-34) and (29-35)This gives , D by

(29-35)

(29-37)

(29-33)

(xD/B .

x = [AT(BC + ao)‘1Al“AT(Bc + marl] , (29-39)

T = (88K)T(SC + aD)'1(l - AX) ,
(29-40)

which is the solution of (29-37) under the general Tikhonov condition(29-36).
Obviously, to various ratios a : B there corresponds a different' ’ n the s uare of th “ ' u:e1gnt1ng betweeT _1 q e functlon norm , (T.T) , and of theerror norm . n D n . Pure collocat1on. with the condition (29—3) and

n . o , fits the solution exactly to the data. This is unsuited for realdata in the presence of measuring errors. because then the solution is dis‘torted by faithfully reproducing all measuring errors. we risk to get spu’rious oscillations.
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Therefore, some baiance between a and s in (29-36) must be found.

But how? We might use some triai-and-error procedure. but this does not

seem very satisfactory. A theoreticaiiy motivated, in a certain sense op-

timal, solution to this probiem is found by statistical considerations.
as we shaii see in the following section,

we also mention that the result for the "erroriess" condition (29-3)
cannot be obtained by simpiy putting a = 1 , 6 = O , as might be expect‘
ed at first sight. The essentiai feature with (29-3) is that n = 0 and

a = o . Ne , therefore, have to put D = 0 in (29-39) and (2§-40)' A5 a

consequence, B canceis then, and we obtain

x = (ATE-1A)_1ATC‘11 , (29-41)

T.—_(BKT—l)C(1-AX). (29-42)

For A = 0 (no systematic parameters), the last equation reduces to

(29—19) as it should.
A final word on the solution of these variational principles by an

Euler equation. Any Euler equation gives only a necessary, not a suffi-
cient, condition for a minimum. It is not too difficult to Show that our

solutions do indeed give a minimum. The proof goes along well-known line&
by an extension of the reasoning on pp. 119—121 and pp.207-209.

30. LEAST-SQUARES COLLOCATION AND RELATED MODELS

The so1ution of the variationfl probiem def‘ifled
for a : 8 = 1 ;

AX+BT+n=1,

(T,T) + nTD'ln = minimum

has bee“ found to be given by (29-34) and (29‘35)-

C = =+ D Ctt + Cnn t
we may write (29-35) as

by

0n

(29-1)

substfi

and

tuti

(29-2)

(30-1)

(30-2)

n9

(30-3)

(30-4)T =(BK)TE‘1(1- AX)
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The substitution (30—3) is motivated as foliows. In agreement with “4.5)
we put

BT‘t.
(30~S)

In sec. 25 we have had 1 = BT = t since there was n = 0 and X = 0‘
Hence (25-19) and (29-16) give

= cB(BK)T = cct

which. together with (14-36) and (16-29)
Any signal 5k is a Hnear functional

5k = SkT ;

for the m-vector s = [5k] we may write

s=ST,
where

exp]
of

ains
T 1‘

(30—3).
n agreement wi th

(30-5)

(25-43):

(30-7)

(30—8)

S1

S2

S
I m

s =
(30-9)

is a linear operator 3: H + R” ’ since 1:. is an Hement of a HilbertSpace H of harmonic functions and s E Rm .

The apph‘cation of S to (30-4) gives

s = 5(8K)TE"(1- AX) .

T . .How 5(8K) 15 s1mp'fly the matrix with elements (14-30)-

T .1: ,sum u

(30-10)

(30-11)

so that, together with (29-34), we get

AW
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x . (ATE-XAVIA'PC—I} .

s - catf“(1 - AX) .

(30-12)

(30-13)

Noting that X and s are estimates i and § . we see that these

We equations are identicai to the basic least-squares coHocation equa-

tions (16-36) and (16-37). In sec. 16 we have derived these equations from

the finite minimum principle

- T— ..sTC 1s + n D 1n = m1n1mum , (30-14)

5 being the finite vector (16—11), whereas in sec. 29, T has been treat-

ed as an element in Hilbert space, the condition (30-2) being a variational

principle for the unknown function T .

It is in order now to compare the two approaches. The approach of sec.

16 was elementary in the sense that only finite matrix operations were used

It was rigorous since no approximations were involved, but it was not fully

satisfying as. for instance, the di5cussions on pp.117-119 Show. In fact,

what essentially we look for is the full anomalous gravity field, that is,
for the function T , and T is an element of an infinitely-dimensional

function space, of a Hilbert space.

Thus, even in finite matrix formulas such as (30—6) and (30-7) (letting

the vector 5 comprise only those finitely many signals we are computing),

Hilbert Space Turks invisibly in the background; to use another metaphor,

these formulas represent the finite—dimensional surface of infinitely-

dimensional Hilbert space.
The treatment of sec, 16 was, in a sense, an acrobatic effort to (al-

most COmpletely) avoid Hilbert space, working only with finite matrices.

It necessarily stayed at the surface of the problem, and a deeper under—

standing requires the genuine use of Hilbert space.

in particuiar, the present Hilbert space theory permits an interpreta-

tl'0" of least—squares collocation as a
least-squares adjustment in an in—

finitely-dimensional space. In fact, Put

(30-15)
v=

n

. he roduct
Since T e H and n E Rq , we see that V 15 a: :le:::: :fus1be:t space
Space H x Rq (see the footnote on 9-222)' “h1c

with norm
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“VHQ " “TH; + Ilnll;2 - (LT) + nTD~1n .
(30-16)

By means of the operator M : H x R“ »> Rq . defined by

M=[B I] (30-17)

where I is the q x q unit matrix. we may write (30—1) in the form

AX+MV=}, (30-18)

to be soWed under the least—squares condition

Hlez = minimum . (30-19)

If v were a simpie vector, then (30~18) together with (30-19) would be
ordinary least—squares adjustment by condition equations with parameters;
now we have an infiniteiy-dimensiona] analogue. Cf. also (Krarup, 1969,pp.39-41), (Rummel, 1976), (Ecker, 1977). and the remarks at the end ofsec. 25.

The present Hilbert space treatment also avoids the objections against
an interpretation as a finite-dimensiOnal adjustment problem mentioned on
pp.117-118. In fact, the infinite vector v given by (30-15) enters fully
both in the cendition equations (30-18) and the least-squares condition(30-19).

It might be asked whether the infinite dimensionality of Hilbert spaceis essential to the problem. Operations in Hilbert space show formal simi-larities with operations in finite-dimensional space but are qualitativelydifferent, just as dlfferentlal equations are qualitatively different fromdifference equations although there are formal similarities,It is true that the gravity field at satellite elevations can be ade'quately described by a spherical-harmonic expansion truncated at a suf-ficiently high degree; the coefficients of such a development do form afinite-dimensional vector. Thusa if we exclusively work at satellite altl‘
tudes, we might, in fact, replace Hilbert space by a finite-dimensional
space, without essentially impairing the accuracy.

This situation changes essentially if we consider the gravity field at
the earth's surface by including terrestrial observations such as graVlty
anomalies or deflections of the vertical. The detailed gravity field at
the earth's surface cannot be adeQUately described by a Spherical-harm"iC
expansion, neither from a theoretical point of view--because the conver'
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“nce cannot be guaranteed--nor from a practical point of viewa-because.

if at 311
pOSSihle. such an expansion would require an excessively high

number of terms' "hie" is beyond the capacity of any present digital com-

outer-
Hence. the generai replacement of Hilbert space by a finite-dimensional

Space is neither theweticaily adequate nor practicaily feasible.
Nor is it necessary Since. as we have seen. the final collocation equa—

tions are finite-dimensional matrix formulas; the Hilbert space character

expresses itSelf oniy in the fact that covariances are propagated, not by

matrix operations, but by linear operatioris (such as differentiation) of

covariance functions.
Geometrical Interpretation. The geometrical interpretation of the pre‘

sent model is quite similar as that of "pure" collocation without noise as

given in sec. 25.
So far, H has been a Hilbert space of harmonic functions. It is slight-

ly more convenient and completely equivalent to consider H as a Hilbert

space of infinite sequences 5 given by (25—24). This is more convenient

because in this way we can work with (infinite) matrices instead of opera—

tors, and it is equivalent because of the isomorphism (25-29).

Thus (30-1) becomes

Ax+Bs+n=1- (30-20)

The matrix A and the vectors 1. X, and n are the same as before: 1

is a given q—vector comprising the q
observations, X is a p-vector

(p < Q) consisting of p unknown parameters, n is an unknown q—vector

comprising random measuring errors, and A is a given q x 9 matrix. In-

stead Of T we now have the Hilbert vector 5 consisting, e.g., of the

infinite set of sphericai—harmonic coefficients of the potentiai T , and

the given operator B is how a q x w
matrix.

This case of least—squares coiiocation with parameters can easily be

redUCEd to the corresponding case without parameters, by eiiminating the

9
parameters from the system of q 1inear equations (30—20). Then we are

:eft with a system of q _ p
iinear equations, which may be written in the

0mm

Ms+Nn=y.
(30-21)

Putting
(30-22)

Q'D=Y'n
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which is a positive integer. we see that y is a given r-vector, M ~13

r x - matrix. and N is a r x q
matrix. a

Let v be the infinite vector comprising both noise and signal.

v:§nn..n555'“}fr'12’q123 (30-23)

It may be considered as a vector in the product space Rq x H , the norm

being given by

M2 = ms”2 + M2 . (30-24)

was is the same as {30—16) in View of (25-35); note that S 1'5 flow

the infinite vector (25~24) and not the finite vector (16-11) entering in

(30-14). Hence (30-19) is the same as

(30-25)livll2 = minimum

a1so in the present definition of v by (30-23).
Now (30—21) may be abbreviated as

(30-25)Rv=y.
This system of r = q - p equations has exactIy the same structure as the

system (21-31).

85:]:
of which the solution is given by (21—33) or (25—26), with 5 repgaced by

v , and the condition

i ‘2 . .
ilsn = m1n1mum

replaced by (30-25).
Thus we can direCtIy take over to the Present case the geometrical in-

terpretations discussed in sec. 25: minimum norm cf Fig 25 1 and mini.
mum €rf°r norm, Cf. Fig. 25'3’ Which correSpond to the ciassiéal Gaussian
cond1t1ons, least-squares and minimum variance

The geomEtrica] meaning Of the 1eaSt‘Squares c0110cation problem defined

by (30-1) and (30-2) (or, equiva19nt] 3/» by (30-26 and ~ thus be

fermuiated fin two ways: )
(30 25)) may
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1. yggi¢un nor-i. In the product space a“ x H , find the shortest dis-
u.“ m- the 0'19in ‘0 the "yeerolane ( D in Fig. 25.1) of codi-
'ensggn r s q ‘ P s

dEfined by the observation equations (30-1) or, equi-
"zertiy, by (30-25).

2, Mini-rue errer new. In the dual soace to Rq x H , orthogonally pro-
32;: the functionals to be deter-ined. onto the r-disensional subspace

ssafineg by the given functionals farming the vector y (corresponding to

the subspace H; in Fig.25.3).
Statistical interpretaticn. As we have repeatedly pointed cut, especially

in sec. 12, least-squares collocation has an analytical and a statistical
asoect, both of which are fundamental. The analytical structure forms the
fir; skeleton of the method and must, therefore, be correct. Hence we have

new derived the least-squares collocation formulas in a purely analytical
may, starting from the observations and using a variational principle. In
a nay, it was an exercise in Hilbert space geometry.

The kernel function K(P,Q) and the matrix D defining the metric in
the various spaces used have been arbitrary in principle. However, statis-
tics serves as a guide for the proper choice of the function K and the
eatrix D by interpreting them as covariances. Therefore, we shall use the
following sections for a detailed study of the statistical aspects.

Let us here only note that if K(P,Q) is interpreted as the covariance
function for the potential T and D as the cavariance matrix for the
noise n , than the parameters a and a in (29—2) must both be equal to
GFE; cf. secs. 16 and 17.
é-grisri weigkcs for parcfleters. Let us now return to the variational

:rincipie (23-23), without loss of generality we put again a = a = 1 be—

cause, even if a e 1 g g , we may absorb these constants in the kernel
function and in the weight matrices P and Q . Then (28—23) becomes with
Q = 9’1 ,

(T97) + nTD-1n + XTPX = minimum . (30-27)

“315 Variational principIe can now be treated in exactly the same manner
as the condition {29-20} in sec. 29. He form

1 4— T
o = ~2-(T,T) + %nTD 1n + %x PX - kT(AX+BT+n-1)

W 9” for the differential

M = (T - kTBK, dT) + (#1)" —kT)dn + (pr » 16“wa .

(30—28)

(30-29)

¥h_
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The condition do u 0 keads to three equatfions, two of which are identical
to (29-24) and (29—25). whereas the third becomes

XTP - kTA a o . (30-30)

rep1acing (29-26). The reasoning from (29-27) UNti‘ (29‘33) remains Un'
changed. We now write (29-33) as

k=—1E (l-AX) (30-31)

and (30-30) as

x = P‘lATk ! (30-32)

whence

x = P_1AT7C'1(1 - AX) .

This is solved for X to obtai‘n

x = (ATT‘A + P)‘1ATE‘11 . {30-33)

The matrix P may be interpreted statistically as an a-priori weight
matrix for the parameter vector X . This is sometimes used in least-
squares adjustment, too; cf.(Wolf, 1968, p.525). Such a technique has also
been applied, e.g., in (Lerch et al., 1977).

It is immediately seen that {29-35) remains unchanged. Thus, the only
effect of replacing the variational principle(30_2) by (30-27) is t0 re-
place the parameter estimation equation (30-12) by (30-33); the signal
estimation equation (30-13) remains the same“

A related and even more general treatment may be found in (Dermanis.
1978). Another method related to collocation is Bjerhammar‘s (1975) "re-
flexive prediction". The paper (Wolf, 1977) contains a cyear account of
relations between adjustment, "discrete collocation" (with a

finite-dimen'
sional space instead of Hilbert space), and ref1exjve prediction, For a

comparison batween Bierhammar's method and least—squares collocation Cf-
(Sj'o'berg, 1978).

Why collocation? For the operational approach to physical geodesys
which We have pursued from sec. 26. starting from the available geodetic
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maaunfimtfitil i" i“' 9r*""l “flint. is thgre an alternative to collocation?

geinO ‘°°" ‘h‘L “‘|m'“‘”'”m”"t5‘r‘ nonlinear functionais of the poten-

till V ‘“d 0' C'rtn‘n param‘1”r‘i "hiCh liter linearization become linear
“fictgnnal! 0! l and X i this land! necessarily to the linear system of

wnct‘onai equation! (39“). RS we have pointed out on p. 85, collocation

gna
mathematical Benin it t“! approximation of a function by fitting an

anuyticai ehpre‘sion ‘0 q given linear functionais; for a very simple

eumpie see (Moritz and Shhkel, 19:3, p.32).
Such coiiGCfltiOn WGthOdS are used in applied mathematics for the approx-

imate solution of differential equations. etc. There the functionais are

usuaiiy supposed to be given in a mathematically exact way, and the analyt-

icfi expression is required to fit these data exactly.
Such a "pure" or "mathematical" collocation is, in general, not ade-

quately anplicable to our present geodetic problem. in view of the in-
emtabie random measuring errors (noise). An exception is. for instance.

least-squares interpolation of gravity anomalies (interpolation is a special

use of collocation. in which the functionais are simply the values of the

mnction at discrete points); here. the measuring errors of gravity are con-

fidered to be negligibly small. Generally. measuring errors. or "noise",

must be suitably taken into account: we have a problem of “collocation with

noise". (This is true for the linearized problem, but may be said to hold

even for the original nonlinear problem because measurements, by their very

Mture, are nonlinear functionals of V and X , and the notion of colloca-

Uon may be extended. in a natural Way, also to the fitting of nonlinear

functionals.)
Thus the operational approach to physical geodesy, starting from the

measurements, inevitably leads to a collocation problem (with noise). what

an be chosen in different ways, is the analytical expression for approxi-

mating the potential. Let us. therefore, consider some alternative possi-

bilities.
Alternative base functions. Besides kernel functions, many other func-

Uons can be used as base functions for expressions such as (25-4),

T(?) é EbizbiU’) »

i=1

(30-34)

approximating the anomalous potential T . We only mention polynomiais in

pelynoma‘ interpoiation. trigonometric functions in trigonometric inter—

Poiation and approximatiofi and, in geodetic applications. multiquadric

:lfnmo“ (Hardy. 1976). Particuiariy use?“ a” will” fawn?” and Other

mite elements, fer an e1ementary discussion and comparison N1th
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functions cf. (Moritz. 1978b). An interesting geodetic nonliCation of
spline functions is to a fast computation of covariance functions (Eunlen
1978b).

These functions can be very well suited for parthU‘Gr dfiplicationg,
but they cannot be used to solve the general operational PVODIGM of on,;h
cal geodesy because they are not harmonic outside the earth. which is re-
quired for apprOximating the potential T .

Spherical harmonic functions can be used to represent the potential,
and they are, in fact. fundamental for this purpose. From a practical poim
of view. they are particularly suited for representing the global field at
satellite altitudes. The sample functions of Giacaglia and Lundouist (igla
are finite linear combinations of spherical harmonics in a form convenient
for certain purposes. For local representations of the detailed gravity
field. however, spherical harmonics are not applicable. This excludes then
use as base functions in the present general context.

Kernel functions can equally well be used for local and global purpose“
this explains their application in our general operational approach.

Choice of norm. Let us finally return to the Tikhonov principle (28-22}
Why did we use quadratic norms, arriving at (28-23)? The reason is simplioity: only then will we get a linear variational (Euler) equation, leading
to a linear combination of base functions.

This motivates the use of a quadratic norm, which is the inner product
of T with itself:

IITII2 = (LT) ,

that is, the use of Hilbert space. But why a Hilbert space with kernel
functions, not some other Hilbert space?

The reason is that only then the Euler equation will, in fact, iead to
a linear combination (12-11) of base functions. Let us illustrate this by
means of a counterexample. If we restrict ourselves to the interpolation
of functions f defined on a sphere a , then a very obvious choice of
norm would be the L2 norm

W = (m) = mzdo . (30—35)

do being the surface element of the sphere. The Hi1bert space so defined
does not have a kernefi function fin the proper sense; however, it may be
considered as a Hilbert space with a “generalized” kernel function, which
is a Dirac delta function defined as a two-dimensional anaflogue of (4-22?

‘W 2

“‘N

\

_—._fl
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5(PIQ) : 6(Qop) n

259

59.0) = 0 if P110 , (30—36)

Iof6(P.Q)dGP =1 for fixed Q

Then

(HP). K(P,Q)) = (HP): 5(Pa0)) = HHWMRQNGP =

= flomrsmowop = NO) .

in agreement with the definition (24-2).
For our interpmation on the sphere we thus have, by (25-3),

4:34?) = 5(P,Pj) .
(30-37)

These "functions" are zero outside the interpoiation points. The interpo-

“tion function, the 1inear combination (25-4), has, therefore, the pro-

perty that it is zero everywhere outside the points at which the functional

“Mes are given; there is no smooth interpolation.

This simpie exampie wiH illustrate that only quadratic norms with ker-

nel functions can be used.
I"

59C. 24 we have seen that a kernei function norm is a natura] ex-

tensions to Hiibert space, of the usuai quadratic norm

in a 1m -
- of vectors X

with a Positive definite regum'" matmx K '
. - ds to

d‘menSi -
inev1tably 19a

ona] ' norm _

Thug th Szac: pproach with a quadrat1: tions Cannot be obtamed
e ' nov a unc

choC&;ion wilt :erne§ functions, other base

in thfis way.

A itfii‘
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31. STOCHASTIC PROCESSES ON THE CIRCLE

In the following sections we shall discuss statistical aspects of col-

location. In particular. we shall consider some stochastic processes 0n

the sphere which light be suited as statistical models for the earth’s

gravitational field; the treatment closely follows (Moritz. 1978c). As a

preparation. let us first look at stochastic processes on the clrcle,which

are considerably simpler and already show essential theoretical features,
A continuous and continuously differentiable function f(t) on the on”

circle 0 s t < 2' can be expanded into a uniformly convergent Fourier

series (Smirnou, 1966, p.417):

Ht) = Eukcos kt + bksinkt) ,
k=0

(31-1)

where a:)( and bk are coefficients; since sin kt = 0 for k = 0 , ho

is arbitrary and “N be put aqua] to zero.
This representation defines Mt) also for arbitrary real t

(—a < t < on) as a periodic function;

f(t:2ka)=f(t), k=1,2,3,... (31-2)

In view of the Half-known orthogonality relations of the trigonometric
functions:

2![ cos kt cos
0
2!I sin ktsin
o
21
I cos kt sin
c
2x 2
1' cos ktdt
o

ltdt = 0

ltdt = 0

Etdt = 0

21
= f sin2

0
kt

if k#]

if Rf]
always ,

dt=n if k >0 2

(31-3)

the coefficients ef the series (31-1) are given by

l 2"
a0 = E: (I) f(t)dt,
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2w. l I fax ‘ (t)cos Md! 11' k>
o 0 . (31‘4)

1?“b x — f tk no ()sinktdt W 3:20.

The funcuon’ defined in the xii-Plane outside and on the unit circle,

f(x.y) = kZor-kmkcos kt + bksinkt) (31-5)

with

r='X2+Y2: t=arctan§ (31-6)

being polar coordinates, reduces on the unit circfle r = 1 to (31-1) andis readfly seen to be harmonic for r > 1 , satisfying Lap1ace‘s equation

2 21.;+E_:=0_
3X 3y (31-7)

He thus have a very simple one—to'one relation between the function (31-1)defined on the unit circle and the harmonic function (31-5) defined ont-Side; it will therefore be sufficient in the sequel to limit our study to(31-1).

A Stochastic process, or random function, on the circle is a functionf(t.m) which depends, in addition to t , on a parameter m which repre-Sents a "random choice", For any fixed value w = o1 we get a functionf(t’m1) 0f t only, which under the above-mentioned assumptions has theform (31—1); different mi give different functions of t of form (31-1),Which are considered as different “reaiizations” 0f the random processNtm) ,

f(tFor instance, m may denote the numbers 1, 2, 3. 4, 5,‘6 , so that
mingfl denotes 6 functions of form (31-1). By throwing a die we can deter—

ufis we
(e-Q-. ml = 5 ) and the function f(t,w1) assoCiated With it;

;
‘11 explain the term, random function.

, e“ZN generally, m is a point in some probability space, or sample
, Sets ;f R u I" this space we define a measure, such that measurable sub-
« the prOb 9- are associated with events, the measure of a subset denoting
3

abllity of the corresponding event. The measure of n itself is
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Let us iliustrate thts well-known fact. which can be fOUNd in any textbook on probability (the author's favorite 15 (Fel1erv 1957. 1966)) by
means of the example just given, the throw of a die. Probabiiity space 9is the set of the six integers (1. 2a 3v 4' 5' 6} * Any Of these integeMsay 4 , forms a subset of a , denoted by (4} s This SUbset

C0rre5ponds'to the event of throwing the face “4”. To 8&6“ 0f the SUDSEtS (1}, {2},.... (6} we associate the same measure 1/6 . The event of throwing a.?“0? a "4“ corresponds to the sum of the sets {2} 60d {4} and has prona‘biiity equal to the sum of the individuai pr056b111t195?

111E"??'
The eVent of thrOWing a "In Or a 1:2“ or a N3" or a “4 or a 5 or a 6"
has the probability

111111_E+E+E+E+E+E_1’
that is, certainty, as it must be from an intuitive point of view: it iscertain that one of the faces from "1" to "6" will show up. This illustramsthe intuitive reason for demanding that the total measure of 9 is 1‘In this simple example we have 6 possible choices, or “sample pointshIn a more relevant case we need infinitely many possible choices, corre-sponding to a more general probability space a .Let us return to our case of a random function on the circle

f=f(t,w), 0§t<21¥3
mes), (31-8)

n
denoting a genera] probab11ity Space, which will be Specia1128d lateron. To gEt these Simp18 bat basjc concePts firm1y fixed in our mind, let usstate again the meaning of the two arguments t and w , using S119ht1ydifferent terms.
The variable t is the space variable, defining position in actualphysical space; This becomes immediate1y evident on taking into ateowntthat'the circle is a simplified analogue to the terrestr‘éa] snhere, 50 that

a
p01nt on the circle, defined by t , correspomds to a point on the eartn’Ssurface.
on the Other hand’ “3 ’ 5° to Speak. describes chance: fit defines a ramdam Chojce' In Statémm "’“hmcss the probabmty space a is tailedJ
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HMS; space; "9 5M” SOWEUmES find this terminology convenient and caii
{Ma pm“ variable. Anyway. :0 serves as a kind of "random iabel” to
:istinguish one maximum (0" sample function) f(t,ml) of Our stochas'
tic proCess from another realization f(t.m2) . both sample functions be-
ing functions of t oniy. Since ml or wz are constants. ’

Genera”)! speaking» a quantity éepending on w is called a random 0am,-
gl‘le. This expiains the name, random function, for a function f(t,w) of
t that depends. in addition, on "chance" w .

Let us expand such a random function on the circle into a Fourier se~

ries (31-1) with respect to t . We have

f(t.w) = z [ak(w}cos kt + bk(w)sin kt] ;
k=0

(31-9)

clearly, the coefficients ak and bk wiH now be random variables de«
Pending on m . By (31-4) they are given by

1 2n
ao(w) = a g) f(t,m)dt ,

12w
akw) = g (I) f(t,w)cos ktdt , k>0,

(31-10)

and similafly for bk(w) .

32. THE COVAREANCE FUNCTION

C0"Eider the values of a random function f at two different positions,
t and t + 5 (Fig, 32.1) and form their product:

f(t)f(t+s) ; (32-1)

t - n .he
depefidence on u, man always be understood even 1f not explumtly

N . u atrtten' A SUitably defined aver‘age 0f the pmdmt (32-1) ‘5 “Othmg else
a ' _‘ f: a

covariance funct—ion corresponding to the random functaon Ht) ~

t‘ ’ ' - ‘ t andw. w) ' W dapends on the dastance s and. POSSWU. 6150 0"

x \M
thm.h
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FIGURE 32.1. Positions on the circle.

For random functions, the natural definition of the average is n terms
of the statistical expectation E z

C(s,t) = E{f(t)f(t+s)}

= If(t!w)f(t+5,w) d9 -,

Q
(32-2)

E is defined as an integra] over probabflity space {2 . This definition
presupposes that the random functien itseIf has zero expectation:

E{f} = If(t.w)d9 = 0.
Q

(32-3)

By (31-10) this implies

{32—4}E‘Iak} = 0 = EHDk} for all k .

We substitute the Fourier expansion (31-9) into (32-2) and 99:

.4

{:0

’ t'XNS

(as
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C(S ,t) I

2

1%}: [akcos kt + bksin kt]
k=0

o {[a cos] t+ ‘
1:0 1 ( s) +

blsufl

Egzlhkalcos kt cos] (t+s)

+ akblcos ktsfin1(t+s) +

(t+s)1}

+ bkblsin kt s

bkalsm kt cos

in1(t+s)

Hum}

+

. {32-5)

The formal multipiication of the two Fourier series is justified since, by

our assumption, they are uniformiy convergent. For the same reason, we can

perform the integration E term by term.
He shaH now make the fundamentai assumption that the Fourier coeffi-

cients are aii statistically uncorrelated, that is, that a1] covariances
between different coefficients vanish:

E{akal} = 0 if k #1 ,

E{bkbl} = 0 “if k 7‘ ‘1 , (32-6)

Hakbl} = 0 always .

areh k ,for eacb sand k* of athe variance: kthatHefurther assume
equal:

Hai} = E{b:} = ck .

Then (32“5) becomes

{32-7)

C(S.t) = k: [E{a:}cos kt cos Ht”) +
=0

+ E{b:}sin ktsin k (t+S)] -

:zn .he“ 0 f (32-7) and of the identity

Cask
UH

tcosk(t+s) + sinktsink(t+s)
S f-

1n311y reduCe ts o

3 C05 k5

(32-8)
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(3(5) . {ckcos ks 4»

k-O
(32~9)

which shows that the covariance function then depends 0n the distance 3

only. This function um be caHed the (true) covariance function.

The empirical covariance funcfllom in praCtiCE: One frequenfiy has on”
one reaiization of a stochastfic process

f(t) = Hg,“ , w = const. (32-10)

The question is whether it is possibie to estimate the covariance function
using this one sampie function oniy.

In this case we cannot form the statisticai expectation E , the phase

average (if probabiiity space a is denoted as phase space); instead, we

form an average over t , the space average M (for stochastic processes
on the reai iine, -» < t < w . t may be interpreted as time, so that M

will be a nntime average"). the Space average M of (32—1) is defined as

rgs) = M{f(t)f(t+s)} = 2—1“ j’flf(t)f(t+s)dt ,
O

(32-11)

fit) being, as aways. understood as a periodic function (31-2). The func-
tion 1‘(s) is ca‘l1ed the empirical covariance function.

In anaficgy to (32-3) we have the condition

21!

man} = f f(t)dt = o .
O

(32—12)

which means by (31-4) that

aQ—O. (32-13)

Ihis is not an essential restriction since we can aflways repfiace f(t) by
f(t) - ao , for which the zero-order coefficient is, in fact, zero. Thus
we may assume (32-13) to hold.

Yhen the sum in {31-1) begins with k = 1 , and substituting this Series
into (32—11) we get
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2n n
1 I Ea [a cos kt; + b .2'; k“ k ksinkt]

. E [a1c051(t+s)+ blsin1(t+s)]dt1:1

°° m 21!“1 E X I
= [a a cos kt cosi t+s +2" k=11=3o k 1 ( )

+ bkblsin ktsin1(t+s) +

+ akblcos kt sin1{t+s) +

+ bkalsm kt cos1(t+s)]dt ,

Function 267

the formal operations (series multipiication and termwise integration) are
again justified by uniform convergence.

The orthogonaiity re1ations (31-3) give at once:

1 mNS) = E k£1[ak£cos kt cos k (t+s)dt +

221f
+ b fsin kt sin k(t+s)dt +

k0
211

+ a b, {cos kt sin k(t+s)dt +
k KO

217

+ akbk <])s1n kt cos k (t+s)dt] ,

(32-14)

“ 1 vanish afterSince aH products of trigonometric functions for k 5%

1"nt\‘3§ra\tion.
We further have

again by

2n
Ices kt cos k (t+s)dt
o

21!

= f{c052 kt cos ks -
o

(31-3), and simiIar1y

2n
Isin ktsin k (t+s)dt
O

cos kt sin

= n cos ks

kt sin ks )dt = fl COS ks
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Finally,

[ices ktsin k ins) + sin kt cos k (t+s)ldt -
o .‘I
- [sinuzhswt - 0.

o

Hence (32-14) reduces to

(32-15}

This is the Fourier expansion of the empirical covariance function. InView Of (32-10). the functw’on f(t) and its Fourier coeff1c1ents ak andbk depend on m;

ak = ak(m) a bk = bk(w) . (32-16)

Hence, also r(s) depends on w . so that (32-15) can be written more ex«p1icit1y:

WSW) = {Yk(w)ccs ks ,
k=1 (32-17)

where

1 2 w ‘w Wm + w 4 (32-18)

Lat “5 "0" mmpare the empirical covariance function (32-15) or (32—17)with the true covariance function (32-9). Forming the ex ect t‘ E f(32-18) we have 9 a 10h 0

1 2 1E{b2} ,= — E{a } + kEiYk} = E{Yk(w)} 2 k _2_

so that by (32-7)

HYK) = c)( .
(32—19)
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The
expectation of (32.1,) H

E{r(s.us)} - kx‘E{vk(w)§cas ks . kirk“); ks .

269

so that

E{I‘(S)) ' a (32-20)

the expectation of the ampa'rimxl. covariance function to the true covariance
function. In statistical terms. the empirical covariance function is an un-
biased estimate of the true covariance function.
it would be particularly desirable if the empirical covariance function

is identical to the true covariance function. or if the two functions are
equal at least for almost all u) (that is. for all u: with the possible
exception of a set of measure zero). In this case. the covariance function
can be exactly estimated from one realization of the stochastic process

f(t,w) . that is. from one sample function e - const. This is the case

of ergodicity.
This name has been taken from statistical mechanics, where it means that

a time average is the same as the corresponding phase average. In Our case.

the space average M of f(t)f(t+s) should be equal to the phase average

E of this product.
Obviously, ergodicity is a very special case. and the question arises

whether it is possible at all. This question will be answered positively

in the next section.

33. ERGODIC PROCESSES ON THE CXRCLE

The case in which the empiricai covariance function F(S,w)

f” Hmost ail w , with the true one. “5(5) s has bee“ “Med
1" the WeCeding section, By comparing the coefficients of the

Fourier expansions (32-9) and (32'15) We 99“ the necessary and

condition for ergodic”), 1n this sense:

2
ak(w) + b:(w) - 2ck

f0!“ a1m05t a}] w B

coincides.
ergodicity
respective
sufficient
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The meaning of this condition should be carefuily hept in MM- The

coefficients ck . defined by (32‘7)' are given éznra::0mh::::::n£:‘
ihe coefficients ak and bk on the lefthand 5‘ e a ' ‘ 9 “RC‘

tions of w and hence random variables. Thus the conditiOn (33‘1) is

certainly very restrictive.
it should be recalled that we have derived (33'1) “fider the assumfitioh

of uniform convergence of the Fourier series for fit-w) ' This “SSUMG‘

tion is not essential; for a proof under more general conditions (inte-
grability) see (Zygmund, 1968, pp.36-37).

Laurirsan's theorem. In particular, it is impossible to satisfy the

ergodicity condition by a stochastic process defined by (31-9) with ak(;}
and bk(w) being uncorrelated and normally distributed (Gaussian) sto»

chastic variables of zero expectation. This has been proved by tauritzen
(1973, p.65) by explicitly calculating the variance of the empirical co-
variance function r(t,w) and showing that it is non-zero. (For ergodic
processes this variance is evidently zero.)

For us, Lauritzen‘s theOrem is an obvious, almost elementary conse-
quence of (33-1). For Gaussian random variabies, uncorrelatedneae is equi-
valent to statistical independence. Hence (32—6) implies that ali ak and

bk are statistically independent random variables. If the functions
ak(o) and bk(m) can vary independently of each other, then (33-1) can
be violated at will. Eq. (33-1) would only be satisfied if

ak(w) = const. , bk(w) = const. (33-2)

for aEmOSt all ” ' "hiCh is incompatible with zero expectation (32-4).
These contradictions prove the theorem,

Lauritzen S theorem may be C°”Cfi591y. though somewhat ioosely. formu-
Kated thus: a Gaussian random process on the circle cannot be ergodic.
Leeking for an erQOdic process' we must, therefore, consider nonveaussian
processes‘ {he ak and bk “331 be uncorrelated, but not necessarily
StatiStically independent‘ It is known that statistica1 independence iM‘
plfies uncorre‘atEd"955$ the converse is true only for normal processes-

E’Wdic “039853” fir“ example. Let the coefficients ak and bx 'for nifferent k . be statistically independeflt; for the same k ' AR
and bk "‘11 on]y be uncorre‘atEG- in agreement with the third e6uati0"
0f (32‘6)' To satiSfy the erQGGiC‘iy conditfion (33-1). we take
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ax a
»/2<:k cos wk .

bk - ¢2cxsinwk , (E's-1)

«here wk is a random variable uniformiy distributed in the interim}
0 )wk < 2“ , this means that the probability density .(ml) 0! wk hastheform of Fig. 33.1. Geometricaliy. ak and ok are represented inF1#33,; we have a random vector with components [ak,bk] of fixed12ngth wéck but with randOmly variabie azimuth wk . The end point 0!“us vector thus describes a circle. Any point of the circle corrcsoondito; random choice of wk . The probability that the end point of the vec-tor fails onto the arc AB is proportional to the arc length. nameiy”-u)/2n , corresponding to the shaded area in Fig. 33.1;-this is themeaning of uniform distribution. Obviously, the probability that the endpoint 1ies somewhere on the circie is ZW/Zfi = 1 , nameiy certainty, as itshould be.

“’k

i
.

V3 1 r0‘ 3
ER
2!:

FIGURE 33.1. Rectangular distribution.

Thus the Cofifficients a and bk are cleaHy statisticalfiy dependent.but kare they SUN uncerreIated? We have

E{a 2n$0 = gakmkwkwkwkwkmwk (33-4)

“here

D

.5“K.
"un‘

4» (wk)

3 1

WM—‘————ov
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‘\

FIGURE 33.2. Random azimuth.

_ 1
l¢k(m) _ ‘27 ! Oswk<2n, (33-5)

so that by (33-3)

21:
.w . 1E{akbk} - C{2ckcos wksm wkfi dwk

Ck 2f?!: -_ .

21? o "Zwkdwk=0; (33-6)

hence ax and bk are’ 1” fa“, uncorrelated. This provides a simplegeometrical illustration of how two random variables can be uncorrelated'without being statistically independent,
for different k . the Vectors [ak,bk] haVe bee“ supposed t6 be 1male.pendent' Th‘s means th?t the Mk are uniformly distributed. independentrandom variables. Con51der two wk , say‘ wz and m3 . Each wk var1esfrom 0 to 2" ’ that 13’ over the (unit) circle. Since the joint Pr°ba'bility space of two independent random variables is the cartesian PYOductof the two individual probability spaceS, the joint probabi1ity Space of

/
/

Y

A

B
/ '

awk >

ck I.
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and m e, the
cute-Han product of two circus. Me Jam

w: of {IM' “2‘ “" mm] H the product Of It circles grammflw

spate Fourier series of the random function in...) invo;v“ g g
1co¢ff1c1ems «3k and bk . “19 probabilistic event 0! 5031!“:qu

“mysamp” funcfion thus requires infinitely many Mdependent ch05” OM.on, w ‘ w], {he probability space for f(t.u) is, therefore 6:90!3;”; product of gnfinitely many circus. M u represents the gnféniiir.
vector

m 3 (“31, m2. m3. , (33-7)

each wk Ming iY‘d"-’lJer\c!ent1y uniformy distrib

5:12:11: giro“: that
‘f one sample functionu::d'

cersnsle function:r:fy
urn/ewe": Fourier series

thei’met‘hpresent ergo“: pro-

in: are. at most. ‘32::
igociss. Since the absolute valleys“:r

“find for H!

has the majorant ’ the
Fourier series (31-1). whim: aide“)-o .

Euakl + ml).
k=1

(33‘s)

Convergence of this majorant series 1's cEearfiy sufficient for uniform con-

vergence of our Fourier series; that it is aISo necessary is a consequence

of the Theorem 0f Denjoy—Lusin (Zygmund, 1968, p.232).
Since

V32 + b2 s |a| + lb] 5 2/51be , (33-9)

Convergence of (33-8) is 1og1’caHy equiva‘tent to the convergence of

ilv‘a: + = Z V2Ck :k: k=1

(33-10)

with 15’ therefore, aiso a necessary and sufficient condition for the
uni-

form convergence Of our Fourier series. Therefore,
uniform convergence of

‘the Fourier series 0f one sampie function impiies convergence of the right-

:Zdiside Of (33‘10)- Since this right-hand side does no: depenih::h :m:
Plieseftfhand Side Of this equation must conoerge for alam :e.functions for

any
umfom Convergence of the Fourier series of

the s p

w ’ which was to be shown.
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The unéform distribution on a circla 19 even sinpier than a
noruaaa,tribution. Furthermore. the "W017abnuy c‘rcie' 0 Sat < 2' 329:1.xr Lhow. to be a natural counterpart Of the “59“” Circ"' 0 ‘ t < 2' . 7::-

the present simple example seems to be i quit! "“V"‘ “0593 for . ‘tzn‘tic process on the circ1e. more natural than any Gaussian nodal; furthths.
more it is ergodic. The next exaMDVG ‘5 Sti‘] 5"p]°'°

Ergodic processes: second examplc. He now take 0 itself as a r.,:$‘variab1e uniforme distributed in the interVa}

05u<2!,
{33-21,

or. what is the same. on the unit circEe. Thus, in the ranéo- funct‘SVf(t,m) . both variabEes t and m new range 0V8? a Unit C1'C39e 3‘8circ1e for t representing “ordinary space“ and the circle for w re-presenting “probability space".
we now take

f(t)w) = f(t+m) _ {33w
Let

mm = rm
<31

be one reaiization of the stochastic prscess, fur a: = 0 ; we sna’z’: :2”it the initial realization. Any other realization f(t.-..>} = f(t+-) 9‘?presents simply a rotation of the circie. or of the function fit} . bythe angle a; {Fig.33.3).
We may also write

f(t+m) = Rmf(t) ,
(33-1:

Where the Operator Rm means rotation by the angle m . In other te*us.we may identify our FPObabiZity space (33“11) with rotation 33:2: 8:2:3.
1“ faCt’ in the plane’ the rotation group is one-dimension31: begng‘:'e'i?terized by one angle w .

The functions f(t.w) differ from each other only by a retatfion; 1,2!are net essenti611y different (F19'33-3}- Yhis model. therefore, is su‘195to represent the case in which there is on1y one reagization {it} a»; wewish to use the mathematicu techniques of stochastic processes; this ’5
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“in”, in UN case of innngonaity. H . foQatign by ’ an” ‘ on {
v. _ ,,§ .
31w mun”! “9””ng “‘“‘”°“' W "‘4‘ NW} Hut-m a! «n
J

1;: be
physicaHy eaually possible. :

v10“

FIGURE 33.3. 2'12: rotation f(t) + Nth») .

we assume (32-12) to MN for our initiai Ht) . Then (32-3) becomn

'6
{a

E{f(z, 1 2'u)} = —2-;
£f(t.u)dw

l 2‘
3 2-; £f(t+w)dw

than“ the integration varéable
integraggom)

by putt ing ( t is C06§2§n§ I‘ {h

33-15}

'¢§§C‘~£ t

t o w . u '
cbtumng

dm'du ' £3345;

9f

x ‘ ~.

>

Nb!)
u/ N m)/ "'7 \// ~/ ./ a ,/ 1 ‘\

z \ ‘,I I
I

V

'V I

I ' ' \\
I .

I 3 i
\ I
\ v

i .

\\ I ‘,
\ V /

, \ , I
V \ i/

\ ,.
\ I

/
\\ I,
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1t+2fl
{Hum} - 5; I f(u)du

t
121!

c ~27
<{Hindu - 0

(33'17)

by (32-12). so that (32-3) 1's satisfied.
Now the covariance function (32-2) becomes

The

2n
C(sot) = ’21; If(t+w)f(t+$+m)dw

0

substitution (33-16) transforms this

zi 2?fl of(u)f(u+s) du

1 2n

= Z Cf)f(t)f(t+s)dt = NS)

integral into

(33~18)

(33-19)

by
(32-11). Therefore, in this model, the empirical covariance functioncoincides with the true covariance function; the process is ergodic. Infact, the "phase average” E is seen to coincide with the “space average"

M .
Since E can be transformed into M by a simple change of variables,the process under consideration is trivially ergodic.This is obviously a very simpie situation, but an important one. Weshall, therefore. try to understand it better by studying the spectra1 re'presentation, that is, the Fourier series expansion.We shali denote the Fourier coefficients of the initial representationat) = mm) by ak and bk . The coefficients ak(w) and bkm off(t,w) are then given by (31—10). we have

1 1 211’30(00) = Z : E = 0
(33-20)

by (32-12). For k > 0 we get

1 21?

akw) = ; £f(t+w)cos ktdt
(33-21)
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. is censtant with ressubstituting ( W DECt to integr.‘i°n§)
and

t . u . v . dt ' dV ,
(33~22)

it have

ak(w) S

+

1 2n
;- £f(v)cos k (V'm)dV

12!
—u-
J’f(v)(cos kvcos kw + sin
0

121:
cos kw ~ ; If(v)cos kv dv +

o
2::

sink“; - % ff(v)sinkvdv
o

kv sink w)dv

(33—23)

or. by (31‘4) =

: \ + ‘ 1‘akw) akcos kn bksmm . (33-24)

In exactly the same way, rep'iacing cos kt by sinkt = sin k(V‘u;) we get

(33-25)bkw) = - aksin kw + bkcos kw .

Let us now eva1uate (32—6), using (33-24) and (33-25). We get

21v

makmulmu = 2—1“ Jakmnlum
0

=—1—2fria cock +b '
2n 0‘ k d w

RSIHKQ) ’

- {alcos M + blsinlwmu ‘

0!? termWiSE mu1tiplfication ahd integration, using the orthogonal”): rev-.-
(3L3): We readfly obtain the value zero if k i‘ 1 - Précfdlng 51m

Y. we see that all orthogonath reIations (32‘5) are “Us 19 ’
we further
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{in MI? 7‘ 2'
k ' ' {’(akcos k. + 09”“)2‘3”

- %(a: o bi) .

[33-11%

1h the same way.

2 1 2 2[{bk(u)} * :(ak * bx) -
":1- ‘1I‘d-‘l.

uhzch is independent of u . so that (32-7) is satisfied with

1 2 2

gt a ~2—(ak + bx) .
(33-za_

He final}; cowvte. using (33—24) and (33»25),

2 2 . 2at“) + bk(u) = (akcos km + kaH‘Ikw) + I

. 2
+ (- aksm km 1» bkcos k1,.)

_2 2~ak+bk.

Thus

ak<u)2 + bk(w)2 = 2ck ,

unich shows that the ergodicity condition (33—1) is, in fact. satisfied.
Let us finally camper: this mode? with our first ergodic modei. in tne

first model. probability space is the cartesian product of infinitely 33"
circies o 5 “x < 2' (k = 1’ 2' 3- .~-) 9 u being the infinite vectfir
(33-7fi. canSisting of independent, uniformly distributed random variabiey
In the present model, probability space is simply ene circle 0 a w < 2"
a being a uniformly distributed one-dimensional randow variable. "are- t

, , u . erenfare. I: the first model. ex and at for k f I , depend1ng on dif;at
indepen ant random variables wk and mi , are statisticaily indepen g,
The use ho‘ids for ak and bX . and for b and b . For the same

k l - the
oh and bit are doaenéent though uncorrelated. 0n the other hand. ‘“ '
present model. all Fourier coefficients depend on the same variabie “ ’

»‘Agm

‘fi
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statisttcally dependent. but. as we have seen. any two'43 a” or: MS are uncorreiated. as a consequence of the Ortho-
D _ e

?

thereont coefj‘is {3}-..” for trigonometric functions.I 14¢! 0
d‘ . re{Ht},
9”“

i ic pRocEssES ON THE SPHEREHASTa!
a4-

wtwww. Our preceding considerations about stochastic processes. an

we Circle an be transiated ammost hteraHy to the sphere Instead of

we Feurier semes (31-1) we have the sphericai—harmonic series

on n

‘
f(e’)\) = n20 mZO{anman(e’A) + t}!\msnm(e’)‘)] (34-1)

we

where

an(e,x) = an(cos e)cos mx ,

Snm(e,x) = an(cos e)s1‘n m
(34-2)

as usua1 (sec.3). The function f(e,x) may be interpreted as

potential T or the gravity anoma1y Ag .

To simph’fy the notation, 1et us put

Snm(e,x) = Rn'_m(e,x) , m =1, 2, ..., n ,

so .S that any an w1th negative second subscript denotes the

am * for instance, R5 _3 = $53 .
Then (34-1) may be Simp‘y

the anomalous

(34-3)

corresponding
written as

m n
= E E anman(eg)\) a

{1:0 m=-n

i s{for the coefficients we use an amamgi)u

= 1 2, sat!a g b , m 9“(.31 nm

I? .

by R a be EON/enient 21150 to use quy
Snm ’ 0r finm "n S

a] harmonies by a factor and are

(34-4)

notational convention:

n .
(34-5)

norma1ized harmonics, dencted

m s n , whfich differ from the

normalized
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1 2fifl’finmdv ‘ 1-
0

(34-5)

o denoting the unit sphere; cf. eq. (3-27). The orthonormal‘ty relatsons
may be written

fiCfifilgaé .nm qp nq mp (34-7)

where

Mm = Zinj’fpyio
0

(34-8)

denotes now the average over the unit sphere and ski 135 the Kronecker
dalta, 1 if k = 1 and 0 otherwise.

If we write (34—4) in quy normalized harmonics,

f(e,x) = E E Enmfinm(e,>\) ,
n=0 m=-n (34-9)

then the ccefficients are simply given by

3 = M—{ffi } ,
mm mm (34—10)

in view of the orthonormality; these equations are a shorthand notation of
eqs. (3-29).

As a fina? notational convention regarding sphericai harmonic expansiona
we introduce the two-dimensional parameter

t = [6,A] (34-11)

and write (34-9) as

w 11

Ht) = E Z anmanm sn=O m=-n
(34-12)

this stresses the analogy with the case of the circ1e.
The stochastic parameter W111 again be denoted by w E a .

probabiiity space with tota1 measure 1 . Then
a

beingA
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f(t.w)

_H denote a stochastic grocess on the sphere. The expectation E $5w!
mam defined by

E(-} = J(-)dn
Q

(34-13)

as an average 0:9? PrObabthy Space, or phase average, as opposed to the
space average M defined by (34—8).

In afia109)’ ‘30 (31-5), there is a one—to-one correspondence between con‘
tinuous funCtWRS 0” the Sflhere and harmonic functions in space: the 593‘
fig] function

0° n a
mufumed) = E E mama,”n=Om=-—nr‘

(34-14)

satisfies Laplace's equation outside 0 . Therefore, there is a one—to-one
correspondence between harmonic stochastic processes in space and stochas-
tic processes on the sphere, and we can iimit our considerations to the
Hatter. This sphere may be identified with sea levei (p.98).

Covariances. He again assume that our stochastic process is centered:

(34-15)E{f(t,m)} = 0 .

Then the covariance C(t,u‘) between f(t,m) and Hymn) at two different
points t and u on the unit sphere a 1'5, as usual, defined by

(34-16)C(t,u) = E{f(t)f(u)} :

the dependence on w being understood.
As in the circular case, we shall limit ourselves to continuously dif—

ferentiable functions. Then the spherical—harmonic expansion will be a

unlfovmly convergent series (Kellogg, 1929, p.259), which can be multipli
and termwlse integrated.

We, therefore, substitute (34-12) into (34-16):

no n _ °° q __ R,
C(tN) = E{ 20 mEmamfinmm) o (:20 p§_qaqpnqp(u)} .

ed

——_
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multiply and integrate termwise with respect to m (that 55, interchan

the order of summation and integration). obtaining ge

C(tuu) - I Z Z X
{fignmsqp3§nm(t)fiqp(u) '

nmqp
(34~17)

Let us new assume that the coefficients anm 3 anm(w) are mutuaIEy un.

correfiated random variables:

E{anmaqp} = O
(34-18)

if q ¢ n or p g m or both. and that EiEfm} is the SW6 for 3“ coef-

ficients of degree n . that is, for all m ; We PUt

C-2 n
E{anm} _ 2n+l '

(34-19)

Then (34-17) becomes

0° n C n _ _W,“ = Z 5 man<t)an(“)
Q=Om=-n

(34-20)

Now we make use of the decomposition formula (3-30), which in our present
notation takes the form

1 n — EPn(cosw) = 2n+1m=z_anm(t) nm(u) (34—21)

wfith

t = [8,A] and u = [6',A'] , (34-22)

w being the spherical distance between the points t and u :

(34-23)Cosw = cosacose' + sinesine'cos(A‘-A) ,

and Pn(cosw) denoting the (conventional) Legendre poflynomia] of degree
n . Thus (34—20) reducestoA
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C(w) : Z cnPn(cosw) .“‘0 (34-2‘:

Ihus, the covariance function depends only on the spher‘cal distant!
w ‘ {his is Khe important case of homogeneity and isotropy; H H $GQ" 3"

result from the postulate that the variances (34-19) of 31‘ coericiefli‘

Sum of the same degree n are equal.
The empirical covariance function. If there is only one reaiizazion of

the Stochastic process, we cannot directIy compute the true covariance

function C defined by (34—16) and expressed by (34-24). He lay 393%" ‘r’
to compute an empirica] covariance function r by replaciflg the 9"°‘°
average E by a suitable space average and hope that r will be a 9095

estimate of C ; if possib1e, r shouid even be equal to C -

In View of the homogeneity and isotrepy, we must integrate "0t °"l’
over the sphere (homogeneity), but in addition over the azimuth (fisetrcofj‘
Therefore, We must supplement the average fi , defined by (34'8)c b1 addi'
tigna11y averaging over the azimuth u . The resulting average M may be

defined by

1 211 1r 2n
M{.} = —_—2— f I J-

(-)sin8dedkda .
8n A=o e=0 a=O

(34-26)

The geometric situation is shown by Fig. 34.1. ihe averaging is first per-

formed over the circie o = const. , whose center it = (ha) is then made

to vary over the whoie sphere o .

This definition of M has aiready been used before; cf. eq. (10—2).

The angies A, e, a can be regarded as the three Eu‘ierian angles de-

fining a rotation in three-dimensional space, that is, A, a, a are the

coordinates of an eiement of the rotation group or, of a "point" in “mg.
tion group space“. Therefore, M wii] be called a rotation group aver-age.

Hence the empiricai covariance function is given by

rm = M{f(t)f(u)} , (34~26)

Where M is defined by (34—25) and the points t and u have the Spher-

ical distance 14, , which is constant with respeCt t0 the integration- if
f(eak) denotes the anomalous potentia] T , then I‘W) Wincwes “it”
the function KW) as given by (10'?)-

\x
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FIGURE 34.1. Integration over
rotation grcmp space,

Because of the way in which the average M is computed, the empirical

covariance function wiH depend on1y on the distance a; and can, there-

fore, be expanded into a series of Legendre po1ynom1‘a1s of w :

Thy) = EynPn(COSI‘D) .

n=0
(34-27)

The yn can be expressed in terms of the spherical-harmonic coefficients

Enm of the same n , in full analogy to (32-18). This is accomp1ished by

eq. (10—8), which in the present notation reads

n —2
Yn _ 2 arm 'm=-n

(34-28)

Note again that this very simple expression is obtained by using C°“Ve"'
tionai harmonics on the ieft-hand side and fuiiy normaiized harmonics 0n

the right-hand side.
C163V1Y: Yn , as W671 as 3mm . are random variables, that is, funC'

tions of m . Their expectation is given by

41

‘ o

I
.1 u

. > w 7 ‘

! 1
((0.1)

f ¢:const.I
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M View of (34-19) this becomes

= c .E{Yn} n (34-29)

so

RPM} = C(w) , (34—30)

exactU 35 in the “NM” C359 (32'20)2 PW) is an unbiased estimate of
CW) ' ,

35. ERGODIC PROCESSES ON THE SPHERE

For an ergodic process, PW) cofincides with Cm} . The ergodicity
condition, correSponding to (33—1), is

n _2‘ \ _
z anm(m) — Cn 5

m=-n
(35-1)

for almost all m , cn is independent of w . This condition is equiva—

lent to yn = cn .

Lauritzen’s theorem. Assume that anm(o) are normally distributed
(Gaussian) random variables. For Gaussian variables, uncorrelatedness is
equivalent to statistical independence. From our basic presupposition
(34-18) it thus follows that the anm(u) must be statistically indepen-
dent of each other. Then the summands on the left-hand side are indepen-
dent functions of w , so that (35—1) will be violated for almost all m .

Loosely formulated: a Gaussian random process on the sphere cannot be ergo-
die.

The present simple proof of Lauritzen‘s theorem suffers from the slight
1Ogical defect that (35-1) has been derived on the assumption that our

SteChastic process is sufficiently smooth (differentiable). Since Gaussian

random variables may take arbitrarily large values, the convergence of the

c0WESF’Cndlng spherical-harmonic series cannot be guaranteed; still less
are WE sure that the corresponding realizations will all be differentiable
(this may even be a practical argument against admitting a Gaussian process

—_-
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as a mathematical model for the terrestrial gravity field). In fact, (35_1)
just as (33—1). holds for more general assumptions. but we have not proVed'
this because. for the present ergodic models, differentiability can be pre-
supposed.

Thus. our deduction of Lauritzen's theorem has the character of a heu-
ristic argument rather than of a fully rigorous mathematical proof. which
is given in (tauritzen, 1973. 9.65). It has, however, the decisive advan-
tage of showing the essential statistical situation underlying it, and the
fact that the Gaussian character of the process is essential to the theorem;
only for Gaussian distributions does uncorrelatedness imply statistical in-
dependence.

We shall now consider two examples of (non-Gaussian) ergodic stochastic
processes on the sphere, corresponding to the two examples for the circle
given in sec. 33.

First example: uniformly distributed coefficients. The two Fourier coef~
ficients ak and bk define a two—dimensional vector whose end point lies
on a circle of radius V55; (Fig.33‘2). Similarly, the 2n+1 coefficients
Enm ( n fixed, -n s m s n ) form a (2n+l)—dimensional vector

a = ’6‘ E 3 E- [m-n’ n,—n+1’ ’ n,n-1’ n,n] (35-2)

whose end point lies on a sphere of radius VE; in R2n+1 (Euciidean
space of dimension 2n+1 ); in fact, (35—1) may be written

2—
12! - Cn- (35-3)

Assume now that different reaiizations of the stochastic process corre—
spond to different positions of the endpoint of g on this sphere, In
other terms, if g is the unit vector corresgonding to 3 , then

20») = fiat») , (35—4)

the unit vector being a function of w : the random vector 3 has a ran~
dom direction but a constant length, in complete analogy to (33-3). The
random directions 2(a) are uniformly distributed in our (2n+1)-dimenwona
space: probability is given by an area on the unit sphere in this space;
cf. (Feller, 1966, p.68) for R3 .

In view of (35—3), the 2n+l coefficients anm of the same degree n

are statistically dependent, but they are uncorrelated: it is easy to see
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that (34,18) holds for them. in fact. tMs means that. for two dtfferent
components of the “Ct” E 0" of Me vector as . say 2 and o . we

er the unit 5 h ~
2M1“ 1 “3integral. 0V P ere 02“ ‘n R . 0f product eie} is

zerO:

f eiejdo2n c 0.
0 2n

(35—5)

Denote the left-hand side of this equation by Qij :

Qij = I eiejdozn;
C 2n

(35—5)

we must prove that Qij is zero.
In fact, if foiiows from the definition (35-6) that Qij is invaria“t

with respect to an interchange of the two axes xi and xj ; it is thus

the same regardiess of whether the coordinate system is right-handed or
ieft—handed. Because of the sphericai symmetry, Qij is invariant With

respect to rotation and to refiection; it oniy depends on the geometrica‘
configuration. This geometricai configuration-- 2n+1 mutuaiiy 0rth°gonai
axes—-remains unchanged if we replace the xj-axis by its Opposite direc-
tion giving ,

I ei('ej)d°2n = '01: ’
o2n

which must, therefore, be equai to Qij . From Qij = -Qij we get Qij = 0

and hence (35-5).
The reader is invited to make this reasoning ciear to himseif for the

case of three—dimensional space with i = 1 and j = 2 . (in this case,
(35-5) is equivalent to the orthogonality of the first-degree harmonics.

Why?) ~

So far, we have restricted our considerations to the 2n+1 coefficients

anm corresponding to the same degree n . Let us now consider two differ-
ent degrees, gay n and n' . Any two coefficients anm belonging to two

different degrees will be assumed to be stochastically independent. Thus

the probaoiiity space 9 is the cartesian product of infinitely many unit
sPheres:

(35-7)Q: ...X X X...
02 X 04 X 06 x °s X °2n °2n+2

h.—
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where 0:“ denotes the 2n-dimensional unit sphere in R2”" . Thus the

dimensionality of the spheres increases with increasing n . in contrast

to the circular case where the probability svace is the CarteSion product

of infinitely many identical circles.
To repeat: in the present model any two different Ohm are uncorre.

lated. but for different reasons: if the two coefficients belong to dif.

ferent degrees. then they are uncorrelated as a consequence of the statis-

tical independence; if the two coefficients belong to the same degree n ,

then they are uncorrelated because of the orthogonality relation (35-5),
A second model of an ergodic stochastic process is obtained by taking

the probability space a as rotation group space; this is the three-

dimensional analogue of the second example of an ergodic process considered

in sec. 33. In view of its basic importance we shall devote the next sec-

tion to this model.

36. ROTATION GROUP SPACE

As we have seen in sec. 33, rotations of the circle, which constitute

the rotation group in two dimensions, are described by one parameter w

ranging from 0 to Zn : the group of rotations of the plane forms a one-

dimensional space, which may be identified with the unit circle.
Rotations of the sphere, which make up the rotation group in three di-

mensions, are described by three parameters, for which we may take three
Eulerian angles: the group of rotations of three-dimensional space forms

itself a three-dimensional space, whose coordinates are the three Eulerian
angles. This three—dimensional rotation group space cannot be identified
with the unit sphere. This is in contrast to the case of rotations of the

circle and accounts for the greater complexity of the present case.
Various authors use various definitions of Eulerian angles. The follow-

ing definition is fairly widely used and is best suited for the present
purpose because of its relation to the spherical coordinates a, A .

Let a rectangular coordinate system XYZ be rotated into a position
xyz by a general spatial rotation. This rotation is split up into three
successive rotations around coordinate axes. The first rotation is about

the Z-axis through an angle A ; it transforms the XYZ—system into XlYIZ .

The second rotation is about the Yl—axis through an angle 9 ; thus we ob-
tain a system XZYIZ2 . Finally we rotate about the Zz-axis about an angle
w in a positive, or -w in the negative, sense, to obtain the desired
system xyz .

The three angles A, e, ‘1’ are the Euler angles. They may be 1‘11ustrated
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FIGURE 36.1. The Euler angles
A, 9 S v a

in the foiiowing way (Fig.36 1). The angies e and A are the usual polar
coordinates of the new z-axis. Let Q be the point in which the z-axis
intersects the unit Sphere, and denote by 7 and y the paraiiels through
Q to the x— and y—axis, respectiveiy. Then v is the angle which E forms
with the meridian, positive when counted counterciockwise (the figure shows

a negative v ).
In the usual terminoiogy, the angie -v is nothing eise than the azimuth,

Counted ciockwise, of the negative Y-direction. We shaii, therefore, put

(36-1)A=—\¥

and consider 9, A, A as our finai Euier‘ian angies.
These three ang'Ies define a point as in rotation group space, which we

shaii denote by 9 (we shaH iater interpret it as our probability space);
we thus put

(36-2)w=[e,A,A].
The wasPec’cive ranges are

Osesu, 03A<2n. DSA<21.r. (36-3)

Z

I

i e
l A I
“Y
I /-W
I I/91““ yI ‘\// “\._.I/ ‘\/

A Y

X
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A rotation defined by the three Euler angles (36—2) will be denoted by

Rm . Ehe value

“’0 3 [0. 0Q (36-4)

corresponds to the identity transformatfion I 9 1eav§n9 the 5‘95 XVI un»
changed; symbolically,

RO=I. (36-5)

A unit vector t defined by spherical coordinates 9 , A has the com-
ponents

t =

sine cosA

sine sinA

C056

(36-6)

It wil? be symboHcaHy abbreviated as

t = [83A]; (36-7)

this notation has already been used before; cf. equation (34-11),
The rotation (36-2) transforms the vector t into another unit vector,

which we shall denote by

Rt;
4» (35-8)

it is convenient to consider Rm as a rotation matrix, so that (36-8) is
the usual product of a matrix and a vector.

Ciearly, the Euler angies o, A or the rotation R are compietely
different from and independent of the coordinates e, i of the vector t.
There is, however, an interesting relation between these two sets of quan-
tities. Form the triple

(36—9):=[e.x,a].
with an arbitrary va1ue a between 0 and Zn . and

(36-10)“T = [-8, -A. -a].
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Then H is easHy seen that

R-Xt " ez . (36-1‘)

which is the unit vector of the Z-axis. Thus. the operation R rotates

an arbitrary unit vector t into the Z-axis. This simpie fact Lil? be of
importance later on.

After these introductory geometrical censiderations we are in a 005“
tion to construct our stochastic process. We take a basic function

f(t) = f(e,x) (36-12)

on the unit sphere and define our stochastic prccess by

at,“ = Hth) .
(36-13)

This is in analogy to the two-dimensional case, equations (33-12) and

(33—14); we Shall also follow the respective developments in sec. 33 as

closely as possible.
Again, the functions f(t,w) differ from each other only by a rotation

of the sphere; they are not essentially different. Our model is suited to

represent the case in which we have only one realization f(t) but wish

to formally use the mathematical techniques of stochastic processes. This

is the case of the terrestrial gravitational field, if we take

f(t) = mm} , (36-14)

hoice (36-13) is in"
‘ ‘ h anomalous potential at sea level. Theice

With invariance 0f
WhTCh 15 t e

ted with homogeneity and 1sotropy, % ;;
abOUt this Nil] be

timat81y connec
with respect to rotations Rm . asessential features

a ' Ce: a
said in sec. 38.

bability snace n 15 rotatxon group ::a x
‘ - .

V0 ' . - . e e 'Accord1ng to ‘36
:3iinzd by the three Euler1an angles (36 2)point w E a be1ng e

pectation

E{.} = [fj(-)da
Q .

(36-15)

is an integral over rotation group space. The integration is to be extended
We? the range (36—3); the prob1em is to find a suitable volume e1ement
d9 . defining a probabflity measure.

L—
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The product of two rotations R ‘5 a93‘" ’ magic,“ The “a”
RlRZt

(36—16)

is obtained by rotating the vector first by the matrix R2 and then by

the matrix R1 . Assume that a spherica] triangIe P'IPZP3 is brooght by

a rotation R1 into the position P’IF"2P*3 ; the configuratiOn (ang1es and

sides) of both triang]es is obviously identical. Let t1. t2. t3 be the

position vectors of P1, P2, P3 ; a]] are, of course, unit vectors. Simi-

Tarly ti. :5, a; are defined (Fig.36.2). Then

t1 = thi, t2 = Ritz . t3 = th3 -
(36-17)

P:

P3P2

FIGURE 36.2. Rotatéon of a configuration.

Each of the vectors t1, t2, t3 ; ti, t'z, t'3 can be obtained by r0-
tating a fixed unit vector e (for which we may take, for instance, the
unit vector of the X—axis) by a certain matrix R(w1), R(w2), ..., M03) ;

we write R(wi) instead of Rmi to avoid two-fleve1 subscripts. Then, for
1" = 1, 2, 3,

(36—18)ti = R(mi)e .ti = R(wi)e ,

__4

’3

PI : §PZ

Il 2

. 9'
O ‘7eA
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i
j - and ’36—18) we have
I combining (36 17) R

ti 3 =

“97'

MW9 = R 1R(m 1) '
(36-19)

Here i = 1a 2a 3 »
bUt Cleariy the configuration rotated by R can have

any number of points. 1

Thus, muitipwing, from the left, a set of rotation matrices Moi) .

1 : 1, 2, 3, .--= by a fiXEd matrix R1 preserves the configuration. The

ggometrical configuration is invariant with respect to left multiplication.

ngflariy we may Show the invariance of geometry with respect to right

multipiication.
Homogeneity and isotropy impiy that the essential properties depend oniy

on the geometrical configuration. Therefore, also the probability measure

must be invariant with respect to right and ieft multiplication. It can be

proved that for a compact group such as the rotation group, there is essen-

uaiiy (apart frOm a constant factor) only one group measure that is both

Mght and ieft invariant (Smirnow, 1964a,§ 89). Such an invariant volume

element in rotation group space may be shown to be

(W = sinOdeAdA
(36—20)

(Moritz, 1978c, sec.6). The total volume of greup space is, by (36-3).

2'” ‘n’ 2’”
V = f f f sinededAdA = 8N2 ,

A=O 9:0 A=0

so that

d9 = —1— sinededAdA
8712

is the desired e1ement of Womb”
Now we are ready to attack the

ances. The expectation Eifltv‘fl}

ity measure.
computation

becomes

of expectati OHS and

(36-21)

covari—
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£<f(t.w)} ‘ [Iff(th)dn
fl

= [afflamnqndn (36-22)

. jéff(Rwez)dQ »

in View Of right imvariance and using (35’11)‘ Hewever' Rwez transmrms

the. unit vector ez of the Z-axis into the unit vector of the z-axis,

which has the spherica] coordinates e and A
(Fig.36.l). Hence.

HRweZ) = f(@!A) ’
(36-23)

and (36-22) becomes

1 2H TI’ 2?!

E{f(t,w}} = —-—— f f ff(e,A)sinededAdA .

87*2 A=O 9:0 A=O

We integrate over A and replace 6, A by 6, l , respective'fly; obviously,

the symboIs for the integration variabEes areirr‘eIevant. The resu1t 1's

1 217 77 '
E{f(t,w)} = 3; AI f(e,».)s1nededx ,

=0 e—o
(36-24)

which is simply the average over f(t) over the unit sphere. It is zero

if f(e,A) contains no zero-degree spherica] harmonic, which corresponds

to our usual assumption that the stochastic process under consideration is
centered.

Then, by (34—16), the covariance function becomes

C(t,u) = mmfm} (35—25)

with

(35-26)u = [8',A'].t=[es)‘] a

More expEicfltIy this is written

(36-27)c(t.u> = IIIf<Rmt>f<Rmu>dn ,
{Z

_-d'.‘
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"it", because of right invariance. {5 Nu“ to
i

u - f f R Rat. 3 If]! ( w
_,t)f(RNR_1u)du. (36-28)

He" by
(36-11) and (36-23).

{(RwR_tt) - f(e.A) (36-29)

S we value of f at a point P with spherical coordinates (9-H '
give
'hereas

f(RwR_Tu) = f(e'.A') (36-30)

denotes the vaiue 0f f at some point 0 = (6',A') situated at the Spher‘

jca] distance 1;: from P (Fig.36.3). That the spherical distance e 08“

ween P and Q is equai to the spherica] distance between the points t

and u as given by (34-23) foiiows from the invariance of the configura-

tion with respect to the rotation RmR_T . It is aiso easiiy seen “63 if
a is chosen as the azimuth from t to u , then A in (36*2) M“ be the

azimuth from P to Q .

FIGUR£ 35.3_ Invariance of the spherical distance w
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Thus (36—28) becomes

1 21v 1r 2'"
C(t.u) - ~72- ! I

If(o.l\)f(0'.A')Sinf)d0d/\dA
8“ A-o 0-0 A30

(36-31)

0n replacing 0. A, A by G, A, a we get

1 21,' 15 21V .

cum) g __ f [ jf(6,x)f(e’,x')smededxda. (36-32
81:2 A30 920 a-O )

FormaHy, this is on’ay a change in the symb°15 for the integration vari‘
abies; but geometrically the meaning is now altered profoundIy: a compar—

ison with (34-25) shows that this is simply the average M ' 5° that by

(34-26),

C(t,u) = E{f(T,w)f(u,m)} = M{f(t)f(u)} = my) ; (36-33)

the true and the empirica] covariance functions are identical.
Exactly as in the two—dimensionai case, the reason for this identity is

simply that probabiiity space is made to coincide with rotation group space

so that the expectation E and the rotation group average M are identi-
ca1; our present mode] is trivially ergodic.

Commutativity of the operators Li and M . In sec. 111 we have used the
commutativity of the averaging operator M and the 1inear functionals Li:

(36-34)LiM = MLi .

This commutativity is not at a1] obvious if the definition (10-2) is used;
take, as an example, a horizontai derivative

__3_Li—ae' (36-35)

It is, however, clear for (36-25):

L:C(t,u) = L§E{f(t)f(u)} = E{(L§f{t)f(u)} . (36-36)

The symboi 1.; indicates that the functional Li acts on the point t ;

the notation is quy anaTogous to (11-12). For exampte, if L1 is a

___-
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.

ferentiaI operator’ than (“‘36) mews SW9]! the permissible differen-

dIf ion of a definite ‘ntegral “1th “5995‘ to 8
parameter under the inte-

Uat
Sign.

11 being a parame‘cer 1” the integrfl {36-27). Since M equals

gl’fi‘
(3643), 3130 the commutativity (35-34) hows.

E
b: total average I . In sec. 14 we have defined the total average I
T e

by (“'12) as

E=EM,
{36-37)

that is, as an averege both over the Drobabilistic distribution of thenoise n (expeCtat‘oé E ) and over the rotation group space (mean M ).This can now be explained as foiiows.
we interpret the rotation group space as a formal probability space 1'0”the Signai, that is. for the random functions f(t,w). Then the probabiht‘lSpace for the whoie system, consisting of signai and noise. may be take”

as the product space (cartesian product) of the rotation group Since “d
the Probability space of the noise. This impiies the definition (36-37).
the statistical independence of signai and noise, and hence relations
(14-11) and (14-20)-

37a STATTSTICAL DESTRIBUTIONS IN ROTATION GROUP SPACE

In the last section we have studied rotation group space as a formal
probability space primarily with respect to covariances. The covariance
theory of stochastic process is what is needed for linear least squares
prediction and estimation problems; it can be treated without explicit re—

ference to the underlying statistical distributions, of which only the
moments of first order (mean values), and of second order (variances and

covariances) are needed.
Even in least—squares prediction and collocation, however, the distri-

butions of relevant quantities are required if we wish to perform statis-
tical tests. Already to answer very elementary but meaningful questions we

need distributions. .

Such a question is, for instance: What is the average global relative

frequency 9f a 10 x 1° mean gravity anomaly situated between -2a and

‘35 mgal ? This question is answered b: theohistograh 0f F‘9- 37-1’.:h:
relative frequency is the number of 1 x 1

anomalies netting??? u e

within a Specified interval, divided by the total number G

anomalies.
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FIGURE 37'1' Number of 10 x 10 mean gravity anomalies having magnitude

within a specified interval. After map!” 1977’ pug)-

A histogram looks very similar to a
probablilty dENSlty curve' In fact.

probability is conceptually closely related to relative frequency, and the

relative frequency satisfies the axioms of probability theory; Cf- (GHE-

denko, 1967, sec.I.7).
In this sense, a relative frequency may be mathematically treated as a

probability, even if the underlying phenomenon is not “stochastic” in some

physical sense. Thus, we may consider the relative frequency, mentioned

above, as a measure of the probability that the mean anomaly (supposed un-

known) of a certain 1° x 10 block lies between -28 and -36 mgal .

Thus, basically we have simply a problem of classification (of gravity

anomalies according to size), but probability terminology is again con-

venient, as it was in the case of covariance functions.
Another relevant question would be, for instance: What is the probabil-

ity (in the sense of relative frequency) that a 1° x 10 mean Ag-value

lies between —28 and -36 mgal and that the mean value of the geoidal

_height N for the same 10X 10 block lies between 25 and 30 meters?

To answer such andrelated questions, we must construct appropriate dis.
tribution functions for Ag , for Ag and N jointly, etc. The distribu-
tion density for Ag will be a continuous analogue of the histogram of

Fig. 37.1. To find a suitible formal probability space, let us note that
the number of relevant 1 x 1° mean anomalies is counted regardless of

the position, on the earth’s surface, of the 10 x 1° biocks under con-
Sideration. All positions on the sphere are treated equally: again we haVe
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homogeneity and isotropy. Thus. rotation group space is seen to be ther probabii1ty spaCe also as a basis for the eprop a ‘ . . .

mathematicai descriptionfstamsmcai distributions.
0 The nature of a statisticai distribution is best iiiustrated by thecase of a

funCt§0“’°f one variabie- Therefore. we shaii again start withthe group of F0té$‘°“5 0f the C‘VC‘E (the two-dimensionai rotation group).which is parametriZed by one variabie w, 0 s w < 2n . Probability space
R is, therefofeo Fhe unit CirCie. and the element of probabiiity measureis §%_dw , which if cleariy left and right invariant. Let the randomfunction under conSideration be denoted by f(w) .

we piot m aiong the horizontal axis of a graph; then f(m) is de—fined for 0 S m < 2“ (it couid, of course, be continued periodicaily forother abscissas).
ihen the distribution function ¢(x) is defined by

fix) = Prob{f(w) < X} (37-1)

as the probabfl‘ity that f(w) takes a vatue smaHer than x . It is the
measure of «311 vafiues of u) for which f(w) < x ; this measure 1's abvious-
1y a function of. x . In the situation shown in Fig. 37.2, f(m) < A if
m 1's contained in the intervai A8 or in the interva] CD ; thus

FIGURE 37.2. Distribution of a random function f(m) .

‘Hw‘
' . A
: § 1

I ' I \ \

i 2“ -
A B C Q h)
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1

1

Prob(f(w) (x) = Egan; + 5'6) .

IF denoting the length of AB and the factor 1/2n serving to make th e

measure of the total interval from 0 t0 2n EQUal to unity,
Generafliy we may write

'1‘ I db) IMK) 2 2“ f(w)<x (37~2)

the integral being extended over those points w for WhiCh f(m? <x .

The derivative of (37-1) with respect to x g1ves the Probab111ty
density

MX) = cwx) = 37%. (37-3)

which has an even more intuitive geometrica} meaning. For a differential
dx (operations with differentials are justified in the usual way) we have

¢(x)dx = d¢(x) = Prob{x<f(w) <x + dx} . (37-4)

FIGURE 37.3. Definition of the distribution density.

[MW

MX

' 2m
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‘ F1 . 37. , ‘Accordmg :0 g 3d Whmh raprESEnts the same f
ween x an unct

a “we be . . x+dx H " “es in one ion, H‘”) assumes

NA, 88,, C C. or DD . so that of the smaH Mama‘s

de) * gig” + 55' + Pt + ms)‘
(37‘5)

or

m) = —~—zfildx(m + W + m: + m) , (37-5)

which giveS 3" intUitWe 980metrical interpretation of the distribution
denSity Mx) '

The distributmn function MM is a monotone nonnegative function of
x , -°° < X < °° - as Show“ in Fig.37.4.1tisidenticmy zero for “rm
(there is M w fof which Nu) < fmin ) and identically (me for “fan
(for all u; there 15 f(m) < x if x>f ).

max

’fmaxfmin X

FIGURE 37.4. A distribution function.

The statfistica] expectation E of the random variable f can now be

Computed in two ways: by means of the probabfiity measure dw/Zfi :

1 2n
EH} = E £f(w)dw , (37-7)

or by means of the distribution function

‘00)fl
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EN} =- fdex) .
(37~8)

Geometrically. both expressions give the area under the curve f(w) 1“
Fig. 37.2; (37—7) corresponds to the Memann BHUUOMW Md (37*8) copra.sponds to the Lebesgue partiuoning of the same definfite 1ntegra}; there.fore (37-7) and (37-8) are identical; cf. (Feller, 1966. p.HS~115) and(Kolmogorov and Fom‘én. 1970. p.293).

Let us. finaMy. consider the stochastic process (33-12).

f(t.m) = f(t+m) . {37-9)

In view of the rotational invariance, the diStr‘EbUtiO” funcuon 0f {(3%}.for fixed t , is the same for aH t , hence. ‘5 the Same as for t ’ 0i
Prob(f(t+m) < x} = Prob{f(w) < x} . (37-10)

This is immediater seen from Fig. 37.2: rep1acing t by t+w means only
a translation of the figure as a Whoie to the right or NH, the length ofthe intervals AB and CD remaining unchanged.

What 1's more, we may afiso wmfite

MX) = Meas{f(t) < x} , (37-11)

using only the sample function f(t) defined on the "space circle"
0 s t < 2n with measure "Meas" defined by its element dt/Zn , without
any probabilistic interpretation; this follows immediately by replacing
w in (37-1) by t . This is formally very simple, but conceptually of
fundamental importance: it shows that we may consistently work with onebasic sample function f(t) only and still avail ourselves of the formal
advantages of probability theory.

Thus (37-4) is now written as

dfix) = ¢'(x)dx = Meas{x < f(t) < x+dx} ,

whfich c1ear1y shows that our formal “probability” is really nothing e15e
than a re1ative frequency.

Distributions in three-dimensional rotation grOup space. After these pr?
11minaries we come to the geodetica11y reievant case of three-dimensional
rotations. The basic ideas remain the same, though the notation is more

cumbersome.A
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Hm) be a real-vaIued random function; the argument is defined by
Let

Then the distribution functfion fix) of f u-2)-(35

¢(x) 1: Pr0b{f(m) < x} .
(37 2

, «1 )

It shoum be “OtEd that X is a one‘dimensional real variable, -.(‘/.,
though an

denOtes a po‘nt 1“ thmtvdimensione] rotation group space :1 .Consider now the random function (36-43),

f(t.w) = HRmt) with t g {ed} 0 (37-13)

in View of the rotationa1 invariance. the distribution functfion of

@(x) = Prob{f(Rmt) < x} (37-14)

does not depend on t . Fo1lowin 9 the reason'
(36-24) We find that “‘9 “W “W15 from (36-22) to

@(x) = Meas{f(e,x) < x} . (37-15)

The meaSUre “Meas“ is surface measure on the unit sphere, normalized by
the factor 1/41: ; its element is, as usual,

1 __i.3; do — 4" swnededx . (37-16)

Just as in (36-24), there is no longer an explicit dependence on the azi-
muth variabie A .

For the distribution density

$00 = 4"(X) (37-17)

f(e,x) = x = const.,

f(e,;\) = x + dx = const.

on the Sphere; they win, in general, consist of several unconnected closed

cum“. Let the areas between these neighboring dosed Hnes be denoted by

h—
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FIGURE 37.5. Geometrical interpretation
of the distribution density

dAl. dAZ. dA3, (hatched in Fig. 37.5). Then

—-1_¢(x)dx — 4"(dA1+ dA2+dA3+ ...) .
(37-18)

The distribution function @(X) itself can be eXprESSEd in a form ana-

logous to (37'2)=

_ 1Nx) _ H H sinededx.
f(e,A><x

(37-19)

Another basic problem is the determination of the joint dfistributian of

two functions f and g on the sphere, say, of

119,”: T(e,>.) ,

g(e,A) = Ag(e,l) »

T and Ag denoting the disturbing potential and

spectiveiy. The joint distribution function is

¢(x,y) = Meas{f(e,A) < x , g(e,x) < y} .

the gravi t)’

(37-20)

anomaly, Ve‘

(37—21)

445.0!

«In
(:9dx V.

, "‘ "a
, . ' dA ‘ >

1 { :‘i 2 ' I

.
r» ’ Out"

2‘ ' " “I on
, V ' I 1/. ~‘ dA3

. g. .' 3

, , s a i‘ .....I".f:xodX>
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The
c“responding density 15

2MM!) ' W;
it may be “metricany “‘ustrated as follows.

f(e’)‘) z x o

f(8,A) = x + dx ’

Rotation

Draw the

Group Span. 305

(37‘22)

contow Hnes

(37-23)

as wel'fi as the contour lines

9(9’1) = y a

9(e’x) = Y + dy (37-24)

(Fig.37.6). The rfibbons formed in this way fintersect in areas dA , GA ,
M3, (hatched in Hg.37.6), and 1 2

¢(x,y)dxdy = (Tar—(M1 + dAz + dA3 + ...) . (37-25)

FIGURE 37.6. Joint distributions.

A 1tinafl examp1e wiM indicate how an azimuth-dependent situation can be

handled. Consider the prob1em of the joint distribution of gravity anoma-
Hes at two points that are at a SW‘fir‘ica1 “Same ‘1’ apart:

dA
g:y+dy\\f=x > .

r “s ‘ 3~ ,~
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0(x.y) - Probflum) < x. Hum) < y) (37~26)

where

(37~27)
w - angle(t.u) " Cons”

We have

(37-28)

(37-29;
t : [93A] I

U: [6.3Al] i

where the condition (37—27) can be written in the form

cosecose' + sinesine'cos(A‘-A} = 605$ = 50”“- (37-30)

The" (37-26) can be expressed as the integral

_ 1Why) — 5—2 If] sinededxdu ,
8" B(x,y)

(37-31)

where the integration is extended over the region B{x,y) defined by the
inequalities

f(e,A) < x ,
9(6',A') < y; (37-32)

e”, A“ are expressed as functions of (6,A,a) by the trigonOmety-ic re-
lations

cose' = cosecosw + sinesin¢c05u ,

sin(A'-A) = sinwsina/sine’ , (37-33)

which follow from the spherical triangle of Fig. 37.7. The integral (37-31)
is anaiogous to (37‘?) Md (37-19); the probability measure SlnGdOdAdA
has been replaced by "spatial" (surface plus azimuth) measure sinededxda
in the same way as (36-31) has been replaced by (36—32). Again we see that
formal "probabilities" are really relative

frequencies.W
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(ix )

(ab;,5
FIGURE 37.7. The basic spherical triangu-

These three examples iilustrate the basic principies of the determination

of single and joint distributions. Other cases can be handled similariy. In
any case, we can operate with "Spatiai” functions f(e,x), g(e,x), ,_, oniy,

In practice, the functions f(e,x) are usuaiiy represented by discrete
mean vaiues (say. 5'X 5' or 10X 10 biock averages), and the integrations
are to be replaced by sums.

38. THE MEANING OF STATISTICS IN COLLOCATION

Are gravity anomalies a stochastic phenomenon? lhere are different an—

swers to this question.
To get one answer, consider gravity at one observation station and ob-

serve it repeatedly. Assume that the measuring errors are negligibly small,

and remove known geophysical effects, especially tidal ones. Then the re-

SUltS of measurements at different times will be practically constant. He

conclude: gravity is a deterministic, not a stochastic phenomenon.

This way of looking at the problem, repeating the same experiment under

identical conditions, is the way we look at random measuring errors and at

many other “stochastic” physical phenomena, the classical case being the

repeated throw of a die, If the experimental results vary randomly, then

we have a genuineiy stochastic phenomenon. Under the assumption that the

QUtcomes 0f the repeated experiment are independent of one another, we

have the scheme of repeated trials, fundamental in probability theory.

PollA
. 0'

a

,8

wW
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There is, however‘ aISO another way of looking at the Question of sto-

chasticity of gravity anomalies- “‘9’ a” "used by mass anomafies' “51b”
and invisible ones. These mass anomaiies show some regular features, for

instance, mountain chains extending in a regMar faShion {ram n°rth ‘0

south. From a regional or global point of view, however, the pattern is

still quite irregular.
In fact. the mass distribution in the crust results from a superposition

of many causes, such as tectonic and igneous activity ané the action of

water. ice, and wind. The resulting effect of these causes is irregular in-

deed and may well be considered random.

This is particularly true if we remove known features or trends, for

instance, by a topographic-isostatic reduction to be mentioned below-

In this sense, the gravity anomalies, which are caused by such mass ano-

malies, may also be said to be random. The randomness exists here not with

respect to time, as it was in the first case (measurement at the same point

but at different times) but with respect to space {measurement at the same

time but at different points). The random behavior is more or less indepen-

dent of position on the sphere and of direction; it is homogeneous and iso-
tropic.

Stochastic process interpretation‘ What do we mean by considering the
anomalous gravitational potential T as a stochastic process? In conformity

with sec. 34 we put _

(38-1)T = f(e,A;w) .

The potential T at sea level is thus considered as a function of the
spherical coordinates a and A (we employ the spherical approximation
as usual}, as well as of a phase variable m which is a point in a proba-
bility space 9 . To each choice of u there corresponds a function of e

and A . The actual terrestrial potential T would then correspond to one

particular choice, say o1 .

This means that the mathematical model comprises not only one earth, our
Earth, but a number of other fictitious "sample earths”, each of which cor-
responds to a different point e o ,

Such a model is not a priori impossible (similar models are employed,
e.g., in statistical thermodynamics); it may very well be used if there are
good reasons: if it is mathematically convenient and provides practically
meaningful results.

In the present geodetic case the use of such a model could perhaps be

justified on mathematical grounds if it were Gaussian and ergodic; however,
this is impossible in View of Lauritzen‘s theorem (sec.35). Whether
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aaussian models SUCh as tée 0"? given as the First Example in sec. 35are mathematically attractiv(p 286) ' e enough to serve as a stochastic pro-
cess model for the earth 5 gravitational field, remains a matter of taste.
The

Present author prefers to look into another direction, which is indi-
cated by the Second Example in sec. 35 (p.238)5

Statistics Without atOChaetiOBi our principal reason for introducing
stochastic Processes has been to avail ourselves of the corresponding mathe-
matical apparatus and the Statistical terminology, Such as the concept of
covariance functions; this is Very convenient, useful, and of considerable
heuristic Veiue- If it is possible to retain this apparatus while at the
same time working with one Earth only, then there is little reason why we
should not take “Occam's razor“ and cut away all the other fictitious
"sample earthsfl- {OCCWRI "Entia non aunt multiplicanda praeter necessitatem".)

The situation may well be compared to the global statistics of the human
population at a given time. There are random variations from one human in-
dividual to the other. We have regular trends, such as the racial and cul—
tural background, but there are genuinely irregular features left, distri-
buted over the human population and thus over the earth's surface. This is
not completely unlike the surface distribution of gravity anomalies {al-
though the analogy, if pushed too hard, quickly becomes nonsense).

Is it permitted to study the global population statistics at a given
time, to calculate various statistical distributions? Everyone will answer
this question in the affirmative, although there is only one global popu—
lation. All statistical distributions are simply calculated on the basis
of this population,

This is the subject of descriptive statistics, which computes relative
frequencies, histograms, distribution functions, mean values, variances,
and covariances only on the basis of the available population (cf. Kreyszig,
1970, Part I; Mises, 1957, pp.166—167). This has the character of a classi~
fication of the data and does not necessarily presuppose a “stochastic” be-
haviour.

It appears that the statistics of the gravitational field should be
handled similarly. We simply must take seriously the fact that there is
Omiy one gravitational field, and compute the whole statistics from this
one field only.

The appropriate mathematical apparatus for studying the “second-order
statistics“ (variances and covariances) of the gravitational field is thus
Norbert Wiener's (1930) "covariance analysis of individual functions“
(Boob, 1949, sec_1). This made] is implicit in almost all geodetic work in
this field (Kaula, 1959, 1957; Heiskanen and Moritz, 1967, chapter 7); ex-
ph'Cltly it was formulated in (Moritz, 1973a,sec.8). It essentially uses

h—
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the idea of homogeneity and isotroDY- Far th‘ sphere' h°m°99”9lty and iso‘
tropy really form a single compound “OHM” name," invarunce and" rota.
tions (in contrast to the plans. where homogeneity. inVlrlmce under trans.
lation. and isotropy. invariance under rotation, are seoarate notionsl);
this motivates the introduction of the three-dlm9"5l°”°‘ VOt‘tlo“ group,

lhroughout the present book we have used such a covariame aflfllysis of
individual functions applied to the anomalous potential T . beginning “it”
sec. 10. In sec. 37 we have extended the idea of a Statistical analysl; 0,
the individual function I to the computation of statistical distributions
of T and related quantities.

It is now of basic importance that. formally: this thee?! can also be

interpreted within the framework of stochastic processes. as our ergodic
Second Model (p.288). This is, of course, independent 0f the QUBStion
whether the anomalous gravitational field is “really” a stochastic process
in some physical sense. Probability theory then simply serves to provide a

convenient mathematical formalism.
The deeper reason why this formalism can be applied is that, mathemati-

cally, both probabilities and relative frequencies satisfy the axioms of
measure theory. Therefore, if we wish to avoid the term "probability", we

might simply speak of “measure”. However, this concept is rather abstract,
whereas probabilistic terminology possesses an attractive intuitive flavor
and is thus frequently preferred.

The problem whether and in which respect the anomalous gravitational
field is a "genuinely stochastic phenomenon” will be answered differently
by different people, depending on their scientific outlooks. Even with re-
spect to the philosophical meaning of “probability” and “stochastic phenom-
enon” there are many different, even quite opposite, opinions, as is seen
by comparing books such as (Gnedenko, 1967), (Finetti, 1974), and (Mises,
1957). Still, the mathematical formalism is the same.

Similarly, the mathematical formalism, proposed here as a statistical
background of collocation, is independent of how seriously we take the sto-
chastic character of the gravitational field. Even if we rigorously deny
this stochasticity, we can still accept the formal statistical analysis
presented here: we then have “statistics without stochastics"; cf. (Sanso,
1978c).

Randomness again. At any rate, the standard errors computed as rotation
group means are meaningful as global averages. Consider, for instance,
least—squares gravity interpolation or prediction, as mentioned on pp.80-8L
if we use a global covariance function, then the standard error of predic-
tion computed by a formula of type (9—29) will characterize the average
interpolation accuracy on a global scale. This does not necessarily mean
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thatit will also give the average accuracy in a certain region. The latter
; ‘ccuracy WOU‘d be batter Obta1“°d by “Sing 5 regional covariance function,
! amen

characterizes the statistical behavior of the gravity anomalies 1n
3 (“at particular region.

For global data combination problems it is usually the global average
lccuracy Nthh we need; the present book concerns itself primarily with
those prfiblems- Stiiio regional averages are also of interest. and it would
bedesiTADle lf the StatiStical characteristics in different regions were
“milar to each other and to the corresponding global characteristics.

This would be the case if averages over a certain region (including an

averaging over different azimuths) were approximately equal to the global
rotation group average. A comparable situation would be throwing a die a

large number of times. If the average frequency of throwing a "3" in any
sample, say. of a hundred throws (e.g., the average of throws No. 1 to No.

100. the average of throws No. 101 to 200, of No. 201 to 300, and so on)
is approximately equal, about 1/6. then we say that the die behaves in a

properly random fashion. This is the much quoted stability of relative fre-
quency. which is considered characteristic for stochastic phenomena; cf.
(Gnedenko. 1967, sec.I.7).

Thus we might similarly say that the gravity anomalies behave randomly
if regional averages (of not too small a size) are approximately equal to
each other.

Obviously this is not in general the case. Statistical characteristics
will be different in a mountaineous region, in a plane region, and in an

oceanic region, even if they have the same size. These characteristics may

also depend on the azimuth-~this is called anisotropy—-, for instance if
we have a large mountain chain extending essentially in one direction such

as the Rocky Mountains. We then speak 0f regionai trends- We may try t0 re-
move these trends, for instance by gravity reduction to be discussed below.

In this way we may hope to get a more “random” behavior of the residual
gravity anomalies, more independent of position and azimuth, rendering var-
ious regional averages similar to each other and to the global average.

Another possibility Wthh might be “sad for 1035] applications is to

censider iocai or, exceptionally, anisotropic covariance functions; see,
fer instance, {Groten at al., 1979), (Kearsley, £977), and (Morrison, 1977L

For global applications, however, the rotation group average, which is

homogeneous and isotropic by definition. seems to be the appropriate con-

cept. .

Gravity reduction as trend removal. From a statistical point of view it
“Quid be desirabie to eliminate all known trends. For instance. an elimina-
tioh of the corre1at§on of the gravity anomalies with elevation is closely
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refiated to the Bouguer reduction (cf. Heiskanen and Moritz. 1967. sec.7-10L
In this way. the very innqz topogranhic effects are removed and the gravity
anomalies become much smoother and easier tn interpolate. 0n the other hanm
the Bouquer anomalies are approximatp3y proportional to the average height
of an area and thus have thp characfer of n raqfnuql trend. the remava} 09

this latter trend. {n addition to the loco! one. is effected by an ssostatk
reduction.

If A9 is the given free-air gravity anomaEy. then

ZnGoh= ..
AgB (38-2;

( G ... gravitational constant, p ... denSity, h ... tooogrzahgci:19va_
I" I -t1'0“) is an approximate expression for the Bouguer anomafly. w 2: Olqh

1y equal to

‘ ZnGph
m

( h mean elevation of an area). Therefore. the iSOStatéc anomaly’ "MC"m

is approximately given by

_hl)2nGc(h n=Ag -Ag: (38-3)

(Moritz, 1968b, sec.6), can be said to be free of the principai trends (lo—
cal elevation h and mean elevation hm ); it can be expected to be small-
er, smoother and more “random” than the free—air anomaly. In fact, if iso-
static compensation were perfect, then AgI would be zero.

The great practical importance of the Bouguer reduction for gravity in-
terpolation and of topographic'isostatic reduction for interpolation of
deflections of the vertical is weil known. Thus, for local or regional pur-
poses, such reductions are of great value.

In global data combinations, a consistent isostatic reduction of all da-
ta under consideration, and the subsequent “antireduction” of the results
obtained, would certainly improve the results of least—squares collocation.
Unfortunately, this improvement has to be paid for by an enormous computational
effort, which may be justified in some cases but probably not in general.

It should, however, be mentioned that the gross features of an isostatic
reduction can be calculated relatively easily from a spherical—harmonic ex-
pansion of topography; cf. (Lachapelle, 1976).

Removal of a lower—degree harmonic field. Another possibility of a trend

removal is the subtraction of one of the available truncated
spherical-J
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harmonic expansions such as found in (Larch et a).. 19/1) In 1{Gaposchk‘n’ lg79)‘ SUCh a field rEhresents very weii an I ‘ fpp' lglii or
ares; it can be expected that the residual f, e '9sionai fea~tJ

'ona] field W“] be sma1‘er and more 1
91d after subtracting Such a

regls gravitationa} fie1d~ “VEQUiar than the originai anom-

a The Procedure is Conceptuaiiy similar to the isostati1. “reduction” 0f the data by subtracting the effect
:freduction:

fieId; . the regional
, appiication of the coiioca ‘

:. "antireduction" 0f the
com;;::df0TMUias to the residuals;

. quantities by adding the corre~sponding effect of the regionai field.
The Computationai effort, however, is much less_It is aiso poss‘bie to combine these two types of reductiOn; cf. (tacho-peiie, 1975).

In Prineipie one C°U1d 6150 think of removing other trends, for instance.known d€“5ity anemaiies~ This corresponds to the principie that ail possibletrends shouid be eiiminated before appiying statistics_ AS many other pr1n_cipies, this one is good as iong as it is combined with common sense and notpushed to the extreme. The anaiyticai side of coiiocation may help to find
the proper measure: even if there is no trend removal Whatsoever, colloca-tion works as an anaiyticai approximation method.

Group—invariant estimation. Our statistical interpretation makes essen-tiai use of the invariance with respect to the rotation group (sec.36). By
a siight shift of perspective it is possibie to stress this invariance,
downpiaying the statisticai aspect. In this way we may interpret least-
squares coiiocation as a rotation group invariant iinear estimation (Sanso,
1978a).

Nonlinear estimation. The non-Gaussian character of the anomaious grav-
ity fieid impiies that the “best iinear“ estimate is not the absoiuteiy
best estimate: noniinear estimation may stiii reduce the variance of the
Fesuit. Therefore, noniinear prediction has been suggested, among others,
by Kauia (1966j and Grafarend (1972). In practice, iinear methods are used
aimost exciusiveiy.

The many facets of collocation. We have seen that ieast-squares coiioca-
tion has its roots in many fieids such as: (1)1east—squares estimation,(2)
stochastic processes, (3)approximation theory,(4) functional anaiysis,(5)
potentiai theory, (6) inverse and improperiy posed problems, and(7) group
theory. Some of these reiationships, especiaiiy the statisticai and the ana-
lytics] aspect, are interesting and significant enough toinvite concentration
on one or the other_ However, a baianced and compiete understanding ofieast-
Squares coiiocation invoives a carefui SynthESis 0f a1] re]evant
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, 39. ELLIPSOIDAL CORRECHONS

I“? quan,§,(,g of (he
anomalous qrav‘tv fi:id. ::chra: gravity

anemaEi

or decide! heiath, are relaHvP‘Y “M”. in ‘01:?” i: efatmg these quanfs

cities one usuaIlr "96‘9£'9° therefore. the f air?“ qho
the reference el

Hpsofids arrivu‘a 3‘
express£ons whiCh are fnrmfli Y ;p :rical‘ This I‘Jpheri~

#4:?
N‘i‘rfirfm‘zfl'ma underMes G‘MGSt 5” formu‘as n p vs ca] 9""d‘39y. such ‘

as States; formula (se£_2) or
Molodensky's series (sec.43); 5150 the are.

sent treatment of Ieast‘sauares Co‘location has be?” béSEd on it'

fhiS spherica1 apprOX§mati0n causes an error which 15 negligible in mg”

practicafl aonIications. Leigemafln (1979' 9’20) has Show" that’ i“ the case»

Of Stakesr formula. this error is on a
930ba} average on the order of

2

0.2m in the geoidal height. Ihis is one order of magnitude sma1ler than

the accuracy implied by the present graVQmEtrjc and 533911ite data.

For higher accuracies, however. eiIipSOida] correCtionS must be taken

into account. This can be done fin the f01%owing way. which is basica11y dUe

to Sagrebin (1956) and has been used since by many authOFS'

Any Quantity E of the anomalous gravity field (the anomalous patent”1

the geoida1 height, the gravity anoma1y, etc.) is expanded as a series Wm;

reSpect to a smail parameter c
characterizing the deviation of the refer-

ence ellipsoid from a sphere:

F = + + + + ." _

(39-1)

This parameter a may be the flattening f or some Simflar estomaI

parameter; we shall take the Square 076 the “Mt excentflcjty:

_2_a2-b2.e-e'f’
a

(39-2\

for notations see sec, 2. In View of the smaHness of the quantities under

consideration, squares and higher powers of 5 may be safeiy negIected,

so that (39-1) reduces to

F = F0 + 92F1 ; (39-3)

we have written Fm) = F0 and F”) = F1 . In this form we shaH try to

rearesent every quantity of the anoma1ous gravitationa]
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Such a quantity 6150 deoends on the nosnmn as gdew: Cocrdinates 6 (latitude), 1 How“ 4
unused. Gig” by thegeo J1 9). and V) Mei M. abovethe e‘IHpsoidL if the quantuy “359'! to the earth's surf“; Um: h 59r and l ‘ ‘

a

function Of :m In also “‘3‘ "‘9 Quantity under confideratinn decendson g and A y‘ - ‘ “59' (39-3) my be written more eercStiy:
0mm - F <m) + ezr‘nn). m u

0since the “IMHO” F (MU carresponds to e a 0 , it may be considéred
as a

function 0" *5 Suitably defined sphere. 9.9.. a mean terrestrn‘b sphereof rad‘tus

R = 3/32; é 6371M ’ (39-5)

and °’ x may be CONSidEVEd 35 Spherical coordinates on this sphere.
In this way we have estabiished a one-to-one mapping of the reference

Ei‘ipSOid on a Sphere 0f radius R by mapping a point of geodetic (geo-
graphican coordinates (M3) on the e11ipsoid into a point of sohericai
coordinates (o,l) on the sohere; the values of o and A being numeri-
caiiy the same for both points.

After having defined, in this way, a mapping of points, we shaH estab-
lish a mapping of functions by ietting the function Fo(o,x) on the Sphere
correspond to the function F(¢,l) on the e11ipsoid, the two functiOns be-
ing related by (39—4).

The functions F1(¢,A) are determined as foiiows. For the anomalous po-
tentia] T , we define

Mm) = 0, (39-5)

so that we have the fundamenta] mapping equation:

3 ) ’ ) (39-7)

Then geoida] height, deflection of the verticai, gravity anomaiies and

s§m11ar quantities F°(¢,i) on the sphere are uniqueiy defined in terms of

the basic function T0W,” by sphericai reiations. 0n the other hand, the

correspending functions F(¢,;) represent the actual values of these quan-

tities on the ellipsoid and are iikewise uniquely reiated to T(°’k) f
: To(¢.k) by appropriate eiiiDSOidal formu1as‘ Thus the funCtions F (¢’X)
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are likewise well defined: their dEtGVM1nat‘0" ‘5 the purpose 0f the pres.
ent section.

Now we are also in a position to better understand the meaning of the
spherical approximation. It is the mapping 0‘ 6" EllipSOldGi point with
geographical (geodetic) coordinates (p.i) 1"!” 5 “Oint 0‘ the sphere
whose spherical coordinates are numerically Equal to the coordifiates (9,1)
of the ellipsoidal point; furthermore all first-order quantities ezpl and

terms of higher order are neglected.
In the present situation we have the same mapping by numerically identh

fying the geodetic coordinates on ellipsoid and sphEVE; hOWever. now the
first-order quantities are retained.

It should be mentioned that the mapping of QGOdEth C°°rdinates into
spherical coordinates is by no means the only way 0f 95tabll5hlng a corre—
spondence between the reference ellipsoid and an auxiliary sphere. One may

also map the ellipsoidal coordinates consisting of reduced latitude 8 and

1ongltude A into spherical coordinates by identifying their reSPeCthe
numerical values, this has been done, 9.9,, by Sagrebin (1956) and Hotine
(1969, pp.320-322). Employing a and i leads to somewhat simpler form;-
las, but the use of a and A seems to be preferable from a practical
point of view: it is laborious to transform geographical latitudes a into
reduced latitudes B for all points used, and the division of blocks for
mean values of gravity, etc., corresponds to o, A and not to 8 ,A .

We also mention that Molodensky (Molodenskii et al., 1962) and Koch
(1968), in their solutions of ellipsoidal boundary-value problems, map geo—

centric coordinates on the ellipsoid (geocentric latitude and longitude)
into spherical coordinates.

Geographical coordinates have been used by Lelgemann (1970, 1973) and
Moritz (1974).

Geoidaz heights. The geoidal height N is related to the anomalous po-
tential T by

N=I
Y

(39-8)

where y 1's normal gravity at the eHipsoid.
By eq. (2-96) of (Heiskanen and Moritz, 1967) we have, approximately,

Y = ya(1+ f*sin2¢) (39-9)

where ya is normal gravity at the equator
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5f*g-f+2"m (39—10)

eq42.99)), To the same approximation we have
(£b£d*'

f = érez ; (IQ-H)

inspe i0 0 U Q i 1ct H a I u ' C6 Va

1. ‘ .-
- 9 ) shows that f i 1“I an .' $99 0 i a?

2“1:154 . (39-12}

Thus, (39-9) becomes

‘ 32.2
Y = yail+ze 5m <9] . (39-13)

Introducing the Legendre po1ynomiafi

. _ 3 .2 1P2(s1n¢) — ~2-51n ¢ - 7 (39-14)

we have

1 2 1 2 .
Y = Yell + 1e + 7e P2(31n¢)] . (39-15)

Since the mean va1ue (over the sphere) of P7(s1‘n¢) is zero, the mean

vaiue of y becomes

0- 112‘
Y —ya[¢+4ej , (39-16)

so that (39-15) may be written as

r
Y = YO[1+—12—e2P2(sin¢fl

or, by (39—14),

Y = YO[1- 2153+ gezsinzfl- (39-17)

III—h
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Hence, (39-8) becomes

_T{ 12_32.2N—EL1+K9 3e 5m ¢] . {39-18}

Taking yo as the (constant) spherical value corresponding to the enip-
soidal vaiue y , we have

N0=fi=L
YO YO

(39-19)

as the value of the geoida‘i height in the spherica] approximation, so that

N = NO + ele (39-20)

with

1_13.2]oN-[I—ES1N¢JN . (39-21)

Deflections of the vertical. The components of the deflection of the
verticaI are given by

3N£=-‘—‘985¢

“hfl,
ask

(39-22}

as the derivatives of the geoida] height N along a north—south direction
(line enement ds¢ ) and along an east-west direction (line element d5} )

Genera1fly, the 1ine e1ement of the ellipsoid is expressed by

ds2 = u2d¢2 + v2C052¢dA2 , (39-23;

where u and v are the principal radii of curvature of the e11ipsoid
given by

=i
u V39

_CV‘V,
(39-24)

(39—25)

4

\\N
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where we have put

v - '2(1+e c052“; (39-26)

and used eqs. 2-3 - -I ( ) and (2 4). these re1ations ar f
geomew‘c“ geOdESy‘ e

cund in any text on

Thu59

ds¢ = ud¢ ,
(39—27)

ds)\ = vcos¢dl ,

so that (39—22) becomes

—-lfl5- uM’
= - _1__3_N

“ vCOSQBA'
(39~28)

In the spherica] approximation we have

Eo _ _laNO' R34; ’

o = __1_§_NE
n Rcos¢ 3A '

0n expanding we have to order e2 :

(39-29)

R

C

V

l
u

l
v

= 3Va2b = a[1—%e2] .

= 2; = a[1+%ez} = R[1+—§e

=1+§e2c052¢ =1+%62

= %[1+§ez-§ezsin2¢] ,

=%11-%e2-%e251n2¢].

62]

_ l
2

ezsin2¢
9

(39-30)

(39-31)

(39-32)

(39-33)

(39-34)
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PM
being the usual L eqe

known
that gecgra .

ndre
phi

fun '
ca1 1at1tude

thons. Fr
¢

and rsgm
genmptr.

—

UCPd ..
1ca1

_ 13H QM“. tuda ‘Sy ‘t $
. a sare reEAtnd

by
b

tans z Eta“ ¢ ‘ (39»41)

m whfich we obtain by a series exnansion with respect to e7 . restricted
fro

. terms.11near
to

1 .5=¢-,Zezsm¢cos¢ , ¢=5+%e2s1necosgg (39-4?)

Hence, to the same approximation,

dP
- _ ~ 1 2 nm .pnm(sun¢) — an(sms) + 72 Wsmecose (39-43;

The foHowing formuEas are standard f -0‘” Spherxcafl h ' \

and Ryzmk’ 1965, @1005):
armomcs (cf. Gradshte/n

dan(SinB)T c058 = (n+1)s1n :8an - gn-rn+1)Pn+1,m

. . n-m+1 n+m= +S1n Ban(S1nB) 2n+I Pn+1,m 2n+I Pn—1,m ’

5
(39-44)

(39-45)

whence

d?
l _51“ 3 cos 8 d3 — anmpn+2,m+ bnm an + cnmPn-2.m gag-a6)

with

a = _ n(n-m+1)(n-m+2
nm n+ \ n+3 ,

b _ n2-3m2+n
um - i2n+3HZYPI§ , (39-47)

C = (n+1 (n+m n+m-1
nm
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We substitute (39-43) into (39-40) and take (39-46) into account. Further_

more we note that. e.g..

m I”
P .

X cnmAnmpn—Zm I cn+2,mAn+2,m nm

n-2 n-0
{39-48)

In this way we can transform (39-40) into eHipsoidal coordinates a, a. ,

obtaining

T ‘ an(SinB)(CnmcosmA + Dnmsinmx) , (39-49)

where

= 1 2 - 1 2

Cnm Anm + "2—9 Knm ’ Dnm — Bnm + 76 an ’

= + A
Knm an-2,mAn—2,m + bnmAnm Cn+2,m n+2,m ’

L = a + +
nm n—2,mBn-2,m bntnm CrH-2,mBn+2,m ’

(39-50)

the coefficients anm etc. being given by (39-47).
Let us abbreviate (39—49) as

(39-51)
T = H Tnm(s,x)

'This gives the potential] T at the surface of the e‘EHpsoid. In the space

outside the eEHpsoid, T can then be expressed as

T(u,B,A) = Snm(u)Tnm(B,x) , (39-52)

where

0mm“)
n Qnmhf)

(39-53)

QM being a Legendre function of the second kind and u denoting the 59”"
minor axis of the coordinate eiiipsoid passing through the space 90”” under

consideration; U, B, A are spatiai eliipsoidai coordinates. Cf. (Heiskanen

and Moritz. secs.1-19 and 1-20).A
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3T 13Agt’ifi“?5%7-
(39-54)

This r“anon expressgs Ag in terms of T and of 1ts derivatinormai to the ellipsowd. This derivative equals V! aT/ah

flfigigia
3 ESQ W03”

(39-55)

where

we = éflzsinzg+b2COs28 ;
(39-56)

cf. (Heiskanen and Moritz, 1967, pp.68-69)‘

H as” 1 3
Ag = R _ _v .

3h + Y 8h SnmLDTnmiBsA) a (39-57)

where the symbo1 ( )0 signifies that the quantitiy within parentheses istaken at the eHipsoid, that is, for u = b .
From (39-53} we get

dS . Q‘ (2)_fl : l_nm
du E Qnm ZO

S (39«58)

where

_-b20‘1'?’$—'U“‘T’ (39-59)

l dQnm
Qnm = T ' (39-60;

It is now appropriate to use the series expansion (Hobson, 1931, p.195,
eq.(19));

I

/

h.—
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Q (Hm I) . C a
_ 2(I z )2 m5? ‘ (“wmmm2(?n+3‘)z»"’i;“?’2‘j ‘ }

where C denotes a constant whose value is mot needed for the

pose.
We differentiate (39—61) with respect to z , substitute in

put 2 - 20 {that 15, u I b ). obtaining

as 2nm ,1 o erH n'm” '2
[—3710 {M1_22(n+1){1-L(717r%_ m 20 +

O

Using the second equation in (39-59), it is strafightfomard to

gzo__b.2' 2‘120 a

(39-61)

present pur-

(39-58) and

. (39—52)

compute that

(39-53)

I

furthermore, by (2-15),

-252: 9'2 =ez+e4+eé+-~ (39-64)

differs from 92 only by higher-order terms to be neglected. Thus (39-62)

reduces to

dSnm _ 2:! wzl[Tujo-':i—2g\“+l+ 2n+3 ef' (39—65)

By (39—55) we have

[as ] [d3 J
nm =__1_ fl

3h 0 WC du O
{39—66)

The expansion of (39-56) gives

1_ 12 2F5-l+78C053: (39-67)

__.4
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4neglect1ng e and htgher nowers.which we are doing consistently 511 the
time, Thfis provides the first summand between parentheses 1n (39-57).

To get the second summand. we note that. by (39-53).

I S (b) - l .(Snm)o nm (39-68)

5y (Heiskanen and Moritz, 1967. p.78) we have

1 a 2 2k filo . - s(1+f+m-2fs‘ln an .

Whence, by (39-11) and (39-12),

(39-69)

18y __g 2_2.2 (39-70)

In terms of the mean radius (39-30) there is

%=%<1-%e2>,

b 1
:2— : fiH—gez). (39-71)

In view of eqs. (39—65) through (39—71}, eq. (39-57) takes the form

‘ 2 n+m+1 n-m+1 n+11 n-3 .2Ag=$ EE[n-1+e[(—z)$3——)‘T‘T“MM'
- Tnm(8,x) . (39—72)

There remains to express Tnm(8,>.) in terms of (dud) . Remember that,
by (39-49) and (39-51),

Tnm(5,>\) = an(sm8)(Cnmcosmx + Dnmsinmx) . (39-73)

in (39-43) we may rep1ace 8 by ¢ in the term mu‘ltiplied by e2 , with-
out impairing the accuracy, whence

dP
an(sine) = an(sin¢) - %82‘a%rl sinuous . (39—74)
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In (39-73) we now substitute anmma) by (39-74) and the coefficients
Cmn and 0m by the first line of (39-50). The expressmn for Tnmmd)
thus obtained $5 than 1n=erfed into (39-72). After some stnghtforward
algebra. neglecan mam terms multiplied by ed . we get

Ag 2 H 51]}; an(s€n¢)(AnmcosmA + Bnmsinmx) +

+§Riz H

- Tn-a sir

w) -[i§n+m+1n)+§r\-m+1}_ an(51

2 - n-I . dpnm
@an(s1n¢) " T 53n®cos¢‘fl"‘

-(A cosmA+B sinmx)+
nm nm

+ —-—n-1 P (sin¢)(K cosmA + L sinmx)],
2 nm nm nm J

(39—75)

We further express sin¢cos¢dan/d¢ by (39-46), with ¢ instead of 8 .

and sin2¢P by
nm

. 2 .s1n P =‘1) nm(S1n¢) unmpn+2,m + 6nmpnm + YmnPn-Z,m ’ (39—76)

where

a = n-m+1)(n-m+2
nm 2n+1 2n+3; ’

_ (n+m (mm—1 I

Ynm " I2n+u n—) ’

B = 2n2—2m2+2n-1
nm \EYH-E KER-I; ’

(39—77)

this re1ation is ebtained by app1ying eq. (39—45) twice. At last we change
the summat1on varIaDie 1n terms containing Pm”,m and Pn_2’m simiiar1y
to (39-48).

The final result is

Ag = + (39-78)

where

°° nA0: Ell? sin 'g
ngzmgo R um(

¢)(Anmcosmx + Bnmsmmx) , (39-79)

_‘d
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a n
1 1Ag ‘ g2 EanHiMHGnmcosmx +Hnms1nmx)

n32 maO
(39-80)

with

a A +x A ‘r A
Gnm Knm n—2.m mm mm unm n+?,m '

s x B + X B 4' B
Hnm nm n—2,m hm hm Unm n#2,m

(30-81}

and

= _ 3§nn3 n-m—l n-m
Kms: n- n— , '

A : n3-3m2n—9n2w6m2—10n+9
nm 3(2n+3}ZZn-1) ’

(39—82)

2 _ (3n+5 n+m+2 n+m+1
unm 2 2n+5 { n+3 '

The computation of the correction term (39—80), which is multiplied by e2

and has, therefore, a very smaii effect 92Ag1 , can be done in an approx—

imate way, using a truncated spherical-harmonic expansion obtained by a

combination of sateilite and gravimetric data such as given in (Lerch et
ai., 1977), (Rapp, 1977) or (Gaposchkin, 1979)‘.

The comparison between (39-40) and (39—79) shows that T = To and Ago

is connected by the usua] sphericai relation; cf. (Heiskanen and Moritz,
1967, p.89, eq.(2-155')); this is as it shouid be.

Collocation with ellipsoidal corrections. If we wish to appiy eHip-
soidal corrections in 1east-squares coiiocation we may proceed in the fol—
lowing manner.

The anaiyticai structure underiying our whoie preceding treatment of
least-squares coiiocation is based on a spherical reference surface. In
fact, as we have seen repeatedly, this anaiyticai structure of the anoma—

10us gravitationai field is represented by covariance propagation on the
basis of sphericai formuias such as (15-7) to (15-9); aiso the covariance
functipn K(P,Q} , being homogeneous and isotropic, is essentiaiiy related
te the sphere.

_ 1The summation in (39-80) starts with n=2 , a1though zero and first degree terms are
l"troduced by (39-148); these 3atter terms, however, are conventionally suppressed; cf.
(Heuskanen and Moritz, 1967, p.97).

W7
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Thus least-squares colEocation formulas

stead of s ).

-3
3 . CHCHI .

should be written. in the present notation,

0 -1 O
s - C31c111 .

such

as

as (1 1-27) (usi n9 s in-

(39-83)

{39-84)

putting

osas+e251. fl=1o+9211 (39-85}

1n conform” with (39-3). Combining (39-84) and (39—85) gives

-1 21 215=cslcll(1-e1)+es s

(39—86)

which is the improvement of (39-83) by applying EHTPSOldaT correCtions'

The procedure expressed by (39—86) may be described as f011°W5:

1. reduction of the data l from the ellipsoid to the sphere by

subtracting e2l1 ;

2. application of the spherical collocation formula (39-84), giving

tslciiw —
e211) ;

3. reduction of this result from the sphere back to the ellipsoid
by adding e251 .

it is thus quite similar to reduction procedures described at the end of

the preceding section. The ellipsoidal reductions e211 and e251 are

given by the basic reduction formulas derived in this section: (39—21)

for the geoidal height N , (39-38) and {39-39} for the components a

and n of the deflection of the vertical, and (39—80) for the gravity
anomaly Ag ; there is, by definition, no ellipsoidal reduction for the

anomalous potential T , cf. (39-6). We recall that for all ellipsoidal
corrections we may use an approximate anomalous field as defined, e.g.,
by one of the known truncated spherical-harmonic expansions,
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PART B

THE GEODETIC BOUNDARY-VALUE PROBLEM

The geOdetic boundary-value problem is the determination of the earth'sPhy3ical Surface from the values of the gravity vector and the gravity po-tential given on it. The book treats recent developments in this field,re-Striating itself, however, to two subjects: first, the investigation ofseries solutions by MOZOdenSky, Brovar, and OthePS, of their convergence,
and of their equivalence (secs.43—49); and secondly, mathematical studies
on the existence and uniqueness of the solution performed recently by Her-
mander, Krarup, and Sanso (secs.50—54).

Secs. 40-42 provide an introduction to the mathematical structure of
Molodensky's problem; a previous knowledge of the basic principles, such
as given in chapter 8 of {Heiskanen and Moritz, 1967), is desirable though
not indispensable.

The reader primarily interested in applications will find information
on computational formulas and their theoretical background in secs. 40-—49.

Harmander's work on existence and uniqueness represents a mathematical
tour de force of great depth and complexity. The present treatment attempts
only a general, non—technical desoription of the method, the mathematical
background, and the results.

Sanso's treatment of the geodetic boundary—value problem provides a high-
ly original and simple new approach: by means of a Legendre transformation,
the free boundary—value problem is transformed into a problem with a fixed
boundary. This approach is related to Molodensky's theory in much the same

way as Hamilton's treatment of classical mechanics is related to the New-
tonian approach; it is of similar beauty. The book treats rather fully the
elementary aspects of Sansd’s theory.

Geodynamical effects such as time variation of reference systems and

tidal influences are small but of great principal significance. Therefore,
an outline of them concludes the book.
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IMO. MOLODENSKY'S PROBLEM

In sec. 2 we have briefly mentioned the prob/rm of flturan, the gravj_
metric determination of the geoid; the solution is given by Stokes‘ for-
mula (2-35). This approach. though mathematically quite simple, meets with
conceptual difficulties because it presupposes that all measurements refEr
to the geoid. Now the actual geodetic measurements are made at the phygjca!
earth's surface. or topographic surface, which is the earth‘s Surface wniCh
we see and on which we walk. Therefore. these measurements must be reduceg
to sea level. that is, to the geoid. This, however, implies the knowleagg
of the density of the masses above the geoid, and this density is only 1m-

perfectly accessible to observation. The practical impact of this difficulty
is not forbidding, but the conceptual difficulties remain.

Therefore, M.S. Molodensky in 1945 proposed a different approach, namely

the direct gravimetric determination of the physical earth's surface. This
problem of Molodensky has played a fundamental role in theoretical geodeSy
during the last decades. A review of the results obtained by 1960 is given
in the monograph (Molodenskii et al., 1962). An elementary presentation with
emphasis on the physical background is found in chapter 8 of (Heiskanen and

Moritz, 1967). Our present treatment will stress the mathematical structure
of Molodensky's problem and present some recent developments.

The problems of both Stokes and Molodensky deal with data given on a sur-
face (the geoid and the physical earth's surface, respectively), which is a

boundary for the region outside this surface. They are thus geodetic bound-
ary—value problems.

The problem of Molodensky may be formulated briefly as follows: given, at
all points of the physical earth‘s surface S , the gravity potential w

and the gravity vector 3 , to determine the surface S . The potential N

can be determined by leveling combined with gravity measurements; this gives
the potential up to an unknown constant which, however, can be found indi-
rectly by other methods, especially distance measurements. The magnitude of
the gravity vector g , which is gravity g , is measured by gravimetry, and

the direction of g , which is the plumb line, is obtained by astronomical
measurements of latitude a and longitude A . It is assumed that these
measurements have been corrected for luni-solar tidal effects and other tem-

poral variations, so that our problem is independent of time. We further
suppose that the very small effect of the atmosphere has been taken into
account by an appropriate reduction. Hence, the space outside the surface
S can be considered empty.

We thus assume that the earth is a rigid body which rotates with a con-
stant and known angular velocity w around a fixed axis, which passes
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‘
through the earth's center of mass. This center of mass NH} be taken asthe origin 0 Of a “mesh” coordinate System. the M'axis coincidingwith; the axis of rotation.

The gravnauonal DMMHN V is a harmanic function outside 5.For large vaEues 0f the radius vector

(no-1)

it has an expansion in spherica] harmonics of the farm (6«2):

GM Y (EM) Y {0.x}V(x\ = —— + 1 + 2 + ._i r, if r (40-2)

where G is the gravitationa] constant, M denotes the total mass of theearth, and Yn(e,>\) are Laplace surface harmonics (3-22), 9 (peter dis-
tance) and x (longitude) forming together with the radius vector r a
system of sphericai coordinates related to the cartesian coordinates
5 = [x1, x2, x3] in the usua] way:

‘y__—l

ass-I

X1= Y‘SinBCOSX

x2 = rsinesink
X3= FCOSG .

5

9 (40—3)

The condition that the coerdinate origin 0 coincides with the center of
mass implies that the spherica] harmonics of first degree vanish identicany:

E O a (40-4)

so that V must have the form

vm = 9;”— + for r+w. (40-5)

The gravity potentia] w is then given by

: +%w2[X:—:+X§] . (40-5)

It wiH a1so be assumed that the surface S is a c1ased, simply connect—

Ed and smooth surface, being differentiable as often as required_
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It may be questioned whether Molodensky‘s problem thus fOFMUlated is

today geodetically relevant at all. On the one hand, the prerequisites

for Molodensky‘s problem. esPEC1aIIY Cantinuous coverage 0f the WhQIE

earth‘s surface by QVaVlty meaSUrements‘ are Stil] for from being realized;

on the other hand. there are many more data of different hind. Such as

satellite data, that transcend the frame of Molodensky's DVODlem and must

be handled by data combination techniques such as least-squares collocation.

To these questions we may answer as follows. From a practical point of

view, the integral formulas arising l” the 5°]“tion of boundary-va1ue prOb‘

lems are often computationally more convenient than collocation and retain

their importance if gravity data are available to a sufficient extent, at

least locally (cf. sec.49). From a theoretical point of view. the geodetic

boundaryevalue problem represents an especially interesting afid Significant
special case, whose importance for the conceptual structure of geodesy, from

the time of Clairaut1 to the present day,can hardly be overestimated; inter~
estingly encugh, the theory was always far ahead of the data available at
the time. In fact, the consecutive stages in the development of the boundary-
value problem-—Clairaut, Stokes, Molodensky—-always served as measures of
perfection for geodetic theory and set new standards.

Even today Molodensky's problem is not yet completely clarified from a

mathematical point of view, with respect to existence and uni
solution, in spite of the decisive “ v

queness 0f the

remains a Ch811 . -

progress made in the last few years; it
enge to theoretic1ans.

Le ‘

denSk:!:sp:::1:;y to
get a first grasp of the mathematical nature of Mole-

The gravity vector can b ”

and of astronomical latgtude oe :::r::::jtu:ete:msa:f measured graVity g

gcos¢cosA
g= gcos<bsinA

Lgsin<1>
(40-7)

In space the vector g and the potential w may be considered functions
cf the rectangu1ar coordinates:

g = g("l’xz"x3) ’ w = w(x1,x2,x3) , (40-8)

1The wel1-known formula of Clairaut (cf. Heiskanen and Moritz, 1967, p 69) providesa reEatéon between gravity and the geometric form of a level surface. In this sense,Clairaut Es a predecessor of Stokes and Moiodensky.
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on the earth's surface S , they are functions of two Surface coerdinates,
for which We may take the astronomica‘l coordinates at and A :

9 .‘ {110-9)

the overbar deaotes restMction of spatial functions to the Surface S ,
whereas under‘a‘lning characterizes vectors and matrices as usual.

NOW i may be expressed. in a certain sense, as a function of S and
W , symbolicaily

E * H539?) . (40-10)

This means that, given the surface S and the gravity potential W on it,
the gravity vector E on S is then uniquely determined and can be cemv
puted.

In fact, this may be done as foilows. Let S and W be given. Comaute
the centrifuga] potentiai on S (which can be done since the Surface 5

is SUPPOSEd to be given and consequentiy the coordinates x1, x2, X} of
the surface points are known) and subtract it from E ; this gives the
gravitationa1 potential V on S . From V on S we get the potential
V outside 5 by soiving Dirichiet‘s boundary va1ue problem, which has a

unique solution. Now

S = gradv + centrifuga] force

(grad denoting the gradient) can be computed outside 5 and, by the con-
tinuity of first derivatives, aiso on S , giving E . Thus :9: is, in fact,
luniqueiy determined by S and W , so that (40-10) hoids. In the termino—
iogy of sec. 5, the function F is a nonlinear operator or mapping.

Suppose now that it Were possibie to solve (40—10) for S :

S = @(W,§) . (40-11)

This wouid express the earth‘s surface S in terms of W and E , soiving
Moiodensky's probiem.

This is probabiy the conceptuaiiy simpiest formuiation of Moiodensky‘s
problem. However, the transition from (40—10) to (40-11) is mathematicaiiy
extremeiy difficult. If S , W and E were simpie real numbers and F

were an ordinary function (supposed sufficiently smooth) of two reai vari~
abies, then the soiution of (40-10) for S would be straightforward. The
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existence of such a solution is guaranteed by the eiementary implicit
function theorem.

In reality the function F in (40—10) is a rather compiicated non-
linear operator. and the existence of a soiution (40-11) is by no means
obvious. There are implicit function theorems for noniinear Operators
(e.g. Dieudonne. 1960; Loomis and Sternberg, 1968; Schwartz, 1969; stern,
berg, 1969). but the conditions for their appiication are not satisfieg
in the geodetic case. It was the merit of Hermander (1976) to have feund,
by a mathematical tour de force, an impiicit function theorem that is
appiicabie to the geodetic boundary—vaiue problem (sec.51).

To get some first insight into the matter, let us forget aii mathe-
matical difficuities and proceed formaiiy as if S , W 9 and i were
simply real numbers and F were a simpie function. Since W is given,
it can be considered fixed once and for a1], so that (40—10) becomes a

function of S oniy:

§= HS). (40-12)

“To further simpry the netation, we write 9 instead of E , obtaining

9=f(S)- (40-13)

Thus S is simply given by the inverse function

s = f‘lm , (40-14)

so that the imph’cit function protflem reduces to an inverse functfion prob—
1em.

To practicaHy find this inverse function, that 1's, to sofive (40-13)
for S , we may app1y the usual procedure for solving nonh’near equations
name1y Zinearization. '

I Let us mtroduce an approxmatlon S0 to the earth's surface s and
1et 90 be the correspondmg grav1ty vector, related to 80 by (40-13):

90 = f(SO) . (40-15)

Write, forma11y,

S=SO+AS,
g=go+Ag

(40—16)
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and apply Tay10r's theorem to (40—13):

90 + Ag - USO 4 AS) . “30) + f!(50)AS ’

omitting qUfidVch and higher terms. In View of (40-15) tMs
Ag a '1r(SONS .

The formafi solution of this equation is

Problem

becomes

($0-

335

m

As = [f'(so)]_lag . (40-18)

Lat “5 11nk these ideas with the conventiona] approach t0 Holodensky‘sproblem. Here S0 is the te11uroid and 90 is norma} gravity on it; A9is the usua] gravity anom51y referred to the earth's surface (it is herepossjb19 to disregard the 0r§9ina1 vector character of Ag and regard itas a SCB1ar quantity) and AS is represented by the height anoma1y cCharaCteriZing the separation between earth's surface S and teiluroéd
SO ; for details cf. secs. 41 and 42. Thus (40—18) becomes

C=MAg, (40-19)

where M = [f'(SO)}'1 denotes the Hnear Moiodensky operator computing a
from Ag . PracticaHy one uses Stokes' formuia with suitabie corrections,
as the foliowing sections wiH show.

Higher appraximations may be obtained by Newton's method. Combining
(40—15), (40—16) and (40—18) we get

. —1,
$1= so + If (80)] L9 - mom , (40-20)

where we have written 51 instead of S to indicate that by this equation
we get a better approximation 51 rather than the true value S itself. By
repeated appiication of this formula we get successive better approximations
32, s3, .

. -1
$2 = 51+ [f (51)] {g - f(31)] ,

s3 = 52 +
[f'(52)]_1[g - f(52)] ,

(40-21)

L—
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Graphically Newton's procedure is iIIustrated by Fig. 40.1. The Unknew n

abscissa S for the given ordinate g is approached by f03lowing the

broken line wfith arrows.

9

FIGURE 40.1. Newton's method

The convergence of Newton's procedure is known to be very good, name‘Ey

quadratic: there 1's a constant K independent of n such that

2
Isa-+1.- Sn! SKISnusn—ll ' (40—22)

The linearized problem is important both in its own right and as a step

in the solution of the noniinear probiem; therefore, the next sections wiii
be devoted to it.

41. LINEARIZATION

The conventional linearlzations of Molodensky‘s problem as given, e.g.,
in (Molodenskii et al., 1962, chapter V) or in (Heiskanen and Moritz, 1967,

sec_ 8-5) are practically sufficiently accurate but not completely rigorous

AL. 5

W

g: I(5)

i

I

! 9'
g

Si'0

.S
50 $1 $25
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Rigorous linearlzations have been given by Meissl (1971b) and Krarup (1973);
we shall follow the latter.

As usual, the lénearizatlon conslsts in introducing suitable known ap-
proximate values and applying Taylor‘s theorem. Thus the physical earth’s
surface S will be approximated by a known surface, close to S . which
will be called the telluroid and denoted by E . The points 0 of s are
thought to be in some one-to-one correspondence with the points P of S ;
cf: Fig. 41.1. We also introduce a normal potential U which constltutes
an analytical approximation to the actual gravity potential H ; U is
usually taken 65 the gravity potentfial of an equipotenttal ellipsoid.

{Q3

FIGURE 41.1. The telluroid E as an approximation to the earth’s
surface S .

Let

I: grad U (41-1)

denote the normal gravity vector, in the same way as

(41-2)g: grad W

P

A I
. a “' P

a d

2' Q2 \
G

teliuroid Z

earth’s ' -

surfaceS
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expresses the actua1 gravfity vector.
Since x and U are given. we can compute U and y at Q , that1_ S.

UQ and IQ . As potential w and gravity g are supposed to be given 0"

S (in the notation of sec.40. they are H and g ). we know them at eVeW

point P on S . that is. we know W? and gP , We. therefore, can comm

pute the differences

Aw a WP - UQ .

Ag‘flp‘lor

(41-3)

(41-4;

caned potential anomaly and (vectoriaI) gravity anomaly. respectivefiy.
By appropriate definitions of the te11uroid it is POSSible t° make Gne

of the two quantities (41~3) and (41-4) equa] to zero' To have

AH=0 (41-5)

(this means zero potential anoma1y, not Lapfiace‘s equat10NE) we may define

Q by the three conditions

U =W , = =Q P ¢Q qap, AQ AP. (41-6)

Here g: and A are given by

yCOS¢COSA
ycos¢sinx
ySiné)

l: (41-7)

in complete analogy to (40—7); thus the normal latitude d and longitude
A determine the direction of the normal gravity vector y , in the same

way as o and A define the direction of g . The surface formed by the

points 0 in this manner has been called by Krarup (1973) the Marussi
telluroid because the three "Marussi coordinates" potential, iatitude and

longitude are identified.
In this way, the potential anomaly Aw can be made zero. Somewhat sur-

prising at first sight is that also the gravity anomaly 59 can be made

to vanish. This requires defining the points Q of the telluroid by

(41-8)1Q=flp'
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Expressing this vector condition in terms of magnitude and direction of the
vectors invo1ved. we get three canditions

YQ'QP.
¢Q'®P.
xQ-sAP,

(41-9)

whiz?! again completer determine 0 . Since 9, o. A may be caHed "gravi-
me‘ric coordinates". the corresponding locus of points 0 has been called
by Krarup the gravimetric teiluroid; for it, in fact,

_ 0 .A9. (41-10)

After these Possible speciaHzations, 1et us return to the general case
in WhiCh both AW and Ag are nonzero. As usual, we define the disturbing
potentia1 T by

T=w-u, (41-111

w and U referring to the same point (this distinguishes T from the
potentia] anomaly AW , in which w and U refer to different points!).

0n substituting

NP = UP + TP (41-12)

we get from (41-3) and (41—4)

TP+UP~UQ=AH,

EP’IQ:A£‘
(41-13)

(41-14)

Let us now proceed with the Hnearization. We put

E = vector QP (41-15)

(See Fig,41.1) and systematicaHy neglect a‘i} quantities of second and
higher order in 2; . It 1's weH known and easy to see that quantities such
as T and 133 have the same order of magnitude as 5 . So a1so T2, T3,
etC., are quantities of second order to be neg1ected.
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3y a Taylor expansion restricted to Hnear terms we get

upsuqogradU'E'UQ*I'—c— °
(41-16)

where the dot denotes the inner product of two vectNS. Let us grace” M

the same way with aha normal gravity vector:

lpglo+gradl°5~ (41-17)

What is fired 1 ? To see thiS. let US Wri‘e this equarson ‘n index "ot‘t‘0".
using the summation convention (summation over an ifidex that occurs ‘W1CE

in a product. in our case over 3 )3

(4MB)3Y1 + M C“A = ‘19,; + ax‘ Cj YQ,1 ijj ’

where

M = a; = _a_ (31: = 332..i A .j axj axj 3x1} axiaxj

Hence gradl is nothing else than the matrix

(41-:9)

2v M =

formed by the second derivatives of

we may write (41-17) as

lgzlP-flg.
It is clear that l in (41-16) and

Let us similafly expand TP :

the

fl

norma] potentia]

in (41-21) refer

U

to

(41-20)

. Therefore.

(41-21)

point Q .

= + radT ' ‘2 '
TP TQ 9 _

Now, however, gradT is aheady smaH of first order, so that gradl ' 5
is of second order and, therefOre, negh‘gib‘le. Thus, consistent with our

linear approximation, we simply have
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TPRTQ (41-22)

The insertfion of (41-16). (4141). and (41-22) into (4143) and (41-16)
now gives

TQ+_Y_-§_=AH .

gp'lp+flgzafl‘
(Al-23)

(41-24)

Furthermore ,

3P - 1P = (gradw )P - (gradU )P

= gradw - U)?
r= (gradT)P
= (gradT)Q ,

for the same reason as (41-22), We thus finaHy get

T+lT£=AW,
gradT+ fl=ég .

(41-25)

(41-26)

in which T and gradT refer to Q , as well as l and fl . We have

used the matrix notation ETE for the inner product g-g , the transpose
of 3 being denoted by 3T . The reader wiH note anaiogies between the
present section and sec. 27; cf. p. 234.

These two equations wiH be basic for our further developments. Let us

soive (41-26) for g , assuming the matrix fl invertibie,

£=M'1i __ (Ag—gradT), (41—27)

and substitute into (41-25):

T + lTfl“1(A3 — gradT) = AN

or

T - lTfl'lgradT = AN - ffl‘iag (41-28)
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(41-29)
On putting

—1E"?! 1

‘we get

T + ngrad T = A" + ET!!! -
(41-30)

This equation. which holds an the telluroid E . C0"5t‘t“tes the funda-

mental boundary condition for the linearized Molodensky Promem- it ‘5 G

generaiization of the "fundamental equation of OMS?“1 99°deSY" from

Stokes‘ to MOIOdensky‘s problem. Just as (41-25) is a genera1izat§°” 0f

Bruns' formula (pp.l4-15).
Various forms of the boundary condition. Let us introduce new coordinates

qi by

Q1: ql(xi’x2’x3) '

q2 = q2(x1,x2,x3) .

q3 : q3(X1,X2,X3) :

(41-31)

or briefly
(41-32)

and let us assume that the inverse transformation

X. =J xjmk) (41-33)

aiso exists. More specificaMy, we shaH select qi to be the cartesian
components of the normal gravity vector:

= z 3.“.q]; Y1 3X. wl
(41-34)

It is clear that one-to-one relations (41-32) and (41-33) exist, at least
in the spatial vicinity of the earth‘s surface, so that the quantities
(41-34) may indeed be used as spatial curvih’near coordinates‘

The matrix fl introduced by (41-19) and (41-20) may be written as

.

___—.‘
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871
M I ;_ axj

it is, therefore. n0th§
téon (41-32). It fis we!
the Jacobian matrix of

3x11 .M“ .
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(41-35)

ng 9156 than the Jacnhfian matrix of the transforma-
1
known that the inverse matrix fi'l is than simplythe inverse transformation (51-33):

(41-35)

This may aTso be shown directiy: we have

3.1.1. 3x3 = 371
(41-37)

by the chain rule of differentiaI calculus; furthermore

fl” _
37k 1k ‘ lifj=k,Oififk;

for instance, c1ear1y

(41~38}

Syl — 1‘ s
371

11 = o .

BYB

Therefore, (41—37) becomes

Byi ij _ 5___ ___ _ ' ,ij Byk 1k (41-39)

which, by (41-35) and (41-36), is nothing but the equation

M121. (41-40)

in index notation, l denoting the unit matrix.
Now the vector m , defined by (41-29), becomes in index notation

.II_
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(41-41;ex
131"”1 BY'v15

and W9 further have

ngrad T I mil13x1

3T

3x1

.. 3L
Byj

3x1
3 *3

Yj ’

V3

(41—42)

again be the chain ru1e. Hence (41-30) becomes

(41-43)3T=fT-Yigy—i-

where we have used the abbreviation

f=AW+mTAg .
(41-44)

An even greater simplification is achieved by introducing "quasi—Spher—

ical coordinates" p, ¢, 1 by

1Y1: -p—ECOS¢COSA 9

= -i o sink
Y2 92 C S45 2

l .
Y = -——S1n¢-
3 92

(41-45)

Here 4: and A are normal latitude and longitude as before, because the

vector yi is nothing else than normal gravity. The coordinate p is
taken as positive. If the reference ellipsoid becomes a sphere, then 0

becomes proportional to the radius vector, as we shall see below, so that
p, a, A become spherical coordinates; hence the name, quasi-spherical co-
ordinates.

Now

_ = __ __ ,
8;) By; 39

{41—46)
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again by the chain ruTe;

Eii-~2—-cos¢5cosxe 3
39 03 9Y1

and, generaIIy.

a 2Y1 ‘ -—Yi
39 o

by (41—45). Thus {41—46) becomes

.31: -2 fi
30 flyiayi ‘

and (41—43) reduces to

(41-47)

8T _p—a-E-i-ZT-Zf. (41-48)

It should be pointed out that (41-48), in spite of its simplicity, is
rigorously equivalent to (41—30); there is no further approximation in-
volved.

What is the geometrical meaning of the derivative aT/ap ? According to
the definition of a partial derivative, a/ap means differentiation with
respect to one coordinate p , the two other coordinates ¢, x being held
constant. This means differentiation along a line

(41-49)q; = const., x = const.

Such lines are caiied isozenithals (with respect to the hormai gravity
fieid). The reason for this name is that {¢,h) may be considered the co-
ordinates of the (eiiipsoidai) zenith on the ceiestiai sphere. The iso-
Zenithais may aiso be regarded as the iines along which the normai gravity
vectors are a1] paraile], having the same direction (41-49). fit the piumb

iines were straight lines, then the isozenithais wouid coincide with the
piumb iines; as the normal plumb line curvature is quite smaii, isozenith-
ais and piumb 1ines are not very different. For a detaiied picture of the

geometry of the hormai gravity fieid cf. (SUnkei, 1978a); see also Fig.4}.2

/,
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isozonifhal

FIGURE 4,1!2. Plumb lines and an isozenithal.

In view of the fundamental importance of our boundary condition, let us

approach it from still another angle. Let r denote the arc length of the
isozenithal line, measured, e.g., from the ellipsoid positive upwards (so

that it represents the height above the ellipsoid, measured along the iso—

zenithal). Then a/ar represents a derivative along the isozenithal, in
the same way as a/ap . Therefore, these two derivatives, having the same

direction, can only differ in scale, that is, they must be proportional:

3- iF‘Cap (41-50)

To find the proportionality factor C we app1y this equation to y

2W. 1161_C30 (41-51)

The right-hand side can be easily eva1uated, since by (41—45)

4

plumb
lines ‘ ‘ist' ‘ I} '

> 4 f ‘ x

. r -

1

‘ eilipsoid
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2 1Y’YiYi'Fg.
‘ 1

Y I (41-52)

50 that

il.-.§.3-§l
39 03 p ’ (41-53)

and

=a—Y-'-§l=—1
c 31‘39 fpyax' (41-54)

Hence, by (41-50)

1: 41.81“;
pap YET BI ’

(41-55)

and the boundary condition (41-48) takes the form

LT_13_Y --13Y
37 VBTT- ‘Y—B—Kf'

(41-56)

The right-hand side may be transformed as foHows. By (41—44) we have

(41-57)Aw +ETA_g_.f:
Let us have a c103er 100k at the vector y .

To this effect, 1et

(41—58)
5 = 5M

be the equation of the ‘isezenitha1. Then the vector

d5i=3? (41-59)

wiH be the unit tangent vector of this curve (fit wiH be a unit vector

since “r is the arc 1ength). Then
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3T dxT 3:

_e_ gradT - “a! T: I T:
1

(41-60)

by the chain rule. Hence there foHows from (“42). (“1"”). (41—55) and

(41»60): -

ngradI - —§§:¥1'%0§%
’lh‘IN"[?§?] 5:

=~[lfl]4eTgradT.yaw —
(41-61)

Since the vector grad? can have any dfirection. there must be

-1m? = - [l 21] 9T ,
—. Y a? _ (41-62)

Hence the vector 9 is tangent to the isozenithai; since 1 is positive
upwards, the negative Sign implies that E is directed downwards.

Thus

-1
ETAE = - ETAS . (41-63)

Now

ETAg = - ég' (41-64)

is nothing eise than the component of the gravity vector Ag in the down-

ward direction of the isazenithai. Since this direction is very neariy ver-
ticai, Ag' is almost equai to the usuai gravity anomaiy Ag in the sense

of Moiodensky, as entering in eq. (41—67) beiow.
In view of (41-63) and (41-64), eq. (41—57) becomes

f = Aw + 3—11'1 I
y 81,1 Ag ’ (41-65)

and (41-56) may be written as

3T 13; __e_l_31fi—73TT— Ag YBTAN. (41-66)

__‘
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This form of the basic boundary condition is rigorGUSIy equivalent to
the preceding forms (41-30). (41-43). and (41-48). Though it Iooks less
simp1e, it is very important because it allows a comparison with the form
in which the boundary condition for Molodensky's prob1em was usualfiy pre-
sented earlier. Take. for instance. eqc (8-24b) of (Heiskanen and Morfitz,
1967, p.300):

8?_18y __
3-H y-a-ETa Ag. (41-67)

Here the derivative a/ah is taken along the normal piumb line. This
equation invoives certain approximations (cf. ibid., p.8fi), which are prac-
ticaiiy permissibie but theoreticaiiy not rigorous, It was the merit of
Krarup to have shown that (41—67) becomes theoretically exact if the direc-
tion of the normai piumb 1ine is repiaced by the direction of the normai

isozenithai (the second term on the right-hand side of (41-56) vanishes if
the teiiuroid is defined by UQ = wP as usuai).

The boundary condition (41-66) is valid on the teiiuroid z , which is
a known surface. The probiem is to solve Lapiace‘s equation, AT = 0 , out-
side x with the boundary condition (41-66). Since the isozenithai is, in
genera], not normai to the surface 2 , we have an oblique derivative prob-
lem. Such probiems are considerabiy more difficuit than boundary-vaiue
probiems invoiving normai derivatives, such as Stokes“ probiem.

Q2. SPHERICAL APPROXIMATION

If the reference eHipsoid is a nonrotating sphere, then

_GM
Y—fr-j :

(42-1)

where G is the gravitationa] constant, M the tota] mass, and r the
radius vector from the center of the sphere to the point under considera-
tion. The normal gravity vector is then given by

(42—2);=_Y_e_a

whgre
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cos¢cosx'
3- ‘cos¢sinA

51n¢
(42-3)

denotes the unfit vector in the direction of the radius vector, Q and A

being geocentric latHude and longitude. The quanuties r. o. 1 are the
usua‘l spherical coordinates.

The cartesian components of 1 may thus be written

GM‘11! -ficos¢cosx ,,

r‘M .
72 = -«:—2cos¢>s1nx .

__GMY3' fi51n¢ .

(42-4)

The comparison with {41-45) shows that now

p = r/V'GM , (42-5)

so that p is r apart from a scale factor.
For the non-rotating sphere, the plumb Hnes, as well as the isezenith—

a’ls, coincide with the spherica1 radii. Thus, now

i=1
3T 87‘ ’ (42-5)

and

l§l=lfl--2ya: YaY‘" 3“-
(42~7)

by (41—53). Hence (41-66) reduces to

3T 2 __ . 23—};+FT- Ag’r—FAN, (42—8)

equivahnt to (41-48) but with the right-hand side given exph‘cit'iy
The boundary-value probTem expressed by Lapiacefi equation

(42-9)AT=0
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and the boundary condition (42-8) in spherical coordinates has been called
by Krarup the simple Molodeneky problem; it is the one considered in vir~tually all practical solutions of the geodetic boundary value problem.The reason is that. although the reference ellipsoid is not exactly asphere. its flattening is very small, about 0.3 1. so that on toleratingan error of this order of magnitude in equations relating quantities of theanomalous gravity field, for instance, in the boundary condition. we canformally use spherical boundary condition even in the geodetic case of areference ellipsoid. This is the so-called spherical approximation.

The spherical approximation has been used and described repeatedly; cf.sec. 2 and sec. 39. It may be interpreted geometrically as a weeping 0f 5spatial point P of geodetic coordinates (h, a, A) , referred to the el—lipsoid, into a point P‘ of spherical coordinates (r, a, A) , referred to
a
sphere r = R . (Fig.42.1). The radius R of this sphere may be relatedto the semi-axes a and b of the ellipsoid by

R = 3Vazb . (42-10)

FIGURE 42.1. Spherical approximation as a mapping.

“ P' , v-«v=
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The sphericai coordinates ¢. A Of 9‘ are take" to be aqua? to the 990‘
detic coordinates of P . and the height h of P’ above the sphere is
taken equafi to the height of P abave the ellipscid; therefore the radiUsvector r of P' is given by

r-R+h. (42-11)

The approximation consists in calculating with P‘ formally as if 1t
were P . As we have repeatedly mentioned. this can be done only with lin-
earized relations involving the anomalous potential T and SlMllar Quan-
tities, for which an error on the order of 0.3 x can be neglected. This
is usually permissible; therefore, the spherical appr0leatl0" l5 USGd.
for instance, in Stokes‘ formula and in least-squares collocation, and it
will also be used in practical solutions of Molodensky's problem, which
are based on the "simple Molodensky problem" mentioned above.

The practical boundary condition. In the beginning of sec. 41 we have
taken as the telluroid 2 an arbitrary surface approximating the earth's
surface S . We shall now specialize z in the following way, which is
generally used; cf. (Heiskanen and Moritz, 1967, p.292).

earth’s surface 5
telu’uroid Z

ellipsoid

FIGURE 42.2. The teZZuroid.

Consider the eHipsofidal name] through a point P of S (Fig.42.2)
On this normal seiect that (uniquely defined) point 0 for which

__4

NA

p

a

h
Has
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UQIWP; (42-12)

that is. the normal (eHipsoidal) potential U at Q 15 to be equa1 tothe actual potentia1 N at P . The eHipsoidM height of Q is caHedthe normal height H' of P . and the difference

z=h-H' aQP («z-x3)

is called the height, anomaly.
The telluroid defined in this way is similar to the “Marussi telluroid”

defined by (41-6) for which also U = u but 0 and P do not lie on
the same ellipsoidal normal. lhe deginition (41—6) is. therefore, geomet-rically less simple though mere rigorous if the astronomical coordinates
a. A are given rather than the geodetic coordinates a, A of P . Prac-tically. however, the deviation of a? from a9 = op according to (41-6).
being the deflection of the vertical, is negligible for the present purpose
since a and A of Q are used only for computing normal gravity v and
other quantities of the normal field, which very weakly depend on 6 and
not at all on A . Therefore, the present definition may very well be U39d
practically, and we shall do so in the sequel.

From UQ = w? there follows that the potential anomaly, defined by
(41-3), is zero, so that (42-8), on writing Ag' = Ag , reduces to

3T 25*?” “Ag’ (42-14)

which is a boundary condition given on the teHurm‘d E ', the gravity anom-
a1y Ag is defined by

A9 = 9P ' YQ (42-15)

as the difference: gravity on the earth‘s surface minus norma1 gravity at
the t911uroid.

The height anomaiy ; is expressed in terms of T by

=1CY (42—16)

Strictly speaking, y in this formu1a refers to Q but we may a1so take
for y a mean value such as 980 9a!.
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Eq. (42-16) is a
generalization of Bruns‘ formula (2‘31) t0 the probIEm

of Molodensky and is derived in the same way: 1" f5Ct. if 5 denotes the

geoid instead of the earth‘s surface, then the "telluroid““ z redUces tethe

ellipsoid. the height anomaly t becomes the 990i“1 “Eight N . and the

boundary condition (42-14). with r I R ( l" the Spherlcal approximation’

the ellipsoid is the sphere r a R l}. becomes StOkES' Condition (2-33%

The valz-(ifty of the linearized problem. Let US finally provide a simple

reasoning to Show that the linearized problem in the sense of sec. 41 is a

practically sufficient substitute of the nonlinear Molodensky problem as

Outlined in sec. 40.
The linearization is performed with respect to T, t. Ag and similar

quantities of the anomalous gravitational field. The neglected quantities

are on the order of

[Q2 a w.“2 -1o“°
6 _6'10 m

(42-17)

OI"

2{A9]2 5 100mga3] 2 10-8
L9 106mga1

(42-18)

(relative error). Such quantities are negligible in View of the present

accuracy of gravimetric geodesy, which is usuaHy around 10—6 .

43. MOLODENSKY'S SOLUTION

The "simple Moiodensky probTem" consists in sofiving Lamace's equation

2 2 2
AT=§_—:—+-a——:+'3—2T'=G

3x 35/ 32
(43—1)

under the boundary cond‘ition (42—14)

3T 2 _.fi+FT --Ag . (43-2)

After this boundary-value problem has been solved, the height anomaly C

is obtained by Bruns' equation (42-16).
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It is assumed that the boundary condition (43~Z) is satisfied on the
given telluroid x . and that Laplace's equation (43-1) holds everywhere
outside 2 . This assumption is not completely valid if S lies above 2

but it is easily seen that. in keeping with the present linearization, no
additional error is introduced in this way.

Molodensky (Molodenskii et al., 1962. sec.V-15) derived a practically
useful and elegant solution by representing T as the potential of a sur-
face layer and transforming the boundary condition into an integral equa-
tion. We shall derive this integral equation following (Heiskanen and Mo-
ritz, 1967, sec.8~6).

We express the anomalous potential T as the potential of a surface
layer on the telluroid E :

T = [Hug =H¢r1dz
X Y.

(43«3)

T refers to a point P , caiied the "reference point" or “computation
point”, and 1 is the distance between P and the surface eiement dz

(Fig.43.1); ¢ is a function defined on E and representing the density
of the surface 1ayer.

Since a surface layer potential is harmonic outside 2 , Lapiace's
equation (43—1) is automaticaiiy satisfied. Therefore, we can substitute
(43-3) into the boundary condition (43-2). Outside Z we have

3T 31—1—= ff¢———dz ,er? 2 er? (43-4)

but this equation is no ionger valid on 2 since the derivatives of a

surface 1ayer potential are discontinuous at the surface. Instead, we have
onS

—1
3T 31——=-2n¢>cosg +ff¢—dz,arp P P z BrP (43-5)

according to eq. (1-19a) of (Heiskanen and Moritz, 1967, p.6). Thus (43-2)
gives

¢dz = Ag .
, {ai‘l 21‘1‘
.2n¢COSB - If -— + —-

X Lari) rP‘
(43-6)1
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P

FIGURE 43.1. The geometry of Molodensky's solution.

A basic notational convention. Eq. (43-6) uses a notational convention

which will be frequently employed in the sequel. Free terms containing no

integral, such as 2n¢coss and Ag , refer to some point; this reference
point Will be the point P in Fig. 43.1. In these free terms, the refer—
ence to P is understood without further notational indication. It is
more difficult with quantities under the integral sign, which may refer to
P or to dz or to both, such as l . Quantities under the integral sign

referring to P will bear the subscript P , for instance rP ; quantities
bearing no subscript will refer to dz ‘ The symbol l will always denote

the distance between P and dz . This notation is in agreement with Fig.
43.1: h is the elevation of dz and hP is the elevation of P .

This notation for quantities under the integral sign appears naturai;
the essential notational convention consists in omitting the subscript P

in the "free terms" as mentioned above. For instance, ¢cose in (43-6) is
the same as opcosep in (43-5). This notational convention appears less
natural; it ix however, very useful as the following developments willshow.

I \

hp

, 2 ' at
n ‘i‘

R ‘ I

R
‘ J

l: ‘‘
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Transformation of the integral equation. S1nce the reference eHipsoid
is formaHy considered a sphere, we have by (42-1” and Hg. 43“.

rP-R+hp, R.r+h‘ (43-7)

Where h is the he‘ght above the 91119501d. As we wart wsth the 2913uroid.
the 9‘11950id31 “Eight h 6f a telluroid point is the norms} height H‘
of the corresponding point of the earth's surface (Fig.42.2). To the given
accuracy we may 85 we}? use the orthometric height; in practice. we shall
be satiSfiEd to take aPWOximate heights from suitable tepographic maps or
digital terrain models.

We have

1 = v/rfng-errcosw , (43-8)

which on differentiation gives

1:: z _
rP—rcosw

3r1: 13 (43-9)

A simpie calculation shows that

Thus

31'1 + 23” = 3

BTP Y‘P EPPI

(43-6) takes the form

I
2w¢coss -

)3 VP

r2_r2
+ ____E

3 .
2rP1

43d

r2-r2‘
P

+ '_3erl I

Z: A9

(43-10)

(43-11)

The surface eTement dz may be e1iminated by noting that the projection
of dz onto the Inca] horizon is given by

dz cos 8.

This is also equal to

Tzdo ,

[fig/fl,
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where do is the element of solid angie, because r' is the radius Vent

of d: . Hence we have N

dz - rzsecado .
(A312' )

Thus the integral in (43-11) can be extended over the “Mt Sphere " ‘

3 rz'r:
+ ___,¢

77 2:321¢COSB'
O

2L. secs'édo ' ‘59 ‘
r?

(43-13)

This is the basic integraI equation for the simple Mo10densky probfiem,

Planar approximation. We note that

hr=R+h=R[1+§] (43-1s)

differs from R by 1ess than 10’3 , which is smaéler than the error of

the spherical approximation. Thus we may safely PUt

2

P

r2 - r: = (h-hP)(r+rP) = 2R{h-hp),

obtaining

secs -¢do = A9- (43-15)3
2r?— -——-—

+ R2 (h-h
13

Id]2n¢cosB-
U

This equation is simpler than (43—13), but hardly less accurate_

We can a150 simpiify the expression for the distance 1 . We find

2~ 2 2-
1 — rp + r errcosxp

= (RMP)? + (R+h)2 - 2(R+hp)(R+h)cos¢

= 2R2(1-cos¢) + 2R(h+hP)(1—cosw) + 91:1» h2 - ZhPhco'sw

h+h hh_ 2'23: ___P _P- _ 2—4Rs1n2[1+ R +R2]+(h hp) .A
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For the
taining

where

Same reason

12 2120+

1' 10%4»

aS above

(F141?)2

2[‘11:
‘ O

WE

Q

may neglect

43.

(h

Molodeneky ya

*hp)/R and

Solution 359

2hph/R , 0b..

(43-16)

(43-17)

x .‘ ‘1!
10 ZRSH’}? ’

(43-18)
This procedure, neg1ecting a relative error of

a 0-001= 0.1%,
is called the planar approximation. The name recalls that disregarding aterm n/R is equivalent to letting R + a in this term, that is. to aformal transition from the sphere to a plane. In fact, alsn (43-16) can beinterpreted in this way (Fig.43.2).

P

FIGURE 43.2. The planar approximation.

Note, however, that this provides onfiy an i11ustrative interpretation of
a formal procedure; it does not mean that a pIane is new used as a geometrh
reference surface. The “real” reference surface a1ways remains the e11ip-
soid.

' h-h .

d}:
h ’0 ‘
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The planar approximation is practicai1y 5U5tifi9d’ 35 W91] as the Spher

ical approximation; both are employed in the standard 501Ut10ns of M0]o_

densky’s problem.

The Molodeneky shrinking. The sofiutfion of the basic 1ntegra1 equatiOn

(43—15) win be found by a
series expansion with respect to a certain para

meter k . It is convenient first to introduce. instead of the function 9‘

a new auxiliary function ’
(43-19)

xp¢sec6

xdd =Ag ’ (43-20)2

3R R
(h‘hp)]+————’__-__i

7T 13 J

with the resuIt

2” (1+ tanzsf1 '

omitting 0 below the doub1e integral sign as
sew—evident. In Order to

solve this equation, we apply the foHowing artifice (“Moiodensky shrink-

Mg“): we replace h by kh and tans by ktanB , where k 1'5 a

parameter with 0 s k s 1 . The integral equation (43—20) then becomes

7

uh-h >

Ztrx (1+k2tanze)’1 — gRHfido — 32 Xdo = Ag, (43-21

k

E

where

h-hP
1o

1+k22_2 2- 2—21k—10+k(h h1>:’-—.|O
{43-22)

10 being given by (43—18).

Now we can expand in series of powers of k

5

2rh-hp]

~|O

1 1 [ m 2r_ = —- 1 + X a k

]k L r=1 r
(43—23)

flThe geometrical interpretation is a shrinking of the topography by the factor k -

For inflame! if k = 0,1 , ail elevations are reduced to 1/10 of their original

size-4
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(43-24)

with

being

.L.
3

1x

a Ir

binomia?

L
3

10

a h- 21+ {b It“ .333 t
[-1 r ‘0

m, m
coefficients, and

“3-25)

2 2 - °°(1+k tan a) ‘ =1+ {(-1)’k”tan“e .
r31

(43-26)

Fina‘ily we expand also the unknown function x :

an

x = E knx .

1n=0 n
(43-27)

These series are all substituted in (43-21):

2“[x0+ kx1+ kzxz + .. [1 - k2tan28 + kétanqe -

_3 ,i 2 _122 £44 _7$2f4110[)(o+i<xl«fl<x2+.4..]{\1 2km +8kn ...}do
2 k“ ‘2 3 22 15 44'RIIF[XO+kX1+kX2-a-][1‘Ekn +§kn ...]do -

o

-Agzo, (43-28)

where we have put

n : h-hP

1o
(43-29)

If we carry out the mu1tip1ications and combine those terms that are multi-
p1ied by the same power of k we get

X
3 weds-Ag‘?ETTXO‘ *Z‘Rff10

#/
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4.3RH11dg-R2H3—5xodfi]+k[2"X"f 10 10

d +98.
2 3Rfl2dn‘nzfl‘nflz U I*“ [2"“2’? Ho 10

;...-0~
This equation is identicaliy satisfied if all

n ' 0. l. 2. 3. ... are set equal to zero. This

of integral equations:

3R __ S GI" do ‘2 X“ 2

n2 2

IITS xoda - 2nx0tan g] +

(43-30)

coefficients of k" for
gives the feliowing system

(43‘31)

where

GO=A9.

G1

Gz

G3

h-h
2 p

R II”;§"Xod° ’
0

2{(h-h r(h—h )
2 P 351 P

R JJ—p-xfia 'TJJ—Ti—Xod°
0 O

h-h “(h-h )2
2 P 3R PR13 xzd" ‘TH 13 deg

0 O

h-h )3
3 2 ( P 2ER “Thad + anltan 8 ,

O

+ anotanzB
(43-32)

We are constantly using the abbreviation

(43—33)H = {g .

The case n = 0 . For n = 0 , eq. (43-31) becomes

3Rfj’fido = Ag .2WD ' '2— 10
(43-34}

_4_‘
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43. Molodenaky'e Solution 363This Case corresponds to h = o , that *5, to the teuurom coinciding with
the reference "Sphere". For this case. (43-3) reduces to

¢ X0 2 2 0To : H ER do .RHTNM (ms)0

Since new 5 - 0 in (43-19). The substitution of (43-35) into the precad‘ing equat‘O" 9”“
31 KT],—-A+X°=2“[g2Ro

and on ex res ’
p

sung To by Stokes' formula (2-35)

(43-35)

1 3 ‘ RZHXQd . R G swwo. (43-37)
XO=EA9+TGT§IIA§S(W)‘50 . To a I?” O

The series solution. This formu1a may be used to 501ve (43-31) Smce(4344), 0“ replacmg X0 by xn and Ag by Gn , becomes (43-31). Hencethe solution of (43-31) is simp1y

_ 1 3 _ 2 X _ RXn . flan + 16n2JJGnSWN0 2 R “Tide — a? HGnSWNO , (43-38)

where 8(n) is Stokes' function.
Thus we get x0 from (43-38) with G0 = Ag , then we find 61 from(43-32), after that we get x1 from (43—38), then G2 from (43-32) and

x2 from (43-38), and so forth.
Finaiiy we determine the anomaious potentia] by (43—3). Using (43-12),(43-19), (43-23), (43-27), and (43~29) we get as a pianar approximation:

T = “Xcosg.r1.r25ec8d0 = Rzflxrldo
0'

2 1 2 1 2 2 3 4 4: RTO[XO+kX1+k x2+...]{1-Ek n +§k n ...}do
_ 2—TO+kT1+kT2+... (43-39)

In View of (43-38) we obtain

R
To = I; 5

—__
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Tl , Ignggswgda.
2 (P141)2

12 . Eggflszswwo - ijlfi%‘xodc ’
o

R 2 (PI-h )2

73 . fitf‘fchwda - jzz—Hfil—g—‘xlda ,
o

(43-40)

The parameter k has served only as a too1 to get a convenient mecm‘

nism for a series expansion; at the end. of coursa. we 5“ k ‘ 1 (Since

this corresponds to the actual earth's surface) t0 9"?t

T=IO+T1+T2+...= {Tn-
n=0

(43-41)

Eq. (43-41), together with (43-32), (43-38), and (43-40), Constitutes
the solution known as Molodensky’s series; it was derived by M.S. Molodensky

in 1960 (Molodenskii et al., 1962).
The height anomaly c is then obtained by Bruns' equation (42-16).
To first order, this solution coincides with the solution described in

sec. 8-7 of (Heiskanen and Moritz, 1967).
He finally mention that the relation between Ag and To (that is,

between Ag and T in Stokes' problem) is given by the simple Stokes“
formula (2—35) only if the anomalous gravitational field does not contain
a spherical-harmonic term of degree zero, which means that the mass of the
reference ellipsoid equals the mass of the earth. If this is not the case,
then Stokes' formula must be slightly generalized (Heiskanen and Moritz,
1967, sec.2-19):

‘TO = fiffagfim - 1] do- (43-42)

Thus it would be more correct to repiace in (43-37), (43-38), and (43-40)
the function SW) by SW) —1 . However, the mass of the earth is now

very well known; hence we may presuppose that the mass of the reference
ellipsoid is taken equai to the earth‘s mass, and use SW) as we did in
this section. A reiated discussion wiH be found in the foHowing

section4
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uu. BROVAR'S SOLUTION

Mo'lodensky represented the anomalous potential T as the potential} of
a surface Iayer (43~3):

T - IMV‘d: .
E

(an-1)

The reason why such a representation fis possible is that 1“ is harmonfic
as a function of the reference point P , satisfying Laplace's equation

M1") = o (44-2)

outside 2 . It f011ews that

AI = J’JM(1“1)dz = o,
E

(44-3)

so that T is, in fact, harmonic outside 2 .1
Brovar‘s (1964) idea is to replace 1'1 by a different harmonic func-

tion E , arriving at

T = ffAEdz .
X

(44-4)

This representatien is valid since T wil] be harmonic if E is, by the
same argument as used for 1'1 . We may regard (44-4) as the potential of
a generalized surface layer, and regard the function x defined on 2 as
a generaiized surface density.

Then, at a point P outside the surface 2 , we have by (43-2):

3T 2 BE 2
A =-—-——w = m[—_-._qdz,9? erP rP 2 MP rP (44-5)

Afiw_ o

erator A and the integral, which would
jwe hav?

EnFEYChaggedffi?? :gffiemg:3::? rfigor. in these sections, we are frequently.
have to-be QUStlf‘ed ?rthe mathematically minded reader is invited to supplY the Justl‘
procegd‘ng in th;5

Yaythe present case, the gustification is easy: if the pornt P , to
f‘?ations hl$sel

.1323 outside 2 , then i” is a regular function, and tne Inter-22;:geagiiiiye;:iiows from differentiating an ordinary definite integral With respect toa parameter.
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The function E may be se‘lected in such a way that the kernel

3E 2KI"-.““—"E
3»? "p

(44—6)

has a suitabie form.

Of particular advantage is the choice

1 en‘ZMI r"
E , I; Z

WWI—anoswa
“1'0 rp

(44-7)

Thus E is a function of two points P and Q 9
Where P 15 the reference

point as usual and Q is the point at which the surface eiement dz is

situated; r denotes the radius vector of Q and w is the angle between

rP and r . The prime (’) after the summation sign means that the sum

does not contain a term with n = 1 . The spherical—harmonic representation

(44-7) shows directly that E is harmonic as a function of P .

The series in (44—7) possesses a sum which is related to Stokes functiOn;

in fact, for r = rP we essentiaiiy have Stokes' function; cf. {Heiskanen

and Moritz, 1967, eq.(2-169)). The summation may be effected by the methods

of sec. 23. Putting

(44—8)l”-
-?;-——o
P

and noting that

2m} _ 3
——i—n_ — 2 + ——-n_1 .

(44—9)

we see that (44-7) is a 1inear combination of the functions F(o,¢) and

F_1(o,w) as given by eqs. (23-36), (23-42), and (23—50).

The resu1t may be formulated as follows. The generalized Stokes function,
defined as

m 2n+1 r“WM,“ =
XWTHWCOW) ’
3:2 Y'P

(44-10)

has the dosed expression (ibid., eq.(2-162))
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2 1 3SUPWH‘) = T + F- — - igcosw -
p rp rp

- Ems Mn
rp'rcowfl

r2 ~77“ °
p p

(44-11)

Thus (44.?) takes the form

E s fi‘shrmr) - (44-12)

(the term l/rp comes from n a 0 ), and (44-4)

1 r 1

T = 75—“—
fzfxll3(rp,w.r) -r—P1dz .

To compute the kernel K , we substitute (44-12)
and perform the differentiation with respect to

2 21"!”Kr,, =—i__—P.—3r(1,4)?) 4“ r13 fificosw.
p P

so that, on omitting the smaH 1215?: term, (44—5)

becomes

(44-13)

with (44-11) into (44—6)

rP . The result is 51mph!

(44-14)

becomes

T 2 [ rz'rz
3 1 P.__._ + __T = ———JK ——-—- .
SrP f“? 47? E] “373

(44-15)

This formuia is vaiid as iong as the point P iies outside the teiiu-
midi )3 . It no longer holds at 2 because the main singuiarity of the

functicn 5(rp,¢,r) is that of 21‘1 as i+ o , according to (44-11).
Hence, on transition from the outside of z to 21 itself, the function

E behaves as

1-1i?"
so that the integra1 (44-4) behaves as

(4a-16)é; [IN-1d: ,

fl/
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that is, as a surface Iayer potential: the radiai derivative afar? of

(44-13) will undergo a jump

-ACOSB .
(44“?)

This follews from (43-4) and (43-5) with A
taking the place of 2M , cf

{44-16) and (43-3). Hence (44-15) becomes on I: : '

2 2r-r‘§§L+LT--ACOSB+1]]"’—pxdt'
r' r I; 3
P P 2 r9]

(44-18)

It may be shown that the second, logarithmic. singularity of (44-12)

does not give rise to a discontinuity of aT/arp on 2 ; cf. (Moritz.

1968a. p 47).
Brovar's integral equation. AS the Ieft-hand side of (44-18) is equal to

~39 . we obtain

2 2
1 r-rp

ACOSB — HH—E—Adx — Ag .
2 VP}

(44-19)

This is the desired integrai equation for determining the density A from

the given gravity anomaly Ag on E .

In this equation, the subscript P has been used only within the inte-
gral, in agreement with our basic notationai convention (sec.43). Note,
e.g., that A in the first term in (44-19) refers to P , whereas A un-

der the integrai refers to the point Q at which dz is situated.
Brovar‘s integral equation (44-19) is essentiaiiy simpler than Moiodens-

ky‘s integrai equation (43-11} since for the teliuroid coinciding with a

sphere (for r = r? = R ) the integrai in (44-19) vanishes, which is not
the case with (43-11).

The further treatment is quite anaiogous to Moiodensky's method outlined
in sec. 43. By means of (43—12) we replace the integration over the teiiu—
roid by an integration over the unit sphere, getting

2 21!r-rP2 .

Acoss -4—;}J—fi-3—r seesaw: A9.
a rP

(44-20)

Then we introduce as a new auxih’ar‘y function

__._—
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‘15 XSECB (44-21)

to obtain

2 1 r2": 2
ucos 8-K; —-——3~r udc'Ag.

U rpl
(44-22)

This aquatic" is M90mm: for the simpie MoIodensky probiem, except hr the
“55mg “St term i“ {44-14) which couId. however, easfly be added.

Planar approximation and iterative solution. AS a p1anar approximation
(sec.43) this iast term 1's indeed zero and we have

2 2r w? 2 hflh? Hrp 2 2h'h9——-r =—————-r =2R—,r13 13 r 13
P p .

so that (44-22) reduces to

2 h-h2 R F' PUCOS B ‘ fifJ1—3Udo = :39 .

U

(44-23)

Since the integra1 is zero for the sphere, it can be expected to be rela-
tive1y small for the te11uroid which (on a g1obal scale) differs 1itt1e
from a sphere. Thus the integra] equation (44-23) 1ends itseif to an iter-
ative solution:

11(1) = AgSECZB ,

11(2) = sec2 8
2 h—h ‘R P (1)

AMEN—1‘?“ dc‘ ’
0‘ J

(44~24)

, ' 2 h-h . \uh”) = seCZB'Ag+§—flH—13Pu(l)do ,
C l a J

This method wi11 be used in sec. 47 in a discussion of convergence.
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Use of Molodennky’a Bhry'mi‘ing. Practicaily more important see,“ to b

an expansion with respect to Molodensky‘s parameter k . We shah p"Owe

in fun armlogy to sec. 43. 8d

0n replacing h by kh and tan a by k tan a . the integral aqua“

(44—23) becomes o”

“(1+k2 tanzari ‘ R2
Hh-ha?) d

o u -
1k 0 Ag;

(44-25)

there is now. by (43-22),

2 2 2 2 2 22
1k =10+k (91-h?) =10u+k n) . (44-25)

where again

h-hP
" 3T . s

and 10=2R51n%. (44-27)

we expand the quantities depending on k into power series (43-24) and

(43-26):

1-1 m .2r 2:
1—375 Hr" “ ’
k or=0

(1+k2tan28)_1= Z (-l)rk2rtan2rs
r=O

(44-28)

(44-29)

FinaHy we also expand the unknown function u

u= Ekpb‘
p=o p. (44-30)

These series are all substituted into (44-25):

z k?“ z (-1)rk2rtan2r8 -
p=O Pr=0

R2 kn 0° p m 2r 2;' Z k 31 b k n do = A .2? 5' p=O p 1:20 r g
(44-31)

_4_‘
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A nght transformatfion gives

2 E
kp+2r

p30 n - rr O ( 1) uptanha -

_ z E p+2k r+l 2

pie . b .R 2 ,to r fifijupfl Hid
a “I; a I Ag .

(aa~32)

From the theor -

p.181) it is wellyk:f mU]tipfi1Cati°" 0f Dower series (cf. Knopp 1964
cm that for series of a ‘

hows
powers of the variable 2 there

E a 2p m

p=o p z b zq — mQ=O q - 2 C
2n

n=0 “ ’

where

n
Cn = anbo + an—lbl + + aObn = sZOan—shs

This we may write in the form

Z Ea b M w n
P=O q=o P ‘12 = 2 Ea b Zn

n=O s=O nus s
(44-33)

We shall apply this formula to the first sum in (44-32), putting

q=2r, 5:23“, z=k, (44-34)

(terms with odd q and s are zero) and then to the second sum, putting

q=2r+1, s=2r+1, z=k. (44-35)

(terms with even q and s are zero). The resu1t is

00 M
2 kn _1 r 2: _

n=O rEO( )
un-2rtan B

no N 2
_ E kn X b .L n2r+1

“‘0 r=0 r 2“ {wjun‘zr'l—yr dG ' A9 = 0 .
0

(44-35)

h—_
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The upper Hmits M and N of summation are taken in such a way that the

subscript of u never becomes negative. hence

{nI {f n 15 even.
M a

n—l\T n is Odd.

N x

573—2— if n is even.

n-lT if n is odd.

It is clear that r , as an integer summation variable.
with the radius vector which is also denoted by r .

Eq. (IN-«36) 1's identically satisfied if the sum of a]

by the same power k" 'is zero. This gfives for n = 0 :

¥O=Agu

(44~37)

has nothing to do

1 terms multiplied

(44-38)

and for n > 0

H _ r 23: _

r20( 1)
un~2rtan 8

N R2 l12r+1
_ b ._ u ——-—-do = 0
r20 r 21x {If n-2r—1 1(2)

(44-39)

This equation can be so1ved for un (this term is obtained by putting
r = 0 in the first summand):

_ 2r+1

un r=o r21r E2r+3 n—Zr—l
0' O

- f I-1pr tanzrs‘ un—Zr ‘ 'r=1
(44-40)

This equation expresses an in terms of no, pl, ,H, “ml and thus a]-
Eows the consecutive computation of an , starting with no = Ag by (44—38).
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The anomalous potential. We finally find T by (44-13). which may “SO
be expanded as a power series with respect. to In .

0n substituting (43-12) and (44-21) we have

T ' r1; {’Ivlshpwm) -%1R2da. {44-41)

For h ' 0 ' the “Humid coinciding with the sphere r «- R , this becomes

To ’ 5?; £f0915(R.w.R) -Hdo. (44-42)

since no = A9 by (44—38). The definition (44-10) of the generalflled
Stokes' function shows that

w —11 2n+1 = R SW) ,WW3) = finZZWPn(C°Sw) (44-43)

in View of the well—known expansion of SW) as a series of Legendre func-
tions (cf. Heiskanen and Moritz, 1967, p.97); SW) is the ordinary func-
tion of Stokes as given by eq. (2—38). Thus eq. (44—42), for the "zeroth
approximation", reduces to

R
To = fifjflgi’SW) - lldc - (44-44)

This is Stokes' formula extended to the case that the mass M' enc1osed
by the reference e11ipsoid is not equal to the mass M of the earth; cf.
eq. (2—189’) of (Heiskanen and Moritz, 1967, p.103). If M‘ = M , 35 £5
usuai1y supposed, then (44-44) and the usuafi Stokes' formu1a (2—35) give
the same result since

fngdo = 0
c

in this case.1

(44-45)

1 7 . .
This is rigorousiy true for Stokes' prob\em, in which Ag refers to the sphere,

but can be expected to hoid approximately also for Molodensky's problem in which Ag
refers to the telfiuroid.

h—_
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Let us now consider the difference

AS - S(rp.w.r) - SHAMR) ~

The substitution of (44-11) gfives

{4445)

as - §— - 12; + (my) - one“). (44—47)

—1where 0(r;1) denotes terms that go to zero for rp + a as rp » The

planar approximation is equivalent to a formal tranSItfion R + m , rp-.¢,
so that (44-47) reduces to

2 2AS: --—
T 10

(44-48)

asa

and,

p1anar approximation. Then (44‘46)

_1Sirpa‘bn‘) = S(R,w,R) + AS — E

- 'fi. 0 '1smce rp =R ,

1 _1 _SUPWH‘) ' a ' EIZSW’) 11+

gives,

Sm +

§__2_
w 10

to

E _
i

the

2T-o

same approximation,

(44-49)

(44-50)

By (43-23) we have, on introducing k so that 1 = 1k ,

2 2 2
“E”

2:: 2r- = —- a k nT 1: 1Or=1 r
(44-51)

On substituting (44-30), (44-50), and (44-51), eq. (44-41) becomes

I: R r1 2 kpup[s(wHf: p=O

z k“%ffun[5(¢)
n=0 6

on on

+ X z Whar-
p=O r=1

2R 00 2r 2):}'1+— 2 a k n
1O r=1 r J

- 1M0 +

2r(MP) d

217 “p 12r+1 q
5 O

d0

{44-52)

___‘
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19 the 1ast sum we appiy again (44-33) with (44-34). The resufiz 1s

T - Eknr
n-O “ (44-53)

where

To ‘ {Iifofvoiflm - 11:10.

R
Tn ' H£INn[S(W)'1]d0 +

M 2 h-h 21'
+ {a R ELL“ do
r-1 r 7;} 12r+i 11—2:

0 0

(44-54)

(44-55)

for n > O ; the integer M is defined by (44-37).
The coefficients ar in (44-55) and hr in (44-40) are given by

(43-25); more exph‘citly we have

a = _1r[_1][_3H_5].H[_2r-1] =g-1)”1-3-5...§2r-1) ’
r I". E .2— ? 2 Ii arr!

b — 1 -23 .E -Z‘ _2r+1 z g-12r1-3-5...g2r+1)r‘Ff 2J 2 ~“2‘ 9r“ 9

(44-56)

which can also be written in the form

a = (4)2121“! 2 ,r 2 (r!)
Y 1 !

br ‘ ('1>"§§%§7' (44-57)

The solution procedure may be described in the fo11awing way. First we
calculate pn successive1y by (44—40), starting with (44-38). Then (44-54)
and (44—55) give Tn , and T is fina11y obtained by (44-53) with k = 1 ,
namely

T: H.
n=0n (44-58)

The procedure is similar to Mo1odensky's solution as given by (43-32),
(43-38), (43-40), (43-41). It is, however, simmer because there we had
two sets of quantities, nameiy (3m and xn , whereas now we on‘ly have an .

l

___
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To get a better comparfson mm Molodensky's solution, let us write

(44~40) and (44—55) explficitiy for n - 0. l. 2. -.a 2

“o

“1

“2

“3

lAg

5;

2:

’2:

U

I}

U

h-hP
3

1o

h-hP
3

1o

h-hp
3
‘0

d1100

uido

psz

+ uotanza .

a o

“Odo +u1 tanza

(44-59)

and

To

T1

T2

T3

_R
'71?

R
=*4";

-_R_
-411

=1
41?

NHOWW)
0

mgsw)

HuZISW)

[J'u3[5(¢)

-1]do

—1]dc

-1]ds

-1]do

-R_2
4n

_fi
411

{J

[j

(h__‘_h__92
13
O,' 2(h n?)
3

1O

duoo

uldo

I

9

(44-60)

Here we have used numericai values for the coefficients a and b as

given by (44-56). r I
The replacement of S(¢)— 1 in these formuias by 3(w) changes T

on1y by a constant

%ff(uo+u1+u2+...)do,
O

(44-61)

which is frequenfly disregarded; it is zero if the mass of the reference
ellipsoid equals the mass of the earth.
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MS. SOLUTION BY ANALYTICAL CONTKNUATION

An eiementary approach. avoiding integrai equations, is pgssible through
formaI analytical continuation by means of a gayjor series. It extends thesoiution described in sec. 8-8 of (Heiskanen and Moritz, 1967) to higher~
order approximations.

Continuation to point level. Let Ag be the gravity anomaiy at the toi-luroid. and 139‘ be the free-air anomaly at point have], that is, on the
normal level surface

U ‘ UA = const. , (as-1)

A being the teHurm‘d point at which the height anomaiy L or the deflec-
tion 0f the “Nice” (Em) is to be computed (Fig.45.1).

I

eilipsoid
U=U°

FIGURE 45.1. Point level

Oh those parts of the point-level surface which are outside the tellu—
void (e.g., the part to the left of A in Fig.45.1), the gravity anomaly
Ag' corresponds to the external anomalous gravitational potential I : fit
is related to it by (43-2):

__eT_§.Ag- W VT, (45-2)

-—_

(eiluroid
Ag ’

A . A ' ‘,.~—.-— —~L\ h\\\ .

hA :
\pmn! level

, U:UA
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also in this section we use the spherical appr0X1matlon- Oh those parts of
the pointvlevel surface which are below the tellurold. however, Ag- Cop.
responds to the analytidai continuation T of the external potentia] I
into the earth's interior. For the time being we assume that such an ana-
lytical continuation is possible; we shall return to this problem later,

lhus. T outside the telluroid E and T lnSlde E together farm a

single harmonic function, which is assumed regular 1“ the reglon needed
(down to point level). Hence, also Ag and A9’ are VEStTlCtlons of the
same analytic function: A9 to z and Ag' to U = UA - They are thus
connected by a Taylor series:

I 2 u 1 333A'69=A9'*13§§-*2-1r1”—A-§—+§TZ “g”
' az ' 82

m 1 nana'
2: Ag“ + 2.....2 ___3._n' n ’n=1 ' 82

+....
(45—3)

where

(45-4)Z=E’l'hA

is the elevation difference with respect to the computation point A . For
the present we shaH assume the series (45-3) to be canvergent.

Note that the derivatives 3/32, 32/322 , in (45-3) designate der-
ivatives with respect to the quantity (45-4); they are thus verticai deriv-
atives. As a spherica1 approximation, they are radial derivatives:

31:1“.
azn 3r“

This series may be symboHcaHy written as

Ag = UAg* , {45-5)

where the symbol U denotes the upward continuatfion operator,
for the operation to be performed on the function Ag' to get
Ag according to (45—3).1

'The name, upward continuation operator, is not fully correct literally
transition from Ag' to Ag may also involve downward continuation {e.g.,
A in Fig.fi5.l). A similar remark holds for the name, downward continuation
might be more correct to call U the “direct continuation operator” and D

continuation operator“.

which stands
the functicn

since the
left of point
operator. It
the “inverse

_4‘
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w a I t E e t ae
l6 g‘ven II a' h S US C0 ‘ b

Selle

139' I U—IAg I Dag .

where D ’ the downward continuation operator. is inverse to u .Since (39' refers to a level surface. we my app], Stokes. form”(2-35) and Vening Meineszt formuh (2-40) to get the anoma‘ous patents“
T

and the “fleetion 0f the Vertical (Em) . an at the point A :

T = 2:1”7" U Aggs(i’)d0 , (45-7)

I'E
Ln

- 1 d5-_~__ A.
4M0 {5! g 3E

cowl
do .

SinuJ
(45-8)

Strictiy speaking, we shouid in (45-7) replace R by R + hA , but we mayuse R without impairing the accuracy; in the same way we may in (45-8)use a mean vaiue yo of about 980 gal as usual.Derivation of Ag‘ . There remains now to compute the point ievei anom—aiy Ag‘ from the measured ground anomaiy Ag . We write (45-3) Symb011‘caiiy in the form

A9 = 139' + E—l—zn—Sn Ag'
n=1n! az“

= [1+ EZnL1A. '
n=1 n19 ’

Ln=%_e:=.1-a“
. Iazn n. arm

(45-9)

(45-10)

is a vertical (radial) differentiation operator and I is the identity
operator:

If=f. (45-11)

Comparing (45—9) with (45—5) we see that we have obtained a symbolic se-
Hes expansion of the upward continuation operator U :

h—

‘m
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[1.1+ 3:.an
n-l n‘

we shall now try to compute the downward continuation operator

(45-12)

o-u“ (45-13)

by forming the formaI reciprocai of the series (45“?)3 the" (45-6) gives
Ag' . This w§11 be done as follows.

we repIace al1 e1evations h by kh , where k is the Molodengky para.
meter with 0 s k s l . as aiso used in the two preceding sections. Then

the upward continuation operator (45-12) becomes

U=I+ 62°“an = w nI”: n “Zak Un, (45-14)

where

UO=I; U =ann n
if n=1a 2’ 3! "- (45-15)

In the same way we express the downward continuation operator D = U-1 as

a forma1 series

o = ann
n=0 n. (45-16)

We may try to determine the DH from the obvious operator identity

UD=I.

On substituting the respective series we have

2 M! E
p—0 pq=o Dq = I

OY‘

z z k9+qu D = I
p=0 q=0 p q

_“
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The apph’cation of (44—33) gives

w n2k“ { uron_r-x . on-O {-9

We require this identfity to hold for all values of the parameter k .

Then the factors of M? k“ must be zero. For n - 0 we have

UODo-I =0,

thus because of U0 : 1 also

DO=I.
Fer n # 0 we have the equation

n

rZourumr = o (45-17)

0?”

:2

Dn + Z\Uan—r = O ’
r=1

whence

nD=-§UD =0
n r=1rn—r {45-18)

This equation expresses Dn in terms of the known Ur and the previ-
ousiy determined Bl, Dz, ..., Dn_1 . So, starting from DO =1 , we can
recursively compute the operators Di, DZ, D3,

Computationaily more convenient is the introduction of the functions

9n = Dn(Ag) - (45-19)

Eq. (45-17) gives for them

n

rEOUan_r(Ag) = 0 '

h__
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By (45-15) and (45-19) this becomes

(45-20;
n r

r202 Ltwhfir) I 0 .

0 .which can be solved for gn . noting 1 Low”) - 9n -

n r
gn ‘ - IEIZ Lr(gn-r) ' (45~21)

Eq. (45-21) makes it possib1e to determ1ne the gn recursively, start_
ing from

(45-22)QO=Ag.

Then the anomaly Ag' , defined by (45—6), is then given by

Ag'=DA9= ZD(A9>= Xa-n=On n=0n (45-23)

We have put k = 1 in (45-16), so as to change kh back into the actuai
evaluation h , since we had admitted a general k only in order to get a

convenient mechanism of expansion.
Then (45-7) gives

T = swgw = {Tn
n=O

(45-24)

with

Tn = Sm“) , (45—25)

S denoting the Stokes operator.
Determination of the LH . We must now study the operators Ln which

play a basic role in the present method.
First we derive some simpie formulas for them. The definition (45-10)

gives

_—‘
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L.1_§_n_.l 1 in" a

n FT azn nln_15!aln_lal (45-26)

OI"

1 1

Ln = fiLn_1L ELLn_1 . (45-27)

This is a recursion formula expressing Ln in terms of an and LIL,‘ -
Repeated application of this recursion farmula gives

L =LIL“n YD. (45-23)

where

L“ = LLL ... L ( n times) ;

this is aiso evident from (45-26).
The originai meaning of Ln as a spatial operator, namely a vertical

derivative, is restricted to the use with 1eve1—surface anomalies ae'
oniy; furthermOre, this verticai derivative is hormai to the surface and
thus, figuratively speaking, 1eads out of the surface.
It is possibie, however, to interpret Ln as a surface operator which

does not lead out of the surface and can be used with data given on an ar-
bitrary smooth surface which need not be a 1evei surface. This may be done
as foliows.

The vertical derivative a/ar can be expressed in terms of surface
values by the well—known spherical formula (Heiskanen and Moritz,1967,p.38_)

2 f-faf_ 1 R P

a—F' 'fif+ EHTdG’
O O

(45-29)

which again uses our current notational convention (p. 356), P being the
point at which af/ar is computed and to which f in the first term on
the right-hand side refers, too. Aiso the other notations are the same as
before, 6 denoting the unit sphere and

- » -$10- 4Rs1n2 (45-30)

L—
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As a Menu approximation we may “89‘?” the we” term HR in “5‘29

so that the bash: operator (45—26) becomes the surface operator ),

2 f—f
m) - g’;H”‘{33d° ' L‘m'

o O

(as-31)

The second derivative

2 2
._.a——2- I —-a—--2- 3
ar 32

can be expressed as a surface Operator even more 8351.”.

Let xyz be a iocai cartesian coordinate system at the 00"” under Con-

sideration. the XY-plane being the tangent wane and the Pans being yer-

ticai. in agreement with the notation (45‘31)- A5 a planar approxmation’
Ag is a harmonic function in space (p.176), satisfying Laplace‘s equation

82A9+fl£+ifl£=o
2 2 2 '

3x ay 32

(45-32)

Therefore, (45-31) gives

---.1_L2(A9)— 2

2 I“
2 2

3x 3y
(45-33)

Thus we may extend the definition of L2 to arbitrary smooth surface func-
tions:

, 1Iszf‘) = — 2-(fxx+fyy) , (45-34)

the subscripts x and y denoting oartiai differentiation.
This equation is the pianar approximation to the Lapiacian surface oper-

ator 52 for an arbitrary surface, as given, e.g., by Hotine (1969, p.45);
Hotine denotes it by E , whereas we are using the more frequently employed

symbol A2 , where the subscript 2 expresses the two-dimensional charac-
ter of a surface. For a sphere of radius R we have in geographicai co-
ordinates o, A:A
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-2 -2
A21“ - R (fM+cos HH~f¢tanM . (45-35)

the subscripts ¢ and x again denoting partial d§f¢erent£ation. Thus we
may write (45-34) in the slightfiy more general form

lL2(f) " ' EA2f . (as-36)

As a matter 0" fact. we could aiso express L2 by {45-28). app1y1ng
the operator i. twice:

. 1 2 1 ILzm = EL m = 5mm}. (as-37)

explicitw. we have by means of the auxiHary quantity

f1: L1H) = L(f) 145-38)

the result

1 (45-39)

Generaiiy we can by (45-27) express Ln recursive1y in terms of the
surface operator (45-31): put

Ln”) = fun ; (45-40)

then

f“)

f(2)

1c(3)

f(n)

= Hf) ,

,1' Tz'ufm)

= ’iTme)

_1' EL(f{n—1)

9

) .

(45-41)

——_
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This deffinition of the Ln as surface operators-~by (45-31), (45_36)and the recursfion fermula (45-27)--1s the relevant one for the present 'purpose. Far instance. Ln(Ag) is to be understood in this way; it woul¢be wrong to interpret fit as

l 3%9
9n! arm

as a vertical derivative at the telluroid z , since A9 at s does netrefer to a level surface.
Computational formulae. Let us f1na11y summarize our computationaI for-

mulas. 8y Bruns‘ equation (42-16) and by (45-7). (45‘8)’ 3"“ (45'23) we
have

C : ROHAQSWNO + Z’R—OHQnSWNO 9

41W ‘7 n=i4ny a
(45-42)

{5.
1 d3

= "*f Ag
41:70 of a?

c050;

sina
COSc:

sin a
do. (45-43)"’ 1 d5as + 2 -—H9 —

n=147ryo 0 “cm

Here yo is a globe] mean va1ue such as 980 9a}. The correction terms gnare evaIuated recursively by (45—21):

n_ _ r
9“ — IE1: Hwy!) , (45-44)

starting from

gO (45-45)

there is

z=h-hA. (45-46)

The Ln are 3150 eva1uated recursively

Ln(Ag)=%L1[Ln_1(A9H (45-47)
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with

~ f-fR‘ pL1(f) ' do.
0 0

(45-48)

These formu1as are all that is needed to compute approumtions of an
arbitrarny MQh Order. AH occurring operators are systematicaHy reduced
to a repeated applicatfion of the integral (45-48).

Let US “WHY render the method more concrete by eva1uat1ng (45-44)
epocifly for n =1, 2, 3 :

91: - 2L1(Ag) I

_ _ _ 2
92 - 2Li(gl) z L2(Ag) 9

_ _ _ 2 _ 3
93 " ZLIHZ) Z L2(gl) z L3(Ag) .

(45-49)

If we restrict ourseWes to n = 1 , then the present so1utfion becomes

E = - (h-hA)%§—]S(w)do (45-50)

since

91 = - (h-hAnlwg) = - (h-hA>%3 = - (h-ma—B‘? (45-51)

and the operator L1 may be interpreted as a vertical derivative by
(45-10). This first-Order solution may, therefore,be called gradient so—
Zution. Analogous formulas hold for g and n . All these formulas are
very suitable for practical application; cf. (Heiskanen and Moritz, 1967,
secs.8-8 and 8—9).

The use of analytical continuation for the solution of Molodensky‘s
problem has an interesting history which has its ups and downs“ It was
considered already by Molodensky in 1949 for a practical solution of his
problem but later rejected because the required downward continuation can—
not be expected to be regular (see below). Later Bjerhammar (1964) took
up the idea and developed it in the way described in sec. 8-10 of (Heis-
kanen and Moritz, 1961)‘ The first-order approximation (to n = 1 ) of the
present method is given in secs. 8-8 and 8-9 of that book; it is also
shown there that the solution is equivalent to Molodensky‘s series to n =1

-—_
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The full series solution. as an expansion in terms of Molodensky’s para‘
meter k , was developed simultaneously and independently by Marych (1969)

and Moritz (1959by The latter used the present systematic approach 1n

terms of an expansion of the operators U and D as fOrmal power series
with respect to k and gave general recursion formulas. He also showed

the equivalence with Molodensky's series by an indirect argument using the

theory of asymptotic series. The concise recorsion formula (45-44) is due

to Ecker (1971).
The preceding developments were effected in a purely formal manner,

without regard to convergence problems and irrespective of the quest1on

whether the presupposed analytical continuation is possible at all. In fact,
this analytical continuability cannot in general be assumed; cf. (Heiskanen

and Moritz. 1967. p.321) and sec. 7 of the present book.

Thus a direct investigation of the mathematical validity and the con—

vergence of the solution is difficult. Therefore we shall bypass these dif-
ficulties by exhibiting the termwise identity of the present solution to

Molodensky's series in the following section; the convergence problem will
then be considered in sec. 47.

Why, then, does the present solution lead to results that are as good as

the approach by way of integral equations, although the analytical contin-
uation of the external potential into the earth's interior cannot be ex—

pected to be regular? An intuitive explanation can be found in Runge's the-
orem (sec.8): even if the original potential T cannot be regularly con-
tinued down to the geoid (say), we can always find another harmonic func-
tion T“ , arbitrarily close to T , which can be 50 continued and for
which the basic Taylor expansion (45-3) converges.

‘46. PELLINEN’S EQUIVALENCE PROOF

In the three preceding sections we have met with three different ex-
pansions for the anomalous potential T . All three are formal series of
powers of Molodensky’s parameter k , but the first two—-Molodensky‘s and

Brovar‘s solutions--are obtained by a solution of integral equations, where-
as the third expansion is based on a completely different principle, namely

on analytical continuation by means of Taylor series. lhere arises the
question how these different expansions are related among themselves.

An indirect argument demonstrates that all these three series expansions
must be termwise equal. In fact, it can be shown that each of these three
series, of form

_4—._‘
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T = {knT
n-O n. (46-1)

15 an asymptotic series for k w 0 . Using the theory of asymptotic series
we can conclude that any two asymptotic expansions of the some function T
with respect to the same parameter k must be identical (Moritz, 1969b;
1971. sec.3).

However. a direct equivalence proof is highly desirable because it gives
immediate insight into the structure of the various terms. For n 2 1 this
equivalence has been discussed already in sec. 8-8 of (Heiskanen and Moritz.
1967). For n = 2 the equivalence is verified in (Moritz, 1971. sec.4).
These considerations have been extended to n = 3 by Ecker (1971), who al—
so pointed out some lines along which a general equivalence proof could he
achieved, and gave corresponding formulas; but there remained difficulties
which looked forbidding.

These difficulties were resolved by Pellinen (1972), in particular, by
finding ed. (46-9) below. We shall here present a slightly modified version
of this important and elegant work.

Pellinen’s identity. In the sequel, F, G, U, V, w, ... denote func-
tions of two variables (x,y) which are differentiable as often as re-
quired; x and y are rectangular coordinates in the plane. We introduce
the plane Laplacian operator

2 2
A=_e_2+_a_2 _

ex 3y
(46-2)

For the Lap1ac1‘an of the product FG we find by direct differentiatign;

MFG) = FAG + GAF + 20(F,G) (46-3)

where

_sFae aFaGD(F,G) --fifi+§yw. (46—4)

Another identity is

1 22 __UD(V,V) = %a(uv ) - mum + 2v AU (45-5)
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This is verified by expressing the first two terms on the r1ght_hand side
by means of (46»3); then most terms on the right-hand side cancel and the
left-hand side remains.

Using our basic notaticnai convention (p.356), we may write (45-5) ‘n
the simplified form

um’vm - %A[(V*VP)2U] . (“6-5)

Yhis is directly seen by applyéng A to

1 _ 2 =1 2 12 .
VP) U ' + g

(45-7)

we have. e.g.,

{46-8)A(VPUV) = va(UV) = VA(UV)

since VP is not affected by the operator A and becomes V outside of
it, in agreement with our notational convention.

Eq. (46—6) and its generaiization by PeHinen to higher 7' = l, 2, 3, ...,

Mom/mm)r = Ar[(v-VP)2ru] , (46-9)

will play a fundamental role. This formula will be called Pellinen’s iden-
tity; it may be proved as follows.

By direct differentiatien we find

k k.’ _..
E—RELL = km: 3w3u + mm},
ex “335/3

{46—10)

k—' . . . _where wx 3 denotes the part1a1 derwatwe wx rinsed to the (k-j)th
power. The terms between brackets, which are mu1t1‘p1ied by w , W131] not
be needed Iater. As an exampie,

2 2(w U)xx = ZWXU + zwwxxu + 4wwxux + wzuxx = 2min + w[...]

Put new

___—ul.
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N-V-Vp; (46«11)

then

W ' V
X X (45-12)

since Vp is constant with respect to differentiation. Outs‘lde the derr—
entiation we have

V-VPIO (45-13)

since V = VP there, by our notational convention; cf. (46-8). Hence
(46-10) gives

k k
a [(VA/ ) U] .

—-——.—3— = k! vk‘jvi’u ;
3xk'33y3 x Y

{45-14)

the ’fiast term in (46-10) contains (46-13) as a factor and hence vanishes.
Consider now the r-th power of the Lapiacian operator (46-3). The bino-

=mia1 theorem gives

Ar= 2 2

9_2+3_2
3x 3y

r - E r 82:
_ ____:_._.._.__ ,
5:0 5 ax2r 253y25

(46-15)

so that

r 2r r r 32r[(V-VP)2rU]
A [Hi—V?) U1 = Z 2r-25 25 '5:0 5 3X 3y

By (46-14) with k = Zr and j= 25 this is equal to

r 17‘ - s s r
(emszomvf‘f 2 vju = <2r2)[v:+v§] U = <2r)!uw<v,v)1‘ ,

whith was to be proved.
Other auxiliary formulas. The operator (45-31) becomes for a plane ref-

erence surface
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f-f .Hf)'§1‘;H"Ta’3d5 (45‘16)

where the integral is extended over the whole plane:

11-!” F.x--w y--w (“é-X7)

the surface element GS is given by

{46-18)as = dxdy ,

and i replaces our former 10 ; there is

1 = ACIFTW , (46-19)

the point P (xP, yp) being the point for which L(f) is to be computed.
For the integrai (46-16) to exist we must require that the function

f(x,y) tends to zero at infinity in a sufficieht1y rapid manner. ihis will
always be assumed.

The second power of this operator L is, by (45-36) and (45-37), noth-
ing eise but the piane Lapiacian:

L2=—A; (46—20)

we are now writing A instead of A2 . We also recaH the definition of
Ln by (45-26):

L =—1,-L“.
n n. (45-21)

In View of (46-20), the PeH‘inen identity (46-9) may be expressed in
terms of the 2r~th power of the operator L .-

r
influx!) = L2r[(V- VP)2rU] ; (45-22)

we also have slightly simplified the notation on the left—hand side

\xfi
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stokes' formuia takes for the plane the form

W) = fiufrds. (46-23)

To see this, write

T - 38;}? Agswmo a 5(Ag) (as-24)

as

mg) = 41—“HA9R‘15mdS . (45~25)

where

d8 = R2dq (as-25)

1's now the surface element of the sphere r = R . (The use of the Matter
S both in Stokes' operator and in the surface eWement is accidental.) The
function R—lsw) is given by (44—43), and we get from (44—11):

R’1sm=27+1ELM] (46-27)

For R —> on there remains 2/1 where 1 1'5 now given by the piane for-
mu1a (46-19), and (46—25) becomes the integra}

1 Ag5039) = EM‘T d5 ’ (46-28)

extended over the piane, d5 now being given by (46-18). This proves (46—

23). The same planar approximation hoids for (43—42).
It is not difficu‘lt to see that the piane operators L and S are re-

Iated by

s=—L'1 (46-29)

In fact, the operator L gives the vertica1 derivative of f z

3fLm = 32—-
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Far the P15”9 we have

Ag-‘g‘l‘n-LT‘ ’

using (46,24). Thus

L5 3 -1 ¢

I
denoting the unit operator; but this is eqUiVaient to (46-29%

we finally recaH the wen-known Green identity fer the wane:

(46-30)

fsflFAG GAFNS ({[F an 63"ij ’
(46-31)

where C is a closed Curve bounding a Simply GonneCted region S i" the

plane; a/an denotes the derivative normal to the CNN? C (positive out-

ward), and dc is the arc element of the curve. This formula is the pre-

cise analogue for the plane of Green's second identity for three-dimensiona]

space; cf. (Heiskanen and Moritz, 1967, p.11).
Consider now the curve C to be a circle of very large radius 0 , and

let p + w . If the functions F and G , together with their first deriva-

tives, vanish sufficiently rapidly at infinity, then the integral on the

right tends to zero, and there remains

ff(FAG—GAF)dS = 0 , (46-32)

where the integraI is extended over the who1e pfiane in agreement with

(46—17). This is the form in which we sha11 need Green's fidentity.
Baker’s formula. Consider the integra]

= i -(2r+1) _ 21”
J 2?; If] (V VP) UdS , (46-33)

extended as usual over the plane; r is an integer 21. Let us appIy
Green's identity to this integral.

We have

AU'“) = “23—(n+2) (46-34)

as one verifies by direct differentiation, using (46-19); hence
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142:“) I 1 M-(Zr—H
(hr-1)2 (46-35)

Thus the application M (46-32) with

_ 2F (v-vP) ’U . e . rmm (46-35)

gfives

1 2r ~(2r-1)d=——-——«—H(V-V) um d52n(2r-1)2 P

a “1—7f11"2"“aw - VP)2‘U]dS.
zngzr-1)

(46-37)

The subsequent application of (46-32) with

F = AE{V-VP)2rU] , 5 =1"“'”
noting that, by (46—34),

1"(2r-1) = A]_(2r'—3)
(2r-3)2

yields

Continui

J

n91?

J

= _______.1_._.__..;;r”r‘3>a2[(v
2w(2r—1)2(2r—3)2

n this way, we obtaa‘n1

= _________.1__.___—— 1‘3Ar'1[
211(2r‘—1)2(2r‘-3)2...32H

2:- vp) was .

2(v - VP) rU]dS (46-38)

We finally note that, by (46-20),

Ar_1= (-1)r—1L2r-2 ’

1we remark that the appHcation of the Green identity (16-32) to the function
"9"“ would have to be justified for full mathematical rigor, because of the

singuiarity of thEs
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and that we can express the fntegrai in terms of the operator (45-16).

putting

f B Ar-1!(v_vp)“u' ;

there is fP a O sénce it contains (V— VP) = O as factor even after

performing the differentiations implieé by An'1 .

Thus there resuIts

fl (v-3! )“u27”“??de “‘1’”??er 2Ht 2l (ZrM L [(V'V") I”; ; (46-39)

we have expressed the numericaI factor in front of (46-38) in terms of

factorials, just as we did in going from (44—56) t0 (44‘57)a

In exactly the same way we find

_ 2r+1 2

d3 = (-1)r[_.2_:£_ L2r+1[(v-vp)2“luj.(4e—4o)
21f 12r+3 L(2r+1)2

These two formulas were derived by Ecker (1971).
Transformation of Brovar's formula. After these iengthy preparatfions,

the equivaIence proof is rather straightforward. We write Brovar's solution,
as given by (44-40) and (44-55), for a piane reference surface, which we

use for n z 1 .(As a matter of fact, Stokes‘ approximation, which corre-
sponds to n = 0 , remains spherical.) We have for n a l :

7 —c{ + M 1: (2r)! lfw‘hp)“
n " ' “11) r§1( )22r(r!)2 I2H1 “n—zrds ’

[huh )2r+1
= §(-1)r 2r+1!_1_[j_‘____1=__ d5-

Mn L 2: l 2 2n} 2r+3 Ll1'1—2r-1{=0 2 (Y‘.) I]

M_ _rr
r§1( 1) D

(h,h>un_2r .

(46-41)

(45-42)

Here we have expressed the coefficients ar and hr by (44-57) ané
tanzrg by

tanzs = P12 + h2 = D(h,h) ,
x y (45-43)
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which re1ates the maximum inc11nation a of the terrasn to the eievation
h in a geometflcany “We” WU- For n - 0 there is smaly

Leo-Ag. (as-44)

“2:99? HF?“ 0* the sums. M and N are i
e rans ormation ' 9

Van by (44-37 .

U - u
and Of New” by means of Ecker's f )

nv2r V ' h . gives
ormu” (“G-39). with

M
T l S u - _~1_ Zr-i __ 21‘
n ( n) 121(2")! L [(h ha) “I‘l‘Ztl ’ (46-45)

wh:r:2W8.haVe demoted by A the point at which T §s computed, Then
(4 — ) 15 transformed using Pe11inen's identity (46-22) and Ecker's for-
mu1a (46-43):

N
= 1 2r+1 _ 2r+1 1“n rZO(2Y‘+1)!L [(h hp) “mu—1

M
_ 1 ‘2: r
glam L “my “xx-2r} ' (46-46)

This reduces simply to

= —a“ kZ1 kE Lkgch'hP)k“n—k‘1’ (46-47)

since the first sum in (46-46) gives the terms with odd m = 2r+1 and the
second sum provides the terms with even in = 2r . The summation variabie
k has, of course, nothing in common with Moiodensky's shrinking parameter.

A iast simpiification is achieved by introducing the operator (45-28),

fl. =—1"‘Lna
n n! (46-48)

so that (46-47) becomes

“n = - kil(—1)kLk[(h _ hP)kun—k] (46-49)

——_
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Dtrivation of t)”, agglutgtoal continuation solution from Bravar’a eerie
Finally we shalt der$ve the analyt1cal continuation solution from the tra:.
formed grovar formulas (46-45) and {as—4:). Let us introduce the eEeVatiehs.
above the lave? of the computation point A by

z-h-hA; (46~50)

this is in agreement with (45-4). n

In (46-49) we combine both sides of the equation into one Sum 2 since
in.

L0 - I . and expand o

k

3-0 3' P

by the binomial theorem. Since (-1)2k'j = (-1)j we obtain

(46-513

n k
_ j k k-j j - .

1:20 32:} 1) [i]2 Lk [2 un’k] - o ' (45-52)

note that zP becomes 2 outside the operator Lk . Now we introduce new
summation indices r, s by putting

r = k - j , s = j , whence k = r + s , (46—53)

which results in

2 f (4)5
r=O s=0

r+s
s

r s _
Z Lr+s{z pn~r-8] — G ' (46—54)

But by (46-48) we have

¥‘+S
S

-1LL ,IS
_ 1 r+s _ HS! _

Lr+s ' (r+s)! L - (ms)! LrLs' (46-55)

according to the definition of the binomiai coefficients. Thus (46-54) re-
duces to

. . . . - d
1 A denotes the computation pomt for T , whereas the pomt at which 9 Is compute

contfinues to be designated by P .

A’S
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0n introducing the quantifies

gm I aZo(-l)8L3[zaum-s]

this becomes

Pellfn‘n

no.
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(46-56)

(46-57)

n r
r202 Lr(gn~r) ‘ 0 -

(46-58)

However, this is precisefly the equation (45-20) by which the “Mum”(45-19) are uniquely defined, starting from

§O=Ag,

Since (46-57) gives for m = o

= Ag ;=
go

there is agreement a1$o for the terms with n = 0 . From this we concIudethat the quantities (46-57) are identical to the quantities (45-19) denotedby the same symbo] in the so1ut1'on of sec. 45.
By (46—57) for m = n we have

n_ _ _ S 5
un — 9n SE“ 1) L42 ums] (46-59)

The substitution into (46-45) gives

Tn = S(gn) - 5:1(-1)SSLS[zSun_S]

M
1 21"1 2::

:21 (Zr)! L [Z “xx-2r] ’ (46-60)

——_
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in view of (46-50). The first sum on the right-hand Side becames, on using

(45-48) and (46-30).

We sph‘t up this sum into two parts, one cansisting of the terms with even
5 = Zr and the other consisting of the terms with odd 5 = 2r+1 . The

first part cancels with the second sum in (46-60}, and there remains

N_ l 2:: 2r+1
r§o(2r+131 L [2 “n-Zr-l] '

(46-61)

Now L2r . apart from the Sign, is Ar . WhiCh 1-5 a differentiation Opera“

tor of order 2r . We readily see that, after Performing the differentia‘
Hon, al’fi terms contain 2 as a factor. Now, for the comPUtatien Paint A.

z=zA=0

by (46—50). Therefore a1] terms contain zero as a factor, so that (46-61)
vanishes.

Hence (46-60) reduces to

Tn = 5(9n) 9
(46-62)

in agreement with (45-25)“ Thus we have derived the solution by anaiyticai
continuation from Brovar's so1ution, which compietes the proof of equiva-
lence of the two solutions.

In order to get a mathematically "clean" situation and to avoid the need
of ad hoc neglecting terms during the course of the derivation, we have sep-
arated the zero—order terms, corresponding to n = 0 and given simply by
Stokes' formula, from the terms with n 2 1 . For the zero-order terms we
have used the sphere as a reference surface; for the higher-order terms,
the reference surface is a plane. (In this way it is possible to give a pre'
cise mathematical definition of the “spherical” and the “planar” approxima-
tion, although such a consequent interpretation is not, in general, practi-
cally desirable; in operational formulas and derivations it is usually pre‘
ferable to regard the planar approximation as the omission of terms of order
h/R , still maintaining the sphere as a reference surface.)
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This forma] separation of the Stokes' term with n a o from the higher
terms 15 POSSH’” becausei for h F 0 u even Brovar's rigorous Spherical
integrai eqUGHOn (44'22)- Without planar approximation. gives um i Ag 3

likewise. for the 5°1Ut‘9" 0f sec. 45c NE flat so - Ag sphericaiiy as weii
as in the pianar case.
It is clear that. i" order to €0nSGQUEfltiy carry through the concept of

a reference plane, we have to assume Ag as a smooth (infiniteiy diner-w
giabie) fUNCt‘O" give“ in the Diane and vanishing appropriateiy at infinity.

Malodensky’s and Brovar'a series. Compared with the preceding proof of
equivaience between Brovar°s series and the series soiution obtained by
anaiyticai continuation, it is almost trivial to see the equivalence bet‘
ween Moiodensky's serieS, as discussed in sec. 43. and Brovar's series
treated in SEC. 44. If the reference surface is considered a plane, then
Stokes“ funCtion rEdUCES to 2/1 , so that Molodensky's representation
(43—3) and Brovar's representation (44-13) become equivalent, and there is

(n 21)_ = u2Trxn — an n (45-53)

;
,tJ

for a piane reference surface.
So, as a pianar approximation, the correction terms in a1] three soiu-

tions are equai. The anaiytica] continuation solution is as vaiid, or as
questionabie, as Moiodensky's series. A study of the convergence behavior
of any of these three--essentiaiiy identica1--series is, therefore, in
order; this will be attempted in the next section.

L57; CONVERGENCE 0F MOLODENSKY'S SERIES

In view of the equivalence of various series solutions of Molodensky's
problem, as discussed in the preceding section, we can limit our consider-
ations to one of these series. We select Brovar's solution (sec,44), which
offers the simplest approach to the convergence problem. We shall here only
present the main points of the proof; more details will be found in the
report (Moritz, 1972); of which (Moritz, 1973b) is a shortened version.

Bravar’s integral equation and its iterative solution. We start with
Brovar's integral equation in the form (iii-23)1 and with the same notations:

1 __ .For the rigorous spherical integral equation (Mb-22) we shouid get the Same resuh
concerning convergence.

-___M
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2 h-h
ucos25 - “do ‘ A9 '

2w 13
U

0n introducing a new auxtHary function

(47-1)

2
K ' ucos B . (47-2)

this integral equation becomes

2 h-h
R px * — ————~-a<do = Ag .2‘013coszs

This equation may be written symbolical1y

(I-o)x=Ag ,

where I is the identity operator, with
operator gfiven by

as

If = f , and O i s the

(47-3)

(47-4)

integral

2 h-h
of=§—H———3 g fdcw131505 8

(47-5)

for an arbitrary function for which the integral exists.
The integral (47-5) is strongly singular since the kernel (h—hP)/l3cesza

becomes infinite as 1/12 if l + 0 (note that (h—hP)/l remains bounded
as l + 0 ). The integral must be understood in the sense of the Cauchy
principal value, that is, a small circle a s 2 around the computation
point P is first excluded from the unit sphere and the integral is then
defined as

Hm .
£+OID>E

(47-6)

The integral (47-5) would not exist as an ordinary improper integral, as

"weakly singular" integrals do. (An example of a weakly singular integral
is Stokes' integral in which the kernel becomes infinite only as l/lo)

The classical boundary-value problems of Dirichlet and Neumann lead to
weakly singular integral equations, which are of Fredholm type; C§~ (Kai'
logg, 1929, chapter XI). Contrary to this, Molodensky's problem, as an
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oblique derivative problem. 1eads to strong'iy singuiar integrai equations:cf. (Miranda. 1970. Sec.23). These are not of Fredhcflm type and are notconsidered in standard textbooks on patent”! theory. we first. book onstrongTy singu3ar integral equations in two and mare dsmerzsions seems to be(Mikhnn, 1965); this book is stHl very usefu] for the present BMW)“-A

forma‘ saiution of (47—3) 15 obtafined by writing

K ‘ (I ' °)“Ag
with the Neumann series

(47-7)

Such
ces;

Here

—1(I M =1WM2W3+W
series are known from Iinear algebra, where I andthey are generalizations of the e1ementary binomial

Q2 means , of ceurse,

0 denote
ser§es

(47-8)

matri-

(47-9)

92f = ¢(¢f) ,
(47-10)

and sim€1ar1y for higher powers.
The series (47-9) converges for Ix} <1 . In fun analogy, the series(47—8) may be shown to converge in a normed Space of operators if

llléll < 1 , (47-11)

He” denoting the norm of the operator 9 ; cf. sec. 5.
Equations (47-7) and (47—8) give the simpiest solution of Brovar‘s in-tegrai equation from the point of View of functionai analysis (provided

Neumann's series converges!). This soiution is different from a series of
Molodensky type but essentiaiiy identicai to the iterative soiution de-
scribed by (44—24). In fact, appiying this iterative procedure to the op-
erator equation (47—4), we get

=
g

K(2) = Ag + <1>K(1)=(I+<1>)Ag ,

h—
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[(3) . Ag + QK(2, : (1+Q+¢2)Ag I

m(n) , Ag , “UV” . (1+o402+...+®"'1)l\9 9

(47~12)

which. on letting n + - , is seen to give the Neumann series soiutiona
Unfortunateiy the convergence condition (47-i1) cannot be guaranteed to

hoid, as we shaii see tater in this section.
Introduction of Molodensky's parameter. Let us now introduce MoiodenSkW:

shrinking parameter k , which has piayed an ESSEfitia] r018 1” the preceding
sections. thus we replace ail eievations h by Rh (0 S k S 1) -

Then the operator 0 as given by (47-5) is replaced by kok where ex

is defined by

2 h-h
okf = fdc.

o ikcos Bk

(47-13)

with

(47-14)taan :
2_2lk-lo
10=2R

ktanB 9

h-h‘1+k2 —1—P
01

sin%

(47-15)

(47-16)

as usual (sec.43).
In the place of (47-4) we now have the operator equation

(I -k¢k}K = Ag,
I

(47-17)

which for k = 1 reduces to (47-4). A furma] soiution is given by the
Neumann series

2 2 3 3
K = (I+k¢k+k ¢k+k ¢k+...)Ag , (47-18)

which converges for

kw: < 1, (47-19)
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according to (47-11).
Let now a11 operators ¢ bek uniform}

is. y
bounded for O s k s 1 . the t

su 6* C <OSkEXH "H . . ' (47-20)

ghgn the Neumann '. eertee
‘ith

(47-18) will convar. g3 in the in, terval 0 ’ak’ k0

-1kQ=C (tn—u)

as (47-19) is then satisfied. The gist of the Iengthy argument to foliow is
that Moiodeneky'e series converges for the same values of k . so that the
convergence 0f MO‘OdenSKY's series is determined by the convergence of Neu*
mann's series (47-18).

Molodensky's series. The reason why (47-18) is not yet of Molodensky
type is that the operator ek and its powers aiso depend on k . Let us
now expand the operators ek, «ii, «i, themseives into series of powers
of k , substitute these series into (47-18), and coiiect terms multipiied
by equa] powers of k . We thus get a series

m
nK: Ekxn,

n=O
(47-22)

of which the functions Kn are new independent of K ; there is, for in-
stance,

KO=Ag.

The expansion (47-22) constitutes the Motodensky series for the present
problem.

The convergence of (47—22) W111 be understood in the sense of convergence
in norm:

N
x n =

AlEHK -nZOk Kn” 0 (47-23)

h—_
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A sufficient condition for convergence is absolute convergence (nqeudomé
1960, sec.5.3): '

Ewuxnla < -:n-o (47-24)

we shall work wfith absolutely convergent series.
3

The operators 0k are given by (47-13). If we expand 1/?k by (44-28)
and put

cos—23k - l + kztanze , (47-23)

then we obtain a series expansion of the form

°° 2
so = gk‘B .
k r=o 2r

(47-25)

where the operators B2r are given by

2_R —2
80f — fidd 9

2_ R —2 2r+1Bzrf-brfi£ff10n {15+

2
R -22—1 2+br_1—2fl};fflonr tan Bdo (r>0).

(47-27)

(47-23)

Let us now assume that the maximum terrain inclfination over the whote
earth satisfies

0.
am“ < 45 , (47-29)

this wiH be the case after some suitabfie smoothing. Then, everywhere,

tans < 1 ,
h-hn=-]—P<1;

O
(47-30)

cf. Fig. 43.2. Hence the integrands in (47-28) wiH tend to zero as r+°°:
and it may be shown that this implies that the integrals a150 tend t0 zero
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(this is nontrw‘“ 51"“ the WWW“! are singuhr). mom precise‘y that

ljgilezrlfl - 0 (47-31)

i it dsre o ow hFromlth s
CH)! f H s t at the norm of all ope o B N!

bounded b‘ numbe Muniform y y a r 9 so that "t r; h ‘
“821’” S M < a . («7—32)

The abso1ute convergence e

the convergence of the se : a

Series Of Mme" Opr e

if Es of theh‘ norms. he
raters ‘5 eQU‘vaaent to

' “C9 (47-26) w111 converge

a 2x
“Eek “8er (47-33)

conver es whi ‘‘ '9 . ch 15 the case for k < 1 I
mes ts ' " “‘3’ a

majm‘ant of this se-

a§k2rM =—M—
r;0 1-k2

(47-34)

which converges for k < 1 ,
Simflar expansions MN for the operator 472i , which is the n-th gower

of @k . We put

n _ °° 21: (n)
°k ' Z k BZrr=Q

(47-35)

Now a majorant of this series is the n-th power of the series (47-34),
name1y

M“ w —-———
3‘rL4=O(-1

)r['”r]k2r UM“
_k2)n (47-36)

K which 11kew1‘se converges for k < 1 . Therefore, aH the series (47-35)
1

M11 converge for k < 1 .

I

l

h.—
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By multiplying all elevations by a factor q very SIightly greater

than 1 (so that the new amax is st111 < 450 ) and by dividing k by

the same q . it may be easfily shown that these series will converge eve”

for k - 1 ; cf. (Moritz. 1972. pp.12-13).

If we substitute a?! these series (47—35) into Neumann's series (47_18)

and if we order with respect to equal powers of k . then we obtain

(I‘k¢)_121+k 2 no‘i’k 1+kV2+...”anvny
n=0

(47-37)

in which the operators ‘4'” are independent of k

8y (47-17) we have

(47-38)m

K = Z knwnAg .
n80

which is (47-22) with

Kn = wnAg -
(47-39)

If the operator series (47-37) converges, then the series (47-38), which

is identicai to (47—22), wiH converge as wei].
This convergence of (47-37) and hence of Moiodensky's series (47-22)

foiiows by an application of Weierstrass' theorem on double series (Knopp,

1964, pp.444—445). This theorem says: Let a series

\

Efnm
n=0

(47-40)

converge uniformly in k for k g p , for any 9 < p1 . Then the subst1-
tution

fn(k) = Ea kP
p=o “P

(47-41)

into (47—40) and the subsequent rearrangement with respect to k leads to
a power series which converges for k < p1 provided the series (47-41)
atso converge for k < 91 .

_A.A
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AppIy now this theorem w1th
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'f lk - kn¢n . (nn‘ ) k ’ anp 82,) 0 D ' 2r; (47-42)

the resu‘ting series gs the“ (47-37}‘ “9 WDY work wtth power ser1es whose
"Coefficients" are OperatOrS‘ be‘onging to some Banach space of linear
operators. in exaCtfiy the same way as ““h Power Series whose ceeffficients
are rea} or comn‘ex numbers; Cf- (Dieudonne. 1960. chapter IX). The reSuit
is the fo110wing basic

THEOREM- Let the positive number C be defined by {47‘ZOE and let
emax < 450 ’ The" Maladenaky's eerie“ (47-22) converges for k < k0 ' 116

if C 2 1 ’ a”d it 00””9”998 uniformly for k s 1 if c < 1 .

Hence' even if Smax < 45° . the convergence of MoIodensky‘s series at

the earth's surface (for k = 1 ) is assured onIy if c < l . otherwsse

convergence wil] held on1y for k < k0 .

As we sha11 see 1ater, we sha11 unfortunately not be abfie to guarantee

5 < 1 . Therefore the essence of this theorem is that the Molodensky sertes

(47-22) converges for the same va1ues of k as the Neumann series (47-18).

provided that emax < 45° . '
Molodensky's Series for T . Let us now 1ink the present resu1ts w1th

Brovar's method described in sec. 44. By (47-2) we have

u = gees—23 = K(1+k2tan28) .
(47-43)

Substituting the series (47-22) and rearranging with respect to equa1 pow—

ers of k gives a series

u: ikpu
p=0 p

(47-44)

which is nothing else than (44—30). This series cieariy converges whenever

(47-22) does.
This shows the convergence of Moiodensky's series for u as given by

(47—44) (it is a
Moiodensky series in the sense of having been obtained by

M01odensky's method of expanding with respect to the parameter k ).

To get the Moiodensky series for T according to the procedure of sec.

44 (pp.373-375), we
substitute the series (47-44) into the Brovar repre—

sentation (44—41) for T ,

T a -1. [HEW ,1”) —

3—]R2do.
47? G P rp
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and expand Stokes' function by (44-50) and (4’3"“513‘ 7'”! 'WMN WHHpHca-
Mon of the power :eries with respect to k then gives (44-53), much u
Molodensky's series for F :

T - it"!
11-0 :1. (47-45)

It is highly probabie that the series (47-45) C°”V97995 t0993her With
(47-44), aithougn a rigorous proof has not been given so far.

In this way we see that the convergence of Molodensky's series for y ,
and most likeiy also for T , is indeed determined by the convergence
of the Neumann series (47-18). The condition emax < 45° unfortunat81y is
by no means sufficient for the convergence of Moiodensky“s series, contrary
to what is sometimes found in the literature.

The L2 norm. Thus the problem reduces to estimating the norms HokH
or the number C in (47—20). For computing actuai estimates, the L2 norm
defined by

“sz = Hfzdc, (47-46)

is most convenient. We take R = 1 , which on1y corresponds to a particular
choice of the unit of Iength; furthermore we first put k = 1 . Then
(47-13) becomes

1 —3 2w = fifofl }On(1+tan 8)fdo,

which we split up in the form

(47-47)

¢f=¢lf+q>2f ,

_1 -2 asQlf-fijéflo Afda ,

1 —3 -2@2f=7;{jf('1 Ion-TO A)f*dq,

f* = f(1+tan25) ,

(47—48)

(47-49)

(47-50)

(47-51)

tans COSa
A = ____P_____ _

(1+tan28Pcosza)3/2 (47-52)
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Here 10 is given by (47-16). 1 by (47-15)w1th k -1. and n by

M730); gap is the maximum terrain inclination at the computation point
I: ’ and a $5 the azfimuth from P to do , cownted from the wreck/Ion

of maximum incHnation.
The first integral aif has a standard form of a singular integral and

can be estimated by a formu‘a of Calderon-Zygmund type. The "3th is

1 2“oil! 5 ;tan emax(1+tan 8m“) . (47-53)

GeometricaIEY. ®1 is obtained from o by repIacing the terrain by fits

tangential plane at p (thiS is strictiy true only if the reference sur-
face is a p1ane instead of a sphere). The term 01f has, therefore, the

Same Strong 5i”9“]arity as of , so that in the remaining part azf :
°f ' °1f this Strong Singu1arity cancels and only a weak singuIarity re-
mamns.

Although, for sun = 45° , eq. (47-53) gives

|l<1>1|| g 0.64 <1 , (47-54)

the corresponding estimate for New comes out much 1arger. Detai‘ed com-

putations can be found in (Moritz, 1972,1973b). The fo11owing estimate has

been derived there:
2 B RM s ll¢ H + 11¢ u s M 11+

~——1+9ta" “’91—, (47-55)
1 2 1 COSSEmax pmin

where 9min is the smaHest radius of curvature of any norma1 proffle of

the terrain. Obviousiy 9min wil} be much smaHer than the earth‘s radius
R , depending on the degree of smoothing appHed to the topographic sur-
face.

The estimate (47—55) also hoids uniformly for all ek , o s k s 1 , It
is thus an estimate for the constant C defined by (47-20) and occurring

in the theorem given above. In this way we can assert convergence of Molo-

densky‘s series only for small values k < kO but not for k = 1 , for the

actual earth's surface: for this we should need Hail < 1 _

It should, however, be noted that the estimate (47-55) is probably far
too pessimistic, in the sense that a realistic estimate for [gall "111 be

much lower. This is a general feature of mathematical estimates, which al-
ways estimate “from above“ and are thus heavily biased in a "pessimisticu

sense.

la/__.,
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It is. therefore, important to interpret our resuit correctly. We have

not proved that Molodensky’s series diverges at the earth's Surface. Per-

haps it converges for k - 1 . but we have not been able to show this: we

have proved convergence only for very small k .

it is clearly seen that the estimate for the operator norm Hail give“
by the expression (47-55) depends in an essential way on the maximum ter-
rain inclination anx and on the maximum curvature 1/0min . Thus the

smoothness of topography plays a baSic role in questions of convergenge.

He also see that a well~defined smoothing of the topography, which removes

very steep slopes and sharp ridges, is essential before the convergence

question can even be put in a meaningful way; it can be solved only for

Very SMOOth topography (corresponding to small values of k ).
Convergence for k < k0 may seem commonplace, but it does not hold,

for instance. in certain series of celestial mechanics to which we shall

come back at the end of this section. Thus, the solution given by Molodens-

ky's series is stable at least for a sufficiently smooth topography, which

is by no means trivial.
Holder norms. Convergence in the L2 norm does not necessarily impiy

pointwise convergence. To get pointwise and even uniform convergence for

all points of the sphere, it would be appropriate to use Holder norms.

A continuous function f(P) on the sphere 0 satisfies a Holder con-

dition, or Lipschitz condition, with exponent o if the expression
é

SU ngz-fl'gl
P,Qgc [ino‘

(47-55)

is finite, "sup" denoting the supremum or 'fieast upper bound. Here a is
a positive number s 1 and [PQI denotes the spherical distance between

the points P and Q situateci on the sphere. Such functions form a Banach

space Ha ; the norm is given by

=maxlf(P)l+ su
01 PEG 9,9220 1;;an '

(47-57)

Let fn , n = 1, 2, 3, , be a sequence approximating f such that

1. +0a . (47-58)

Frgm it then foliows that also

n-“
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(47-59)
unifOVM1y on the sphere' 5° that Cflnvergence in H” 1and even uniform. convergence. “93193 DOthWiSe,[t can be shown that singular 1

not oniy in L2 . but also in Hoid::e:;::: °;ut¥9:h:4:;aq) are cantifluous(M1khiin, 1965. §6; Miranda. 1970. chapter II)..Thus wem:a:o::g :irziiszQ)denekyis.aeri98 converges’ for sufficiently small k , also iny n“a an: 0-hence unifOPMZy 0” the Sphere. However, a reasonable numericai estimate forthe C°“5t°"t C in our convergence theorem seems to be even more difficuitto get than in the L2 case.
Practical implications of the convergence problem. Convergence has adifferent meaning for the mathematician and for the geodesist who does num-ericai cemputations. For the mathematician, convergence noids if a condi-tion such as (47‘59) is satisfied, even if the convergence is very "$10w“,that isi if a praCticaiiy usable approximation is only achieved by taking

n
very high- For the numericai geodesist, however, convergence means rapidconvergences in WhiCh fn furnishes a good approximation to f aireadyfor iow n , so that the first few terms of a series aiready give a practi-caiiy sufficient accuracy.
It thus appears as if “mathematical convergence“ would be a necessary(though not sufficient) condition for "numerical convergence“. Curiouslyenough, this is not the case, as Poincare (1893, chapter VIII) has pointedout in a detailed fashion.
The foiiowing exampie, taken from (Erdéiyi, 1956), has aiready been dis-cussed by Euier in 1754. The series

S(x) = 1 - llx + 21x2 - 31x3 + -
(47~eo)

is certainly divergent for aii x # 0 . However, for email x (say 10‘2;
the terms of the series at first decrease rapidly, and we can try to com-
pute an approximate vaiue ef the function 8(x) by using the first few
terms oniy. Later on, the series terms wiii increase, but if we neglect
the higher terms and use only the first few ones, we stiii get a quite ac-
curate estimate of the vaiues of a certain anaiyticai function which is
the formai "sum" of (47-60),

Expansions Of this kind have been caHed semi-convergent or convergently
beginning series; today the name asymptotic series is used. Thus divergent
series can be “numericaiiy convergent"!

—-—_
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According to Poincare, many series of celestial mechanics are asythotic
series. They are Ferfectly suited for numerical computations. although math.
ematically divergent.

Also Molodensky‘s series can be treated as an asymptotic expansion with
respect to k (Moritz, i971). As the argument of the present section shows,
we are here slightly better off: our series converges at least uniformiy
for very small values of k ; not even this holds for the series of celes-
tial mechanics.

we now recognize that the question whether Molodensky‘s series converges
or diverges for the actual earth's surface (k - 1) is iar963y irrelevant
for practical applications. If it did converge, but very slowly, Molodenskyg
series would be practically useless. It is easy to see that data errors {in
Ag and h ) become increasingly effective in the higher~order terms; it ap-
pears hardly meaningful to go much beyond n = 2 . 0n the other hand, test
computations show that taking n = 2 or even only n = i , we get practi-
cally quite satisfactory results. Thus Molodensky‘s series is "convergently
beginning", and this is what we need in practice.

“8. USE OF THE TERRAIN CORRECTION

In sec. 45 we have seen that we may obtain the height anomaiy c and the
components 5, n of the deflection of the verticai by the formulas (45-42)
and (45-43). If we retain oniy the first-order correction gl , neglecting
terms of higher order, we have the gradient so'lution (45-50):

c = 35+”! (Ag+ 995mm,

do;COSa

Sina
d3

{if} ‘ *0” (“WW

(48-1)

(48—2)

we have written y instead of yo . Briefiy this is

5 = 9 (48-3)

5 = 1(A9+g_1), (48-4)

S denoting Stokes‘ operator and 5: denoting Vening Meinesz‘ operator, 5
being an abbreviation of the pair [Em]
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In the present section it will be shown that the form”;
c-smw).
is!(Ag+€).

(48‘5)
(48—6)

are as accurate as (48-3) and (48-4), provided the gravity anomaly is Zin—

aarzy dependent on the elevation h . Here c denotes the wen-known ter-
rain correction chh is easier to compute than 91 ; cf. {Heiskanen and

Moritz. 1967. p.131). This idea 15 due to PelHnen (1962); for a physficfi
1.nterpr-etaticm cf. (Moritz, 1968b).

The correction 91 is given by (45-51) and (45-48) as

2 Ag -Ag
— - - B. P .(91);: ' (h? hA)2wH*—?3_d°9 ’

aQ PQ

(48-7)

here we have censistentiy used subscripts to designate:

A ... point at which a, n, c are computed;
P ... point to which Ag and g‘ in Stokes” and

Vening Meinesz' formulas réfer;
Q ... point to which the surface e1emeht do in

(48—7) refers.
0bvious1y,

(48-8)
1P9 = (1O)PQ = 2Rsin(¢PQ/2) ,

wa denoting the spherica] distance between P and Q .

The terrain currecticn may be expressed by

_ 2

CP=leR2 Sig—hi:-
2 3 d0 a

G 1P QQ Q

(48-9)

a denoting the gravitationai constant and p the density of the topo-

graphic masses, assumed constant. The derivation of this expression is left
to the reader (hint: expand eq.(3-14) of (Heiskanen and Moritz, k967) for

smai] b = lh-hPl and Iet the size of compartments in (3-20), ibid., be-

come infinitesima1). Then (48'5) and (48—6) become

’//
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(A ' 5Ap(59*c)p ’ 3A , y—AP(A9+C)P ' (48-10)

to show the equ1valence. we thus have to compute

5AP(c-g‘)p and XAP(C'91)p ' (48-11)

The gravity anomaiies Ag are defined by (42'15}‘ they are free'ai'
anomaiies referred to the earth's surface; Cfe (HeiSkanefl and Moritly 1967,

p.293}. Let us assume that they are lineariy correlated with elevation, so

that there hoids a relation

Ag=a+bh, (48-12)

where a and b are approximately constants (ibid-y PP-233‘284)- The Con‘

stant b is given by

b = ZnGp , (48-13)

whereas a is the slow1y varying Bouguer anomaIy which may be considered
30ca11y constant. Let us, however, assume now that (48-12) ho1ds exactly
with constant a and b , so that Ag is linearly dependent on h ,

Then {48-7) becomes

2 (h -h )(h —h )_ _ R P A Q P
(gl)p — ZWGQ—ZflJ'J———————13 dog .

0 Pg

(48-14)

This is subtracted from (48-9) with the resu1t

_ 1 2 _ 2 _ _(c- 91);, — ’Z'GDR Iaf [(hQ hp) +2<hP hA)<hQ-hp)]193dcg , (48-15)

which is easily seen to be equal to

2 2
2 h -h 2 h -h- R Q P _ R ' Q P

09 P9 0Q PQ

(48-16)

or

41d
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"GoL(h2) - ZnGshAL(h) .

L defined by (45-31). Thus

. «303L(n2) - ZnGphASLih) .

a «GolL(h2) - ZnGohAXHh) .

Terrain Correction 417

(as-17)

(48—18)

(as-m)

Now by (45-30) there is

Si. = 4'11;

we have the factor y'1
of T; I denotes the
for Stokes“ prob1em

§=l(A9) = -

where the symbo] grad

1: —grad-S

since Stokes‘operator
unit operator. To find

grad; = - grad 5(Ag) ,

denotes the operator

9

now gives a =

1L , we keep

[a/sx, a/ay] .

(48~20)

y‘1T instead
1n mind that

(48-21)

Hence

(48-22)

whence , by (48-20) ,

(43-23)EL = - grad-Sol. = Y-lgrad-

Using (48-23) we thus find

yV(C-g ) = nGpgrad(h2) - ZfiGph gradh.- 1 A
(48—24)

Now

= 2h gradh.

grad h2 = [

= 2

ahz 313
ex ’ 33’

ah ah
h[§’i ’ 3i]

In (48-24), aH quantities refer to A , 50 that

(48—25)

.W
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y!(C-gl) ' nGthA(gradh )A - ZnGohA(gradh )A a 0 (43-26)

whence

ye) - 1(91) . (48—27)

This proves the exact equivalence of the Vening Meinesz formuIas (43-4) and
(48-6) under the conditfions mentioned.

For the corresponding Stokes' formulas we have (48-18) which by (48-20)
becomes

Vac-91) - -nGphi + ZnGphA°hA= "Gohj. {48-28)

which is not exactly zero. Thus

S(C) = 5(91) + «Gov-1h: (48-29)

To get a numerical estimate of the 1ast term in (48—29), we take
0 = 2.67 g/cm3 and hA = 1000 m ; then

flpr-lh: E 5 cm . (48-30)

It wiH be censistent with the present approximation--restriction to
first—degree corrections to Stokes' and Vening Meénesz‘ formulas and as—
sumption of linear dependence of Ag on h -—to neglect this sum“ term
in (48-29), so that

5(2) i sum . (48—31)

Thus (48-1) and (48-2) become in View of (48-27) and (48-31):

c = gflmgmwmdo,
E _ 1 d5 £050
{a} 47"! £f(Ag+C)W {sina}d° ’

(48-32)

(48-33)
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. h
proves (48's) and (48‘5)' T3 $99953. (48-33) foTIows rigorousiy from

wh‘cz) and (48-12). whereas (48‘32) 1nvu1ves the neglectfion of the small

48-
( rm (48‘28)'te

sum Ag + c , free-air anomaly plus terra1n corrchon, is sometimes

e
Thd page anomaly- Thus We may say that the use of the Faye anomaly in

cane «

ahnd Vening Meinesz' formula gives a better approximation for M010-

5Stak: -5 problem than the use of the uncorrected free«air anomaly Ag .

dens Y

LS9. PRACTICAL ASPECTS

Formulas to be used- The practical solution of Molodensky‘s problem con-sists in adding certain correction terms to the formulas of Stokes andvening Mainesz' These M010de”5ky corrections are of particular importancein calculating deflections of the vertical 5, n ,
1“

faCt, 10°591y Speaking, Stokes‘ formula is about ten times as accu-rate as Vening Meinesz' formula, in the following sense. An error of 1"in E corresponds to an error of 30 m in position. An accuracy of30-3" E :10 m in E or n may be about as difficult to get as an accu-racy 0f i 1m in C , which means that the gravimetric method gives ver-tical position by about one order of magnitude more accurately than hori-zontal position.
A similar, but even more pronounced, relation holds between the ordersof magnitude of the Molodensky corrections for c on the one hand and g

and n on the other hand. In a topography that ranges from flat to moun-
tainous such as West Germany, the Molodensky correction in t has general»
ly the order of a few centimeters, whereas the correction of g and n
may reach at least a few tenths of a second of arc, that is, about 10 m ;
cf. (Groten, 1979, vol.2, pp.685-686).

Thus, the computational formulas should be selected with particular re-
gard to the deflection of the vertical. From this respect, the solution by
analytical continuation (sec.45) is preferable to Molodensky‘s (sec.43) or
Brovar's (sec.44) solution. In fact, Molodensky‘s solution (the same holds
for Brovar‘s solution) for vertical deflections is more complicated and
contains two relatively large terms of the same order of magnitude but of
Opposite sign, which are computed in quite different ways, whereby addi-
tionai errors may be introduced; the gradient solution is free from this
deficiency (Heiskanen and Moritz, 1967, sec.8-9).

To second order, the solution by analytical continuation as given by
(45-42), (4S-43),and (45—49) becomes
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C . ififftxg‘swmo.
41w 0

c 1 .dS {COMMI -——-——-— A . U !
{n} wao In! 9 (fl; S‘nu

‘ I I g I9' ~ 2A

91 = —(h-hA>L1(Ag> .

92 = - (h-hA)2L2(A9) - (h-m 1(91 )

(49-1)

(49-2)

(49~3g

(49-4)

and

2: inf_ R p
-§;J£—1—3—-dd -

0 o

(49-5)

The term L2{A9) may be eva1uated by an iteration of L1 :

Lzmg) =%L1[L1<Ag>1 (49-6)

or directly by (45-34):

32Ag + 32Ag

3x2 3y2
__ 1L2(Ag) ’ - E (49-7)

If only a is computed, then g2 can certainly be neglected. If g,
n, g are computed in mountains, then 92 may have an effect on the de-
flection of the vertical and may be added, together with 91 , to Ag to
give the gravity anomaly to be used in Stokes' and Vening Meinesz' formulas
(49-1) and (49-2).
It may not be feasable to compute corrections of higher than the second

order even if they would have an effect in extreme situations, because the
influence of errors in the data Ag on these higher terms might increase
so strongly as to render their numerical values almost meaningless.

Much simpler and practically sufficient in many cases is the solution
obtained by neglecting g2 , so that

Ag- = g + g1: Ag - (h-hA)Ll(Ag) (49-8)
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{his is the gradient solution (45-50) described in (Heiskanen and Maritz1957. eqs.(8-71) and (8-80)). ’
stiH easier far computationafi purposes is the terrain correction solu-tion; it consists in using the Faye anomaly

A9F - A9 + C (49«9)

instead of Ag' in the Simple formulas of Stokes and Vening Meinesz, C
being the usual terrain correction. As we have seen in the preceding sec-tion. this terrain correction solution is equivalent to the gradient solu-tion DYOVidEd the graVity anomaly is linearly dependent on the elevation.
Since there will be, at best, only a statistical correlation of ag with
h , rather than an exact functional relation, this equivalence wili oniy
be aPDVOXimate- We may say that the terrain correction solution will have
an intermEdiate accuracy between the gradient solution, using (49-8), and
the crude StOKES' and Vening Meinesz' formulas, neglecting all corrections.

Other linear solutions (Moritz, 1968a) seem less practical.
Computational considerations. In the gradient solution given by equa-

tions (49—1) through (49-6), all computations are reduced to the evalua-
tion of three integrals: Stokes' and Vening Meinesz' integrals and the
gradient integral (49—5). The practical evaluation of these three integrais
has been discussed, e.g., in (Heiskanen and Moritz, 1967, sec.2-24); a
mathematical investigation has been made by Meissl (19?1c).

For automatic computation, one considers blocks of various sizes bounded
by geographical grid lines: 50x50, 1°x1°, 30*x30', down to 5'x5' and small-
er; mean values of Ag in such blocks are stored. To get approximately
square blocks, one might also use 20‘x30‘ and similar sizes.

In the neighborhood of the computation point it is appropriate to use
smaller blocks than for distant zones. Recent suggestions have been given
by Lelgemann (1974) and Clarke(1978). For Stokes' integral, Lelgemann uses
6'x10' blocks up to a distance o E 1° from the computation point, then
lzungi and 20Ix30i up to h = 5° , then 1°x 1C up to u = 200 , and global
spherical—harmonic representation of ag outside 20°. Clarke has a similar
pattern, 5-x6I up to ,1, =1.5° , then 30'x30‘ to a = 5° , then 1°x1° to
w = 200 s and 50x50 fgr g s 20° . Such a pattern can also be used for
Vening Meinesz' integral, depending on the accuracy to be attained and on
the gravity data available.

Essential is the effect of the innermost zone, especially in Vening
Meinesz' formula and in the gradient integral, which have a stronger singu-
iarity than Stokes' integral and, therefore, require more detail around the
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computation point. In this zone. say of size 30‘x30‘. one might use a de-

tailed representation of Ag by a
bicubic Spline approximation (gunkelj

1977); see also (Moritz. 1978b). Since Spline f“"Ctl0”5 are Piecewise

polynomials. the necessary integration in the three baSlC lntegral farm“-

las can be performed analytically.
0n the other hand. the effect of the Zone beyond about 50 km {rem the

computation point seems to be negligible in the gradient integral.

Of particular importance. especially if one employs the analyt1cal

continuation solution to higher orders, is the use of a consistent {162d

of gravity anomalies Ag and elevations h . both, e.g., in the form of

a spline representation. This avoids the use of values from different re-

presentations which might be imcompatible. It is clear that such gravity

and terrain models involve some smoothing which is appropriate in Molo-

densky's problem (also in order to obtain practical convergencei) but

must be done in a consistent fashion.
For similar reasons, the use of actual observations of the vertical

gradient aAg/ah appears less advisable than the computation of L1(Ag)

from the given Ag-field: actual observations tend to be too irregular and

may not be compatible with the Ag-field.
For the inner zone, least—squares interpolation may also be used

(Lachapelle, 1977), thus getting an approach that combines integral for-

mulas and collocation. For other aspects of such a combination cf. (Merit;
1976a).
Effect of the atmosphere. The theory of Molodensky presupposes that the

anomalous potential T outside the earth's surface is a harmonic function

or, in other terms, that the space outside the earth is empty. Thus the

effect of the atmosphere on Ag must be removed by computation.

In view of the extreme smallness of atmospheric effects, a very simple

model is sufficient for this purpose. We regard the reference ellipsoid
formally as a sphere (spherical approximation) and assume that the atmo-

sphere consists of Spherically symmetric layers (Fig.49.1). For the sake

of simplicity it is preferable to remove the atmosphere not only above the

earth's surface, but formally everywhere above the reference sphere.
The vertical attraction F of the atmosphere at a point P is the sum

of the attraction F1 of the atmospheric layer A1 between the spheres
E and K and the attraction F2 of the atmospheric layer A2 outside
the sphere K (Fig.49.1). It is well known from potential theory that the

attraction of a spherical shell on a point inside the shell is zero. From

this follows in view of the spherical symmetry of the atmosphere that

F2 = 0 . For Fl , however, there follows, again from the spherical symme-

try, that the attraction is rigorously given by the Newtonian law for a

- s5?21""
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r.

FIGURE 49.
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1. A spherically symmetric atmosphere.

‘2

point mass, since the .

mac body is the same ewe?“ grawtatmna] He‘d 0‘ a spherically symmea5 1' the ma 1 -
center‘ Thus 55 of the body were concentrated at its

F=F1=GME a

Y‘ (49—10)

where m(r‘) is the mass of the atmospheric layer A1 as a function ofthe radius r .

It is now convenient to introduce the mass M(r) of the atmosphere A2outside the sphere K through P ; there is obvious1y

m(r) = MA “- a (49-11)

MA being the total mass of the atmosphere. Then we get from (49—10):

M

F = Gig-6M9.
r r (49-12)

The first term on the right-hand side can be regarded as the attraction of
the total mass of the atmosphere, tranSported into the earth's interior
and distributed there in a sphericaiiy symmetric way. This term is automa-ticaiiy taken into account if the mass of the reference eilipseid inciudes
the mass of the atmosphere, which is the usua] (and the most appropriate)
treatment; it is feliowed, e.g., in the Geodetic Reference System 1967
(IAG, 1970).
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Thus there remains on1y the second term, and this is the atmospheric

effect on gravity:

M a
69 = G“1 ;

A
r2

(49‘13)

the p1us sign corresponds to the remova1 of the atmospheMc effect

If Mr) represents the spheMcaHy symmetric atmOSpheric density 1

.
3w

then the mtegration over A2 , dv being the vofiume e1ement, gives ‘

M(r) ‘ HIMrNr =
“INerdr'

A r
2

(49-14)

The integration with respect to r can be performed if the law 0(r) is

taken from a standard atmosphere. In this way 69A has bee” ComDUted and

tabulated in (IAG, i970); there an e11ipsoidai density distribution has

been assumed, but a spherical one is practically as accurate-

The corresponding effect of the atmosphere on the gravity potentia} w

fo110ws from an integration of (49—13):

(49-15)r m.

_ _ _ M
«WA — iagadr — G; r2 dr‘ -

This potential change causes a shift of the level surfaces by

SWA
5CA = T :

(49—16)

which 1's a consequence of Bruns' formula (42-16).
Thus the atmospheric effect is taken into account by the foHowing pro-

cedure:
1. Add to the measured gravity the positive correctfion (49—13) in which

(49-17)r=R+h,
h being the height of the observation point

2. Form the gravity anomaly

(49-18)A9=g+sgA-v,

___1I
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where 7 refers to the “Humid. Md Opp1y Mo1odensky's theory; denote
the resuming height anomaly by 5' ,

3_ The real height anoma‘iy ; is the”

BC'C +5CA
(49-19)

where 5th is given by (49-16).
The CorVQCtions 59A. 5wA- and 6CA may be tabulated as a function of

the height h ; thus the atmospheric corrections are very easy to apply.
To give an idea of the order of magnitude, we mention that at sea level
59A n 0.87 mgal and GgA = - 0_7cm .

in View of the accuracy feasible at present and in the near future,
acA can safely be neglected. Thus the atmospheric correction reduces to
taking 59A , as tabulated on pp. 72-73 of (IAG, 1970) as a function of
the observation station, and adding it to the measured gravity 9 .

Ellipsoidal corrections. Since the reference ellipsoid is very nearly
a sphere, an expansion in terms of e2 , the square of the excentricity,
is appropriate. Such expansions (restricted to terms linear in e2 ) were
employed in sec. 39. We shall use these developments to derive ellipsoidal
corrections to Stokes‘ and Vening Meinesz' formulas.

By (39—6) and (39-78) we have

T=TO

Ag' = Ago + eEAg1 .

(49-20}

(49-21)

The "spherica1 parts“ are related by Stokes' formula

To_ RA 0_ 7ijag S(¢)do; (49-22)

in fact, we have reduced Mo1odensky‘s prob1em to Stokes' proMem for“po1‘nt
have“ by repmcing Ag by Ag' -, cf. p. 379. The radius RA is given by

(49-23)RA=R+hA:

'hA being the height of the computation point A ; in keeping with the
present higher accuracy requirements it may no Ionger be sufficient simply
to replace RA by R as we have done so far. The eHipsoida1 correction
Agx is given by (39—80):
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C n ’
A91. 1 Z

E[Gnman(n.A)+HnmSnm(6.A)3
Rn-z m-o

(49-24)

the coefficients Gm“ and Hnm being defined by (39-81) and (39-82) Th

substituuon of (49-20) and (49-21) into (49—22) yields immediately e

1.R"fja’- 2A‘)S()dHOW.) e9 w‘“ (49—25)

Then the height anomaly c 15 given by (39-19). (39'20), and (3941)”

noting that N is now 1;:

R
A

z: -meg' -e2Ag‘>s(w>do + e23,
A O

(49-26)

c1: [11--%-Sin2¢]co Q
(49-27)

:0 being the first term on the right—hand side of (49-26). The Symbol YA

designates spherical gravity at eievation hA :

o_ 0 3y
Yzzx'Y + ah ha ’

(49—28)

ayo/ah denoting the normal spherical gravity gradient of - 0.31gal/km .

lhe deflection components 5, n are obtained analogously:

3

51.

n1
22 Ids COSald +e{5} = J—Ims' -e Ag mm; "

n 4WYA c
(49-29)

£1 and n1 are expressed by (39—38) and (39-39), in which NO is go

and 50 and no are given by the first term on the right—hand side of
(49-29).
It is sometimes more convenient to dfirectly evaluate Stokes' integra1

over A91 in (49-25) and (49-26); we simp1y have

R a, n
A 1 ~ = .1; - 0gym 3(Mdo n22 rfl_1“£0[GmRm(e,>\)+Erinmsnmwfiq] , (49 3)

___-.I—‘
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a'duect conseqnence of the wen-known formula

1's

RRallmagn'

A27

relating Lap‘ace harmonics Of T and A9 ; cf. (Ne1sianen and MoritzX967, 0-97)- It is CEeariy permiss1ble here to repfiace R by R . '
A
similar tVGHSfOTmGt‘Dn ‘5 possible for Veninq MefineSZ‘ formuias, butthis involves h0F110nta1 derivatives of spherica} harmon1cs. Yhus, if eand n are computed. afione or in combtnatton with t , than the formuiasH946) to (49»29) are Simpiest.

As we have remaFKEd in Sec. 39, St 15 suffitient to compute the GEESD~soidai correcticfis with one of the ava11ab1e truncated spherical-harmonicrepresentations of the external gravitational field.To get the fu“ benefit of accuracy improvement from e111psoidal cor-rections, the mappfing from the ellipsoid to the sphere must be ue31 de-fined. This impIies that the radius R of the sphere must be given by(39-5):

R = 3Va2b = 5371.0 km , (49-31)

mean gravity yo by (39-16):

Y0 = Ya[1+%ez] = 979.7 gal , (49-32)

and o, x must be geographica] coordinates on the eiiipsoid. These values
are to be used in (49-23) and (49-28).

These refinements are, of course, oniy necessary in the principal ("zero-
order") terms; in the correction (first-order) terms we may safeiy repiace
RA by R and YA by yo .

For references on e11ipsoida1 corrections in the geodetic boundary—value
probiem, from Sagrebin (1956) to Lelgemann (1970), see p.316. The present
formuias are essentiaiiy due to Leigemann, although the derivation is dif-
ferent.

According to Leigemann, eiiipsoidai corrections reach 0.5 m in c and
0_05u in 5 and n ; he has aiso given global maps for them. With eiiip—
soida] corrections, we may compute c to a decimeter or even centimeter
accuracy, provided the necessary coverage of the earth by gravity data is
avaiiabie, Unfortunateiy we are stiii far from such a desirabie situation.
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50 sxzsrewce AND unmueness FOR THE UNEARIZED MOLODENSKY PROBLEM

We 5M” now investigate the existence and uniqueness of the smut“)?i

of the linear Moiodensky problem. As an introduction we f1rst examine

Stokes' problem.
The g‘rnblem of Stokee. Stokes' probiem 15 the boundary-v51“ promfim

in its simp‘est form: géven the 9FaV?Cy anomaly 0" 5 Sphere. to determne

the anomalous potential I on and outside the sphere, aSSuming 1 to be

harmonic outside this sphere. The corresponding boundary condition 15 (2-

33); since the radia} direction is nermal to the bounding sphere. the 0b_

lique-derivative problem reduces in this case to a prob1em involv1ng ner.

ma! derivatives. which is much simpier.
The general solution is given by Stokes' integral formuha

WM) = TO + %fngS(xp)da + TIM.” ,
0

(so-1)

which expresses T on the given sphere in terms of A9 0” this SpherE.

Here To is a fixed constant related to the mass of the earth, and

T1(8,A) = Alsinecosx + Azsine sin). + A3cose (so-2)

is a spherical surface harmonic of the first degree. Polar distance 6

and longitude A are spherical coordinates, and A1, A2, A3 are arbi-
trary constants which have the following physical interpretation (Heiska—
nen and Moritz, 1967, p.99). Let 51, g2, g3 denote the rectangular coor-
dinates of the earth‘s center of gravity, the origin being the center of
the ellipsoid. Then, approximately,

_OAi_Ygis (50-3)

where yo denotes a mean value of gravity over the earth. Therefore, non-zero Ai mean that the center of the reference eiiipsoid does not coincidewith the earth‘s center of mass.

A
necessary and sufficient condition for Stokes' probiem to be solvaoiefor continuous boundary vaiues is that the function Ag does not containspherical harmonics of the first degree. In other terms, Ag must be or~thogonai to any harmonic function of the first degree Y1(6,A) :

M‘—
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J'OIAg(8,A)Y1(6,A)dc . 0. (so-4)

‘skanen and Mor‘tz' 1967. 9-97}- Since Y‘(n,x) contains threecf.(He1 this equation comprises, fin fact, three indeoendent conditions.COfistants; £10“ (50-1) contains three free constants A1. A), A1 . the SO-The
sonube made unique by puttfing a}1 A1 t 0 . which meens that the1ution Caree harmonic (50-2) vanishes.

firSt’diict that Ag must satisfy three conditions and that the solution
T2: gontains three free constants expresses the so-calted Fredholm al-(50' tive; see below.terna

should also be pointed out that a so1utton (50-1) with A1 * 0 f A?
~ I: sicafily impossib1e, although it is mathematicaliy valid as a so‘utwon15 :h: boundary-value problem deftned by AT = 0 outside the sphere and by
:;e boundary condition (2-33) on the sphere. ‘fu a}In fact, for T to be harmonic and zero at infinity, the centr 9 t in

ntia1 contained in both w and U must be equa1, so as t0 fro? ?”-pofew - U . This requires that the axis of the reference eIIiPSO‘d co‘"
:iées with the earth's axis of rotation. If this common axis is taken as

x3 axes, then the centr1fuga1 potent1a1 1s

1 2 2 2Em [X1+X2] . (50-5)

Indeed, if the two axes were on1y paraHeE and separated by the vector1

g

x

It

[5x1, 6x2, 0} ,

then T would contain a term

2
m (x15x1 + xzaxz) (50-6)

due to the difference of the two centrifuga1 potentiah; this term and

therefore T , wou1d not be zero at infinity. The same would hem if the
two axes were not paraHel.

1 ““_‘ . . . . . .
We often use the vector notatlon g = [81, 32, 33] WWW“ d'Stmg‘J‘Sh‘ng batween

row and column vectors, provided np matrix operations are involved.

3'“

fi/z/f

mA
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So the two rotation axes must coincide. Since the earth's rotation axis
h sical reasons. And since the ax»

passes through the center of mass for p Y id for reaso” ‘5

of the eilipsoid contains the center of the ellipse i t k 5 0f sym-

metry. both centers must tie on the common axis, wh1Ch d:ffa an as the x3

coordinate axis. This implies that the two centers canA 9; Oily 1n
the

x} coordinate. so that {1 and g2 , and
therefore 1 an 2 by (50-

3), must be zero.
Thus. if a

solution (50—1) is to be physically meaningful, oniy A3 can

differ from zero. so that the solution for a
rotating earth "85v 1" reaiigy,

oniy one degree of freedom. Since A‘ : A2 - 0 , it is quite natural to

take aiso A3 - 0 . thus ietting the center of the reference ellipsoid co‘n.

cide with the earth's center of mass.

The simple Molodeneky problem. This is the linear Moiodensky W‘Obiem fer

a
sphericai reference surface (sec.42). we snail prove existence and unique.

ness of the soiution for this probiem by estabiishing a one-to-one corre-

spondence between the Stokes probiem and the simple Moiodensky PVODiem.

Let us consider the teiluroid 2 . on which the boundary condition (42-

14) is defined. together with a sphere S' concentric to the reference

sphere and such that z is completely inside 3‘ (Fig-SQ-li- This Sphere

5' might be caiied Brillouin sphere, after the French scientist who pro—

posed gravity reduction to a ievei surface compieteiy outside the earth.

The function

F=Mg (so—7)

is well known to be a harmonic function in space, r being the variable

radius vector of the point under consideration (ibid., p.90). As the bound-

ary vaiues of Ag , and hence of F , are given on the surface 2 , we can

compute F , and hence Ag , at every point outside 2 by soiving an ex-

ternal Dirichlet problem, which is uniquely solvabie for continuous bound-

ary data (cf. Keiiogg, 1929, p.314). In particuiar, this gives Ag at ev—

ery point Pr between the surfaces 2 and S' --to be denoted by Ag(r)

--and on the Briiiouin sphere itself-—to be denoted by Ag“ .

From the vaiues of Ag aiong a radius it is straightforward to compute

radiai differences of the potentiai T : by (Heiskanen and Moritz, 1967, p-

92) we have

a 2‘ 2
37(3- T,=—rag(r) , (50-8)

Add
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Briiiouln
sphero/SI

FIGURE 50.1. The Brillouin sphere.

which on integration gives

MT)P - (r21)? = Zrzagmdr (50-9)

or wx‘th the symbo1s of Fig. 56.1,

Rs
2 2 I .. 2Y‘pT " RBT — Ir Ag(r)dr ’

IP

(50-10)

T
denoting the potentiai on the teiluroid and T‘ on the Briiiouin Sphere

Now we can soive Moiodensky's probiem by the foiiowing three steps:

1. Computation of Ag(r) and Ag' by soiving the externai Dirichlet

probiem.
2. Determination of T' from Ag' by soiving Stokes' probiem for the

sphere S' .

3. Computation of T at z
from T' at S' by (50-10).

Steps 1 and 3 are one—to-one because Dirichiet's probiem is uniqueiy

soivabie and because different functions Ag on 2
correspond to differ—

ent functions Ag' on S‘ and vice versa. Thus the question of solvabiii t)’

P,

in >.
I s ' B (P ' r

" renumidz
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of Molodenky's problem for the tellurold 2 has been reduced to the QUES‘
tlon of solvability of Stokes' problem for the sphere S' . to which the
answer has been given above. For the simple Molodensky problem, therefOre
we have exactly the same situatlon concerning existence and uniqueneSs of.
solution as for Stokes' problem: Ag must satlsfy three conditions. wh1CH
may be expressed fin the form, analogous to (50-4),

fng'(e.A)Y1(e.A)da = O . (50~11)

which means that the upward continuation of Ag to 5' must not contain
any first—degree spherical harmonic.I

Corresponding to these three conditions. the solution for T6 , and cofi-
sequently also for T , will contain three free constants (this is true if
the linear boundary vaiue problem is considered in itself; for physical
reasons, two of these constants must be zero). Again we get a unique solu-
tion by requiring the spatial function T to have a form that contains n9

first-degree spherical harmonics.
The linear Molodensky problem. The general linear Molodensky problem for

an arbitrary reference surface for an arbitrary reference potential, as for-
mulated in sec. 41, is an oblique-derivative problem.

The classical boundary value problems-—the Dirichiet problem and problems
involving normal derivatives—-can be formulated in terms of Fredholm inte-
gral equations of the second kind, and the well-known Fredkolm alternative
holds (cf. Kellogg, 1929, p.298):
If the homogeneous boundary—value problem has no non-zero solution, then

the corresponding nonhomogeneous problem is solvable for arbitrary contin-
uous boundary values. If the homogeneous problem has n independent solu—
tions, then the boundary values must satisfy n independent conditions for
the corresponding nonhomogeneous problem to be solvable, and the solution
depends on n free parameters (because of the n independent solutiOns of
the homogeneous problem).

An example is furnished by Stokes” problem, in which n = 3 .

An analogous formulation of the oblique-derivative problem leads to sin—
gular integral equations for which the Fredholm alternative is, in general,
no longer valid. An example is Molodensky's integral equation which is no

ionger a Fredholm equation of the second kind.

1As a good approximation, Ag‘ in (SO-M) may be replaced by the given gravity
anomaly Ag on the teHuroid E , which means that also Ag must not contain spherical
harmon§cs of first degree.
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However, ‘f the °‘?”““fe"’"‘”“"“mm” ‘5 regular. that is. u the
direction of th: d::l:::;::visinowhere tangentfial to the boundary surface.

then the Fredho m e 5 5”” Vanda t" “Ute of the singularity
f the

corresponding integral equation; cf.(M1randa. 1970, p.85); thts

:eans that the number of conditions on the beundary data f . gsven by

(‘1_57), is equa‘ to the degree 0‘ freedom 1n the solutfien. any n .

In the Simp‘e M010d8”5ky problem we again had n s 3 . 1n the present

genera? linear case' " mus? be at least three. in v1ew of the three deo

grees of fVGEdOm ‘“ the Spat1a1 shift of the origin. but perhaps there is
n ‘ 4 or 5 ?

Harmander DVOVEd that even in the general form of the linear Molodensky

problem n eqU315 3 - First. the boundary-value prob‘em defined by the

bounéary condition (41-30) is reformu1ated as foilows: to determine a func-

tion T defined outside and on the telIuroid z and satisfying the fa}-
Iowing three conditions,

1. Harmonicity: AT = 0 outside 2 , (so-12)

2. Boundary condition: T + flTgradT = f on E , (50-13)

3. No first—degree harmonic:

1 ,
I C — as l ” a"(X) = F + (50-14)

c being some constant and otlg] denoting terms of order l/r3 and

higher. r
hormander proved that the corresponding homogeneous problem, that is,

(50-12), (50-13), and (50-14) with f e O , has the unique solution T 2 0.
The general solution of the homogeneous problem without imposing (50—14),
therefore, contains three independent spherical harmonics of degree 1 .

This proves that n = 3 also for the general linearized Molodensky prob—

lem; in fact, if n were >3 , then the solution of (50-12), (50-13), and

(50-14) would no longer be unique.
Hormander‘s proof is extremely involved and laborious and cannot be given

here. Even his uniqueness theorem (Hormander, 1976, sec.1.5) is so compli-
cated, containing many expressions and parameters, that it cannot be stated
here in full.

Let it be sufficient to mention that Hormander's theorem contains a num—

ber of parameters which depend on properties of the earth‘s topography.
Larger slopes of the terrain (say 60°) are permitted provided they do not
0°C“? too frequently. Although a detailed study of fitting Hdrmander's para-

I.- :¥

//
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meters to the actua1 earth‘s topography has not yet been made, it appears
that the theerem is general enough to ensure the uniqueness of 5°1ut10n of
the Einear Moledensky problem, with an eilipsoidal reference field. fer
the actua] topography of the earth. the emfietence of a solutien being gen-
eral¥y guaranteed by the theory of the oblique derivative problem,

51. HéRMANDER’s RESULTS FOR THE NONLHNEAR PROBLEM

Inverae function problems. En sec. 40 we have seen that the noniinear
NoIodensky problem can be regarded mathematicaily as an inverse function
problem.

Khe general inverse function problem may be formuiated as follows. Con-
sider a function f such that

(51-1)y=f(x)-
It can be an crdinary real function cf one varfiable, as illustrated in
Fig. 51.}, or a nonIinear operator mapping one Banach space X into an-
other Banach space Y , so that

X

A

FIGURE 51,1. The inverse-function problem.

_.4

M
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y=f(x}_ .
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f:x*Ys
and y denoting points fin the spaces X and v

X

precisely we shall assume that f 15 defined on an
Let go»: x0 6 A and Ya ' 700) be a point of

an open neighborhcod of yo g say the "bal1u B :

Hy-yOH < r .

Nonlinear Problcm Q35

(51-2)

. reSpecuvny. Hon
open set A of X .

V . Suppose we can Hnd

(SE-3)

such that for eaCh y E B there is a unique x E A for which y - 9(1)
Then we say-that f is iocaHy invertitfle near yo . or that the inverse
functian f exists:

x = f'1 (v) ‘1f Hy-yOH < r . (51-4)

If this is DOSSibie, then we say that an inverse function theorem holds.
A Sufficient condition is that the function f is continuously differ-

entiabie in A and that the derivative has a bounded inverse at the point
x0 . This is the inverse function theorem in its usuai “elementary” form.
See, e.g., (Dieudonne, 1960, sec. 10.2), (Loomis and Sternberg, 1968. sec.
3.11), or (Schwartz, 1969, p. 15); the inverse function probiem is a spe-
ciai case of the impiicit function problem as we have seen in sec. 40. The
derivative, or differentiai, of a function in a Banach space is the so-
caiied Fréchet derivative; it is a 1inear operator.

The condition of this inverse function theorem sounds natural and easy
to fuifiii, but it is not satisfied in many important applications. In par—
ticuiar, it is not satisfied in Moiodensky's probiem.

In this probiem, the Fréchet derivative is represented by the 1ineariza-
tion of sec. 41, and its inverse is given by the soiution of the iinearized
Moiodensky problem. This inverse is not bounded because of the “roughening
effect“ of differentiation; cf. p.437.

In certain cases, the inverse function may exist even if the Fréchet de-
rivative does not have a bounded inverse. We then speak of advanced inverse
functton theorems; they are usuaily hard to PVOVE-

ihe usuai approach to advanced implicit and inverse function theorems is
by a modified Newton iteration method, as mentioned in sec.40; cf.(SchwartL
1969, chapter 11; Sternberg, 1969; Berger, 1977, sec.3.4).

Nash—Harmander iteration. The treatment of the noniinear Moiodensky proo-
iem by Hormander (1976) invoives an extremeiy difficuit inverse function

'h.
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theorem. He proved it by a dfiscrete version of a continuous method devgs e

by J. Nash in 3956. d

n

FIGURE 51.2. Nash—Hfirmander iteration.

The principle of the Nash-Harmander iteration is illustrated by Fig.
51.2. Let a value f(x) be given but the corresponding x be unknown.

The value x is determined in the following way. Select a point x0 and

compute the corresponding f(xo) . Take a sequence yo, y1, y2, of
points in the space Y such that

(51-5)Hm
n+w ya = f(x}yo = HXO) ,

Using the geometry of Fig. 51.2, the tangent at f(x0} is intersected with

the line y = y0 , which gives x1 . The tangent at {(x1) is now inter-
sected with y = y2 , which gives x2 , and so on. Repeating the procedure
we approach the desired x as closeiy as we wish: there is

(51-6)x=1imx .n11-»:

#__4

‘ [(x)l
/ y:y3

’/'l “’2
pm) "' l ‘ y-‘y,, ' I

i f( r . F913

9 1

| c

‘ l. i -
' Xe "1 x2 x3 xx
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It is instruCtive to compare this method with Newton’s i
m Fig. 40.1 (9-336). In Newton's method, the tangent “mm” *5 Shown
approxmation points are all intersected with one andst:t the successive
‘ine through the end point. in Hernander's method howe;e

Same horizontal
at the successive approximation points x ' x ’ x’ 9r, the tangents
with different horizontals y ayig y zyz'oy I; ' ?: ..; :Ze ;:tersected
90lnt f(x) ’ The rESpeCtlve lteratlon proceduges are illus:: tn: the and

figures by heavy lines with arrows. it is seen that the a 5 e in
both

the Nash-Hernander method Pproximating line
1" .

Staysi 5° to Speak, closer to the curve.I“ this original S‘mPle ferm. the scheme of Fig. 51.2 cannot unfortu-nateIY be proveu to converge for M°l°de"SKY'S problem. As in other advancedinverse funCtion problems treated by Newton's method, a suitable smoothingmust be applied.
The reason for 1‘ntm‘m‘fiilil a smoothing in Molodensky's problem is thefollOWlng- It is a well-known difficulty with many higher order solutionsthat the higher order terms are getting rougher and rougher. This is thecase if an iteration involves differentiation: the derivative is almostalways less smooth than the original function. We have already met withthis difficulty in Molodensky‘s series. As we have seen, e.g., in sec. 45.

the calculation of higher order terms involves successive applications of
an operator L which acts similarly to differentiation and is responsible
for the increasing roughness of the higher terms.

Thus, a "roughening effect" is found already in the series solution of
the linear Molodensky problem. A similar effect, due to differentiation,
occurs in the iterative solution of the nonlinear Molodensky problem as
treated by Hermander: the functions involved get rougher and rougher, and
the iteration is likely to "blow up”.

More precisely, the isozenithal vector field E as given by (41-29}
involves twice differentiating the reference potential U , and this pro-
cedure is repeated at each iteration since, as we shall see below, the po-
tential w obtained at each step serves as a reference potential U for
the next step. This loss of derivatives of two orders at each step of it-
eration is the reason why the Fréchet derivative, given by the linearized
Molodensky problem, does not have a bounded inverse in the Banach spaces
used for studying the nonlinear Molodensky problem.1
-—-—r—-—-—' , ._. . . 1. S . M 1 , . . .

amitosis:tame:litigahzrstiac: 5° tents.attirfahzhIi.
the earth‘s surface 5 Could be COHSIdeFed known (in prinCiple, it can be determined by
a combination of geometrical satellite and terrestrial techniques), then the determina*
tgon of the external gravitational field would lead to a much Simpler ftxed boundary-
Vaiue problem; cf. (Koch, 1971; Koch and Pope, l972). . ’ . .

Sanso‘s artifice discussed in the next sections consusts precusely In transforming.
Molodensky's problem to a fixed boundary-value problem (in “gravity space”), which leads
to an elementary inverse function PFOblem-
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Therefore. we must counteract this "roughening effect" by a suitab12

Smoothing. taking care. however. that the degree of Smoothing is Sacces-

sively reduced so as. in the iimit. to obtain the right resuit. For the

very compiicated detaiis we refer the reader to (Hormonder, 1975. chapter

IIL
The inverse. or implicit. function theorem obtained in this way $5 no"

applied to Moiodensky's probiem as indicated in sec. 40. The cruciai proa.

iem is to prove that Moiodensky’s problem meets the conditions of the pres-

ent implicit function theorem. Again. the reader is referred far deta‘ISto

(Hermander. 1976. chapter 111). We must here restrict ourselves to aeSCrib.

ing and expiaining some basic ideas and the principal results.

Holder norms. First we must say a few words about the Banach spaces afid

norms used in Hermander's treatment of Moiodenskygs problem,

In sec. 5 we have considered the space C
consisting of moi-valued

continuous functions f defined on a compact set 8 in Rn with norm

EI‘FHO = maxifm! ‘ (SH)
:65

1 befing an abbreviation of [x1,x2,...,xn] . This function space C W11]

be denoted M the present context by H0 .

An appropriate norm for functions that are continuoust differentiable

as well as continuous 1's

HfHI = maXIHXH + maxl—fl—
{EB — xEBlaxi I

(51—8)

where af/axi denotes any partial derivative. The functions with finite
norm (51—8) form a Banach space H1 .

Now it is of basic importance for Molodensky's problem, as for many

problems in potential theory, to define norms ||fHa for 0 < a < 1 , that
is, spaces Ha intermediate between H0 and H1 . For this purpose we

consider continuous functions that satisfy a Holder condition with exponent

a ; they are functions for which

-fsugamz) (gm
32:1 :E—l]

(51-9)

is finite, jl-xl denotmg the distance between the points 5‘ and 1*
These functions form a Banach space H“ ; the norm is given by

4 mm
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WM“ = ma><%fi"(1)l+ sup fMPH)
35.63 byfs Mama ‘ (51-10)

This norm has a1ready been mentioned in sec 47

It can be shown that . ’ Cf' e‘1-(‘37-57).

H03“Hizn“? 3Hl
(51-11)

for

0<ul<a2<1; (51-12)

tgat is. there gze more functions in HO than in Ha1 , more functions in
H than 1n H . and more functions in Ha2 than in H1 . So satisfy-
ing a Hoider condition with exponent a is a stronger condition than mere
continuity and weaker than differentiabiiity.

we may also consider a Hdider condition (51-9) with exponent n = 1 ;
it is seen that this is aimost (aithough not compieteiy) the same as dif—
ferentiabiiity. In fact, we shaii use H1 for the space of functions sat-
isfying a Holder condition with a = 1 rather than for functions with
finite norm (51—8).

So far, we have defined spaces H“ for 0 s a s 1 . For a > 1 we

proceed as foiiows. Let k be a positive integer such that k < a s k+1

(for instance, for u = 5.75 there is k = 5 ). Denote by Dkf any deriv-
ative of k—th order (for instance,

35f
2 3

3 X18 X2

for k = 5 ). Then the norm [ifllK1 1's defined as

_ k _ k

HfHa = maxif(5)| + supW _

£55 35,163 }§_liu'k {51-13)

It is c'lear that (51-10) is a specia1 case of (51-13) with k = o .

In other words, the space H“ consists of continuous functions which

are k times differentiatfle and whose k-th derivatives satisfy a H‘d‘lder

condition with exponent a'k § 1.
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So far we have supposed f to be a real-valued function. If f 15 a

vector-vafiued function of m components f1 :

fa if“ f2. .... fm'. (51-14)

then its norm will simpfiy be defined as the sum of the norms of its cam-
ponents:

w“ = Hflllc + “gnu + + Hm“ . (51-15)

Reformulation of Molodensky’s problem. Let us first recapitulate the
basic assumptiens for Melodensky's problem:

(1) The earth is a rigid body rotating with a given constant angular
velocity u around an axis which is fixed with respect to the earth and

which we choose as the x3- axis.
(2) The axis of rotation passes through the center of gravity.
{3) The earth‘s surface S is a differentiable one-to-one image of the

unit sphere in a topological sense.
(4) The earth's gravitational field does not change with time and is

harmonic outside 5 .

(5) The gravity vector g and the gravity potential W are known at
every point of S .

The problem consists in determining the surface of the earth and its
external gravitational potential.

Hermander has reformulated this problem in a way that a unique solution
is possible. We shall employ the usual notation

5 = [x1.x2,x3j , .9. = [91, 92, 93] (51-16)

for the position vector and the gravity vector, respectiveiy. The boundary
vaiues of the gravity vector 3 and the potentiai w on S are denoted
by E and W . Restriction of a Spatiai function f to the surface S

is expressed by foS ; thus foS is a function defined on S .

Then Hormander's reformulation of Molodensky's problem reads; to deter-
mine a closed surface S in R3 , which is a one-to-one image of the unit
sphere, from given values E and W , such that the foiiowing conditions
are satisfied:

3
W = WoS + Xa,A. ,133
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E = $03 = (grad W)os '

m) = vm + {31me ‘

AV - 0 outsfide s ,

const. + 0{_i3}lH35) = #1 Jill]

for the Nonlinear Problem 441

(51-18)

(51-19)

(51-20)

(51«2x)

Uniqueness of the solution is achieved by postulattng that the harmonicfunction VQ) , which represents the external gravitation“ potential,contains no first—degree sphericafl harmonics; th1s is expressed by (51-21),

11l=r
(51-22;

denoting the radius vector. The second term on the right-hand side of (51-19) designates: Of course, the centrifugal force potential, m being the339U1ar V910City 0f the earth's rotation.
The new feature 15 (51-17) instead of simply taking W = NOS , which

would be the restriction of w to S . In the modified expressiOn, the
aj are three constants to be determined, and the Aj are three suitaoiy
assumed functions. The purpose of adding the iinear combination §ajAj is
to ensure the soivabiiity of Moiodensky's problem for arbitrary boundary
data W and E .

This is to be understood as foiiows. Assume the earth's surface S to
be known, and consider the given function W = NOS . We can now soive the
exterior Dirichiet probiem

AV=0, V+oo for

V05 = W - émz ,

Y‘-+oo
a

i51-23)

where ii represents the cartesian coordinates of a surface point. This
gives, for every data function w , a unique soiution VQ) . For arbitrary
data W , the spatiai function VQ) wiH, in general, contain spherica]
harmonics of first degree, contrary to the condition (51-21).

Let now (51-17) be used instead of W = Nos . Then (51-23) is replaced
by

3__. 1 2 —2 —2 __
V05 - w - gm [xii-X2] éajfij . (51-24)
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Again. the exterior problem with boundary data V05 has a unique $01ut1

V(_§)
which will contain three linearly independent spherical harmOnics 0n

the first degree. Now. however, rho Wrap, «what/mm aj can be chOnen iof

such a may Hm! Hmne fhrpp ffrnf—riograa harnmnir'n vanish. ’1

This is readily seen to lead to three linear equations for the three

knowns a1. a). a‘ .
These equations will have a unique solution,

provmuri.

the boundary-value problem ed

3

AV ' 0 0
yes = gaJAJ

($1 -25 )

has a solution v(x) which contains three linearly independent first—d9.

gree harmonics

. . . 2 ( ‘(C’smecosx + c251nes1nA + c3cose)/r .
‘51-25)

In fact. c1 can then be chosen equal to the c1 of the boundary-vaiue

probiem (51-23), and similar for c2 and c3 .
Since the prob1em (51—24)

is the difference of problems (51—23) and (51-25), a1] first—degree har—

monics wiii cancei in the solution of (51-24).

To achieve this, we may seiect the functions Ai as foiiows:

_ sinecosx _ sinesinx : cose _

A1 — [—————r2 Jo: , A2 - [———————r2 102 , A3 [—72 J02. (5127)

If the earth’s surface S coincided with the teHuroid Z , then the spa-

tial functions corresponding to the Ai by a soiution of the exterior
Dirichiet problem would be the first—degree harmonics

C059
2r.

(51-28)sinesinx
—' 2 9r

sinecosA
—_ 2 9r

themselves, so that the condition that v contains (51—26) is certainly
satisfied (with ci = ai ). If S does not deviate too much from 2 ,then

this condition is stiii satisfied because of continuity, even if the func-

tions A1 are now regarded as functions on S instead of 2 by associa-

ting to a point P on S the same function value as to the corresponding

point 0 on 2 (cf. Fig.41.l); of course, there wiii now in general be

ci # ai .

“ti
‘ S m
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The “Y‘earizauon of the “‘Od‘fied MoIodensky prob?
through (51-21) is now done as fin Sec: 41_ He omy

djtfdefined by (51-17)
ditionfi term 519:1in . so that the boundary condition

(‘jrznce is the ad-

Muted by ‘ 0) is new re-

3T "rT+EgradT-AW+EAE-§51A1’ (51-29)

where 51‘ is the difference: a1 for S minus ai for z ; for the
above ch01ce (51*27) we have 61 a a1 -c1 . Clearly, the three numbers 5 .
52, 53 are smaii together with T . 1

As we have seen in sec. 50, the linear boundary vaiue probiem with
boundary condition (51-29) for a given right-hand side f has a uniquesoiution provided f satisfies three conditions. If the three parameters
61, 62, 53 are not fixed beforehand but if we 1et them vary, they may be
determined precisely in such a way that the three conditions are satisfied.
ihus the iinear boundary-value problem with boundary condition (51-29) al-
ways has a unique solution.

Outline of the iteration procedure. Without going into mathematical de-
taiis, we shaii now describe in broad outiine how the Nash-Hernander iter-
ation iilustrated by Fig. 51.2 is to be understood physicaiiy in its ap-
plication to Moiodensky's probiem.

We have assumed that the function y = f(x) is known; this means that,
given any xn , we are abie to compute the corresponding yn = f(xn) in
a uniqueiy defined manner.

What are the variabies x and y in Moiodensky‘s probiem? In the sim-
piified introductory presentation given in sec. 40 we have taken x = S

and y = E (the gravity vector on S ), but now it is appropriate to
choose X and y in a somewhat different, though more complicated, way. We

identify x with the tripie (N,S, a) and y with the pair (W,§) :

Here
a1,

w

E

x=(W,S,_a_)e
y=(W,§)-
is the gravity potenti
denotes the vector

1 = [51’ 32’ a3] ’

a1 consi dared as a spati a1 function

(51-30)

(51-31)

as USU-

(51-32)

ai being arbitrary rea] numbers. The function W satisfies (51—19) through
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(51-21) but is arbitrary otherwise. The surface functions W and 5 are

determined by (51~l7) and (51-18). the A1 being given functions on 5‘
Given x , that is. the spatial potential H . the surface s , and the

vector 3 , it is therefore possible uniquely to 60mpute W and 5 , that

is. the vector y . by (51-17) and {51-18). Thane two equations thus re-

present the functional relationship y i fix) .

Molodensky's problem as formulated above is the inverse problem: given
W

and E on S , to determine u, S, and a ; or briefly, given y , to

determine x .

The iteration for solving this problem may now be described in the f0],
lowing way. We assume a starting approximation

:x0 = (U, )3, 0). (51-33)

We have put

(51-34)NO=U,

which is the normal eilipsoidal potential function, or reference potential,
the coordinate axes being axes of the ellipsoid. We have further put

(51-35)SO=Z,

which is the telluroid; any surface approximating the earthis surface S

and permitting a unique correspondence between points Q of z and P of
S may be used, cf. sec. 41. We must only require the telluroid z to be a

smooth surface in the sense that it is arbitrarily often differentiable.
For the vector 3 we may for simplicity take 30 = 0 .

We now compute y0 = f(xo) , that is we determine W0 and go on 50 ,
which are nothing else than the normal potential UQ and the normal grav—
ity vector 19 on the telluroid z .

Next we apply the linearization described in sec. 41; this corresponds
graphically to the tangent at the point f(x0) in Fig. 51,2_ The inter-
section with the line y = y1 represents the solution of the linearized
boundary-value problem with the boundary condition (51—29) which, as we
have seen above, always has a unique solution.

What is T in the present case? If the horizontal line y = const. to
be intersected passed through the point y = f(x) for which y is given
(the end point of the iteration), as it does in Newton‘s method (Fig.40.lb
then there would be T = w — U as usual, since the given w corresponds
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to the endtio1nt of :he Iteration just as U carve. e resen S 0po1nt. Ind Set
case. however. the horfizontaI

:inds to the Starting
y = y1 ’ oes pass through the end pfiint‘ By (51 3:: to be intersected,‘ we have

(51-36)
be taken in a suit b1yl can a e way intermediat e between the initi a1 vaIue
yo : (U‘ I

(51-37)

U
and ? denoting the normafl potential and the normal grav1ty vector onthe tenuroid '2‘. , and the data value

y=(w’§_)a
(51-38)

comprising potential and gravity vector as given on the earth's Surface 5-In agreement with this we then have

Ah=W1-U, (51-39)

Ag=§1-l° (51-40)

The soiution of the iinear boundary-vaiue probiem with boundary condition
(51—29) then gives a function T which we shaii cal} T1 . It also gives
a vector 5 by (41-27), which we shai] cal? 31 , and a vector i =

[51, 62, 53] , which we shaii caii g1 . We define a new reference poten—
tiai U1 by

111=U+T1 (51-41)

and determine a new teHuroid 21 as the Mucus of points Q1 defined by

QQl=_C_1- (51-42)

Similar1y, an approximation to the vector 3 = [a1, a2, a3] corresponding
to (51-17) is obtained by

31=—a—o+-5-i=—5'1' (51-43)

Egan: 5“.
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Now we know

x1.(Ul,E1.3§)I

'
i

i

(51-44)

and we can compute

f(x,) = (51.31)

by (51-17) and (51-18); note that
Now this procedure is repeated

y2 B

f(x1)#
. We take

yl in agreement
a suitabEe

wi th

(51-45)

F19-51.;

(51-46)

intermediate between y1

AN=W2—U1,

AE:§2-il’
and 501ve the correspondi

£2 , and £2 . We form

_ TUz-U1+321

and

ng 11'

3/ s

near

compute

boundary-va1 UE prob] em, obtai ni

(51-47)

(51-48)

ng T2,

(51-49)

f

l

determine a new teHuroid 22 as the Means of points Q2 such that

Q102 = 5-2 ’ (51-50)

and a vector1 32 by

(51-51)32:—a-1+£1'

Putting

X2 = (U2: 22, (51-52)

1The same functions Ai as defined by (51‘27) may be used throughout the iteration;
their definition is extended from E to all surfaces En by postulating that the value
of the functions A1 is the same at ail corresponding points Q, Q3, Q2, ._
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we can compute f(X2) # yz « The nrocedure can ha repeated arbitrarily of-ten. The essential feature ls that the spatial pntentlal computed at a car-tain step is used as a rfiference Potentlal for the next step. and slmlla;lfor the boundary surface. y

The preclse mathematlcal procedure also 1nvolves an apornprlate smootnlngas we have mentioned' converge"ce can be proved uslng various Holder normsand estimates for the linear problem and also for the nonllnearlty. All thisis exceedingly difficult and laborlous. Flnally one obtains Hormander'a Tha~arm on existence and uniqueness of Molodensky's problem:
Assume any 2 > 0 , then:
(I) For all W and i in a H2+E neighborhood of W0 and in ,the modified MOlOdensky problem defined by equations (51-17) to (51-21) has

a solution 5 close to S0 = 2 in H2+E and [31. a2. a3] close to 0
in R3 .

(2) If W and E are in H3 for some a > 2+ 5 which is not an in-teger, then S E H“ .

(3) One can find a H3+2 neighborhood of SO which cannot contain two
solutions of the problem.

Let us 100k at this theorem more c'flosely and explain its meaning. AH2” "ejghDOPhOOd of WO consists of aH functions W for which

HN-WOHM < a, (51-53)

where 6 is sufficienfly small and the norm is defined by (51-13) with
a = 2+ 5 . SmaHness of this norm implies that not only the maximum devi-
ation of W from W0 ,

male-Woi

is sma11, but aiso that

maxlDw - DWOI

and

2— 2"max|D w - D No]

are smaH, so that not on‘fiy W must be dose to W0 , but a1so the first
and the second derivatéves of W must be close to those of We . In
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addition to this. something more is required- If 6 ' 1 ' “‘9” “50 close.

ness of the third derivatives must hold; if 0 < 5 < i r the” the interme.

diate Halder condition is stronger than mere closeness of the second and

weaker than closeness of the third derivatives: the difference of the sec.

and derivatives must satisfy a Holder condition. I

Closeness of the telluroid a and the earth's surface S in "it!
means that the maximum deviation of the surface is small and that, in ad.

dltlon. slgpes (first derivatives) and curvatures (second derivatives) are

also similar for s and z ; in addition. there is a H'dlder condition for

the difference of the second derivatives.
Part (1) of Hbrmander‘s theorem asserts the existence of a solution

provided we have a good approximation 2 for the earth's surface s no:

only with respect to the maximum deviation between S and Z . but also

with respect to first and second derivatives (plus a Holder condition),

and also a good approximation to potential and gravity.
lhis condition is obviously very restrictive. If one uses an ellipsoidal

reference field and the telluroid according to the usual definition, than

the actual gravity field and the earth‘s surface can be expected to fall
short of this condition. It is, however, not required that the initial 59.

proximations for S and w (corresponding to xO ) satisfy this condi-

tion; it would be sufficient if any intermediate approximation xn woold

meet it. because then this intermediate approximation could be considered

as the starting point. Still it seems that even so the actual earth is not

smooth enough to satisfy the requirements of Hormander's theorem.

Part (2) of the theorem assures that the resulting surface S will be

as smooth as the data: if the data are n times differentiable and if the

n-th derivatives satisfy a Holder condition, then the same will hold true
for S.

Part (3) ensures uniqueness but under an even stronger condition ( H3+6

neighborhood) than for the existence theorem of Part (1) ( H2+E neighbor-
hood). However, Hormander thinks it highiy probabie that H3+8 could be

replaced by H2+6 , so that the condition for uniqueness wouid be the same

as for existence.
In Part (2), integer vaiues of e are excluded; this reflects the weii—

known fact that Holder conditions with a fi 0 are essential in potentja]-
theoretical considerations. In Parts (1) and (3), aiso integer s are ad-
mitted.

In conclusion we may say that Hbrmander‘s theerem, aithough not direct-
ly applicable to the rea] earth, gives the first mathematicaiiy exact re-
sults on existence and uniqueness for Moiodensky's probiem and is thus of
fundamental importance.

,4
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52. The Gravity Space Approach 449

Recenuy, Sansd (1977). (19786.b) has given a compietefiy different ap-proach to the nonlinear Molodensky preblem. The fidea ‘5 to use the threeCartesian CONDOMMS M “W31 WWW)“ 91» 929 93 . as new curvflinearcoordinates, instead of the cartesian coordinates xi. x2, x} women”,Thus the potentfifl N becomes a functmn of the g1 ,

w - M3) = “91.92439 .
(52-1)

0“
the phySica‘ earth‘s surface S , the three components 91 of the vec-tor 3 are given. as weH as the potential w ; therefore the three cur“-linear coordinates 91’ g2’ 93 of eaCh Deint of the surface S are known.or S is a known surface if expressed in terms of coordinates gi .There are two ways of interpretihg gi : either they may be consideredas curvilinear coordinates in ordinary space, or as cartesian coordinatesin an auxiHary space, called gravity space. Using the second interpreta-tion, we may say that 8 becomes a known surface Sg in gravity space or

"2

97"1

FIGURE 52.1. Ordinary space and gravity space. The surface S. l and its
ulterior ’2 9lg correspond to the earth’s surface S and i“
exterior Q - ' w
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blem is traanOrmed into a fixed boundary-value
the free boundary-value pro 1

11Fnation which is achieved in this way
problem; cf. Fig, 52.1. Th: 5

:‘Zmem is so decisive that inconveniences and
for the nonlinear

Molodenstzi: indirect approach are more than compensateddifficulties arising with ‘ an existence and uniqueness of the So.
as far as theoretical investigat ons

lution are concerned.
“to-one correspondence between car~

The main inconvenience is that a one
tside and on S . which is the region(ntesian coordinates xj and gj 0” g T ‘

. (ble only if the earth is nonrotat n9. 0 see this,
Wh‘Ch we work. is pass d‘

vector in the equatoriai
consider elliDSOidal graVitY Y anong a ra IUS it 1

plane. As the height increases, 7 first decreases but then ncreases

again because the centrifugal force becomes dominant. $0 at a certain ele-
vation, y will be the same as on the ground, which VlOiateS a one'tO-one

correspondence between gravity vector and position. For the actual QVGVity

field the situation is similar as in the ellipsoidal case.
If the earth is considered nonrotating, then the correspondence between

gravity and position is seen to be one‘to-one (provided the Marussi condi-
tion holds, see below). In other terms, the correspondence is unique if We

work with the gravitational potential V and the gravitational VECtor
grad V instead of the gravity potential w and the gravity VECtOV fl =

grad N .

it is, of course, clear that only w and grad w (including the centri-
fugal force) are directly measurable. However, the effect of centrifugal
force can be calculated with sufficient accuracy on the basis of our current
knowledge of the earth“s surface (the error in the centrifugal force is less
than $0.005mgal for a position error of t 10meters), and subtracted from w

and grad w to give their gravitational counterparts V and grad V . There—
fore, Sanso's boundary-value problem, which uses gravitation instead of
gravity, is practically as meaningful as the original Molodensky problem.

In the sequel we shall thus work with the gravitational potential V ,
which is a harmonic function, and take g as

‘

g=gradv, (52-2)

so that g is the vector of gravitation rather than gravity. we shaii, how-ever, continue to cal] g , even if defined by (52-2), the gravity vector,
to be in agreement with Sansd‘s terminoiogy and with the term "gravity spacy.
(this is consistent with current terminoiogy if we consider the earth non-rotating).
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It is ciear that then the exterior n of S in ordinary space corre-. one-to—one manner to the inspends 1n'a
dinar terior ng of Sg 1n gravity space;the inf1n1ty in or y Space corresponds to the arigin in gravity space(gravitation is zero at spatia1 1nfin1ty!).

We can thus reformulate MoIodensky‘s problem in terms of v as follows:to find a function V(§) which %5 harmonic 1n the exterior n of an un—known C1osed surface S .

Avno,
(52-3)

and which, together 'With ‘ «

“mes “5 grad‘ent. assumes on s the given b0 undary

V03 = V(U!) .

(grad V)GS = Eu) 9

(52-4)

(52-5)

where

u = [QgA]

comprises astronomical latitude o and iongitude
ordinates on the surface.

We now introduce the components gi of g as
they are functions of the rectangu1ar coordinates

(52-5)

A , which serve as co-

new spatia1 coordinates;
X1, X2, X31

(52-7)

If this transformation is to have an inverse,

(52-8)

than the Jacobian determinant

det agi
8x.

3

must be nonzero everywhere on and outside S . Since
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(52~9)‘ 9V
91 ax‘ '

this condit‘on is

.33};axiaxj

d Marus
matrix

ion is
entia]

det[

which is cable
ibiIfity of the
Marussi condit

Now the pot

f0. (52-10)

;s1' condition (a simHar condition assures the invert.
< M given by (41-20)). It will be assmned that the

satisfied everywhere outside and on S .

V becomes a function of the vector 3 :

v = WE) = V(gi.92,93) -

(52-11)

As we have mentioned, this would reduce Molodensky's probiem to a fixed

boundary-vaiue problem (actua11y a Dirichlet probiem) in gravity Space,

Since V as a function of 5 satisfies a iinear partia] differentiai

equation of second order, which is Lapiace's equation AV = O , it does

the same as a function of 9 since the transformation (52-7) or (52-8)

transforms Lap1ace's equation into another iinear second-order partial

differentia] equation. However, since the transformation {52-8} is actual-
ly unknown, the coefficients of this differential equation are not known,

and therefore this approach appears hopeiess.

Sansé has found an ingenious way out of this difficuity by transforming

not oniy the coordinates out aiso the potential, introducing an adjoint

lpotential

uy=3£.g-V=xkgk-V; (52-12)

this is a Legendre transformat’ion familiar from other fie1ds (ordinary dif'
ferential equations, ana'flytica] mechanics, thermodynamics, etc.).

Differentiating (52-12) with respect to 91 we get

aw zaxkg +x -i‘L3£=x
agi agi k 1 Bxkagi 1

in View of (52—9). Thus

.z-4_4_
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x =3}.i 391 (52-13)

07'

x. grad ‘1’, (52-14)

which Shows a striking Symmetry between xi and V on the one hand and
g and w on the other hand.
i A150 (52-12) is comp‘letely symmetric

V + w = xkgk , (52-15)

and permits to express one potent€a1 in terms of the other:

3Vw=x,——-V ,kaxk (52-16)

3"? _\y IV=gkm (52-17)

The matrix of second gradients of ‘Y ,

I

_\y Lagiagj ng (52-18}

(by (52-13)) is inverse to the matrix of second gradients of \i :

Sgi
ex

3

2

M =“V 3X.3X.
1 1 3

{52-19)

cf. (41-35) and (41-36); that is,

_ -1
[4.x] — MN} I

(52-20)

Now Lapiace's operator

32V 82V 32V
AV: +___+.—

3x2 3X2 3X2
1 2 3

(52-21)
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is nothing else than the trace Tr of the matrix [1V . and Lap1ace.s

tion may be written
equah

TrM - 0 .-V

This gives us a
possibility to find the corresponding partial different?”

equation for v(gl.92.93) : by
combining (52-20) and (52-22) we get

-1 . .Tr(flv) 0
(52.23)

0n introducing

(52-24)Y R 32‘?

13 agiagj'

the matrix fl? becomes

W11 “'12 W13
‘ 0

W21 “’22 W23

“’31 “'32 W33J

LN,‘
(52—25)

Inverting this matrix and taking the trace gives

2 2 . 2 _
wuwzz ‘ “’12 + w22w33 ' W23 + W11V33 “’13 ' 0 ' (52-26)

which is a partial differentiai equation for w(g1,gz,g3) with known co-
efficients (aH t1) , but unfortunateiy a non'linear' one.

The basic differential equation (52-26) may also be written in the form

(Tr M2 - Wm) = o, (52-27)

which foilows fram the matrix identity

Tr5“1=mr5>2 — mam / (2 detfi)

and may also be verified by direct calculation.

‘1‘
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1“ gravny swce' the Vector i is the o 1

9. serve as rectangular coarmnatu and g: 5
tie“

1

tor. In fact. we have from (40-7) Ht" 9

ga - gcosocosA .

92 I gcososfinh .

g3=gsino .

vector,
serves

the components
as radius vec-

(52-23)

.here 0 and A are the astronomical coordinates (for a nonrotating earth
or after retrieval of centrifuga‘l effects). This shows that g , o, A are
nothing else than spherica‘l polar coordinates in gravity space. The deriv-
ative 3/39 is thus a radia] derivative in gravfity space; we have

31:3? 39x=aw9_k
89 69k 39 39k 9’

using (52~28). Hence
\

(52-29)a? _ 2w

and (52—17) may be written as

(52-30)fl-w.V=gag

The boundary condition in gravity space thus becomes

[(3% - y]o$g = Wu) , (52-31)

where the known function Wu) is given as a function of the parameter

(52_6) which in gravity space denotes the two angular spherical] coordinates;
S is the image of the earth‘s surface in gravity space as in Fig. 52.1.

9 For 1arge vames of the Spatia1 radius vector

(52-32)r=m=lzsi

we have
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1v.£+o_r [r3]’
19.31.”:-

P‘2 [9"].

(52~33)

(52-34)

where

u-GM‘ (52-35)

denotes the product of the gravitationai constant G and the earth‘s mags

M ; we have taken the cocrdinate origin at the earth's center of mass,
For r + a we have 9 » 0 , so that the spatial infinity corresponds

to the origin in gravity space. Solving (52—34) for 1/? .

-11 [2]%:u292+092 ’ (52-35)

and substituting this into (52-33) we get

.1. .1. {Z
V=u2g2+olg2 , (52-37)

which expresses the behavicr of V as g ~> O . Finally,

ii 2‘1’=-2u2§2+0§2 , (52-38)

which is verified by substitution into (52-30), taking (52-37) into ac-
count.

We thus arrive at the foiiowing formuiation of the geodetic boundary-
vaiue probiem in gravity space: to find the solution of the partiai dif-
ferentiai equation (52-26) in the region 9g inside Sg with the bound-
ary condition (52-31) on Sg ; the earth“s surface 5 viii] then be given
by (52-14):

503 = (gradgwpsg , (52-39)

where 505 denotes the position vector 5 restricted to the surface S i

that is, the position vector of any surface point, 5(o,A) .

__.‘fl
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Since the direction 3/39 15 the direction of the radius vecto 1

gravity Space’ 1" gener“ d‘fferent from the nflrma! to S , we ha; nquue-derivat1ve problem with a known surface s and 2 “new ho a:
car‘vditmn (52'3H’ but for a “mum”? parttafl difgerential eQuaMonutsy-‘y
26)-

I 53, LINEARIZATION

The 1inear125d equation (41-43) shows a striking formal analogy to (52-
17). To take a closer leak at this analogy, we shall also linearlze (52~17)
and Other VEIatlonS in gravlty space. We shall follow (Moritz, 1977b,sec.8)

We shall use the concept of the gravimetric telluroid explained in sec.
41: there is a one-to-one correspondence between the points P of the
earth‘s surface S and Q of the gravimetric telluroid 2 by postulating

Vim) = gim . (53-1)

that is, the normal gravity vector at Q is to be equal to the actual
gravity vector at P ; cf. Fig. 41.1.

As always in the gravity space approach, we assume that the earth is
nonrotating or, which is the same, that the potential is the gravitational
potential V . The normal gravitational potential will be denoted by 9 .

Then the disturbing potential T is

T=V-‘7; (53-2)

'it is the same as in the usual definition T = W — U since the centrifu-
ga1 potentfia] cancefis in the difference.

The adjoint potentiaIS corresponding to V and V are given by (52—12):

w(.=91) gkxk(gi) - V[xj(gi)1 , (53-3)

Mgi) =
gkak(gi)-\?[aj(gi)1 . (53-4)

Here we have been carefu1 in specifying the arguments, The gravity Space

for normai gravity is identified with the gravity space of actua] gravity:

equai numerical values of gi and vi correspond t0 the same point in

gravity space. It is, therefore, possibie to denote the independent vari-

able in gravity space simp1y by 9i , also when the normai potentia1 is

under consideration, for instance, in (53-4).
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Equations (52-7) and (52-8) give the transformation between Grdinary

space and gravity Space for actual gravity. The corresponding transforMa_

tions, between ordinary space and gravity space, for norma! gravity are

given by

91 a 71(Xj} i
(53-5)

(53~6)

In (53-5). 91 denote the coordinates in gravity space. and yt(x)) are

the functions which express norm? gravity in terms of the coerdinates x1 ;

the ££(gj) in {53-6) are the inverse functions of up”) . This wa
explain the notation used in (53—3) and (53-4).

It is c1ear now that

ximj) = xim (53-7)

are the coordinates of the point P and

51(9).) = xi(0) (53-8)

are the coordinates of the point Q , in view of (53-1); for the same rea-
son, P and Q are mapped into the same point in gravity space:

(53-9)Qg=Pg9

to which bpth ?(gi) and §(gi) in (53—3) and (53—4) refer.
Let us now calculate the difference

'T=‘F-‘¥, (53-10)

which is the gravity space equivalent of the anomanus potential T as
given by (53-2). Subtracting (53-3) and (53-4) we get

1(91) = gkkawi) - ak(gi)] -

- V[xj(gi)] + VI-sjmiH . (53-11)

In agreement with (41-15) we put

_—I
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x3 = $3 + Cj
(53-12)

omfit the ar ume '(we 9 nt 91 . x denotes th
those of Q )I Now to Vix ( j e coordinates of P and

j 91)} we appfiy Taylor‘s theorem~ a)
VC" ) " V . .j (aficj) V(gj)+%ck

' V (£3) + gkik . (53-13)
"‘9 SubStitutm“ °f (5342) and (53-13) into (53-11) gives

T(91)- g “ —
~

or
gkck + g - ) ~, + Na)

3

T<91>= - Haggin . (53-14)

In QEOmEtrica1 terms, 1 at P9 = 09 equals the negative of T at Q .We have thus obtained the resuit that the adjoint potential of T issimpiy the negative of T . This is certainiy surprising at first sight,and it indicates a deep relation between gravity space and ordinary space:gravity space is not just an artifice introduced ad hoc, but a natural ex—pression of the mathematicai structure of the geodetic boundary-value prob-1am.

This wiH even become more evident if we consider the boundary condition.In View of (53-1) we have

59:29,

so that the earth’s surface
same surface sq in gravity

By (52-29), the boundary

3‘? _
[9k 89k - w]osg —

S and the teIWuroid 2

space.
condfition (52-31) becomes

Wu) .

are mapped

(53-15)

into the

{53-16)

The corresponding condition for the normal potentia] V at the teHuroid
2 is

h—
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.L‘; - flosg - Wu) .[9k 39k (53~17)

The subtraction of these two equations. Wh1Ch are Iinear 1" V and § ’
gives by (53-10):

a l - f .
[9k 35'; - Josg vm WU) (53-18)

Now.

mu) - 5M = mu) - UM * "p ‘ UQ

because W refers to S and
centrifugal patentfals at P

this is

V(u) - Wu) = AW.

Furthermore r on Sg equals

LT +T=AN,
— gk agk

Utoz
and at Q

-T on

and because the difference of the
is neglégibiy small. By (41-3)

(53-19)

z . Thus (53—18) becomes

(53~20)

which is now a boundary condition on the telluroid Z . The replacement of

gk by yk changes (53-20) only by second-order quantities, which are to
.be negiected. Thus the boundary condition on 2 finaHy takes the form

£=AwT-Ykayk (53-21)

This is nothing else than (41—43) with A3 = O for the gravimetric te]-
iuroid, and with (41-44). We thus have recovered the fundamental boundary
condition of sec. 41 via gravity space.

What about the differentiai equation which 7 must satisfy? we couid
derive it from (52-26), but there is a much simpier way, using (53-14), In
this equation we substitute (53-5) and (53-6), obtaining

r[yi(xj)] = - T(xi) .

(53-22)A
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Since 1 satisfies Laphce‘s equation

OT'OI (53-23)

T . -T win use satisfy it:

lit-0; (53-24)

if t is considered a function of y1 . then the Lapiacian is to be ex-
pressed in terms 0f Y1 . which here are to be regarded as curviiinear co-
ordinates in ordinary space related to the x1 by (53-5). It is not dif-
ficuit to transform the Lapiacian to curviiinear coordinates; cf. (Hotine,
1969, p.19); the important thing to note is that it does not have the “car-
tesian“ form:

a2 32 a2__ + __ + ._ .
a 2 a 2 a 2

Y1 Y2 Y3
(53-25)

Thus, as far as the linear problem goes, the gravity space approach
simply amounts to the use of curvilinear coordinates in ordinary space. It
is, therefore, not essentially different from the usual approach outlined
in sec. 41; it is even less general as it supposes a nonrotating earth.
The situation is quite different for the nonlinear problem where the grav-
ity space approach introduces essentially new features and a considerable
simplification.

Different as the ordinary approach and the use Of gravity space are,
the linearized problem is the same in both methods. This is practically
important because the linearized Molodensky problem is probably sufficient
for all present applications, as we have pointed out at the end of sec. 42,

Even for the linear problem, however, the gravity space approach pro-
vides a deeper insight into the problem; in particular, the structure of
the operator that acts on T in (41-43).

3T
'T - y. —— 9

1 ayi (53-26)

'is interpreted by the relation between potent”1 and adjoint potentia] as
expressed by (52-17)-
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Spharicaz approximation. Let us finally introduce a spherica11y Smee_

tr1c norms} potential; this corresponds to the “Sahericai apvroximaticn”

outlined in sec. 42.

For a spherfically symmetrfic mass configuration we have

9.2r3

cf. (52-33). By a 51mp1e change of scale of 1ength and w’éthout loss of

generality we can make u a l , obtaining

~1v-F. (53-27)

Differentiation with respect to x1 gives

Y __x1
9

1 r3

so that

(53-28)Y=_1_
r.2

with

(53-29)Y2: vkvk ,
2-r —xkxk.

It is, therefore, possible to express the x1

-2
_ _ 2 '

xi - Y 3

in terms of yi by

(53-30)

1

$

t

w

i

1

J

in the case of a spherically symmetric mass configuration, cartesian co—

ordinates x1 and gravimetric coordinates Yi are thus related in a

simple way.
Another possibility to convert gravimetric coordinates into cartesian

coordinates, denoted by yi , is by putting

-l‘ 2
yi ‘ Y ' (53-31)

J

‘1

\

i,

J

1,

J
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L

These coordinate.S {1 ca" bf 1nterpreted in the folIowing way. Let us con‘
fider an

inversion in the untt aphare r - 1 ; see sec. 6‘ This inversion
oint with coord1natransforms a p tes :1 into a 901M with coordinates x;

given by

1x|.——-x ,
1 r‘2 1 (53-32)

the inverse transformation being

1 9 ' i2 . . .
xi = 7 X1 WTth ?‘ : xkxk ,

Y‘
{53-33)

cf. eq. (6-15). On substit .“t3ng (53-30) and com .

31) we see that
Parmg the resuit with (53.

yi=-X'i9 (53-34)

so that, apart from the sign, yi are the cartesian coordinates of the
image of the point xi under an inversion in the unit sphere.

The corresponding transformation of harmonic functions is the Keivin
transformation (6-17): if U(xi) is a harmonic function of xi in a do-
main T , then

XI_1
r'2

1I = __Uv<xi> r. (53-35)

is a harmonic function of xi in the domain T' into which T is car—
ried by the inversion.

So far, we have interpreted this transformation as a point transforma-
tion, which transforms a point P(xi) into a point P'(x;) , the coordi-
nates xi and x; referring to the same cartesian coordinate system. We

may. however, interpret it aiso as a coordinate transformation, by which
the same point in space is referred to different coordinate systems xi
and xi . Then the Keivin transformation impiies that if U(xi) satisfies
L(’iifiiace's equation in "cartesian form“ using xi :

2 2 2IAU:fl+.8_l_J.+_B_.iJ-=0,
x “x2 3x2 3x2“1 2 3
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then the function (53-35) satiSfies Lap1ace“s equatiens in Cartesian form

using x; :

2 2 2A“, 8V2+_3_.Y§+_3_‘12_:o,
i i '

ax1 3x2 3X3
(53-37)

In view of (53—34), Laplace's operator w131 then have Cartesian form 3150

in coordfinates yi :

AV=0.y
(53-33)

The symbo] Ax, Ay, etc. wi11 be reserved for Laplace“s operator in car-
tesian formo

Let us now appiy these considerations to the present problem. We have

seen that T(xi) satisfies Laplace's equation AXT = 0 ; cf. (53~23).

1(yi) a1so satisfies Laplace‘s equation (53-24), but not in cartesian
form (53-25). If in 1(yi) we introduce new coordinates yi , defined by

(53—31), putting

.— ' 2 .—

Yi — yiy w1th y — ykyk , (53-39}

then the new function

T¢(yi)=§7=‘y (53-40)

wiH satisfy

Ay¢=0 (53-41)

because of (53—65) with U = —T, V = q; and y. = -x.' , since1 1
fies AXT = O .

Also the function v defined by

T satis-

-1 .351 _VUi) - §[yi ayi d5] (53-42)

is harmonic:

mi. , ,.
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Av=0.y (53-43}

This can be easHy verified by direct calculation: there is

Zvna + .3.
Ay y¢ yi ayi Ay¢ - (53-44)

The in‘terpreutio“ 0‘ V is as foHows. Consider AM as given by (53-21).
(0f C°Wse' A has here “thing to do with Laplace's operator!) It may
use be expressed in terms of x by

81AN 3 y ____ ..k T .
Byk (53-45)

In (53-21). AN has been considered as defined on the teiluroid E . It
may, however, also be regarded as a spatial function, defined outside and
an 2 . since I is a function of the yk which can be interpreted ascurvilinear coordinates in space. If now Aw , regarded as a spatial func-tion, is expressed in terms of yi , we can aiso transform (53—45) to these
coordinates. This is best done by transforming it first to the form

81:
AW-Ya—Y "5:, (53-46)

using (52-29) with yi instead of gi . Now

pm (53—47)

1's reIated to

.Y = Vykyk (53—48)

by

2Y=.Y: y=fia (53-49)

by (53-39). Therefore.

81_231d_l_3_1_*ay'y ayfi'zyay’ (53-50}
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and (53-46) takes the form

1 at“'1‘ t

Substétuting

ram
according to (53-40). we get

13 4s _(“hilly-374% .YQ

Using again {52-29) with yk

l B

A” ‘ M’W’: W

l
R '2-3/[5’

instead

3

K}

of

w]

9x we obtain

(53-53)

(53-54)

and the comparison with (53-42) shows that

“4—”.
y (53-55)

This furnishes the desired physicai interpretation of v
These two auxiliary functions

Mn)=§=-§,
-1 aqb AWV(5’i) - gym—3,: ‘¢] = 7 a

(53—56)

(53-57)

which, in the case of spherical symmetry, satisfy Lap1ace's equation:

Ay¢=oa (53-58)

Av=0,
Y (53-59}

will play a basic r012 in the next section,
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5L3, sAnso‘s TREATMENT OF THE NONLINEAR PROBLEM

Refgrmulation of the problem. Let v be a solution of the boundary-
value problem defined by the d1fferent151 equat1on (52-26) and the beund-
ary condition {52-31). Whith. in View of (52‘29). may be wrfitten in the
form

3wQkajfi—‘Y=V(u) on $9. (54-1)

{hen the function

.= +
v v cigi, (54-2)

with an arbitrary constant vector ci , is also a solution of the probTem.
In fact,

q, = 32»? = a2? =wij agiagj agiagj ij ’
(54-3)

so that Q satisfies (52—26) if ‘11 does, and

3‘? ~ awg———--‘¥=g——-‘i’,kegk kagk k
(54-4)

so that the boundary condition is aiso satisfied.
It is easiiy seen that the addition of the term cigi to w repre-

sents a transiation by the vector ci in ordinary space: by (52-13) we

get

- 3‘? av.Xi=T’=§—-?Ci=xi+c"
agi 91 l

(54-5)

We obtain a unique solution by requesting w to have the form (52—38),

which p1aces the x—coordinate system at the earth's center of mass. Ihis
is in compiete correspondence with the usuai treatment of Moiodensky's
prob1em.

However, the soiution wiii not exist for arbitrary boundary vaiues V

but only for those functions V(u) which satisfy n conditions; from

the discussion of the 1inearized problem we expect n = 3 . It is true

I It
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that if we had idealized conditions, especially absence of measaring errors

then the data function V(u) would satisfy these conditions because the .

solution exists for physical reasons. In practlte. however. especially be‘

cause of measuring and lnterpolatlon errors. we cannot expect that the ac-

tual V(u) will exactly satisfy these condltlons-

This suggests a
reformulation of the boundary-value problem 1n gravity

space along the lines of Harmander's formulation; cf. sec. 51, especialIy

eq. (51—17): we replace the boundary condition (54-1) by

3‘4’ - sv‘ +ag 0" 5 '__._. V u
9k 39k () 11 9

(54-6)

The new boundary-value problem can now be expected to have a solution for

arbitrary data functions V(u) . The three constants al, a2. 33 are de-

termined as unknowns and. so to speak, take care of the three conditions.

Transformation of the differential equation. The main difficulty in the

gravity space approach lies in the differential equation for the adjoint

potential V . This equation, given by (52-26) or (52—27), is unfortunate-
ly considerably more complicated than Laplace‘s equation for the original

potential V .

The consideration of the spherical approximation in the preceding sec-

tion suggests, however, that it may be possible to reduce, at least approx—

imately, this differential equation to Laplaceis equation.

First, in agreement with (52-38), we split off the main part in w by

putting

1 1

2 2

Ngi) = ~ 211 9 + H91) , (54-7)

where

2g = ’ (54-8)

This may be interpreted by (53-10) as usfing a spherica11y Symmetric refer-
ence potentia} ll

*1/= -2u292 (54—9)

in gravity space (the reader will find it best to consider a‘H traasforma-
tions to follow as transformations in gravity space and to forget, for

theA
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time being. about Ordinary space). In contrast to the Hnear treatment in
the preceding section. we sham not introduce any approximafions. so that
the transformed differentfiafl equations wiH be as rigorous as the ermine}one, eq, (52-26).

The reference potentia1 (84—9). which is spherica'fly symmetric in grav-ity space‘ is the adjoint potentiai of a potential 9 that 15 spherica‘alysymmetric in ordinary space. In fact, by (52—13) and (52~15).

~ 1-3
3‘? 2 2xk-agk‘ “9 9k , (54-10)

l -lm»— 2 2r = VTka = u g ’ (54-11)

~ 11 11. 11
= _*- 22 22 ‘—

V W’“1ug+2ug =u2gz=%‘I (54-12)

Eq. (53-31) suggests the substitution

-1
_ 2yi — g ' (54-13)

(Now, however, the yi are to be considered as curviiinear coordinates in
gravity space, having no direct reiation with cartesian coordinates in or—
dinary space.) This transforms the reference potentia] into

l
Q='2U2.Y9

1

eHminating the singularity 92 at the origin g = o ,

We now introduce the new function

(54-14)

= E. (54-15)

so that

(54-16)1:3"? -

If we neglected aii squares and higher powers of r , we should have the

linear sphericai approximation discussed in the preceding section since,
apart from a scaie factor, (54—12) is identicai to (53«27). This shows that
e , as a function of y , must satisfy a differential equation of form

M~Wk‘lS
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2 .A”
0H ) .

(SLIM

there can be no term 0(¢) on the right-hand s1de since Ay¢ . 0 as a

Iinear approximat1on. by (53-58).

In fact, Sansd (197?) has caicuiated the exact d1fferent1a] equatie n

which ¢ must satisfy. Thfis 1s done by substituting

1

Y = -2u2y + N
(54.13)

into (52-27) and performing some
transformations which are too lengthy to

be given here. The resuIt is rather simp’fle:

1

"2'Ay¢ I: p Bl(¢n¢) ’
(54-19)

where BIN») is a
quadratic operator given by

BMW) = §w -y¢')Ay¢ +
flung)? — Tr (L2H (54-20)

(it must be quadratic since the origina1 equation (52-26) is). The matrix

E has elements

(fikj
Y-y

Lij : [51k ’
y J

(54-21)

Uetee e . .

2.
a)

=———-M° ;ij ayiayj
(54-22)

¢" is defined by

$1

and Ayd> expresses the Laplace operator in the "Cartesian form"

__.—‘
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2 2 2

A¢-—§——§+i—§+Mz;
y 8y1 3.3/2 3y3 (54-23)

needless to 53y» M are not rigorously to be intewreted as cartesian
coordinates in ordinary space,

The boundary operator (54-1)

3" awg -— - v - __ - (54—24)

is transformed as foHows. Using (54-9) we find

~ A 1
3‘!’ ~ _ 2 2 (54-25)

so that

l l
a?! 2 2 31__ — = + __ I939 "i' u 9 gag T

(54-26)

Since

1;
2y=9 (54-27)

by (54—13), we have

1£=§£dy=1-§§l
ag 93’3—9 'Zg 33’.

In View of these reht‘ions we get

1 1yarew—‘i’r-Lly 2
9); agk

0n substituting (54—16) and taking

condition for ¢ 2

ya? _ ¢ =
2[V(u)+ai§i]

‘ T .

(54—6)

on

into

S g

account we f1 nd as

(54—28)

(54-29)

boundary

{54-30)
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where

i
V(u)=3/Z(L:—)l-v2 (54-31)

is a function of the data, and

yCU) = yosg . yiiu) = yiOSg (54~32)

. denote the values of y and y1 calculated for that point of the Surface

59
which has the parameter u . ’

Since the direction of a/ay , as well as the direction of 3/39 a is
the direction of the radius vector in gravity space, we still have an ob-

lique derivative problem as in the original formulation given at the end

of sec. 52; the problem is, however, simplified because we now have a

“quasilinear” differential equation (54-19), which has a form suitable for
an iterative solution.

It is possible to transform the problem still further by introducing a

new potential v by

Th1?

As

to

1 8.91 fl.- — : _
V = 7[yk ayk ¢] 2 3y

s substétution has been motivated 1'

a “near approximation, v{yi} is
the potential anoma1y AW .

In fact, we even have rigorously

l. l
2

V(gi) =
1429 + yv ,

4.
n the precedi
harmonfic and

n9
is

section; cf.
, furthermore

(54-33)

(53-57}.
, related

(54-34)

so that yv represents the perturbation in the potentia1 V , 17f expressed

in gravimetric coordinates gi , in the same way as we had

l l
‘1’(gi)= ~2n292 + N , (54-35)

r = y¢ representing the perturbation in the adjoint potential V - It is
easy to verify (54-34) by substituting (54-35) into (52»30).

By means of (54—33), eq. (54—19) is finai‘ly transformed into a differ:
entiai equation (more preciseiy, an integrodifferentia] equation) for v IA
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1

AV‘U2B(VV
Y 2') (54—35)

where the quadratic operator 82 is given by

82(v.v) - - VA v - v‘fyA vdy + 2((TrN)2—Tr(N2)l
Y o Y -‘ “

+ Ayflrfidrfl ~ THEN . (54-37)

M and g are 3x3 matrices with e1ements

_ 3 yiyk
Mij ‘ [5ik ' I y2 ]ij ’

Nij—
Y
IE, vkjdy ,
O

6 Byiyk‘
ik ‘ I 2

.V ‘

(54«38)

(54-39)

where 5” denotes the eiements of the unit matrix and

V _ 82V .
-. — Qi: eyiayj

(54-40}

v' is defined as

8V
V| =-a—y'

(54-41)

and gay again denotes the “cartesian form“ of the Laplace operator.
The solution of (54-35) has to satisfy the boundary condition

VQS : V + —g aiyi a
(54-42)

V = 7(u) and y = y(u) being given by (54-31) and (54-32). This is simp-
]y the boundary condition for a Dirichlet problem.

By means of the substitution (54-33) it has thus been possible to trans-
form Sansd's problem into a Dirichlet problem for the nonlinear equation
(54-35). The price to be paid is that this equation is a nonlinear integro-
differential equation, as (54-37) shows. However, since the principal part
of (54—36) is simply Laplace's equation, the quadratic right-hand side be-
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ing comparatively small. our equation is still relatively manageable (it
is hardly necessary to remind the reader that (54—36) is as rigerous as

the original equatfon (52-26); no neglectlons are involved).

Thls reduction to a Dlrichlet problem is slmllar to methods used 1n the

linear Molodensky problem. cf. (Brovar, 1964), (Krarup, 1973: the "Praqu

method”) and the redoctlon to the Brillouln sphere in the present sec. 50.

The enormous advantage of the gravity space aDPTOGCh ‘5 that the boundary

condition (54-1) is linear even for the nonlinear problem, so that metheds

can be used that are applicable to the Molodensky problem only in its 1in_

earized form.
A necessary condition for the existence of the solution is

IIO.3v}
[—37.1ny

(54-43)

In fact, the differentiation of (54-33) gives

2 av = 329

ayi yk ayiayk '
(54-44)

If the solution ¢ is to be regular with finite second derivatives at the
origin y = vygyg = 0 , then (54-44) must tend to zero as yk + 0 . The
condition (54-43) is to be provided for by suitabiy disposing of the free
constants a1, a2, a3 in the boundary condition (54-30).

If a solution v satisfying (54—43) has been found, then e is ob-
tained by

Y
4» = - “(W + 2n My) -v<0>1y‘2dy ; (54-45)

it is easy to verify by direct substitution that this solution satisfies
(54-33). Then the adjoint potential W is given by (54-35), and finally
the earth's surface is obtained by (52-39).

Study of existence and uniqueness. There are thus two possibilities for
formulating Sansd's problem in a way suitable for an iterative solution.
We may consider it either an oblique-derivative problem for the partial
differential equation (54-19) with the boundary condition (54-30), or a

Dirichlet problem for the integrodifferential equation (54-36) with the
boundary condition (54-42).

#1‘
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In both formulations we have boundary-value problems with a fixed bound-
ary, to which the "elementary" inverse function theorem can be applied (the
reason why we had to use an advanced inverse function theorem in Molodens—
ky-s problem is that it is a free boundary~value problem). It is easier to
Verify the cenditions of applicability of the inverse function theorem for
the second formulation. in terms of Dirichlet‘s problem (Sansd. 1976. 1977h
the application of Newton‘s method gives even definite numerical estimates.
The result is that a uniform solution exists provided V satisfies the
condition

uwwmm < s . (54-d6)

where the censtant a is sufficiently small. The norm is a Holder norm
very similar to the norm used in sec. 51.

Since V , as given by (54-31), has the character of an anomalous poten—
tial (actual potential minus spherical reference potential), this result is
very simiiar to Hermander's result (51—53). It is derived much more easily
but is restricted to a nonretatihg earth and a spherical reference poten-
tial, whereas W0 = U in (51-53) can be the usual ellipsoidal reference
potential. 0n the other hand, closeness in H2+E is sufficient even for
uniqueness whereas in Hermander's theorem we had for uniqueness even to re-
quire closeness in HBJ"E ; cf. p.448.

An essential progress,beth with respect to his first result (54-46) and
to Hermander‘s result, has been achieved by Sansd (1978b) by using the first
formulation in terms of the oblique—derivative problem given by (54~19) and
(54-30). Again the "elementary" implicit function theorem can be applied but
the conditions for its applicability are more difficult to verify. In return
for this one gets a much stronger result: a unique solution exists already
if

||V(u) - V0(u)||1+e< 5 , (54-47)

The function 70(u) may now be the usual eZZipsoidaZ normal potential, or
a similar reference potential; we are no longer restricted to a spherical
reference potential. The essential improvement, however, is the replacement
of the norm Illi2+s by “H1+6 : we no longer need closeness of the sec-
ond derivatives, but only closeness of v and v0 together with its first
derivatives plus a Holder condition; cf. p.448.

It is not known, however, whether the condition (54-47) is satisfied for
the real earth since we only know that a number 6 , ensuring existence and

//,
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uniqueness of the solution, exists but not how great it ’5‘ The number 6

33 that (54-47) does not hold for the real potential.
may well be so sma f w ears, the problem of exfst

Concluding remarks. During the 135‘ e y emit!

and uniqueness of the sciatic" for Malodensky's problem has for the first

time been treated with adequate mathematical rigor. Certainly, existence

and uniqueness have been proved only under very rEStréct‘ZG conditions on

smoothness and smallness of the deviations from a "normal solution, con-

ditions which we cannot expect to be met in the actual geodetic situation.

However, these results have been obtained rigorously-

lhe treatment by Hormander uses a very advanced inverse function theo.

rem and is mathematically extremely complicated; it applles t0 a rotating

earth. The mathematical complexity is mainly due to the faCt that “030‘

densky's problem is a free boundary-value problem, the boundary Surface

being unknown.
The gravity space approach due to Sansa transforms the free boundary

problem into a fixed one, although for a nonlinear partial differentiai
equation. It nevertheless reduces essentially the mathematical complexity.

The limitation of the gravity space approach is the restriction to a non-

rotating earth; practically this amounts to the use of gravitation instead

of gravity by reducing for the effect of centrifugal force.I
The results obtained by Sanso are stronger: he only requires closeness

of V and 70 in H1+€ for existence and uniqueness, whereas Harmander

had to require closeness in H“6 for existence and even closeness in
H3+8 for uniqueness.

Thus, from a theoretical point of view, the impact of the gravity Space

approach to the geodetic boundary-value problem appears enormous. It throws

new light on this problem and provides powerful new methods for studying
its mathematical aspects.

From a practical point of view, on the other hand, it is important to
note that the linearization (linear in the anomalous potential T ) is the
same in the usual approach and in gravity space, as we have seen in sec.
53. All usual methods for practically solving Molodensky's problem, as dis-
cussed in secs. 43 through 49, are based on this linearization. The gravity
space approach does not give a new contribution to methods of this type;
the essential advantage of the new approach manifests itself in the non—

linear problem.

1it may be remarked that, in a work that has not yet been published, Sansd has also
treated (by an iterative procedure) the problem of a rotating earth, but even Sansdls
original problem is practically meaningful as we have pointed out at the beginning of
sec. 52.

__‘
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55. GEODYNAMICAL EFFECTS

Throughout the Present book we have assumed the following idealized sit-
uation: the eartfi is a rigid bOdY Which rotates with constant angular veloc-
ity around an BX1S WhiCh 15 f1X9d "lth respect to the earth and passes
through the earthts center of mass. This center of mass, or gaoaenaar. is
take“ as the or‘gln Of a rQCWHQUlar coordinate system and the rotation
axis is used as its z~axis, or x3-axis. In this way, neither the earth‘s
figure nor its gravity field nor the coordinate system to which the earth
is referred, vary in time.

This Simple mOdel l5 Surprisingly accurate, down to an accuracy of 1

Part in a million >(10‘6) and better. The time—variable deformation of the
earth because 0f tides is only 0f the order of a few decimeters.

unti1 a decade 390’ an accuracy of 10—6 was the goal that oculd real‘
istically be aimed at in the determination of the earth's figure and grav-
itational field. Then a breakthrough came, mainly from two sides: modern

teChleues in absolute gravity measurements and laser ranging to satellites
achieved accuracies better than 10‘8 or made them appear feasible. This
means accuracies on the order of a few centimeters in absolute position; on

this level of precision, geodynamical effects have significant influence.
In the present section we can, of course, only sketch the barest Out-

lines. We shall restrict ourselves to two topics: the effect of solid earth

tides and some considerations regarding a more precise definition of ter—

restrial coordinate systems. Other geodynamical effects such as the motion

of continental plates according to plate tectonics will not be considered.

We shall primarily discuss geodetic aspects. For geophysical implications,

the classical reference is (Monk and Macdonald, 1960); a more recent review

article is (Rochester, 1973).

The basic principle is to reduce the observations to the simple rigid
earth model mentioned above, on which the usual methods of physical geodesy,

as treated in this book, are based. Thus geodynamic effects are taken into

account by suitable corrections. In view of the smallness of such correc—

tions, this appears to be the appropriate approach.

Earth tides. Consider the gravitational attraction of the moon at a point
P

on the earth‘s surface which, with an accuracy sufficient for the present

purpose, can be represented by a sphere of radius R (Fig.55.1). The poten—

tial of this attraction at P is

(55-1)-§£31-..-

I "I. - "——
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moon

FIGURE 55.1. The tidal attraction.

Expand 1/1 as a series of spherical harmonics (3-32) to 9“

V = Gungoam
Pn(COSw) g

(55-2)

IG being the gravitation“ constant, p the mass of the moon; the other

Inotations are understood from Fig. 55.1. The term of zero degree ( n = 0 ),

-flVo-dp
represents the potentiai of the attraction of the moon at the center of the

earth; it is responsibie for orbital motion. The first—degree term (n=1)
causes a shift of the equipotentiai surfaces without changing their shape;
only the terms with n = 2 and higher correspond to true deformations.
ihus the tidal potential becomes

U -—= G on

“2
n=2

Rndn+1p n(co s w) (55-3)

The dominating term is of second degree. We shaE1 Iimit ourselves to
this term; higher-degree terms can be treated in an ana10gous fashion if
necessary. Thus we shai] put

R2
U = Gu—§P2(cos¢) .

d
(55-4)

_—-

p
> >‘ 4'
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Let us now express cash in terms of the geocentric Sphericat ceordt-“ates of P and of the moon's center. in the usual earth-fixed equatorialSystem the point P has the coordinates (6,A ) where e 2 90°~¢ is thepolar distance of P. h denoting the geocentric latitude, and A is thegeocentric longitude. Similar1y, the mean has the coordinates (p,h ), wherethe po'lar distance is given by p a 900-5 . a being the declination ofthe moon, and h denotes the Greenwich hour angte of the meon, that ts,the angIe between the Greenwich meridian and the merid1an passing throughthe moon‘s center. Contrary to astronomica} usage, both A and h arecounted positiver towards east (Fig.55.2).

FIGURE 55.2. Coordinates of P and
of the moon.

Khan the addition theorem of spherica] harmonics, eq. (3-30), gives

P2(cosw) = R20(6.A)R20(p,h) +

l x 1

1 1+T2-R22(93}\)R22(p,h) + 1—2-522(ea)\)522(p,h) _ (55-5)

Now this expression is substituted into (55-4), and 3H R2m{p,h) and

szmwm) , as weH as the hmar distance d , are represented as functions
of time 1; using the theory of the motion of the moon. Details are found
in (Me1ch1’or, 1978, chapter 1). The resu1t has the farm

‘ ,

go

‘0) 6 ,

polep moon

1 V h j

1 KO
» 61‘ P '
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U - a:(t)R20(e,x) 4» a2(t)R21(8.A) + 53(t)5“(e.x) +

+ a4(t)R22(e.A) + a5(t)522(e.l) . (55-5)

where the functions ai(t) can be represented as trigonometric series;

ai(t) = aio + jzlaijCOSmjt + jElbijsinwjt . (55-7)

A simiIar expression can be obtained for the effect of the sun, and fit
wil1 be assumed that (55-6) and (55-7) represent the cembined effect of Sun
and moon.

Thus the tidai potentiai U at the earth’s surface has the form of a

linear combination of sphericai harmonics of the second degree whose coef-
ficients are quasi—periodic functions of time.

Elastic deformations. If the earth is assumed to be a pureiy eiastic sob
id, then a point P on its surface undergoes a quasi-periodic displacement
on the order of haif a meter. This dispiacement is expressed by the vector
3 whose components in poiar coordinates ( r,e,A) are given by

_h{Jr—EU,
_laU

“9—9'6—9’
u =l_§U_

A gcoswx'

Here 9 denotes a mean value of gravity ( g = 980 gal
are constants caHed Love numbers.

In the system xyz defined in the usual way (sec,1
the vector 3 are obtained by a rotation:

u1

u2

U3.

“e

“A
u r

'sin¢cosx
sin¢sinx

"C656?

-sinA

cosA

O

cos¢cosA

cos¢sinx

sin¢

)

),

(55-8)

,and h and 1

the components of

. (55—9)

8y subtracting the tida? deformation g from the actua1 measured co-
ordinates iobs , one obtains time-independent coordinates 5 free from
tide? effects:

A‘
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g -5 iobs 9- ' (55-10}

to changetentialtional poth causes its gravitathe eartion ofdeformaThe

by

6V=kU. (55-11)

where k is a third Lave number. In space outsifie the earth, this induced
tidal potential is a harmonic function:

w = kfir,. [mm (20 6,)\) +

+ a2(t)R21(e,A) + a3(t)821(e,>\) +

+ a4(t)R22(e,>\) + a5(t)522(8,)\)] . (55-12)

The fact that both 3 and 5V depend Hneafly on U is due to the
smaHness of the deformation (any smooth funct‘fion can for smaH values of
the argument be regarded as a Hnear function); it is an expression of
Hooke's law we“ known from the theory of e1astéc1‘ty.

Conventiona1 rounded va1ues of the Love numbers are

(55-13)h=0.6, k=0.3, 1:0.08.

Other geodetic effects. The induced potential (55-12) affects sateliige
orbits (Groten, 1970). Tidal influences on terrestrial observations are
usually combined effects of deformation and potential change. Thus, the
“geometric” Love numbers h, l usually occur in combination with the "po-
tential“ Love number k . For instance, tidal changes in gravity are pro-
pertional to the factor 1 + h - 3k/2 ; changes in astronomical latitude
and longitude involve the factor 1 + k ~ 1 , and horizontal pendulum 0b-
servations are affected by the fatter 1 + k - h . For details cf. (Mel-
chior, 1971 and 1978) and (Staten: 1979).

Real deformations. The purely elastic model just outlined represents a

high degree of idealization. Resonance effects of the liquid outer core of

the earth cause a dependence of the Love numbers on frequency w. , such

Love numbers can be.computed on the basis of an assumed earth model {Mel-
chior, 1978, chapter 6). The picture is further complicated by the fact
that there are local disturbances due to the effect of oceanic tides and

other local perturbations (ibid., chapters 11 and 12). This makes a model“
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ing of tidal effects to an accuracy of a few centimete:: ?:;t: difficult.
cion. The constant term a10 ) is indepen~The permanent deforma H t

deformaflon“. Actuany, omy the
dent of time and causes a permanen i R (e A) ‘ P coef.
ficient a associated with the zonal harmon c 20 . 2(cose) is

’0 han e in the flattening of thedifferent from zero. causing a minute c 9 Earth
It has been Suggested by Honkasalo (1964) to correct only for the time-de_
pendent part of the tidal effects. leaving the permanent deformation, pram

a geodetic point of view. it appears, however, preferable to consistently
subtract the complete tidal effect including the permanent deformation.xn
fact. this procedure fully removes the influence of sun and moon and thus

provides the simplest way to ensure that the earth's gravitational potent”?
V is harmonic everywhere outside the earth; this is basic for physica}
geodesy as we have seen throughout the book.

The celestial pole. This concept plays a basic role in the precise de-
finition of terrestrial coordinate systems. We shall be satisfied with a

general description of the problem of defining this concept, referring the
reader for details to the excellent presentation by A. Leick and 1.}. Muel-
ler, "Defining the Celestial Pole", Manuscripta Geodaetica, vol.4, pp. 149-
183, 1979.

Fig. 55.3 shows the terrestrial sphere in the vicinity of the North Poie
as seen from above. The foHowing abbreviations are used:

F ... figure axis,
I ... instantaneous rotation axis,
H ... angu1ar momentum axis,
E ... Euierian pole of rotation,
C ... ceiestiai poie.

The figure axis F (we do not distinguish between an axis and its pole
which is its intersection with the celestial or terrestrial sphere) is the
axis of maximum inertia (cf. Heiskanen and Moritz, 1967, p.62). If the ear”
were an ellipsoid of revolution, then F would denote its axis of symmetrr

The axis H corresponds to the direction of angular momentum, which
plays a basic role in the dynamics of a rigid body.

For an explanation of the other terms we must distinguish between free
and forced motion. Free motion corresponds to the absence of external forms.
in our case, to the absence of gravitational attraction of sun and moon.Forced motion represents the effect of these externai forces.If there were no external forces, then the instantaneous rotation axis I
"OUfid COinCide with E ' amd the angular momentum axis H would coincidewith C . The externai forces, however. cause H to describe approximately
a

Cer19 arUUHd C . and I to describe a similar curve around E-
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FIGURE 55.3. Polar motion for an elastic earth.

For the further description we make the assumption that the earth is a

pureiy eiastic soiid eiiipsoid. Let us first consider the free motion oniy.

The points C and E then describe concentric circies whose radius is on

the order of 0.2" which corresponds to 5 m . Both points are very ciose

together; there is CE ; 2 cm - The point 0 corresponds to the figure

axis in the undisturbed case. Since the axis of rotation 1 does not

coincide with the axis of figure, the rotation of the earth produces a non-

symmetric deformation, which causes the axis of maximum inertia to shift to

"

g};
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S . such that 05 I 2 m . The points E, C. and S 1ie on the same radius

and slowly rotate together around 0 g the period is the Chandier period

of polar motion of abowt 430 days.
So much for the free motion. The attraction of son and moon causes forced

motiona which may he described as foitows. The instantaneous pole of r0t5_

tion‘ 1 . descrfibes a near-circular closed curVe around the Eulerian p013

E . and the anguiar momentum pole H performs a similar motion ar0uno the

ceiestia! pole C , of radii around 0.6 and 0.4 m ,respectiveiy_ 7hisis
of the same magnitude as the tidal deformation: in fact. the cause 15 the

same. The points H and I are again rather ciose together {HI 5 21 cm),

Especiaiiy remarkable is the forced motion of the figure axis F , 1t

describes a quasi-circuiar motion around its "free" position S ; its rad1-

us SF is on the order of 60 m E Yhus the figure axis is particularly an-

stabie. its forced motion being a hundred times larger than the forced mo-

tion of the rotation axis. it may be mentioned that F, H . and 1 tie on

a straight line.
The period of these forced motions are on the order of 1 day; we there-

fore speak of diurnal polar motions.
The most important point is C , which is therefore called the celestial

reference pole, or celestial pole. By its definition, it is unaffected by

forced motion and does not, therefore, exhibit a diurnal motion with re-
spect to an earth-fixed coordinate system. It may also be shown that C

has no diurnal motion with respect to a space—fixed system, that is, re-
ferred to a nonrotating system which is "fixed with respect to the stars".

These two conditions determine C uniquely and independently of any

model assumption such as perfect elasticity; this definition can, therefore
also be used in the case of the real earth. Furthermore it can be shown that
most astronomical measurements refer to C rather than to the instantaneous
rotation pole I .

This accounts for the use of C to define the celestial pole in the most

appropriate way.
The body-fixed motion of C , as considered so far, is the precise defi—

nition of polar motion; the space-fixed motion of C is precess£0n and nu-
tation‘; cf. (Mue11er, 1959, sec.4.1).

The new formu1as for nutation adopted by the Internationa] Astronomécal
Union at its XVIE General Assembkv in Montreal in August 1979 refer to the
celestial po1e C as defined above.

1

1“Body-fixed motion“ is an abbreviation for “motion with respect to a body-fixed refer-
ence system”, and similarly for “space-fixed motion“.

1|_“
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Terrestrial reference systems. The problem of introducing an appropriate,rigorougiy defined terrestrial coordinate system is complicated by the factthat there is no Such system in which all points on the earth's surface
wcu1d be at VSSt: POlntS are continuously moving because of tidal effects.plate motion! i0€ai teCtOnlC disturbances. etc. All that can be hoped for,is that a coordinate System can be defined at which surface points are atrest in some average way.

This problem Admits of several solutions and is at present much discussed
The proceedings of a recent meeting on this subject (Kolaczek and Weiffen~bach, i975) give a VlVld picture of these discussions.it lES generaiiy agreed that even a future. more precisely defined refer«
ence frame should be close to the system presently used: it shouid be a car-tesian coordinate system xyz whose origin is at the geocenter (or perhaps
corresponds to some average position of the geocenter); the z-axis should
be directed along some average position of the rotation axis, and the Zero
meridian should be close to the (mean) Greenwich meridian.

Various choices of coordinate axes have distinguished physical proper-ties, as pointed out in (Munk and Macdonaid, 1960, pp.10-12).
Tisserand axes. For a rigid body rotating with an angular velocity vec-

tor g , the velocity !_ of any particle is

i=Exi’ (55-14)

which is the vector product of 3 with the positien vector 5 . For a de-
formabIe body this reIation cannot be satisfied in genera}; there win} be
a difference

(55-15)5:1-gx5.
If g is defined by the 1east-squares condition

EZdM = minimum 9

earth
(55-15)

dM denoting the element of mass, then any system xyz rotating with ‘

angular veiocity is a system of Tisserand axes_ th‘s

Such a frame aiso has the property that the totai anguiar mOmentum d

to motion reiative to it is zero. “9

Thus, for Tisserand axes, oniy the rotation of the frame. that is "t
motion, is specified. eny cartesian system whose axes are fixed with, ‘ s

to a Tisserand frame, 15 aiso a Tisserand frame.
resDECt
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A Tisserand frame is very suitable for formulating the EQUatl°"5 0f mo-

tion of the earth because they assume a
particularly Simple form in such a

system. being then for a
deformable earth formally the same as for a rigid

earth. 0n the other hand, such a system ‘5 "0t diVECtty “CCeSSible t0 geo-

detic observation.
Principal ampe of ingrtfa. These axes are defined in such a way that the

inertia tensor is a diagonal matrix in this SyStem: the prOdUCts of 1"ertia

are then zero; cf. (Heiskanen and Moritz, 1967. p,62). They are naturaigen-

eralizations of axes of symmetry (e.g,, for the triaxial ellipsoid) to an

arbitrary body and are. therefore, also called figure axee‘

In the case of the earth, the equatorial DrinC5Pai axes ( x and y )

are ill defined since the earth is very 51059 to a" ellipSOid Of revolutiom

Even the polar axis of inertia is unsuited for a prGCise def‘Nltion of

the z-axis because of its instability: the point F to which the polar fi-
gure axis corresponds, oscillates with respect to the earth by as much as

60 m . as we have seen above (Fig.55.3).
Mather axes. In his thorough discussion of terrestrial reference frames,

Mather (i973, 1974) proposed the following definition. The origin is at the

(instantaneous) geocenter; the z-axis coincides with the instantaneous axis

of rotation; and one fixed station P on the earth’s surface defines the

xz-plane (this plane either passes through P , or P has an assigned fixed

longitude}.
This is perhaps the conceptually clearest and most natural definition of

a geodetic reference system. Everything-—the origin, the z-axis, and the

xz-plane-—is unambigously defined physically. Its main merit lies in pre—

senting a clear theoretical model.

For practical purposes, tidal motions have to be removed by a suitable

model, and the z-axis should be oriented through the celestial pole C

rather than along the instantaneous axis I because C is observable (see

above).
But even so, coordinates xyz of any point on the earth's surface would

change with time because of the motion of C with respect to the earth

(polar motion) even when there is no real shift of the position of the point

under consideration. Furthermore, irregular motions of the fundamental sta-
tion P would be reflected as spurious temporal changes in the coordinates

of the other stations. For this reason it is desirable to define the coor-
dinate system, not with respect to one station P , but with respect to

several reference stations, hoping that irregular displacements of the in-
dividual stations average out. This leads us to the next definition.

I

1

I

Add
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Geographical axes. According to (Monk and Macdonaid, 1960, p.11), geo-
graphicai axes are attached “in a prescribed way" to certain observatories.
One possibie rigorous definition in this sense would be the foiiowing.

Assume N stations (observatories) on the earth‘s surface. The coordi-
nates 51 - [Xi- Yi. 11] . 1 1 1. 2. .... N . of these stations, relative
to a certain instant tO . are given; the coordinate system 50 is, in
principle. arbitrary.

At a subsequent instant t , the rectangular coordinates of the same N

stations are again determined by observation, which resuits in the values
5; r [X;. y;. 2;] . They are referred to another coordinate system S'
which may be arbitrary and unreiated to $0 .

If the configuration of the N stations did not change with time, then

there would be a certain rotation matrix 3 such that

§:'=i' (55-17)

for 311 N stations. In View of reIative motion of the stations, however,

such an equation wiH not be exact1y satisfied; there wiH be devfiati‘)"S

5285-5- (55-18)

Now the three parameters defining the rotation matrix _R_ (for instance,
three Eu1erian angles, cf. sec. 36) can be determined by means of the con-

dition

T . .E E; = m1n1mum (55-19)

with a given positive definite weight matrix P .1

.This determines the matrix 5 , and now the—coordinates x‘ of an

pOint in the new system S' can be transformed to the originai syste: s

by (55—17). Thus the coordinates at any instant t can be unambigousi O

referred to the originai system SO . This coordinate system is reiat :
not to any phySicaiiy defined axes, but “in a prescribed way” to the eNs

given observatories.
in the case of erroriess observations, the formal least-squares ad‘

ment by means of (55-19) ensures that the configuration of the N
stjuét-

at epoch t1 is fitted as closeiy as possible to the original config::;°n5

______,_._
iThe minimum condHiOn (55-19) may, in a way, be consNered a discrete analogue of

(55-16%
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tion of the stations; it is thus a
GEOmEtrica] fitting rather than a sta‘

tistical adjustment. The "prescribed way" implies the use of the same N

stations and of the same matrix B at all instants under consideration,

it is clear that tidal effects. etc.. which can be represented by an

analytical model. should be removed befOrehand, so that the residual dis-

placements E in (55-19} have a more or less random character,

in the absence of measuring errors. the residuals (55-18) indicate the

amount by which the N given stations have shifted with respect to each

other. If there are observational errors, then. of course, the procedure

averages their effect as well as the actual displacements: The "Eight ma«

trix P may then be chosen so as to take into account the statistics of

the measuring errors.
Practical considerations. Each of these four definitions-—Tisserand

axes, figure axes, Mather axes, and geographical axes-~contains important

aspects which must be taken into account in an optimal definition Of a

terrestrial reference system.
Geographical axes seem best, as far as possible at all, to correspond

to the practical requirement that the adopted station coordinates do not

change with time. They can also be realized observationally in a theoreti-

cally rigorous way.
The arbitrariness of the initial coordinate system 50 can be used to

satisfy the physical requirement that the z—axis is somehow related to the

earth‘s rotation axis. The best candidate for the pole representing the z-

axis seems to be a point close to the center 0 of Fig. 55.3. In the elas-
tic model, the point 0 represents the long—term average of the rotation
axis, of the celestial pole, and of the figure axis; and it does not change

its position relative to the earth”s body. It can further be shown that 0,
or any point fixed with respect to it, represents the z—axis of a Tisserand

frame.
For the real earth, matters are more complicated than for the elastic

model. There is no longer a unique point 0 which has the same simple phys-

ical properties as in the elastic case. Therefore, rather than defining the

z—axis physically by the point 0 , it seems appropriate to assume it can-
oentionally in such a way that it is close to a mean rotation axis and a

mean figure axis. Also the zero meridian will be assumed conventionally but
of course, very close to Greenwich.

The celestial pole can then be referred to this system through polar mo-

tion observations by satellite laser, doppler, or VLBI techniques.
The origin of the system So can be placed at the geocenter by dynami-

cal satellite observations or by gravimetric techniques. The basis of the
first method is the fact that the geocenter is at the focus of the orbital

___4
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“up” Of a “unite “mam” perturbflim" do n“ change the Orincipie).
The Second mathod uses the phenome"°” that a Spherical-harmonic expansionof the external potential does not contain first-degree terms if the originis placed at the geocenter {p,20)_

For an absolute practical determination of the geocenter with high pre-cision. the 53t911ite tEChflique is appropriate. In this way. the origin of
s0 is Piaced fit the geocenter at the instant tO . Since. for subsequent
times. this System is defined by reference to N surface stations. it may
happen that, at later times t . the origin no longer coincides with the
geocenter- F0? monitoring this relative shift of the geocenter. the gravi-
metric technique may be used, as has been pointed out by Mather (1973, 1974}
the principle is as foiiows.

At any POiNt (¢.X ) of the earth's surface, gravity changes because of
a shift 65 of the origin by the first-degree harmonic

59 = c (cosducosxuéx + cosqssinx - 65’ + sin!» - 62) (55-20)

where

c = -3.1 ug31cm‘1 . (55-21)

Monitoring 69 by highiy precise absoiute gravity measurements at a number

of weH-distributed observatories (preferabiy coinciding with the N sta-
tions used for fitting the coordinate system 50 ) thus gives the shift
vector 55 .

Finaily we mention that aiso the present official terrestriai reference

system as defined by the Bureau Internationai de i°Heure (BIH) uses the

principie of geographicai axes, but fitting astronomicai coordinates a

and A of a number of observatories rather than rectanguiar coordinates

(Mueiier, 1969, pp.84 and 343).

For a more precise definition, at the centimeter 1evei, sateiiite iaser

and interferometric methods using rectangular coordinates are more promis-

ing than astronomicai coordinates whose acouracy can hardiy be essentiaily

improved beyond the present ieve] of a few decimeters. Such future systems

should, however, be related to the present system in such a way as to pre~

serve continuity.
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